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HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN AMERICA, 1971
THURSDAY,

MARCH 4, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOxMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF THE
COMMITTEE ON- LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Wa8lhington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room
4200, New Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(chairman of the subcommittee presiding.
Present: Senators Kennedy, Pel, Eagleton, and Beall.
Committee staff members present: LekRoy G. Goldman? professional
staff member to the subcommittee; Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel to
the subcommittee.
Senator KE.,NNED~Y. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today the subcommittee turns its attention to one of the most vexing aspects of the health care crisis. Seemingly, everyone agrees that
wve do not have enough health manpower. Clearly everyone agrees that
the health manpower we do have is maldistributed.
If you live in a sparsely populated rural area or in the heart of a
major city, your chances of having ready access to health professionals
when you need them are frightfuly poor. The lack of manpower and
the inequitable distribution of the manpower we do have are crucial
facts in any understanding of the real nature of the health problems
we face.
Unfortunately, the situation is made worse by the fact that to a
very considerable degree the health professional schools of this country are in the midst of a profound financial crisis of their own. It is
obvious that we will have to find more adequate mechanisms to stabilize these institutions which educate our health manpower if we are
to have any reasonable expectation of bringing rationality to the
health care scene.
In that regard I want to say that the expiration of the health manpower legislation this year creates the opportunity for us in the Congress to take whatever actions are necessary in order to create a coherent and sufficient set of public policies in respect to this matter.
Later this year the subcommittee will be holding hearings on the
extension of these two important pieces of health manpower legislation. At that time we might very well want to call back some of the
same witnesses we have with us today. Clearly the Carnegie Commission report and the AAMC Bicentennial report need to be studied
in depth.
(535)
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Today, though, our focus is on the interrelationship between the
general nature of the health care crisis, health manpower, and the
institutions which are responsible for the education of that manpower.
I would like to welcome first the honorable 'William B. Sax be the
senior Senator from Ohio. Senator Saxbe is a former member ol the
Labor and Public Welfare Committee and of the Health Subcommittee, and has been extremely interested in the problems of health, and
has been very active in the development of many of the health programs we now have. We value his comments highly and we want to
welcome him to this subcommittee.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM B. SAXBE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OHIO
Senator SAXBA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here today testifying before this
subcommittee about the Nation's health problems and the proposal
which I believe offers the best hope for revitalizing our present inadequate health care system.
Our present system is simply not. doing the job and must be reformed. Health care costs are running wild. 'Irhey are inflating at
twice the rate of general price increases-as astounding as that isand people are not getting their money's worth, particularly those who
most nebd everything their diminishing dollar can buy.
The system of delivering health care today is gigantic-a $70 billioA industry; and Government's share in this expenditure is also gigantic, nearly one-third of the total. And Government has the iresponsibility to get the most out of the taxpayer's dollar-not just to pump
it down a no-return rathole. Hence, such a big industry with so heavy
an involvement by Government, and one so cursed with runaway inflation, must be placed under the microscope of a concerned lawmaking
body. In short, this burgeoning system so beset with waste and lack
of economy, must be revamped.*
Why has there been such inflation in this field? Why have health
care costs risen at twice the rate of others? The answer is disturbingly
'simple: Because the system is not working. This rampant inflation is
a manifestation of an inefficient system's response to too much demand-and I might add, too much money.
In 1965, we assumed that our present system was good and that we
merely needed to get money to the disadvantaged to purchase the
services which they were unale to a fford-thus the advent of medicare
and medicaid. But these two additions so increased the demands on our
health system that the system could not cope. And because the system
couldn't respond, it protected itself by raising the costs in order to
lessen the demand. And I don't think we need underestimate of course
the general inflation that has caused this pressure.
Thus the fateful cycle was set into effect. Thus, rampant inflation.
And now we are reaping the consequences.
This spiraling cost has locked government into uncontrollable
budget increases. Health care costs are so steev that they have totally
drained the resources which rightfully belong to improving and enriching the system. Money is so tied up in supporting the demand that
government has nothing left to shore up the supply. The increase in
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total appropriations for health care between fiscal 1971 and fiscal
1972 is $1.131 billion. $939 million of this $1.1 billion gos into reinforcing an old inadequate system; and only $195 mil ion is left to
develop a new and innovative program, a program pitched to the
present.
Now that we are onl the threshold of making major changes in the
health field, let's not make the same mistakes.-Let's not simply have
another financingr method without a concomitant change in systems.
Let's not just blindly pour more money into an already overheated
and overburdened system. We must find some innovative force that
will increase thle capacity of the system to cope with the demands of
the 1970's. All the new health insurance proposals throw more people
into the system but disturbingly few deal with the liard reality of
system change. ierefore, it is my intent to search out the best possible
method to increase the capacity of the American Health Care System:
more professionals, more facilities, and more supportive services.
And tat is basically why I have lent my support to the proposal
first advanced by the chairman, the senior Senator froln Massachusetts. To me, this bill goes farthest in advancing these essential needs.
In any proposal, we must strip away the rhetoric that promises largescale reform, and look beyond to see what the proposal actually offers.
Thus we come down to two basic questions:
1. What changes are you going to make in the current system?
2. How much money wil it cost and where will you obtain the
funds?
In my opinion, the proposal which comes closest to answering these
searchingf questions is the bill which I hiftve cosponsored. It offers the
best mechanism with which to revamp the present system. This mechianism, is the Resources Development Fund, a unique mechanism which
appnears in no other proposal.
'the Resources Development Fund earmarks a certain percentage
of every dollar in the plan by setting it aside each year to develop
medical resources-trainingr more doctors, building more health care
centers and facilities, providing more supportive services; in short,
all of the things that need to be done, the things which our present
system has proven itself distressingly unable to handle. The funds, in
short, develop s a more efficient delivery system and actually demands
a change in the existing system. It earmarks a certain percent of the
whole Health Secui~ty Trust Fund specifically for system reform.
Every other proposal advanced thus far is based on congressional appropriation; meaning they are left to the whims of Congress and the
caprice of an always uncertain economy, and uncertain time.
'We are the richest Nation in the entire universe. Our gross national
product for this year exceeded $1 trillion. If we can't find the money
to enhance the quality of health care for our citizens, then we have
failed as a society.
In addition to my. prepared statement, I would like to say this:
just a cursory examination of our health situation today makes it
quite obvious that practically every program which we now have and
every program that is proposed-with the exception of this one and
the American Hospital Association plan which looks interestingdrives people into the hospital before they can collect.
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In other words in Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and most of the private
systems, with the exception of the Harvard Fund and the Kie
arrangement, you have to go to the hospital before you can collect
your medicare or any of the other payment. Any system that is new
have to put the emphasis on keeping people out of the
to other
isgon in
hospital
words, a health-maintenance care system.
I was gratified to see that the President in his bill, his health
message, recognized this need, and I wrote him a letter t'o this effect.
A year ago when you raised the question of health maintenance care,
everyone threwv up their hands. Tlhe same was true when you talked
about catastrophic illness. There was no belief that a revamping of
the system was possible. And I drew, as I knew you did and others,
the violent opposition of our doctor friends.
Today everyone recognizes that a change is necessary, that no family
can survive catastrophes illness and that any plan that simply piles
more money into an already overheated monopolistic system is not
gigto satisfy the health needs of the people who most need it today.
ge all have some complaint, some affliction that we are going to
have the rest of our lives. It could be diabetes, it could be heart, it
could be arthritis, it could be kidneys, it could be one of many chronic
conditions that is going to continue the rest of our lives.
I don't think it is unreasonable to think that we could monitor such
a condition in most of our people. If General Motors can send out
a notice that you have to have your oil changed in your automobile
by computer, I don't think that we can just dlismiss the idea that we
can pul in the modern methods to monitor these chronic conditions
which are going to continue.
We have, old people today in cold water walk-up flats who can't
afford medicare -because of the initial payment. They don't want to
go to the hospital. Thus they resist the present system. And yet these
same people, when they are finally carried in on a stretcher, occupy
$100 beds when even a minimum of health maintenance could have
kept them out of that expensive hospital bed.
Kn the Army we used to call it-when referring to our vehicles-first
echelon maintenance. It is a simple statement, but it pretty well sums
up what seems to me to be the basic void in our health care today.
If you have walked into a general practitioner's office with women
and children everywhere--crawling, screaming kids. They sit all day
and the doctor is overworked. He-is busy or he is gone. You realize
the frustration that comes not to the poor, but to the middle-class people. They are the ones that are being shortchanged as much as anyone on this present system.
And so I look forward to a change-maybe our bill is not the complete answer, but I think we have good minds working on this and we
will evolve a total program at some time. I look forward to a day not
when we have socialized medicine as the doctors proclaim we are advocating, but rather when we have a system which monitors the health
of our people, which maintains our people in a state of health. Not a
system geared primarily to driving people into the concentrations of
doctors, into the concentrations of he hospital, where we know it is
most expensive to treat and to rehabilitate people.
I am sincerely dedicated to this new innovative approach. I know
that we have all received criticism that the cost of this system is pro-
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hibitive. And yet today we are spending $70 billion and not getting
our money's worth.
A proper system would not cost more money, it would be redirected
money. But certainly money that would go towards everyone's health
in this country.
We have a dismal record, in relation to the rest of the world in many
areas of health. And one that we must necessarily be ashamed of. At
the same time we have the most brilliant developments of medicine in
this country that we can all be very proud of. And we have many,
many dedicated people in this field.
I have a son that is a physician. He is my inside man in the organiization. And I am very happy to offer you, as I sent out privately to the
Senators last week, a study that hie has made on health delivery system in the central city. And I have a great many people in the system
who tell me that they are dissatisfied, unhappy with the present delivery system.
So I commend this subcommittee for examining the health care
cr~isis. I certainly think that the things that you are doing and undertaking in this session, are going to have the most profound effect on
the general public of this country than any other issue that is going to
come before Congress this year.
Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. I want to express appreciation for your comment, Senator, as a sponsor of S. 3, and one who has been very interested in it.
Your statement is most welcome.
As I understand it, one of the features that you think that is most attractive in the 5. 3 proposal is the concept of preventive care.

Senator SAXB3E. I do.

Senator KENNqEDY. And this is something that is built into the proposal that we have cosponsored. It is generally accepted universally
within the medical community that it is' better to keep a person on his
feet rather than having somebody come in .who is actually sick. There
are some very significant and important devices within 5. 3 to attempt
to achieve preventive care, rather than having insurance, waiting periods, and so on, which work in the opposite direction.
So I understand that that is one of your concepts.
Second, as I understand it, you think we ought to have a uniform
system which provides quality care, and that it shouldn't be dependent
upon some of the means tests that we have in our country. We ought
to provide a single quality care system for all people in the Nation.
Senator SAXBE. I don't believe that you can say that we have a means
test when health care is simply not available for people who could pass
the means test. This is true of a great middle class of people in this
country, particularly true of couples with small children.
They have difflcu lty in getting continued medical oversight of these
children. We haven's talked a great deal about dental care. But dental
care today-because of the shortage of dentists the high prices, and
the lack of insurance coverage-dental care is deteriorating and it is
having a profound effect on people. Even when they can ford to do
something about it. They neglect this area and they find that their
neglect has increased the problem.
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Dental care is not Zoingr to cover everyone immediately, but it is
going to be a progressive thing, until there is eventually adequate coveragre on dental care. And this is important.
The people who are getting the worst short-changing in the whole
with Medicare, are the old people. Because the system
eveninto
picture,
drives them
hospitals where they don't want to be. And I think
with pro er monitoring this can be prevented to a great degree.
I joine with Senator Percy last year in an amendment which 'Du
will recall was adopted to the Hill- Burton hospital development IL
This amendment provided outpatient clinics, medical outposts, neighborhood health centers to treat people, to try to alleviate the pressures
on the hospitals and the high-priced beds, and leave the hospitals for
those who desperately need that acute specialized care.
Senator KEN;NEDY. As we heard yesterday, the heads of hospital systems have testified that they had to leave people in hospitals because)
there was no other place to send them.
Senator SAxBEg. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. Therefore, they are in effect using up what perhaps is a $100-a-day resource because there is no other kind of outlet
where, if you had ft coordinated, efficient system, you could move them.
Finally, one of the things you commented on extensively in your
testimony is the Resource Development Fund we have built into that
program. The fund builds in a very significant way the development
of health manpower, not just support for medical schools or training
programs, but great incentives for the development of exciting, in.novative, and creative delivery systems, which are so needed.
As I understand it, the purpose of this fund is to stimulate, trigger,
and support those programs which are innovative, creative, exciting
and supportive of other institutions that are trying to meet the health
manpower needs. I think this is an important part of your testimony.
Senator SAxBE,. As you know the encouragement has not been
towards this. The encouragement has been rather into individual hospital development. Millions of dollars have gone into developing things
which an area thinks are so important, without any overall control or
general planning. Heart teams-there are 900 hospitals in this country
that are qualified presumably to do heart team work. And yet 95 percent of it is done in about 70 hospitals. And there are several hundred
of these hospitals that have never used them. There will be hospitals in
the same town, all of which have all of the same equipment, and yet one
hospital could easily suffice--thus, a duplication.
It has become a prestige thing. And it is one of the areas that we are
obviously going to have to investigate when we spend additional funds
under any kind of a medical program. But waste such as this has just
crept in. We put ambulatory patients into $80 a day hospital beds. And
yet when those who can afford it go to the Mayo Clinic, most of them
stay at a hotel or motel and walk to the clinic for their treatment. And
yet you and I go out to Bethesda, or some other hospital, the first thing
they do is put us in bed or put us in a wheelchair to haul us to get an
X-ray. And I have seen this and had it happen to people who walk into
the hospital, spend 2 days and walk out; and yet while they are there,
they are literally litter patients. It is something that we just haven't
handled wisely and I think any new program must.
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Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Senator. We appreciate
your testimony and comments.
Our first witness is Dr. Clark Kerr, chairman and executive director
of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. He is also currently
professor of business administration and economics, University of Cal
ifornia, Berkeley.
Formerly, Dr. Kerr was the chancellor at the University of California, Berkeley, and president of the University of California system. He has a forthcoming publication which is coauthored by Drs.
Rashi Fein and Gerald Weber and is entitled "Financing Medical Education: An Analysis of Policies and Mechanisms."
The Carnegie Commission's report, which was released in October
of 1970, is entitled "Higher Education and the Nation's Health."
We want to welcome you, Dr. Kerr, a distinguished educator and a
person greatly interested in the problems of education. I know that in
the area of health manpower you have achieved a distinguished reputation, not only in your own profession but as, a person who has been
greatly interested in public policy questions as well.
You have appeared before many committees, and you have performed an enormous public service to this country and have been an
invaluable help to the Labor and Public Welfare Committee in the
various works you have undertaken.
So I want to express my very deep appreciation for your appearance here today and for the wealth of information and knowledge
which you have brought to the Labor Committee in the past..
We welcome your testimony, and I want to say how glad we are to
see you here today.
Tank you.
STATEMENT OF CLARK KERR, CHAIRMAN, AND EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE CARNEGIE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION; PROFESSOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF.
Dr. KEnni. Thank you, Senator Kennedy
It is a great privilege to have this chance to make a presentation
before you.
I appear on behalf of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education as you noted. This commission was established by th e Carnegie
Foundation for the advancement of teaching in 1967.
We were asked to take a look at the future of higher education to
the year 2000, with particular attention to the decade of the 1970s, and
to make recommendations on some of the major problems facing
higher education in the Nation.
We have thus far issued seven reports which are listed in the
document I placed before you. The first one was on Federal support
for higher education and the recommendations in that first report of
our Carnegie Commission were introduced as a bill in the Senate by
yourself and Senator Javits, and Senator Prouty and also in the
house by Congressmen Reid and Brademas.
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We then issued a report called "A Chance to Learn" on equility
of opportunities for all young Americans.
There is one onl "The Open- Door Colleges," the extension of community colleges across the Nation~.
We issued one onl "Revised Recommendations, New Levels of Federal Responisibility for Higher Education," with particular attention
to loan programs.
A fifth report was on "Highei EdMucation and the Nation's Health,"
the subject we are talking about today.
Our sixth, "'Less Time, More Options," concerns reforms to give
students more options in higher education and to require rather
time getting their degrees.
Our- last report was onl the future of the colleges founded for
Negroes.
We have three other reports to be issued in the very near future:
one on dissent and disruption; at second one on the relationships between the States and higher education; and at third one on new
students and new places, how many more students there will be
between now and the year 2000, and what wve need to do to accommnodate them.
I give you this list of reports to indicate that we are trying to
take a very broad view of higher education in the United States.
In one of our-earl ier reports, and we keep on reaffirming this, we set
forth what we thought were the three greatest priorities before higher
education in the 19701s. The first one was to get greater equality of
opportunities for young men and women in the United States; the second was to increase education for the health services; and the third
was academic reform and innovation.
Today we are talking about the second of these priorities, health
care manpower. I believe a copy of our-report is before you. And in the
document which I prepared for this presentation I set forth the major
themes in this report.
I would like to turn now to setting forth the several assumptions
behind this report. First of all, our commission-let me say our report was unanimous--felt, that the United States both needed and
could afford better health care for all of its people. By all of the
standard indices of health care, the United States is surpassed by a
number of other nations in the world, despite the great wealth of this
Nation.
Our second assumption was that there would be new means of financing the demand for health care within the foreseeable future. We asslimed that, at least within this decade and probably a good deal
sooner, all or most Americans would be covered by some form of health
insurance. We did not recomniiend health insurance, because that was
outside of our- jurisdiction, but we assumed that there would be a national health insurance plan.
The third assumption was that, if this new opportunity for Americans to get health care was financed properly and if there was a great
deficit in supply of health care personnel such as we have today, there
would really be an enormous inflation of costs; that it was just as important to look at the supply side, as the demand side, to look at
them together.
-ess
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Our fourth assumption was that the supply of medical doctors and
dentists is particularly a Federal responsibility. The States also have
iresponsibilities there, but rather greater responsibilities for the trainother allied health care personnel. The Federal
of nurseshasanda special
ing
Government
responsibility for doctors and denticts because they move clear across the Nation. More than half of the doctors trained in the United States practice in a State other than the
State in which they were trained.
In the case of Illinois, 70 percent of the doctors trained there go out
of State. In the State of California, 70 percent of the doctors who
enter practice there come from out of the State. So in Illinois it is difficult to get the State government to support the training of doctors, as
costly as it is, when they know 70 percent will go sonic place else.
From my own experience, I know how difficult it is to get the State
of California to finance the training of doctors there, expecting they
can recruit from the other States. So if we want more doctors, we JUst
really can't rely upon the States alone, we have to rely basically on
the Federal Government increasingly. Beyond that, the Federal Govermnent has the basic responsibility for research in this field, and research and training are very closely coordinated.
I would like next to summarize very quickly our recommendations
for Federal aid and then turn to any questions you may have.
~We say that the goal of the United States should be to expand the
number of doctors turned out each year by 50 percent by 1980. Nowv I
realize, if we could have sonic massive changes in the organization of
health care, that it might be possible to get by with somewhat less
than that. But I don't see some of these massive changes coming. So
we have this figure of 50-percent increase in 1 decade. We estimate a
need for 20 percent more dentists by the end of this decade. We have
recommended that a good deal of this increase can be met by shortening the period of training for doctors from 4 years to 3. This automatically would increase the output per year by one-third, and amount
to two-thirds of the increase which is needed, and without very much
extra cost to the Nation.

Senator KE.NNEDY. If I could interrupt you there, Dr. Kerr, one
of the recommendations that we have had during the course of these
hearings is the fact that wve ought to increase the recruitment of manpowver from some of the more disadvantaged areas.
Dr. KERR. Yes.
Senator KENNqEDY. We have talked about the inner city and the
rural areas, in the hopes that some people that we do recruit will go
back to these areas and practice their skills.
Dr. KERR. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. Recognizing that this is perhaps a desirable
goal, don't you believe that through the capitation grants and the
reduction of time by 1 year we might be further disadvantaging some
of the more disadvantaged individuals?
Dr. KERR. Yes.
Senator KENNED~Y. And that actually we ought to be offering, for example, capitation grants to schools or alleges that might be interested
in recruiting some of the disadvantaged individuals. Those individuals
might be interested in going back into these manpower shortage areas
to practice.
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I would be interested in what your response and reaction would be
to that.
Dr. I(EnRn. Yes. We are very much concerned with bringing in medical and dental students from other groups than they have come from
historically in the past, from other geographical areas of the country.
from minority groups, and also more women. So we have recommended
rather substantial subsidies for these students.
We are also concerned with their better distribution around the
Nation afterward and have suggested several devices to get them better distributed after they are trained.
Now, on your specific question, might a 3-year program be too
short for some students who had inadequate preparation, that is absolutely correct. There would need to be 4-year option, even if the
standard, program were a 3-year program.
We think for most medical students that they could get fully adeq uate training within a .3-year period of time. Work for the A.B. or
B.S. has improved a great deal in recent years, as has high school
training.
We think with revision of the curriculum, a 3-year program would
do for most students. B~ut there would be the desirability of a 4-year
for some.
Senator ICENNIVED Y. Would you like to see written in any legislation
this kind of flexibility so that any school or college that receives a
capitation grant for moving to the 3-year program-desirable as that
may be in terms of the grat majority of students-nonetheless will
also be required to plan for a 4- to 5-year program for disadvantaged
students?
Dr. KERiR. Yes. We have recommended that the schools be given
money for 4-year programs, with the proviso that if they go to a
3-year program for some or all of their students, they receive the
same amount as though it were a 4-year program, which will giv
them some incentive to go to a 3-year program, ut still give themthe
money for a 4-year program for any or all of their students if they
wish to.
Senator KENNE;FDY. That seems to make a good deal of sense to me.
I apologize for interrupting your testimony. But that plan seems to
build in -some flexibility which the administration doesn't quite
have, but I thing it is very desirable.
Dr. KERR. Yes. We are suggesting that two-thirds of this 50-percent
increase in doctors could come about through shortening the length of
time of training. That the remainder, the remaining one-third increase, could come from expanding the size of existing schools.
We have also suggested nine new medical schools. We picked out
areas in the country which are not nowv served by medical schools. 'We
feel by spreading the medical schools into these areas, we would give
better health care to the citizens, and also there is a tendency for doctors to practice in the area in which they have taken some of their
training, whether as an M.D. candidate or as a resident. We are suggesting it formula for support of $4,000 per place per year for 4 years
with no reduction for a 3-year program. We are also suggesting for
those medical schools that increase the number of places, since it is
very expensive to do soSenator KENNEDY. I was trying to get some idea on the Federal contributions that are needed. "We put in some legislation in this past week
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that suggested $5,000; the administration put in $1,500 in their health
message. is $1,500 going to meet the needs?
Dr. KERR. We feel that the proposal of the President for $6,000 per
graduate, which amounts to $1,500 per year, moves in the right direction, but is inadequate. We felt that $4,000 per year was the minimiumn
amount. We estimate that the cost of educating a medical doctor per
year is somewhere in the range of $6,000 to $16,000. And we came up
with the figure of $4,000, assviming that the States would make a contribution, and so also would private foundations and private donors.
We feel that $4,000 per place per year is an absolute minimum. And
that the $1,500 suggested in the legislation that the President is placing before the Congiress is too low.
Niow we also feel that when a medical school creates new places, they
ought to be given some kind of a bonus for having done so for the extra
costs of creating those places. We suggest for the first 8 years of a new
place, they receive the cost of $8,000, as an incentive to create the new
places, otherwise they can't afford to do it.
We also suggested that funds be made available for reform of curriculum and other new efforts by the medical schools.
I might say that in. surveying the medical situation, I think all
members of our commission were really very much impressed with
the high quality leadership in the medical schools at the present time.
And also I might say the very high quality of leadership among the
students in the medical schools. We were quite impressed with both
the deans and the student leaders with whom we met. So we feel that
there is an extraordinarily good opportunity to undertake some of
the reforms and improvements given this quality of leadership.
So we have suggested money for reform. We suggested it on a per
g
capita basis.
However-, it has been suggested, I think by the American Association
of Medical Colleges, that It might be better on a project basis and I
think I have come to agree with them on that approach. I believe
that also shows up in the bill, Senator, which you have introduced,
the project basis.
We are suggesting that the medical students be able to receive grants
of up to $4,000 a year if they have full need. And beyond that receive
some loans. We suggested the creation around the United States of
126 area health education centers, which we think is a rather novel
idea and we think would make a great contribution. We feel that
"house officers"~ or residents could be well trained in these area health
education centers. A good many of them, about half of them, are now
getting their residencies without much supervision at all, and this
would give a chance for them to be supervised better. And they are
likely to locate their practice in the area in which they do their
residencies.
So by spreading the health education centers around the country,
to some extent you would be spreading doctors around the country, too.
We feel the centers could work with the junior colleges and State
colleges in their areas, in helping them plan to train the paramedical
personnel that goes along with a doctor. We feel these health education centers could help organize local facilities to train these people.
We feel these centers also could keep up the continuing education of
the doctors and dentists in their area, which is highly desirable with
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all of the new ideas coming along. And could also work and give advice
to the local hospitals in improving their care.
We are recommending that the research effort of the Federal Government, which is somewhat fluctuating uip and down, be established
at the current percentage of our gross national product. We think
we are at a reasonably adequate level and we ought to stabilize it there
rather than have the shifts which come about from year to year which
are very disconcerting.
I realize there are some, including the American Association of
Medical Colleges, that would like to see the expenditures onl research
rise above the current percentage of GNP.
It was our conclusion that we were at a good level, and with all of
the other needs in the health care field, we could stabilize contributions to research. We feel that construction ought to be supported, both
new construction and rehabilitation, 75 percent by the Federal Government, which I believe is the provision of your bill. And that if we rely
solely Onl a loan program it will be quite inadequate, the medical schools
would not be able to pay off the loans.
We have recommended the desirability of having established atSenator KENNEDY. Why do ytou say that?
Dr. KERR. That they couldn't pay it off ?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. I saw the other day in the New York Times
that a professor from Harvard Law School whom I know very well,
talks about an urban bank. There is a great reliance today by this administration on loan programs. I would be interested in what your
general reaction is in terms of trying to finance medical education by
these loan programs.
Dr. KERR. Well, we favor making loans available to students on top
of grants. Grants that take care of the low income students and loans
beyond that. We think the students can repay the loans. We really
don't see how the schools can repay a heavy investment in construction-at the present time the Federal Government has something more
than 60 schools they have declared are in distress already. The numnber may be larger than that at the present time. If they are in distress,
how are they going to get a loan?
So we feel the Federal Government has to be prepared to put uip a
very substantial part of the new construction. We just don't see how
most of the medical schools could borrow at the present time. I think
the last time I heard there were 61 medical schools declared by HEW
to be in distress and getting special grants just to keep them open. That
is not a very good basis upon which to go out and borrow money and
re ay it.
senator KENNEDY. You are suggesting that at the present time a
number of the medical schools are borrowing in order to keep their
doors open, so how are they going to borrow in terms of construction ?
Dr. KERRi. That is correct, and it is extremely expensive.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Eagleton has been extremely interested
in the whole question of funding and financing these medical schools.
I would like to hear from him onl this.
Senator EAGLETON. On this point, Doctor, if I can, didn't yur research and investigation reveal that not only are many medical schools
broke and some on the brink of going out of business, but haven't some
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even eaten into the endowment; not endowment income which is cuistomarily used to service any institutional need, but eaten into the body
of the endowment?

Dr.

KERR. Yes.

Senator EAGLETON. Specifically here in Washington, George Washington University has not only eaten into its endowment, but about
eaten it all up.
Thus, you can't say to a medical school, "We are going to make a
Government-guaranteed loan available to you ;" you just can't borrow
money if you are bankrupt, even with a Government-guaranteed loan.
Isn't that right?
Dr. KERR. I absolutely agrree.
I might say the situation of medical schools is rather comparable to
all of higher education. Many of the institutions are now going into
endowments. They are facing a real depression, but particularly the
medical schools, because they have such high costs, such great need for
expansion.
If I might have one word in conclusion, the program our Commission recommended would roughly double the current Federal expenditures on training of health care personnel. At the present time
the Federal Government is sending about $275 million and we are
recommending a program which would cost about $550 million per
year. It would rise in the long run of course. But I would like to suggest that spending this money on increasing the supply of health care
manpower in the long run will bring enormous savings. Because if
we just increase the demand for health care, without more people to
take care of it, we are going to have an inflation in health care costs
far beyond anything we have seen to date.
I think the savings to the Nation are going to be very, very substantial from the expenditures that are made at the present time to increase the supply. Beyond that, we need the increased supply, not just
to avoid greater inflation, but also particularly for the better health
care of all of our people.
So our commission, in looking over all of higher education,' came,
to the conclusion that one of the very highest 'priorities was to improve the supply of health care manpower. 'We think this is a very
urgent national concern.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Dr. Kerr.
During the course of our hearings over the last couple of weeks,
we have heard testimony again and again about the importance of
increasing manpower, but also the distribution of manpower. It isn't
just enough to increase our manpower by 50,000 doctors, 250,000
nurses, and 50,000 dentists. How are we going to insure they are not
going to go to Park Avenue, Beverly Hills, or other similar areas in
our major cities?9 What kind of feel do you have for this? What recommendations do you have to insure that the medical manpower we
do produce is going where the needs are?
Dr. KERR. I think it is difficult to insure that unless you have some
kind of assignment. Trying to assign doctors on a permanent basis,
I think would be quite unwise and-is highly unlike in the United
States. I think just by increasing the supply means tht there would
59-661 0-71-pt. 4-2
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be more doctors available for the rural areas and for the inner cities
and not just serving the suburbs.
senator KENNEDY. Do you think they will really go there?
Dr. KERRt. I think a great many will. My impression is there are a
vast number of medical- students these days who really enter the profession for the sake of public service.

Senator

KE,.NDY.

Well,

we had some excellent testimony last year

that would indicate this. But time and again we hear the testimony
of those who say that when they first come in, medical students are
prepared to move into the areas of public need; but by the time they
graduate, or go through their internship, they become a good deal more
cautious and conservative. And by the time they get married they are
looking toward where the financial interests might be--not that they
have a lesser sense of idealism-but financial demands dictate that
thego into more lucrative areas.
Dr ERR. Yes. Well, remember, if there is health insurance, there
will be money in the innercity and rural areas; not just in the suburbs.
I think I would rely on really two things:
One, with health insurance there would be more money in the ghettos
and rural areas-Senator KENNqEDY. That isn't really what we are talking about in
health insurance. I don't understand that to be the administration's
proposal, and it is not mine. We are not just going to pour money into
these areas.
We are trying to bring costs down and get front-end spending,
rather than fee-for-service, which has been the record of the last few
years.
We are not going to add hundreds of millions of dollars to the
health care system so we can have lucrative practices by doctors who
are going to live on Park Avenue and travel occasionally to Harlem.
We are not interested in that.
Dr. KERR. No, we have to do a good many things, I quite agree.
As I said before I think increasing the supply of doctors and given
the motivation of? the young doctors today and the fact that the
poorer people through health insurance will have more money available, will draw a good many doctors into neglected areas. We are also
hopeful by setting up the area health education centers, this will
attract A1octors nearby. I know in talking with many medical students,
one of the reasons they don't want to practice sometimes in a rural area
is there is no place they can go to talk with anybody or get any advice.
And they like to be located near a medical school, where they can
go to seminars and consult, et cetera.
We felt by spreading these 126 area health education centers around
the country, that also would help to spread the doctors around.
Senator KENNEDY. Yesterday, I asked Dr. Joe English, the head of
the Hospital Association of New York City, the same kinds of questions, also Dr. Naughton from Chicago. They talk of the importance
of recruiting from the inner city, and the fact that there are many
highly motivated individuals who, if given half the opportunity,
would go back there to practice.
Could you comment on this? I would be interested in what observations, if any, you have?
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Dr. KERiR. I completely agree with that point of view. One of the
medical schools for which I once had some responsibility, the University of California Health Sciences Center in S an Francisco, now has
25 percent of its students drawn from minority groups in Californiafrom Mexicani-Americans, from blacks, from oriental groups, from
the American Indians. And with exactly this point of view in mind,
that they are likely to go back and practice with the groups from
which they came.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you have to have a reduction in standards to
admit these young people? You often hear statements like: "Well, why
do we let them in? We will have to lower the standards, and therefore we will have a poorer quality."
Dr. K(ERR. The standards of admission will be lowered. But the
standard for the degree has not been lowered. There is a major effort
to look at each of these students individually, what do they need to
catch up-and I think clear across the country we have to make some
allowance in admissions. I think we should make no allowances in
And by extra effort we should make up the deficiencies in
graduation.
between admission and graduation.
Senator KENNEDY. And you see this as a legitimate interest of the
medical schools?
Dr. KERIR. Absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. Schools should be prepared to fill in gaps of
education? Do you also see a Federal role in this?
Dr. KERR. That is correct-make money available-yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me ask you this, President Kerr:
We heard some very interesting testimony the other morning by. a
person who was involved in some of the disadvantaged areas up in
Harlem. He was pointing out that our medical schools are heavily
subsidized, either by the Federal Government, the State government,
or sometimes philanthropies; but a student goes through and appears
to have absolutely no kind of obligation to serve humanity other than
his own personal requirements. Xnd his point was that this is part
of the system. You know, here you are taking the more privileged, advantaged individuals in terms of their educational experience; you are
!ubsidizing them heavily either by Federal contributions, corporations
or foundation grants, the get some kind of tax breaks; but they come
out of school and feel very little responsibility to go on into the more
disadvantaged areas. I thought he made quite a persuasive case for
this. It is almost sort of a system compounding the difficulties.
Dr. KERR. I think that is a fairly accurate description of what has
happened in the past. I don't think it is a fully accurate description
of what is happening now. I think the medical schools all over the
country are making an effort to draw students from all elements of
the population where they find able young people. And these able
young people, you know, really have a very, very strong sense of social
conscience.
Senator KENNEDY. I agree with you. We are going to have some
medical students in next week who wil comment.
The testimony last year was extremely interesting and comptellingy.
What about this idea of forgiveness? If we give them some kind of
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guaranteed loan program, would new doctors go to more disadvantaged
areas? Is this going to work?
Dr. I(ERR. I think it will be helpful. We suggested the creation of a
national health service corps, and students who go into this-this
would be working in the deprived areas, and once they start practicing there, they are more likely to stay. As an incentive for them to
enter this health corps, we recommend that they be forgiven their loan
payments during the period of time they are in it, and then up to a
25-percent forgiveness of their total loan. Once they start practicing in
these areas, they are likely to become very much concerned with the~m,
feel a sense of responsibility for them and stay there.
We have shied away from any idea that people in the United States
are going to be assigned to where they have to practice, or where they
have to take any kind of a job. We have tried to build in, through
making it possible to have students from low income families, by providing a national health corps after they graduate, by providing these
area health education centers and so forth, to set up all kinds of opportunities and incentives for them to practice throughout the United
States, and not just in the affluent suburbs.
We have completely shied away from the assignment of doctors in
specific areas.
Senator KENNEDY. Il certainly go along with you. I think it would
be unfortunate if we had to do it to doctors; they would say why don't
you do it to lawyers? I don't think the country is prepared to go that
route. I don't think we would get many votes in the Senate on that.
But with the heavy underwriting we do in medical education, I am
hopeful we have a different motivation in students who are going to
medical schools today. We will probably have to take our chances over
the period of the next few years to see that.
I think that both the city and rural areas have crucial needs. Not
only do we need to try to recruit individuals who live in these communities, who are highly motivated and have a great incentive to return,
but also we need to build some facilities in these areas where they can
practice first-rate medicine.
Do you think doctors would like to know that in the inner city or
rural area they would have a facility that is first rate, and would have
supporting health manpower and paramedical personnel to do a speeific task? What is your reaction to this?
Dr. KERm. I would support a suggestion like that fully. I think it
is entirely compatible with the direction of our report. We were dealing with the training of health manpower and its distribution. but we
were concerned very much that there be proper distribution. Because
anybody who looks at the statistics knows we do not have good distrilbution now.
Senator KENNEFDY. I remember statistics which were absolutely
shocking to me. A year ago, Senator Yarborough, then chairman of
this subcommittee, wrote various medical schools, 109 of them. He
asked the schools to take on five additional students a year; and he grot
responses from less than 30 of them. And then he asked that if they
wouldn't take on five, they would take on one additional person. And
only five medical schools took just one additional person. Only five.
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I think that if we are going to ask medical schools to take on additional students, particularly from the minority or disadvantaged
groups, we are going to have to offer incredible incentives to them. I
must say I am much closer to your recommendation of at least $4,000
at year for capitation, rather than $1,500. 1i just don't see how we
can expect the medical schools to take on these people.
Dr. KERR. We have suggested for each new place, $8,000 per year
as this extra incentive which you talk about. You can look at it as an incentive for them to do it. But it is also a necessity. They just can't
afford to do it without that money.
Senator KENNEDY. How fast could the medical schools take on this
increased number?
If they would go to a 3-year program, which would
Dr. Kit.
greatly increase the output; that can be done perhaps over a period of
a couple of years. Of course, it takes a while for the additional people
to come out. But the length of time that it takes between the uthorization for some substantial increase in the number of students in a medical school, or the creation of a new school, when the first authorization comes and you have the money, until you have the facilities
built, until you have the students through the program, the recruitment, and so forth-it is a matter of almost a decade, when you start
from scratch.
You may do it faster than that, but not very much faster. You get
the money, then you have to get an architect, and he has to draw up
the plans. You have to get contractors. You have to construct the
buildings. You have to get your first class in and give them 3 or 4
years to graduate.
That is why we think it is such.a crisis to get started right now.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes. Have you had a chance to review the resource developments feature of our health insurance program which
we have introduced? It tries to help meet the manpower shortage.
Dr. K16RR. No, I have not. I'm sorry.
Senator KENNEDY. I am going to yield to Senator Eagleton and
come back to you, Doctor.
Senator EAGLETON. Doctor, let me say at the outset I believe I share
Senator Kennedy's apprehension that simply increasing the numbers-and God knows we need more numbers-will not answer the
distribution probleih in and of itself.
I am loathe, as are you and Senator Kennedy, to go to any Federal
medical physician assignment thing, but I don't know what to come
up with in terms of trying to induce, seduce maybe, more physicians
and the other paramedical manpower into areas of desperate need,
whether it be inner city or sparsely populated rural areas.
But I think it is an important concept that experts such as yourself
and the Carnegie team have to give some attention to because I am
just not satisfied that more numbers alone will answer the distributional problem.
Taking up a point that Senator Kennedy discussed with you in
which he pointed out the response to Senator Yarborough's letters
to 109 medical schools, how are we going to go about causing medical
schools to deviate from the Flexner model which was perhaps the best
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and a good model for 1910, and to adapt to the exigencies of the
time?
Do we do it by prayer or do we club them into doing it?
Dr. KERR. I am not sure that either prayer or. the club will
do very much good. I agree with you that we need more than a single
model medical school. Beginning with the Flexner report in 1910
there is only one sore of respectable model.
Our commission has suggested at least two other models or combinations among~ these three models. We feel we need first-rate Flexnertype medical schools, but all of them don't have to be that way. And
I think the best thing to do is for the Federal Government, as it gives
out money for reform programs and new projects, to talk very se4jously with medical schools about their future, what they ought to be
doing
Senator EAGLETON. I wonder if you have had occasion or any of
your staff to consider the new medical school being built in Kansas
City which will have a 6-year curriculum; 6 years after high school.
Dr. KERR. Yes.
Senator EAGLETON. It will not only knock a year off, but in many
instances 2 years off medical education. They intend to recruit at the
high school level students of potential and acumen and bring them
into a 6-year program which will be a combination A.B.-M.D. degree
and in essence knock 2 years off the full spectrum rather than just the
one you spoke about.
Dr. KERR. Yes, I have some familiarity with that. I might say in
another report the commission recommended cutting down the A.B.
and B.S. degree to 3 years. So we are recommending a 6-year program also.
The University of Michigan has been considering a 6-year program.
Also Dartmouth. I have been very much imrsewith the plans at
the medical school in Columbia, 'University of Missouri, a very forward-looking dean and school there.
The University of Illinois is moving in the direction of new medical schools which are related more to health care and less to research.
The University of California started a new school at Davis near
Sacramento which puts great emphasis on the health care delivery
aspects and less on research.
So there are developments around the country that point in the direction you mentioned.
The Flexner model has been the model now for 60 years and it will
take some time and some new endeavors and encouragements to develop other models while preserving it. We do need a number of Flexner-type schools of the highest quality.
Senator EAGLETON. You stated that your Carnegie findings were
premised on the assumption that there would be a national health
insurance program of some type and you were trying to focus on the
manpower needs that would be necessary to fulfill such a national
program. You also mentioned in answer to a question of Senator
Kennedy's that in terms of, A, building new medical schools, or B,
substantially expanding in terms of capital equipment and space, et
cetera, existing medical schools, you are talking about a decade really
in terms of the output of substantially increased medical manpower.
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I agree with that assumption. So based on that let me pose this question to you: Regardless of whether one would be an advocate of the
Nixon-Richardson medical program or the Kennedy bill or the PellMondale bill, isn't there a common problem that all three of them, or
other proposals have discussed; isn't there a common problem that all
of them encountered, to wit, the manpower problem? And regardless
of what system to which we move, whether gradually or quickly it is
the key factor in any of them and, hence, shouldn't there be the utmost
haste in trying to hammer out some agreement on how to stimulate
as of now, as of this session of.Congress, as of this year, a substantially increased, indeed a massive program for medical manpower,
even if for the moment there cannot be substantial agreement perhaps
on any one of these plans in terms of a medical system?
Would you subscribe to that?
Dr. KERR. I agree completely with what you have said.
Senator EAGLETON. You have left me speechless. [Laughter.]
Dr. KERR. Well, you said it better than I could have said it. All I
could do was endorse it.
Senator EAGLETON. I didn't see this subject discussed in the Carnegie
report and I want to ask you whether you have considered it or
whether it is just a wild scheme that is not worthy of being considered.
Practically every medical school of the 109 that are in existence
is located in or immediately adjacent to a large metropolitan area.
Now, there are a few like the University of Missouri Medical School
at Columbia. But I think about 80 percent of the medical schools are
located nearby adjacent cities.
Part two of my hypothesis is in each of these giant cities there is
a municipal hospital system. In the Nation's Capital there is one; in
my home city there is one; in the city of Boston there are two or three
medical schools I believe.
Part three of my hypothesis is that all of these municipal hospitals
are in deprate shape too, both financially and manpower wise;
especially the latter.
We have not had, for instance, in St. Louis an M.D. anesthesiolo-.
gist on the staff of the St. Louis city hospital system I think for 8
years. We have some nurse anesthesiologists, et cetera.
So you have medical schools in existence that are producing manpower and we want to increase that manpower output.
We have a mile or two away in some instances-maybe no more
than 5 or 6 miles away at the most-a giant municipal hospital. What
kind of an interrelating system could you conjure up which would be
of mutual advantage to both; that is to the medical school in terms
of developing more manpower, to the municipal hospital system in
terms of having a better manpower supply to keep it operating, and
how could the Federal Government play a significant, financial role
in helping this come to pass?
Do you envision any kind of relationship between the teaching
hospital in a big city and the municipal hospital in that same city?
Dr. KERR. Yes. It is our feeling that there ought to be closer relationships between the medical schools and the surrounding hospitals than
has been the case in the past.
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As part of the Flexner model there was a concentration on the
university's own hospital, sometimes and often to the neglect of the
surrounding hospitals. We feel each medical school ought to have a
sense of responsibility for the hospitals in its area, work with each
and every one of them,,give them advice, find out what their needs are
in the way of health manpower and have a very close working relationship. And there ought to be an administrative officer really in charge
of those relationships, an associate dean or vice president.
That is a major r3-sponsibility.
We are convinced medical schools can make a great contribution
to the quality of care in the hospitals in their area.
Senator EAGLETON. How could the Federal Government, by legislation and funding, induce this into being? In my home area of St. Louis
discussions have gone on for, well, since World Wair 11, and every
once in a while Washington University and St. Louis University send
a couple of doctors down to St. Louis City Hospital. They poke around
down there and then they come back.
There has been this modest connection between the teaching institutions and the municipal hospital. But how do we induce that a little
further?
Dr. KERR. We rather envisage that one of the reform projects or
progressive projects undertaken with Federal and State money would
be exactly this kind of relationship. It will cost money. Either the
Federal Government or the State governments or both ought to have
an interest in having this relationship developed and ought to be
willing to finance it.
Senator EAGLETON. Finally, what does the Carnegie group envision
as the teaching responsibilities of medical instituti-ons as far as
-paramedics are concerned. The Flexnier model, as I view it in operation, has doctors being trained in a research-oriented, rarefied atmosphere, on the premises of a teaching institution, and then perhaps on
a junior college level 2 or 3 or 4 miles away some paramedics are
being trained as X-ray technicians, lab technicians, nurse's aides, doctors assistants and the like, each going on it~s separate and very
unequal course, with the doctor being trained unrelated to the
greater utilization of paramedical manpower, and so forth.
So getting back to my utilization of municipal hospitals to greater
mutual advantage of both, could not a program be devised where
there would be an ongoing educational experience of the professional
M.D. as lie is being trained alongside of and in relationship with the
'requisite paramedical manpower that he could properly utilize when
he becomes a practicing physician. He would learn how to use the
paramedic while receiving his medical education.
Dr. KERR. Yes. We support having a good many more paramedical
people, including doctors' asociates, as well as doctors' assistants, the
difference being the doctor's associate could work under the general
supervision of the doctor, the assistant under the specific supervision.
We have felt that some of this would take place in the medical
school itself. Some of the coordination can take place by having
close relationships to a community college or a state college.
We also thought in these 126 area health education centers we suggested, where the house offices, residents, whatever you call them,
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would be involved in their training, and there they would work with
a health team. I quite agree with you, it is important for the doctor
to work with a team of people and understand how he can make good
use of them.
Because you can multiply his skill and knowledge several times
0AvCT if you have good assistants and if he knows how to utilize them
VcLU.
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you, Doctor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Beall.
Senator BEALL. Just briefly, Doctor. I understand you have to leave.
Some of us have introduced a bill we call the family physician scholarship bill. This bill provides basically rather than have a loan, because the argument has been made that students don't want to be encumbered with further indebtedness, and recognizing the fact that
there are six areas of physician shortage in this country and there are
ethnic areas where the shortage exists, we say basically in the bill
that if a man who comes from a minority group is given a priority,
and people from the rural areas are given priorities if they come
from one of those geographical or ethnic groups, and will be given
a loan and then the loan will be forgiven for each year that they agree
to serve in the area where there is a physician shortage.
Now this isn't the assignment of a medical-I mean the scholarship would be forgiven. 'this is not the assignment of medical personnel, but does this run contrary to your thinking?
Is it too much to ask a young man, if we give him. a scholarship and
are willing to forgive it, is that a fair trade?
Dr. KEmu. Our commission report went in that direction. It didn't
go quite that far. I am familiar with your bill, Senator. I think it is
quite in the same direction the Carnegie Commission would like to
see developed and take place.
Senator BEALL. Second, a very general question. If one of the
problems is getting some medical schools to react to changing conditions and the needs that exist, how far should the Federal Government go with the weapon of funds, if you want to call it a weapon, in
using these funds to bring about changes that are necessary or that
the Government might think are necessary?
Dr. KERR. Well, money is quite an inducement.
Senator BEALL. I am aware of that. The question is how to use it.
Dr. KERR. As I said before, I think there is the will on the part of
a good many of the medical schools to do something about this. Perhaps the two most famous in the United States are Harvard and
Johns Hopkins.
And the Harvard along with Tufts and the medical school of Boston University has really done quite some remarkable things in working with the local hospitals, in working with the public health officer
for the cit y of Boston.
Johns Hopkins has a program to take an interest in health care delivery in the Baltimore area. Now, when Hopkins and Harvard move
in this direction, it means a lot of other people are going to move if
they can afford it. So I think the will is. there, the ideas are there, the
leadership is there, and it takes some more money.
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Senator BEALL. Finally, do your commission studies show how many
minority students graduated f rom. medical schools are going into practice in minority areas.
Dr. KERR. No, we have no information on that.
Senator BEALL. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Dr. Kerr, this question is completely extraneous,
but do you think we ought to grant draft deferments to college students
at the p resent time?
Dr. KERR. No, I am completely opposed to it. I think that the draft
deferment for college students has been from the beginning extremely
unwise. I think it has been unwise from at least two major points of
view. It has had a very severe class bias-I don't like to use the word
class, but a class bias to it.
It has meant deferments for young men coming from the higher
income families, and depriving the same opportunities of deferment to
those who come from lower income families. I think that has been terribly inequitable.
I think it has also had a very bad impact on the campus. As a consequence of it, there are students on campus who are there only for
the sake of avoiding the draft and they don't make good students.
They are an involuntary student body And some of the students are
not only there to avoid the draft, which is unfortunate for the colleges,
but also a good many of the students on campus have a very great
sense of guilt, that they are able to prepare themselves for the future,
they are avoiding the risks, and other people are fighting the battles.
If we are going to have a draft, I think it should apply eq~tually on
all young people, and I do not favor any deferments, including even
in the medical field for college students.
Senator KENNEDY. I coul-dn't agree with you more. I think that is a
courageous position to take.
Senator BEALL. Dr. Kerr, finally,, again, do you think there is more
likelihood of a student from a physician shortage area going back into
that area to practice than there is a student not coming from that area
to go into a physician shortage area?
Dr. KERR. I think that there may be some tendency for students to
return to the area from which they originally came. But I couldn't

really very well prove that.
The major factor, I think, determining where students go into prac-

tice is where they were residents. You see, they now have 4 years, sometimes 5 years of residency. And they get established in that community,
they get a home, they know some people, you know, when they start

their practice.
And so the location of residency, as I understand it--remember I am
an economist, not a medical doctor-as I understand it, the major factor is where they do their residency. That is why we wanted to have

these 126 area health education centers, to spread the residences more
around the country, so you would get a better distribution.
I think that is th major factor. I may be wrong and you have two

gentlemen here from Johns Hopkins, one from the Association of
American Medical Colleges who know more about it than I do.
Senator BEALL. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me, if I could, just ask you one more question
on the draft. If we interrupt these students' education, as we are doing
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now in the random selection system, do you feel as a professional educator that there is an overriding national interest that requires a continuation of education at the college or university level, or do you
think we can interrupt the education of those that are selected under
the random selection system?
Dr. KERR. I think it is rather better for them to go before they enter
college and have the experience, which means, of course, they need to
know very early whether they are going to be called or not. I think
it is rather better for them to go before they enter college than to be
pulled out of college.
But I don't really think it in any way sort of, you know, destroys
them to be pulled out during their colleage careers. We had, as you
know, after World War U1, a remarkable experience with the GI's.
They were the best students. I think almost any faculty person who
taught in that period as I did would say the GI's were the best students
we ever had.
They knew why they were there; they were more mature; they had
more experience, more motivation. And they were just the most exciting
group to teach we ever had.
So I very much favor students having some kind of experience, not
necessarily military, I might say I am a member of the Society of
Friends, but to have some Kind of experience along the way.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Dr. Kerr.
You have been terribly helpful to, this committee. You and the work
that you have done in education have made an extraordinary contribution to our understanding and it will be greatly valued by the members of this subcommittee. You have always been available to us in the
Congress and Senate and you have been an extraordinary resource of
information and understanding.
We want to thank you again, for your appearance here this morning.
Dr. KERR. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Kerr follows:)
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1 appear on behalf of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education.
This Commission was established by The Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching in 1967.

The purpose of the Commission is to

survey the future of higher education ahead to the year 2000, with
particular attention to'the 1970s, and to make recommendations on certain
of the problems facing higher education and the nation.

The Commission

has thus far- Issued seven reports as follows:
I. Qua-lity and Equality:

New Levels of Federal Responsibilitv

for Higher Education, December 1968.
2. A Chance to Learn:

An Action Agenda for fqa

Oeeortunity in

High~er Education, March 1970.

3.

The Open-Door Collees

Policies for Community Coleges, June

1970.
4*. Quality and [quality:
Federa I

Revised Recommendations New Levels of

epons ibi Iity for Higher Educati on,

supplIement to the

1968 special report, June 1970.
5. HigerEducation and the Nation's Health:

Policies for Medical

and Dental Education, October 1970.
6.

Less Time,

More Options:. Education Beyond the HighSchool,

December 1970.
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7.

From Isolation to Mainstream:

Problems of the Colleges Founded

for Negroes, February 1971.
In one of our early reports, we set forth "Higher Education Priorities
for the 70s" as follows:
"In the 70s we should devote increased resources to those
efforts that lagged behind in the last decade:

Increasing

equality of educational opportunity, education for the health
services, and academic reform and Innovation."
The second of these priorities--"education for the health services"-was the subject of one of the reports as noted above.

Copies of this

report are hereby submitted to your Committee.
The major themes of this report are as follows:
1. ''Life

.

.

.

and the pursuit of ha ___________

can afford better health care.

Americans deserve and

We have the highest standard of

living, but not the highest standard of life--as measured by
Infant mortality and average life expectancy.
surpass us.
losing.

A number of countries

In fact, In comparison with other nations, we are

Better health care is clearly a high national priority.

2. The four components of better health care.

To improve health care

requi res:
-

More and better health manpower

-

More and better health care facilities

-

Better financing arrangements for the health care of the
population
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-Better planning for health manpower and health care delivery.
This report is concerned with more and better health manpower,
particularly at the level of doctors and dentists.

The Commission

believes that the provision of highly skilled health manpower Is
a special responsibility of higher education.

The adequacy of health

care facilities, however, Is the responsibility, not of universities
and colleges, but of federal, state, and local health authorities.
As to the financing of individual care, the report assumes that as the
result of public and private efforts, some form of health insurance
will be available to all American citizens within this decade.
Planning is partly a responsibility of higher education, particularly
the planning for health personnel,

but most of public agencies.

All four components of better health care mentioned above must be
carefully developed in order to yield maximum benefits.

This report

Is primarily concerned with only one major aspect of these componentsthe contributions of university health science centers.

Most health

care personnel are trained outside these centers, and we recommend
that the total spectrum of health care personnel be reviewed by a
National Health Manpower Commission.
3.A serious manpower shortage.. The United States today faces only
one serious manpower shortage, and that Is in health care personnel.
This shortage can become even more acute as health insurance expands,
leading to even more unmet needs and greater cost inflation, unless
corrective action is taken now.

It takes a long lead time to get

more doctors and dentists.
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4e. Higher education and health.

Higher education, as It trains the

most skilled health personnel, has a great responsibility for the
welfare of the nation.

What colleges of agriculture once did

for a rural society can now be done for an urban society by the health
science centers--and that Is to Improve the quality of life for
nearly all people In their areas.
The Carnegie Commission is giving special attention to medical and
dental education because of their high importance to national welfare,
their greatly Increased complexity, and their heavy burden of costs.
We have elsewhere identified the greatest priorities for higher
education In the 1970s as being:

(1) to provide greater equality of

educational opportunity for all our youth, (2) to undertake reform
and Innovation, and (3)to provide more health care personnel.
three of these priorities are Involved in this report.

All

We know of

no single area In all of higher education where more constructive
action can be taken now than in medical and dental education.

5.A proj jtious time to act.

This Is a most favorable period for new

and Improved endeavors:
-

The public has a great concern for health care.

-

Existing medical and dental schools are expanding, and new ones
are being built; and a period of growth can also be a period
of change and improvement.

-

The students of today are highly motivated to encourage and
Support constructive change.

-

The medical and dental schools have a number of remarkably able
leaders.
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-

The professional associates are open to new ideas and are
anxious to find better ways to provide better health
care--to their great credit and to the nation's great
advantage.

As a consequence, medical and dental education are undergoing more
constructive self-examination than they have since the Flexner
report of 1910--and more self-examination is going on than in any
other field of higher education.

The second great transformation

of medical education and research is now underway, and the United
States, once again, will greatly benefit.
6.The goals.

We see these as major objectives:

-

To provide more health care personnel of the right kinds

-

To achieve a better geographic distribution of personnel
and educational facilities, particularly for the sake of
the central city and rural areas

-

To ensure more equality of opportunity for women and members
of minority groups

-

To provide more appropriate training for the work actually to
be performed and, In doing so, to respond to the constructive
suggestions of students

-

To relate health care education more effectively to health
care delivery

-

To bring about a more equitable distribution of the financial
burden between the federal government and the states, and
among the several states
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-

To

iImit costs to the greatest extent possible

We shall make recommendations toward achieving each of these goals.
To the extent that they are achieved, inflation will be slowed
and, at the same time, health care will be improved.
7. he Flexner model and new models.

The Flexner model, based on

Johns Hopkins, Harvard, and, before them, German medical education,
called for emphasis on biological research.
the base of medical education.

Science was to be at

The Flexner model has been the sole

fully accepted model in the United States since 1910.

Some schools

have fulfilled Its promise brilliantly; others have been pale
imitations; but all have tried to follow it. It has led to
great strides forward in the quality of research and the quality
of individual medical practitioners.

The Flexner, or research

model, however, looked inward to science inithe medical school
itself.

It is a self-contained approach.

two weaknesses in modern times:

Consequently, it has

(1) It largely Ignores health

care delivery-outslde the medical school and its own hospital, and
(2) it sets science in the medical school apart from science on the
general campus with resulting duplication of effort.

This second

weakness is now being highlighted by the extension of medical
concerns beyond-science into economics, sociology, engineering, and
many other fields.

Medical schools have had their own departments

of biocher,stry, but to add their own departments of-economics and
sociology and engineering would accentuate the problem of duplication
of faculty and equipment.

Also, the better economists would rather

be in a department of economics on a general campus than separated
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from the ir collIeaguLe s In a depa rtmen t of med icalI econom ics:
members of other disciplines Would have similar preferences.
The self-contained Flexner model thus leads to expensive
duplication and can lead to some loss in quality.
Two new moeis are arising:

(1) the health care del iver

model,

where the medical school, In addition to training, does research
In health care delivery, advises local hospitals and health
author ities, works wi th commun ity collIeges and comprehens ive
colleges on the training of allied health personnel, carries on
continuing education for health personnel, and generally orients
itself to external service; and (2) the intpejjated science model,
where most or all of the basic science (and social science)
Instruction Is carried on within the main medical school, which
provides mainly clinical instruction.

In this model (as In England),

the medical school may be, essentially, a teaching hospital; but
this is not necessary--It may, rather, carry on all its "Fiexner"
functions except the traditional first one or two years of science
education.
Mixtures are of course possible and are occurring among these "~pure"~
types.

The research and health care delivery models may be comibIned,

as Is being done at Harvard and Johns Hopkins; the research and
Integrated science models may be combined, as is being proposed
at Michigan and for the new Harvard-MIT endeavor; aridthe health
care delivery and Integrated science models may be combined, as at
the new medical schools of the University of Illinois.
of course, could also be combined.
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We believe that the new intcr-ests in health car-e delivery anid in the
Integration of science anidother disciplinary efforts arc wise.

Thle

simple Flexner research model is no longer adequate as the sole M~odel.
A few schools, and miny parts of schools, will, and should, stay with
the rlexner model, but we believe that the nation will be better served
as many schools move in different dir-ections.
anidmixtures of models is now desirable.

A diversity of models

Not only can the developing

and new schools experiment; hut as existing schools expand, they can
direct their expansion in new directions so that there can be
diver-sity wjithifln
schools-for example,
students admitted

the next group of 4O additional

might be asked to take their science on the main

campus of the par-ent university.

The "cluster-college" approach of

changing and diversifying--rather than just duplicating on a largerscale--wheni expanding a general campus can be undcrtaken also In a
health science center.
Pacesetter schools, such as those noted above, are moving toward
health care delivery, or the integr-ation of science, or both.
Support these dir-ections of movement.

We

The nation has a sufficiency

of the pure r-esearch model type of school.

New developments should

be toward greater Integration with social needs, or toward greater
Integration with the gener-al campus, or both.
8. More doctors and dentists.

We see a need for- expanding the number

of places for tr-aining doctors during this next decade by 50 percent,
and of dentists by 20 percent.

Many of these new places should be

filled by women and members of minority groups.
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9. More allied health personnel.

The Current ratio of all health care

personnel to doctors Is about 10 to 1; In the long run we see this
ratio rising substantially.

We particularly favor expanded training

of medical associates who can work under the general supervision of
doctors and expanded training of medical assistants who can work
under the doctors' specific directions.

We regard as especially

promising the Medex program of training medical corpsmen with
military experience to become doctor's assistants, and we note that
as many as 3,000 a year might be trained with an all-out effort.
We believe such an all-out effort is unlikely, however, and we
estimate that by the end of this decade about 3,500 associates and
assistants may be trained each year.

The public, of course, will

need to be willing to accept the services of these associates and
assistants, as they do In some other countries, and we believe they
will.

We similarly suggest the training of dental associates and

dental assistants.

Colorado, Duke, and Washington are among the

universities now giving leadership in these directions.
Most of the allied health personnel will be trained In comprehensive
colleges and community colleges, and their roles in this area will
greatly expand.

Allied health personnel can be trained more quickly

and loss expensively than doctors and dentists, and their availability
will make possible the better use of the time and skill of doctors
and dentists.

Primary emphasis should be placed on increasing the

supply of allied health personnel.
10.

To serve all the peevlc everyvthe re .

We believe in the geographic

dispersion of health training centers, as our recommendations will
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make clear.

The Fiexner model school could be located anywhere,

for research results are easily transported.

The health care

delvery model needs to be located where the people live.
11.

New health science centers.

Twenty-seven health science centers

are no,.,
being started around the United States.
seventy more are being considered.

It is said that

We see a need for nine more

(see Map 1) to give adequate regional coverage.

MAP

I

Univorsity htealth science centers and ccrile,gio Comission goas for nov ini rorsity ihooiii, scionco centers by 1000 by state
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1J Existing schools of cistepethyA Recommended new.'university healthrscience centers
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12.

Area health education centers.

We recommend 126 area health cduca-

tion centers to serve localities without a health science center
(see Map 2).

Each of these centers would be at a local hospital.

MAP 2 Existing aroa ihoafh oducatlo,, centers andf suggested area-hoolt eeIucasimcnosng
by 1960, by state

0

Legend
1Suggested now ores health education centers
Existing asea health education centers

C

The centers' educational programs Would be administered by University
health science centers.

They would train medical residents and

M.D. and D.D.S. candidates on a rotational basis; they would carry
on continuing education for local doctors, dentists, and other
health care personnel; they would advise with local health authorities
and hospitals; they would assist community colleges and comprehensive
colleges in training allied health personnel; and, in othcr ways,
they
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would help improve health care in their areas.
development of basic importance.

We consider this

It would put most of the local

advantages of a health science cei. er into many localities which
do not warrant a full-scale center.

This proposal would put

essential health services within one hour of driving time for
over 95 percent of all Americans and within this same amount of
time for all health care personnel.

Much of the nation would be

served by a higher level of expertise than is now locally available.

13.

Reforms.
-

We favor:

Shortening the time it takes to become a practicing medical
doctor from eight years after the B.A. to six years.

-

Providing an extra mobility poi-nt or decision-making point
for both the student and the school by creating a degree
between the A.B. and the M.D.

It would normally be awarded

after students satisfy the general science requirements.

It

might be called a Master of Philosophy in Human Biology, or a
Bachelor of Medicine, or a Master of Science In Human Biology.
The student could decide at that point whether to go on to the
M.D., move in the direction of the Ph.D., or take employment as
a teacher or a medical assistant or associate (perhaps after
some additional practical training).

At this point, the school

would also be in a good position to advise the prospective M.D.
candidate and to judge his quality.
-

Improving the curriculum by tying more closely together basic
science and clinical instruction--they nowj too often stand as
unrelated worlds.

Improvement could also be achieved by tying
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clinical instruction to work with "garden-variety" as well
as exotici"

patients; by creating several paths,

rather

than only one, for students depending on their prior background and their special interests--for example, a psychiatrist
needs less basic science than a person Intending to become
a research scientist; and by having the students help determine
the curriculum.

Case Western Reserve recently has given

notable leadership In curricular innovation.
-

Improving the residency by giving the young doctor a wider
variety of experience and more of it under skilled supervision.

-

Creating a National Health Service Corps.

-

Providing an Educational Opportunity Bank for medical and
dental students.

-

14.

Improving the planning of health manpower.

Sharing the financial burdens.
-

We recommend:

That the federal government meet more of the costs of medical
and dental education.
of medical research.

It already supports most of the costs
Doctors can and do move -from state to

state, and some states are reluctant to educate M.D.'s for
practice elsewhere.
-

That the states support private medical and dental schools.

-

That the levels of support among states be more nearly
equalized.

Some states exploit the investment other states

make~ in medical education.
-

That both the federal government and the states seek reforms
and improvements as they expend their funds.
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15.

Cutting cos-ts.

The expanded health manpow/er and external service

programs we recommend will cost substantial sums of money, but total
expenditures should be held to the lowest reasonable levels.

Costs

could be reduced by:
-

Reducing from four to three the years It takes to get an
M.D. degree.

This change alone, if adopted by all medical

schools, would increase the number of student places
available by one-third, without further construction costs
and with little further operating costs.

It would also result

In student support savings and will get students into practice
sooner.

Dartmouth is developing a program designed to meet

some of these objectives.
-

Reducing from four to three the years it takes to fulfill
residency requirements.

This, too, will save costs and

get doctors into practice earlier.
-

Combining science work on the campus and in the medical
school, thus reducing duplication.

-

Reducing the ratio of faculty to students, which is particularly
high in medical education.

-

Entering two classes a year and thus making better use of
*laboratory facilities and teaching personnel.

-

Teaching during the summer period.

-

Holding federal research expenditures steady as a percentage
of GNP after a period of spectacular rise.'

-

Greatly increasing the number of allied health personnel and
thus raising the productivity of doctors and dentists.

-

Raising the minimum size of a medical class to 100 and thus
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obtaining economies of scale.
-

Using outside hospiLals for clinical training rather than, or
In addition to, subsidizing a "university hospital."

Expenditures of medical schools have gone up twice as fast in the
past decade as expenditures In higher education generally, yet
the number of students in medical schools has risen only half as
fast as in the rest of higher education.

It Is high time to look

more carefully at costs.
16.

The nation has a good opportunity to Improve the health care of Its
citizens.

By its contribution to that improvement, higher education

has a great opportunity to become more useful to society.
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Senator KENNVEDY. At this time I would like to welcome Dr. Russell
Nelson and David Rogers.
Senator Beall is going to have a word of introduction, so I yield
to him at this time.
Senator BEALU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It gives me particular
today to welcome two very distinguished Marylanders, Dr.
pleasure
Russell Nelson, president of Johns Hopkins Hospital, and Dr. David
Rogers, the dean of the medical faculty of Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine.
Dr. Nelson, I don't have to tell you about Johns Hopkins Hospital,
because its reputation is known far and abroad. Dr. N*elson is one of
these special people for whom Hopkins has represented a career. He
received his M.D. degree from Hopkins and served his internship and
residency there.
In 1945 he became director of the medical clinics and assistant director of the hospital at Johns Hopkins. He was named director of
the hospital in 1952, and has been its president since 1963. He is very
esteemed, of course, by his colleagues.
Dr. Nelson has served as president of the American Hospital Association in 1959-60. He was presented its distinguished service award
in 1964. And he is the chairman elect of the executive council of the
Association of American Medical Colleges. I might say from my own
personal experience I know Dr. Nelson to be a very concerned member of the medical community and I remember as a member of the
Maryland State Legislature his help when we had problems that still
exist today, of course, but in giving advice to the legislature and to
the Governor some 4 or 5 years ago on rising medical costs in the State
of Maryland.
Dr. Rogers is also a distinguished educator who came to Hopkins
from the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine. He has been dean
of the School of Medicine at Hopkins since 1968. I had the pleasure,
Mr. Chairman, recently of attending a meeting with Dr. Rogrs, along
with other members of the Maryland delegation anid othe epe
sentatives of the Maryland medical community, at which the financial
plight of Johns Hopkins and other institutions was discussed and I
found him to be a very articulate and forceful spokesman on presenting
the problems that exist today in the medical community. At that time
he had a little deeper suntan than he has today, but I think I should
point out that Dr. Rogers came by it honestly at the University of
Puerto Rico Medical School, because he had the honor to be selected
as the visiting lecturer at that school by the medical students' honorary society there. I am delighted the committee is going to be able
to hear from these two distinguished Marylanders today; I am happy
to introduce them to the committee.
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STATEMENT OF RUSSELL A. NELSON, M.D., PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND DAVID E. ROGERS, M.D., DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY, XOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MD.;
ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH S. NURTAUGH, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMF4~NT OF PLANNING AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT, ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Senator KENDy. We welcome you here. I think all of us here realize Johns Hopkins is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, medical
center in the country. I value it highly from a personal point of view
as well.
Dr. Robert E. Cooke, who is head of pediatrics, has been very. helpful; I know him well and he has been enormously valuable in the
whole area of retardation, which I have been particularly interested
in.
So we want to welcome you as f riends here.
Dr. NELSON. Thank you, Senator.
Thank you, Senator Beall, for the gracious introduction. With me
is Mr. Joseph Murtaugh of the staff of the Association of American
Medical Colleges, who will be helpful in answering questions you may
have. I filed with your committee today a statement which I won't
repeat in the interest of time. I will paraphrase it rather rapidly.
Senator KENNEDY. We will include it in its entirety in the record
at the end of your testimony.
Dr. NELsoNT. If you would, sir. I am sure you all realize what the
Association of American Medical Colleges is. It is more than an association of just medical schools, though there are 103 active medical
school members; an active school is one that has students in it. In addition, there are a number of schools under development. There are also
about 400 major teaching hospitals in the country that belong to this
association, and 38 societies of medical scientists and teachers representing many hundreds of devoted doctor-teacher-scientists.
The association has changed and broadened in recent years. Although
the association has interest in education of paramedical personnel, in
basic medical research, and all of the things that go on in the academic
medical centers, the focus this morning is on the physician manpower
issue.
It is a key one. We have described in this statement today a lot of
things that are background material. We all take off from the Flexner
report, which is getting kicked around a good bit these days. However, it is the basis of the strength and the high quality of basic medical
education and medical practice in this country.
And there is no doubt that medical education in the United States
is far superior to the education of physicians in any other country.
As we change, to meet new conditions, we must not reject the basic
strength and good that-came from the Flexner report, which put
medical education into universities and based it in basic biological
science.
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We must remember that when this was done we had too many
medical schools, and too many doctors in this country. We had to improve the quality substantially. We have had 25 years now of a perfectly magnificient thrust in biomedical research, largely based in our
medical schools, and this has further enhanced the quality.
This, however, has brought some of our problems. Our schools are
heavily invested and committed in research; we have been funded
heavily from research and we are a little bit out of balance because of
that. Research also has produced some of the very great improvements
that have brought increased costs for medical care,increased demands
for pyicians and other services.
Thus.in some ways our successes are creating our current problems.
Beginning in 1958 or 1959 with the Bain report, the country and the
medical establishment began to come to grips with the shortage of
You will recall in the Bain report that there were goals set
physicians.
fr som 11,000 graduates by the middle of the 1970's.
It took the national administrations and Congress several years to
tool up with the necessary appropriations, and it was not until 1965
that we began to get the flow of funds to flsh out this program. And
even since that time we have never had the benefit of the full appropriations that were authorized.
But we have made a good bit of progress. And at this point I might
interject an answer, in a way, to Senator Yarborough's question, Mr.
Chairman, of last year, I believe, when he asked the schools for one
or five more students. It was, I think, very unfortunate the way this
all turned out, because in the same period when that question was being asked the number of medical student additions was 1,000.
While the inquiry was being made, in other words, the schools were
actually increasing their enrollment very substantially; and that got
a bit out of focus. Now, just a word or two on the need for physicians:
It is perfectly obvious, and I won't belabor the obvious, but I remind
us all that we require 2,000 graduates of foreign medical schools to
enter our system each year, even after all of our gains. The Association
of American Medical Colleges not only ge ih
ln
ihteCr
negie Commission Report, which wa aby described this morning, but
perhaps goes a little further.
We have as a goal, in a report which I am filing with you today,
15,000 entering students by 1976. There now are 11,000. Given the
wherewithall-the necessary support-I believe our medical schools
can reach that goal. We are concerned and much more involved than
we were in past years in the delivery system, the organization of health
services and issues that relate to the hospital question you asked,
Senator.
Our schools are more active in that we are very concerned and interested in the development of national health insurance because of the
absolutely essential nature of our academic medical centers in the production of the manpower and in the production of the new knowledge
that is going to be needed, and in being centers of innovation and demonstration of how this system should change. We have a statement, a
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short statement, which we are filing with you today. It states what we
think any kind of national health insurance plan should provide as far
as our centers are concerned.
There is a serious crisis in financing our medical schools. We talked
earlier this morning about the effect of the carrot of added money to
stimulate schools to add students, and so forth. The truth of the matter is that the money that has been made available so far has been
sopped up in the crisis situation of just keeping ging
There are, as you have heard, 61 medical schools that are really in
critically severe conditions financially.
Senator EAGLETON. Isn't yours one of those, Doctor?
Dr. NELSON. Yes, sir; and you will hear from Dean Rogers in just
a moment. He will tell you all of the gory and terrible details, sir.
As I was saying' the idea of stimulus is great, but unless there is
enough behind it it doesn't work. We feel that there needs to be a basic
national continuing capitalization first-dollar support for our medical
schools and our academic centers. And we are very pleased about the
introduction of legislation by the chairman here and his counterparts
in the other House of Congress.
I think, sir that I would now just be belaboring my statement, so I
will close anSI ask Dean Rogers to expand from his position in the
vortex of one medical schoo, and then we will all respond to your
questions.
Senator KENNED~Y. Dean Rogers.
Dr. ROGERS. Senator Kennedy, it is also a great honor for me to be
here. I can't resist saying I was interested in your first statement. Coming from a Bostonian, the statement that Hopkins is a great, if not the
greatest school, was a real tribute to us, because our major competitor
i's in your particular city.
I have also filed a statement with this group and I thought rather
than read it, that I would like to respond to some of the dialog I heard
earlier today. I also want to talk a few moments of my own deep concerns about what I view as the failure of the Federal sector to adequately support the Nation's medical schools.
I thought I would use our own institution as an example. Some 3
years ago I came from Vanderbilt, as Senator Beall graciously indicated, to Hopkins, in part because I had had some of my training
there, but basically because of my conviction that this prestigious
school was in a position to assume a real leadership role in, bailing us
out of some of the real dilemmas that face us in the-health care system.
We have worked very hard on that and I1am proud of the record.
I thought I would indicate very briefly some of the things we have
done which I think are responsive to the sorts of concerns which have
been articulated by you, Senator Kennedy and many others.
First, we have increased our student body by some 22 percent;
secondlySenator EAGLETON. Over what period of time is that?
Dr. ROGERS. This is over a 3-year period, Senator Eagleton. We have
also increased our minority representation from virtually zero to almost 10 percent of our class.
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I might add parenthetically, because it was brought up, that we
have had a record of including women in our classes since we opened
our -doors in 1893; 10 to 12 percent of our class are women. We have also
greatly changed the socioeconomic mix; where in my day in medical
school about 50 percent of the students came f rom the upper 4 or 5
percent of the income bracket, some 56 percent of our students now
come from families that make less than $12,000 a year.
Senator EAGLETON. What percentage.
Dr. ROGERS. Fifty-six percent of our students, Senator, in our current class, come from families that make less than $12,000 a year,
which is a very striking change in the kind of input, and one I am
particularly proud of.
We have flexibilized our curriculum. We have, parenthetically, made
it possible for youngsters to graduate in 3 years.
I was pleased with your statement, Senator Kennedy, because we
also have a program that will permit them to go as long as 5 years for
the very reasons that you outlined.
Fifth, we have developed some new experimental systems for prepaid, comprehensive, 24-hour-a-day, 365-day-a-year health care administered by Hopkins faculty. I think all of you gentlemen have
heard of our new program in the city of Columbia, where we have
taken on the responsibilities for designing the total health care system
for a newly emerging city. It is staffed by our people-the honeymoon
is still on there-but it is going extraordinarily well. It also, incidentally, is cutting the costs of hospitalization remarkably. Our hospitalization rates are about 40 percent of what you see in the ordinary
crisis care situation.I
We are doing precisely the same thing in organizing a new health
delivery system for the inner ghetto area, which surrounds us in East
Baltimore, Senator Eagleton, I think some of the kinds of experiments
we are trying there with an organized delivery system may be the
answer to distributional problems. Having a group and a facility in an
area in which physicians and paramedical personnel can work together,
and in essence stimulate each other, may be one of the answers to the
distribution problem we face.
We have also just started a new center for the development of allied
health personnel. We already have some 60 different categories, other
than physicians, that we train, and we are putting them together in
a new and I think important mix. We also delivery extra-ordinary
amounts of care to a vastly underprivileged area in our ghetto: Some
24 percent of the emergency visits in Baltimore come to our emergency
room. We are now seeing 450 patients a day in a facility designed to
handle 150. About one out of every six patients who sees a doctor in
Baltimore comes through our system; thie vast majority of these are
underprivileged and they have no other place to turn.
We are, and I think this is germane to some of the earlier discussion, regionalizing through our relationships with Baltimore city hospitals and Good Samaritan, which are hospitals we staff professionally
and with which we have close linkages in terms of our student body,
our house staff and our faculty.
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So, I think we have been very responsive to national needs. But in
so doing, in the position in which I sit I have felt increasingly that we
have been inadequately and unimaginatively supported in thle attempt
to the responsive to the very kinds of things that have been discussed
here this morning.
Just to indicate to what degree: In 1969 and 1970, we dipped into
our endowment-not endowment income-to the tune of $900,000. This
year we have taken $2.2 million out of our endowment to attempt to
keep our programs afloat.
Next year we intend to take the rather crunching step of freezing
salaries and freezing positions, despite all of these new activities, which
will cause a severe morale problem. Despite that we are predicting a
deficit which will also create a large suction on our endowment of $1.7
million.
Senator EAGLETON. Do you have a separate endowment for the medical school?
Dr. ROGER~S. Yes.
Senator EAGLETON. What is the total of that?
Dr. ROGERS. The total endowment for the medical school is about
$80 million; but I should point out that part of it, the vast majority
of it, means just that; in other words, it is capital we cannot touch.
Senator EAGLETON. Because of the way the testator set it up?
Dr. RoGERs. Yes.
Seiiator EAGLETON. You have some unencumbered endowments and
you have dipped into that?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes.
Senatr EAGLETON. How much unencumbered endowments do you
have left that, if you had to, you could dip into?
Dr. ROGERS. We could go another 2 or 3 years this way, at which
point we would wipe out the endowments that we can use.
I could -add 'to that the fact that Dr. Nelson's hospital gives about
$1.8 million of care that is not reimbursed and our staff in Baltimore
contributes somewhere between -a million-and-a-half and $2 million
worth of professional time to that venture. So I think we are fulfilling
our national responsibilities..
Since 1965 we have had increasing squeeze on Federal funds. I mentioned what we had to -do in terms of the staff. Also, unfortunately, we
put a moratorium on our expansion plans. We had very imaginative
plans to move to a class of 150, perhaps the kind of program you
mentioned, Senator Eagleton, that is being done in Kansas City. We
hope to'develop a health service kind of program, with some of our
youngsters taking what is now the first 2 years of traditional medical
school training on the university campus and then moving to our
clinical programs, which we think can be done at much less cost than
creating an entire new facility.
We have been totally unable to make renovations, or replace or
modernize facilities, some of which were built before the turn of the
century. So I -think it has been shortsighted, at the time that health
is recognized -as a right for -all and when major teaching institutions,
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many of us, tire taking a leadership role in responding to the kinds of
national needs that have been .articulated here, that medical schools
now find themselves in such desperate need of support in their basic
mission, which is training youngsters to go into the-health professions
and developing new knowledge, which is still 'a critically important
part of ou'r role in 'terms of research.
But I have stressed today. the enormous amounts of service that we
render and I think we are in a -position to try -and help design new
systems which perhaps can han dle some of the difficulties that have
been mentioned.
.We -are terribly pleased, Mr. Kennedy, with the bill you have
just introduced: we think that legislation encompasses many of the
kinds of problems and points that I have outlined.
We agree with Dr. Kerr on the kinds of objectives and ways for
financing it that hie has mentioned. The plight of medical schools-and
Hopkins is perhaps -a good one to hear about, because it is in such
difficulty-the plight, I think, is serious..
I don't think medical schools are crying wolf. I think we -are in
critical need of new health legislation an~ I am honored to be here
-and would be glad to answer any questions along with the rest of the
group.
Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Doctor, could you comment on the financial
plight of your institution? You talked a bit about it in response to
Senator Eagleton and in your testimony about the utilization of your
endowment.
Would $1,500 a year capitation, $6,000 in terms of a graduate, relieve
you of using your corpus?
Dr. ROGERmS. No, Senator, it wouldn't. I agree with what Dr. Kerr
had to say. It is worth pointing out that in terms of current funding
that figure is approximately what we are receiving in our basic research support. It works out to approximately $1,500 a student in
terms of current underwriting f rom the Federal sector.
Senator KENNEDY. Even if you get $1,500 say in addition, then it
becomes something more Significant, does it not?
Dr. ROGERS. Somewhat more, but perhaps I could use our own school
as an example.
As I pointed out this year we have approximately 450 medical students and we are $2.2 million into our endowment; $1,500 additional
dollars per student will be, less, considerably less, than half of what
we are now taking out of the reserve fund.
Dr. NELSON. Could I add to that., Senator, in a broader context thanl
just Johns Hopkins?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Dr. NELSON. It is our understanding that the President's proposal
to provide a capitation of $6,000 for each graduate, or by arithmetic,
$1,500 per student enrolled, is really just using existing programs,
kind of lumping it together and not really adding new money into the
support of the medical schools.
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Though we haven't seen any legislative proposal coming from the
administration yet, that is the way we read the budget and his message.
And it misses the mark, we think. As both my presentation and your
submission in one of your 'bills relating to this show, we feel that the
medical schools need a great deal m-ore basic, capitation support than

$1,500.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, we recommend in the legislation I have
introduced $5,000. The Carnegie Commission recommended $4,000.
Dr. NELSON. That is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. Is this the magnitude you would consider?
Dr. NELSON. Yes; our position has been $5,000 as a. basic support.
Senator KENNEDY. We had testimony yesterday from the representatives of the public hospitals, who talked about their relationship
with both private and State-supported medical schools and how important this kind of association is. If you don't get this kind of help
and support over the period of the next year or so, what is going to
happen to these public hospitals all across the country, that are providing enormously important services, particularly to indigent
people?
Dr. NELSON. Well, Senator, I would hope that the concept of the
public hospital would disappear. If we are developing a system of
health care in this country that provides, to all citizens access and
needed care, without discrimination, and at public or prepaid expense, there seems to be little long-term argument for having the
public hospital, which was based on charity and the care of the poor.
I would hope that we could see that the public hospitals change
and become a community institution so we will not segregate the poor
into one hospital and the not-poor into another hospital
Now the difficulties in the public hospitals are a result of application of resources; those in the care of the affluent, as has been brought
out this morning, and the public hospitals for all too long have been
forced to get th eir assistance, even from medical schools,-on the fallacious theory, in mny judgment, that care is given free by the teacher
to the poor, who cannot pay for it.
In short, I would rather see the public hospitals disappear, that
they become like all other hospitals, and that medical schools, as Dr.
Kerr said, would relate meaningfully to hospitals, not to public hospitals or private hospitals.
Dr. ROGERS. Senator, could I add somethingSenator KENNEDY. Yes; I accept that as a desirable goal, but in
terms of the next few years we are going to have to think of what
the relationship is going to be.
Dr. Rogers?
Dr. ROGEiRS. I wanted to broaden that a little bit. First, I would indicate I categorically agree with Senator Saxbe and what is clearly
the concern of this distinguished group that the system must be reformed. Here I think the teaching centers have a role to play.
Senator KENNEDY. What do you mean by the system? Are you talking about the financing mechanism?
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Dr.

ROGERS.

The financing mechanism, yes, sir; that is part of it.

I think our system has focused primarily on illness, not on preserva-

tion of health, and as long as we have a system in which the physician
is paid on a piece-work basisSenator KENNEDY. You mean fee-for-service, rather than preventive
care?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes; so I think the kind of experiments we are already
involved in, prepaid comprehensive programs, do put incentives on
maintaining people well outside of the hospital.
In our east Baltimore program. for example, we have coupled
the funds of medicaid, medicare, OEO, and have in essence said look,
pay us those funds in advance, let us set up a health center in the
community
Senator KENNEDY. You are talking about front-end spending.
Dr. ROGERS. I am talking about -taking the dollars currently put
into crisis care and sayilig instead of doing it that way, let us assume
responsibility for this grcup, let us try to give as much care as possible with a team outside of the hospital, let us help reduce the problem Senator Saxbe mentioned of admitting a patient because that
is the only way of paying for him.
We have already demonstrated one can significantly reduce the
amount of hospitalization and maintain people in a functional status
where they belong, -which is in their communities. So I think these
kinds of experiments, which fit in, I think, very closely with the kind
of legislation you have introduced, are critical l to the future of our
health care system.
Senator KENNEDY. This, as I understand, is the concept of a health
maintenance organization.
Dr. ROGERS. Yes, it is.
Senator KENNEDY. It is included in the President's program, which
is extremely commendable.
In the Baltimore situation, do you have two of these programs now?
Dr. ROGERS. We have two parallel programs; one in a ghetto area,
one in a middle-class area.
Senator KENNEDY. I would be interested if you talked a little about
those and tell us what it cost to start those programs, how many people
they serve, and what the operations budget. is.
Dr. ROGERS. In our Columbi a program, which is -thenewly emerging
city, we now have about 8,000 enrollees. We estimate our start-up cost
in terms of planning, planning the fa ilities, and gathering the necessary staff, was approximately $25O,G,.O to $300,000 before we opened
the doors, by virtue of getting the system in order.
This compares rather favorably with Harvard's experience, which
was catastrophic in their area, in the neighborhood of almost $2 million 'in getting their plan to float. We obviously benefited by their
experience. In east Baltimore I think there is approximately the same
price tag. Here we have had to deal, in putting together the packages
that are already available for care, like medicare, Medicaid, Welfare,
OEO, with some 13 different agencies, each of which has ground rules
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for eligibility, for who can belong, on the basis of age or geographic
location, whether you are or are not ill at the time. Unless we had had
a very dedicated young staff, I think the current financing structure
would have almost defied putting in an innovative prepaid system.
These need melding into some kind of unified way of financing, We
are starting there with 5,000 patients. We hope to expand to 25,000.
Senator KENEY. You say it was approximately the same cost?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes; I would guess so. Dr. Nelson might wish to comment on that.
Dr. NELSON. Senator, if you and the staff are interested in the details,
we can file this with you.
Senator KENNEDY. That would be very helpful to us.
(The information subsequently supplied follows:)
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FOUR PHASES OF COLUMBIA HEALTH PLAN

The actual cost of planning the Columbia Health Plan, plus start-up
and development costs for the first five years, was $1.3 million.

Of

that amount, the Johns Hopkins University and Hospital are contributing
$370,000 and Connecticut General Life Insurance is contributing $930,000.
Based upon our experience at Columbia, Johns Hopkins has been able to make
projections of the financial requirements for developing health maintenance
organizations.
Phase 1:

The following figures are for an HMO with 20,000 enrollees.
Pre-Program Planning Stage
Period of time required: One to two years
Required funds: $100,000 to $300,000

In the first phase a few of the tasks are definition of the population
to be served, assessment of future enrollment potential, negotiation of
contracts with third party payors, and the development of the necessary
organizations.
Phase II:

Program Planning and Development State
Period of time required: One to two years
Requited funds: $200,000 to $300,000

In the second phase, the ambulatory medical program would he designed,
internal administrative systems developed, and the enrollment and marketing
campaign conducted.
Phase III:

Start-up Phase
Period of time required: Two to five years
Required funds: $200,000 to $600,000

The plan is in operation in this phase and the primary need is for
funds to subsidize the plan until it reaches 15,000 members, at which
point it should be economically self-siustaining.
Phase IV:

Group-Practice Medical Facility Development
Required funds: $600,000 to $1.2 million

In this phase, the medical group-practice facility would be renovated
or built and equipped.

The facility would have to be at least 20,000

square feet.
Thus, the minimum funds needed to plan and develop an HMO for 20,000
persons is at a minimum, $1.1 million, and at a maximum, $2.4 million.
required time is four years minimum and nine years maximum.

The
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Dr. NELSON. I can say on the Columbia project we have an unusual
opportunity, because it has all been done with private financing and
we have kept very accurate and careful records of it.
In brief, from day 1 to 5 years, we think it is going to require about
a million dollars of startup costs. That is planning and also the development costs, to use commercial terms, plus about $5 million for facilities that will have to be created out there. But enrollment,* efficiency
that comes from the system, and premiums that are competitive wNit
commercial insurance, will at the end of 5 years start producing net
revenue, which will allow the cost to be treated as one would in the
normal commercial enterprise and would cover it.
Senator KENNEDY. How attractive are guaranteed loans in the development of these projects?
Dr. NELSON. They will be attractive, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you think you would be able to pay off a
guaranteed loan?
Dr. NELSON. In the Columbia project, where we are dealing with
a population which uses the prepaid comprehensive system, we think so.
Senator KENNEDY. You think you can pay it off?
Dr. NELSON. Yes; we do. This is predicated on getting an enrollment of approximately 30,000 people over a period of time and on
today's costs. It is $51 a month for a family for total care, and we are
able to sell that easily.
Now that will pay back-a ghetto population, no. They will not be
able to support this.
Senator KENNEDY. Where did you get the private financing?
Dr. NELSON. From the Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.,
which has an interest in developing new delivery systems like we have
been talking about this morning.
Senator KENNEDY. That is very interesting. We ought to find out
more about what that company is 'doing.
As I understand it, you still had to go around to these 13 different
agencies in the public program.
Dr. ROG*ERS. This was in developing the public program, where we
were most anxious to develop a parallel system for our primary
charges, the inner residents of east Baltimore.
Senator KENNEDY. Where is the Connecticut company? That is, in
what part of the city?
Dr. NELSON. That is in Howard County. It is a brand new town,
it is a newly developing town.
Senator KENNEDY. Is that low income?
Dr. NELSON. That is suburban-type income.
Dr. ROGERS. It goes from blue-collar to upper-middle class.
Senator KENNEDY. Has Connecticut Life Insurance Co. any kind of
experimental programs or front-end financing for some of the ghetto
areas, too ?
Dr. NELSON. Not to my knowled -ge..They have not participated in
the ghetto project. The ghetto 'population cannot even meet its current
daily operations, let alone capitalize them.
Senator KENNEDY. I would be interested in this. Are you suggesting
in terms of the middle income groups that guaranteed loans for health
maintenance organizations would be an attractive means of financing
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and funding? But what is going to happen to the inner city, the ghetto,
or the rural areas?
Dr. NELSON. It is going to have to be subsidized.
Senator KENNEDY. Guaranteed loans wouldn't work?
Dr. NELSON. don't think so.
Dr. ROGERS. I might add to th at.
I think, however, the demonstration of decreasing costs in terms of
our most expensive part, which is hospitalization, may make that kind
of front-end funding, to establish facilities and programs in innercit~y areas, not cost that much more.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you agree with me it will be extremely
difficult to acquire loan guaranties for the inner city?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes, sir; absolutely.
Senator KENNEDY. And it is your feeling you will need at least some
operating expenses as well if you are going to provide the kind of
quality health care that you are providing in this middle class area?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes; though it is interesting, Senator, that we are now
expending so much money from the Federal or State sector for service-as an example, I think in Columbia we offer a totally prepaid
comprehensive program and it costs an individual about $14 -a monthbut we know that in east Baltimore medicare is spending, I believe,
$244 per person per year for just acute crisis care. My point is that
the development of a prepaid comprehensive -programmight not necessarily cost more. We are actually charging less for much more extensive care.
Dr. NELSON. Could. I add a point on retirement of debt?
I want to put on just a plain hospital administrator's hat at the
moment. There is a great, deal of discussion about guaranteed loans or
otherwise borrowing money to build hospitals. Thiis is possible only
if you can collect enough money from the public to retire your debt.
Public policies, as determined currently by medicare regulations,
as you go into them, you will find it is impossible to retire d-ebt based
on that kind of reimbursement. As we face this public policy in the
future, we either have to get-assuming weae going to have some
national system, we either have to get th capital for this system out
of a reimbursement mechanism on a price per day, or it is going to
have to be contributed. Right now it is kind of all confused.
Senator KENNEDY. Would it ease your problems if there were a
national funding unit or organism which you could go to for this
kind of funding, rather than go to the 13 or 14 different agencies?
Dr. ROGERS. Tat, it seems to me, has absolutely got to come. I think
the thing that has impressed us is that without the kind of intellectual
and staffresources; we had, no one could have possibly put in the time
and energy in negotiations, the thousands of hours that were required,
to even put the program together, that we can do only as a prestigious
school with an enthusiastic young staff.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I think that is -terribly important.
Obviously, providing a single unit governmental financing and funding organization is a very fundamental difference between S. 3 and
other proposed legislation. I think such a unit would be much more
readily available for front-end funding.
Senator Eagleton?
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Senator EAGLEToN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Pursuing for 1 minute this guaranteed loan thing, so we have the
record clear, you are interested in guaranteed loans and you believe
that they could succeed. That answer came in connection with this
development at Columbia, Md., which is a middle and uppe mddle
class new city, in which there is prepayment of $51 per mnth per
family, et cetera.
You were not subscribing, I take it, to guaranteed loan programs,
for instance, in this area, to revamp, modernize, and expand your
Johns Hopkins Hospital and teaching component? Can you go out
and borrow money today on a guaranteed loan basis and do it?
Dr. NELSON. We have borrowed all of the money we possibly can
borrow on our credit right now. And it is not for'buildings, it is to
sustain a working capital position. Until there is a guaranteed mechanism on the payment for hospital care that you can generate the
money from, and prove to a banker or any other group-that will loan
you money, -that you can pay it back, we can't do it.
Senator EAGLETON. I just wanted to clarify that for the record.
You are a prestigious institution, but you are broke.

Dr.

NE LSON.

Exactly.
wish you wouldn't put it that way, Senator.

Dr. ROGERS. I

Senator KENNEDY. How would you put it?
Dr. ROGERS. I would put it the same way.
Senator EAGLETON. All right.
There are 109 medical schools in this country. My recollection is,
that out of the 109 medical schools, 20 percent of them, about 20 of them
or 22, receive three-fourths or better of all of the research funds. The
richer schools get richer and the poor schools-not necessarily poor in
terms of quality, but poor in terms of research facilities-get little or
nothing.
Now in terms of expanding medical education, in developing greater
productivity of medical manpower, doesn't it stand to reason we can't
continue to rely solely on this research grant mechanism to vastly
increase our medical manpower? Would you subscribe to that?
Dr. ROGERS. Completely. One of our concerns in schools such as ours,
which is one of the "lhaves"l
Senator EAGLETON. You rank in the top 10 in terms of research
grants, don't you?
Dr. RoGERs. Yes, sir.
Mr. M1JRTAtTGH. Senator Eagleton, I do have figures immediately
here that may contribute to this.
Senator EAGLETN. Let the doctor finish and we will get those figures.
Dr. RoGEats. The point is we clearly must have new funding mechanisms for our educational missions, for our service missions. But I
'would hope it would not be merely a squeezing of the balloon. It has
taken 75 years for Hopkins to build, like Harvard and other schools,
a cadre of individuals who have contributed the kind of knowledge that
has given us the Salk vaccine or other things that decrease costs. If it is
merely sliding money out of that pocket, then we are in continuing
trouble.
Senator EAGLETON. I am glad you clarified that. I didn't have that in
mind at all. I don't believe in this fiscal sleight of hand business, where
you just take money you have already furnished for one program and
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put it all together in a pot and pretend you have got a new program,
because it is the same amount of money and it will take additional
money. I think we have to be clear that what we are talking about is a
very expensive proposition, in which there will have to be a substantial
and massive infusion of Federal dollars over and above that which is
going in at the present time.
Mr. MuRTATJGH. I would like to speak to that point, Senator.
The major flow of money into the institutions of medical education is
aimed at national objectives in research and we believe should be sustained and expanded but as we enlarge our national objectives in
respect to me dical education, we are going to have to make a comparable, if not greater, investment.
Now in fiscal year 1969, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare placed $770 million in the medical schools of the Nation.
Senator EAGLETON. $770 million?
Mr. MuRTAtIGH. $770 million. Of that, $100 million was for construction purposes, research, teaching, library facilities, leaving $670
million for various operating purposes. Of that $670 million, $540 million was limited to research purposes. That left $130 million for other
purposes. Of the $130 million,' $70 million went for nonteaching and
nonresearch activities, regional medical programs, mental retardation
care centers, things of this kind, leaving only $60 million for the support of the basic medical educational process.
Senator EAGLETON. So, let's put it another way: It is great we have
those figures, they are very helpful to us-$60 million went to support basic medical education across the board in all 109 medical
schools.
Mr. MTJRTAUGH. Yes.

Senator EAGLMTON. $540 million were specific research grants, a substantial portion of which went to the top 20 medical schools.
Mr. MURTAUGH. Indeed.

Senator EAGLETON. Do you have figures or could you get figures
readily if you don't have them with you today for a school-by-school
listing for fiscal 1969, if that is the latest year for which there are
complete figures, with a breakdown of that $540 million in research
grants? Start with school one, which I think is Harvard, and Hopkins is in the top group, through Washington University in St. Louis,
down to-I think I know which college was 109, but there is no sense
in making the comparison. I think they got $11,000; one medical school
got $ 11,5000.
Mr. MiYRTATJGH. Yes, sir.

(The information referred to follows:)
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Breakdown of Research Grants for School-by-School
Listing for Fiscal Year 1969

SCHOOL

SI IPPOPTOF
RESEARCH &
RESEARCH TRAINING

All Schools:
Alabama:
U Ala Med Col
Arizona:
U Ariz Sch Med

$546,476

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATIONAL
SUPPORT
$ 55,463

CONSTRUCTION

$ 99,227

OTHER
PROGRAMS

ALL
PROGRAMS
TOTAL

$ 69,225

$770,391

3,067

9,714

5,994
828

243

768

1,839

Arkansas:
U Ark Sch Med

2,191

763

633

3,587

California:"
Loina Linda
U Stanford
U Cal Davis
U Cal Irvine
UCLA
U Cal San D
U Cal San F
U Sthn Cal

812
14,516
1,698
579
16, 106
2,772
16,573
8,045

702
365
173
348
100
391
447

203
390
394
565
2,530
215
1p,660
,059

1,717
15,520
2,265
1,762
18,984
3,087
18:624
9,551

Colorado:
U Col Med Sch

9,407

707

1,383

11,497

925
13,872

55
307

270
2,283

1,250
16,462

District of Columbia:
2,890
Geo Wash Sch Med
3,949
Georgetown " "
755
Howard U Col Med

662
462
4,020

122

Connecti--ut:
U Conn Sch Med
Yale U Sch Med

Florida:
U Fla Col Med
U Miami Sch Med

-618

3,774
4,874
4,887

4,381
6,794

660
*640

16
709

5,057
8,143

5,635
2,045

*519
570.

848
1,073

7,002
3,688

903

2,500

Georgia:

Emory U Sch Med
Med Col of Ga
Hawaii:
U Hawaii Sch
Bio Sci

1,372

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SCHOOL

SUPPORT OF
RESEARCH &
RESEARCH TRAINING

Illinois:
Chicago Med Sch
Loyola U Stritch
Northwestern U
U Chicago
U Ill Med Ctr

817
1,397
4,222
13,757
5,065

Indiana:
Indiana U

5,277

.Iowa:
U Iowa

6,497

Kansas:
U Kansas

3,463

Kentucky:
U Kentucky
U Louisville

2,403
1,929

Louisiana:
La St U
Tulane

2,259
5,963

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATIONAL
SUPPORT

1,502

* 711
841

Massachusetts:
Bosto- U
Harvard Med
Tufts U
U Mass

5,796
17,787
3,920
64

701
414
949

1,487
9,915
3,037

0
547
567

13,557

416

Mississippi:
U Miss
Missouri:
St. Louis
U Mo Sch Med
Wash U

3,235

ALL
PROGRAMS
TOTAL
1,646
2,459
5,016
14,492
5,770

7,639

13,809
4,786

Minnesota:
U Minn

OTHER
PROGRAMS

829
1,019
780
244
674

Maryland:
Johns Hopkins
U Md

Michigan:
Mich St. U
U Mich
Wayne State U

CONSTRUCTION

830

14,563

188

7,028

2,079

7,550

753

2,906
3,295

79
26

3,049
6,830

1,869
457

15,983
6,046

13,833

6,590
18,201
5,058
13,897

14,796

1,866
10,824
18,610

1,036

3,060
2,478
13, 58Y

,;BE$T COPY AVAILABLE

228

14,201

1,395

6,266

223
4,374
224

4,036
7,430
14,130
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SCHOOL

SUPPORT OF
RESEARCH &
RESEARCH TRAINING

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATIONAL
SUPPORT

CONSTRUCTION

OTHER
pROGRAMS

ALL
PROGRAMS
TOTAL
N

Nebraska:
Creighton U
U Nebraska

580
2,441

787
1,030

281

1,347
3,752

Nevada:
U Nevada
New Hampshire:
Dartmouth
New Jersey:
NJ Col Med/Dent
Rutgers
New Mexico:
U New Mexico.*

2,393

1,147

323
31

24,758
1,385

1,281

2,132

3,902

692

New York:
Col U Phys/Surg
Cornell U
Mt. Sinai
New York Med
NYU Sch Med
SUNY/Buffalo
SUNY/Stony Brook
SUNY/Downstate
SUNY/Ups tate
Union/U Albany
U Roch Med/Dent
Yeshiva/Einstein

5,472
3,209
2,645
8,341
15,931

North Carolina:
Duke U
U NC
*WFC Bowman Gray

13,834
6,336
3,213

North Dakota:
U ND
Ohio:
Ohio St U
Med Col Ohio
P Cinn
Cbase/West. Res.U
Oklahoma:
U Oklahoma

2,859
123,494

16, 133
6,562
9,759
5,115
16,122
5,490

116
110
67
1,422
1,648
233
4, 157
13,979
3,003

1,244
1,250
1,019
1,578

2,843

278

182

5,044
164
4,795
10,595

563
74
685
608

3,274

17,302
7, 130
4,252

6,571
491
5,682
11,203
1,547

SEST COPY AVAILABLE

16,629
6,833
10,078
6,010
18,009
7,502
233
6,060
4,809
8,700
23,704
20,926

5,584
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SCHOOL

SUPPORT OF
RESEARCH &
RESEARCH TRAINING

Oregon:
U Oregon
Pennsylvania:
Hahnemann
Jefferson
Pa St. U
Temple U
U Pa
U Pitts
Woman's Med
Puerto Rico:
U PR

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATIONAL
-SUPPORT

CONSTRUCTION

OTHER
PROGRAMS

ALL
PROGRAMS
TOTAL

5,048

859

6,203

2,211
3,727
1,072
4,848
14,394
5,339
809

680
747
229
177
1,158
724

3,620
5,362
1,220
7,742
15,085
6,789
2,196

2,314

480

3,539

1,545

1,429

3,641

1,823
990
1,997

4,162
5,332
11,425

1,999

Rhode Island:
Brown U
South Carolina:
Med Col SC
South Dakota:
U SD
Tennessee:
Meherry
U Tenn
Vanderbilt U
Texas:
* Baylor U
U Tex Galveston
* U Tex So Texas
U Tex Southwstn

264

1,279
3,510
7,791

97'

1,060
832
285

11,977
5,664
863
7,286

11,684
4,592
587
5,956

Utah:
U Utah

5,679

Vermont:
U Vermont

3,216

Virginia:
Va Commonwealth
*U Va

3,668
4,283

*446*
617

Washington:
U Washington

18,450

352

West Virginia:
*W Va U

1,536

495.

440
9,829

722
569

Wisconsin:
Marquette
U Wise

1,352.

1,121

2,683

10,156

968

4,873

517
788
7,817

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1,830

4,631
.t5,688

28,449
2,269

206
246

,368
10,644
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Senator EAGLETON. Now my final question, very hypothetical, but
this is one of my Vet subjects: I concur with your utopian hope that
some day there will be no necessity for a public hospital, and that
we won't have presti gifous hospitals such as Barnes in. the city of St.
Louis that takes care of the middle and upper and rich and At. Louis
City Hospital that takes care of those who can't get in anywhere else.
I hope I live long enough that that comes to pass.
But for the immediately foreseeable future, I don't see that right
around the corner.
If I am correct that that is not immediately attainable, that utopian
objective, with all of the problems you have financially, suppose we
turned Baltimore City Hospital over to you.
A, what would it roughly cost you to operate it on a first-class
basis? And B, what could you do with it in terms of upgrading the
delivery of medical services therein provided, and expanding the
development of medical manpower throughout the full spectrum,
M.D.'s, paramedics, et cetera?
Dr. ROGERS. I think that is a very good question, Senator. I would
point out in contrast to the St. Louis illustration, we have already
done that; indeed, in terms of virtually all areas, it is a Hopkins' professional responsibility to staff the Baltimore City Hospital; it is our
house staff, our students.
We have some joint relationships in which the University of Maryl-and shares this with us. But in terms of the quality or the manpower,
the use for training of Professionals, it is already part of the Hopkins'
complex.
So I think it is an enormously valuable facility for us, and I think we
do a service in boosting the quality of care. It is our faculty that staffs
Baltimore City Hospital with very few exceptions, and those exceptions are the University of Maryland faculty.
I can't answer the question on costs, but this gives us a precious
resource.
Senator EAGLETON. Is that true in most of the major cities? Are the
public hospitals of most major cities to your knowledge by and large
operating by the teaching facility of that major city? Do you know
of any other cities where it is'the same as Hopkins?
Dr. ROGERS. Nashville, where we did the same.
Senator EAGLETON. With Vanderbilt?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes, sir.
Dr. NELSON. As you know, at Boston City Hospital the three medical
schools have a great deal to do wtih the professional direction. In
Los Angeles, the Los Angeles County Hospital is very closely related
to the University of Southern California Medical School.
In Chicago, the Cook County Hospital was oat one point heavily
supported by the University of Illinois.
Senator KENNEDY. Bellevue in New York.
Dr. NELSON. Yes. In the New York ;ystem-to give a partial answer to your question, I -think you could get it out, of the New York
system. Because, as I -think per1~aps Dr. Trussel yesterday may have
testified, some years 'ag& when h'e was commissioner of hospitals, he
arranged with the medical schools in New York to provide payment
to those schools if they would recruit faculty to supervise the city
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hospitals, professional care in the city hospitals. I believe it had a
dramatic effect upon the quality of the care in the city hospitals in
New York; I believe, further, it has kind of decayed, because once
again the appropriations have not been -available. So that you can,
by appropriation, putting money in it, upgrade the quality of the care
through the medical facu~iis
Senator EAGLETON. Without tryn to devise a formula here today,
whether it be -a capitation formula or what, but if more money were
made available to Johns Hopkins; could you utilize your existing
teaching hospital services and your public -hospital services in Baltimore City to greater optimum advantage in terms of significantly
increasing the supply of medical manpower in the Greater Baltimore
area?
'Dr. ROGERS. Absolutely.
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Beall.
Senator BEALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What percentage of your graduates now go primarily into research?
Dr. ROGERS. I think -about 85 percent of our graduates go into the
practice of medicine; about 15 percent go to other teaching or academic
or research positions.
Senator BEALL. Of the 85 percent how many go into real day-to-day
primary care as opposed tona specialty?
Dr. ROGERS. Very few, I would say -thevast majority of our graduates end up with specialty training.
Senator BEALL. Does this same situation exist across the country?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes, sir; there are certain schools in which this is less
though.
Senator BEALL. You mentioned a figure, I heard 40 percent pass by
when you were talking about Columbia, the health maintenance care
there. Did I understand you to say that as a result of this kind of
activity, the hospital admissions were 40 percent, then, under normal
circumstances?
Dr. ROGERS. They were.60 percent less actually. We initially budget
and try to plan the premium on the -basis of 60 percent of rates. We
actually find they -are considerably below -that.
Senator BEALL. Do you have a similar statistic for the maintenance
center in Baltimore City?
Dr. ROGERS. No, because we have had a year's experience in Columbia and we are just starting in east Baltimore.
Senator BEALL. Would Columbia perhaps be a little higher than
normal? Would the experience there better because of the income you
are working with there?
Dr. ROGERS. I think it is in part-though we have corrected for
this-in part it is the age span. They are a relatively youthful and
healthy group. But I think you can turn to plans like the Kaiser
experience whih shows about 60 percent rate as compared with the
plans that are fee for service.
Senator BEALL. How successful is Johns Hopkins these days in
increasing your endowment funds, other than through normal
growth?
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Dr. ROGERs. What we are extraordinarily successful at is reducing
our endowment funds.
Senator BEALL. I understand that. But if you were operating in
an area where there were not these reductions forced upon you, ar'you getting contributors to the endowment fund anymore?
Dr. NELSON. The answer is yes, Senator Beall, but I will speak
now of the hospital, which I know more intimately. And in my 20
years there, I hope it does not relate to my own performance, but
the percentage of income for the operation of the hospital that
comes from endowment has changed from 20 percent of the monies spent to less than 5 percent of the monies spent. This is another way to say that our endowment growth is very, even with the
appreciation of securities, is much less, at a lesser rate than the rise
in the cost of doing business. Endowment income in a hospital today is a very minor part of the daily financial income.
Senator BEALL. You mentioned a figure of $35,000 during your
testimony. You were talking about capitation I believe.
Dr. NELsoN. I mentioned a figure of $5,000. The Senator and
I exchanged information about $5,000. That is $5,000 per student per
year.
Senator BEA LL. If you keep going in this direction, if you have
direct capitation grants-we would have to assume, I think, as time
goes on, whatever figure you start out with, that figure will grow.
How far can we go before the private medical colleges, cease to
be private medical colleges anymore? That is a very hyothetical
question I know.
Dr. ROGERS. I might speak to that. I think as a national resource,
it is important that we preserve the pluralistic system of both private
and public institutions. But it is worth pointing out that medical
schools are such an expensive business, that they have been really for
the last 15 years to a very significant degree funded from the public
sector.
At Hopkins, for example, almost 60 percent of the funds we expend are public funds coming largely from the Federal sector. So
we have a bit of both pieces.
Senator BEALL. They come in a different way though; they come
kind of indirectly to you. As it becomes more direct, I wonder if the
danger then becomes one that the private institutions cease to be private, in fact, become a Federal institution?
Dr. ROGERS. I think there is a concern or jutifiable concern here,
though our experiences in terms of at least receiving funds as we have
on the basis of competence, I for one have been terribly pleased with
the fact that we have been able to determine our destiny without undue interference and control from the Federal sector.
Senator BEALL. Your excellence results from that, I think.
Dr. NELSON. It 'is a problem and it is a worry that should concern
all of us, it seems to me.
Senator BEALL. One final question. I notice in the Carnegie Report
they say that expenditures of medical schools have gone up twice as
fast in the past decade as expenditures in higher education generally;
yet the number of students in medical schools has risen only half as
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fast as the rest of higher education. Would you like to comment on
that and perhaps give us some reasons this might be true?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes; one is I think that medical schools and their
teaching. hospitals traditionally underpaid the vast cadre of people
who are in supportive services, and changes in that sector have boosted
the costs. Secondly, the enormous technology required now for a competent physician ha been -a remarkable change. We were saying the
other day that I, for example, when I came out of the medical school 20
years ago, could deal very readily with 50 patients with high. blood
pressure, because our knowledge about correctable conditions was so
little that they largely received phenobarbital, and I managed them.
The amount of equipment necessary, the kind of techniques, the sorts
of radiologic procedures necessary now to be sure of what your high
blood pressure is due to and to treat. you properly-one, reduce the
number of patients that any one physician can handle, and two, have
been a big expense in terms of the kinds of equipment and facilities
needed, both to train the students and to handle the patients. Many
times the costs are commingled.
Senator BEALL. One other final questions. The other day we received
Thought very interested testimony from the professor of medicine
at Tufts University with regard to the increased use of computers in
the delivery of medical care and the aid they can be. Do you agree
that tis is a program that the Government should help to develop. as
rapidly as posble in order to free up the doctors or give them an invaluable toolthey do not have now ?
Dr. ROGERS. YVes; I could comment, and then Dr. Nelson might..I
think there are some very important advances going on here, particularly if we move to some sort of underwriting of health care. Where
there is free access to the system, we muast develop more refined ways
of separating the healthy and the worried-well from the sick, if we
are not just going to choke the system. I think computer technology,
systems technology, might have a big role to play in this area.
Dr. NELSON. Senator, it is hard for me to think of a better place
than in a hospital to use the efficiency of a computer, it is such a complicated mechanism to try to operate. Information is in large amounts,
it is dispersed, poorly handled, and handled by hand. I look forward
to a great deal of efficiency spin-out from the use of computers. But I
would like to point out that the hospital and health care business itself
are terribly undercapitalized. We just do not have the kind of access
to capital funds that are needed to get into the computer business
really.
No in our center, our total computer costs per year are a million
dollars. Now, that is not only a patient operation, that is some other
things. This is a very great deal of money, and for hospitals to find
that kind of money, to make the investment in the systems, in what
they call the software and the hardware, is terribly difficult if they do
not have capital.
If we were in normal commerce we would go and borrow money or
get increased equity in some way to make these investments, with the
payoff coming from greater efficiency. We are stymied because we do
not have enough capital.
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Senator BiFALr. Thank you.

Senator PELL. Some time ago I came across a statistic to the effect
that the average doctor came from a family with an income of more
than $10,000, that more than 50 percent did. There is nothing wrong in
that at all. But it does indicate the difficulty in getting a medical education there is for young persons from lower economic classes. This was
an old figure.
Do you have any idea what the present median family income is of
the families of doctors?
Dr. ROGERS. Senator Pell, I don't. I can only give you the statistics
for our school. Your comment is absolutely correct, 'but I think it is
worse than that. I think about 50 percent of the physicians came from
the upper 4 or 5 percent of the income bracket.
Senator PELL. You don't remember what the actual figure was?
Dr. ROGERS. No; I don't. I can tell y~ou our current, our last two
classes, over 50 percent of our incoming students, have come from families who have a median income of less than $12,000.
Senator PELL. To put it in another way, the other 50 percent have
come from families with median incomes of more than $12,000?
Dr. ROGERS. That is right.
Senator PELL. So it has gone from 10 to 12, roughly, in this period?

Dr. ROGERS. Yes, though we admit our students now without regard
to their ability to pay and are admitting significantly more students
from lower income brackets than before.
Senator PELL. What percentage of black students are in your school?
Dr. ROGERS. It is about 9 percent now. It is moving up quite rapidly.
Senator PELL. Is that typical of other medical schools around the
country?
Dr.NELSON. We have the figures for the entire country.
Mr. MURTAUGH.

This is related to the first-year class admitted in the

fall of 1970. Of the total of 11,360 students admitted in September of
last year, 1,084 are grouped in what is called minority goups. Of that,
697 were black students. The others were American Indians, MexicanAmericans, Puerto Rican, and other minority groups.
So, roughly, 10 percent of the entering class is now from minority
groups. And there are intensive efforts to increase that.
Senator PELL. How many of those minority groups were in really
black institutions of higher education, like Howard?
Mr. MURTAuGHf.

That I can't answer, sir, but it could be provided for

the record.
Senator PELL. I would be very interested in that, because I think
this is one of the points we are driving at.
Dr. ROGERS. It would be less than 200 of that 697.
Senator PELL. Less than 200 would be from black institutions?
Dr. ROGERS. Yes.
Senator PELL. I thought Howard had almost 200 black students-Mr. MuRTAuGHi. We are speaking of the entering class. One class.
Dr. ROGERS. The entering class is just about 100 students--in their

entering class.
(The information referred to follows:)
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Minority Students Entering Black Institutions of Higher Education in the
Class of 1970
Entering Class 19 70

School

minority
Mearybdical College

92

80

3

83

'9

114

71

34

105

9

Others

11,154

546

350

896

10,258

WrAL

11,360

697

387

1,084

10,276

Nashville,

~Tennessee

Howard tkiivexsity
College of bledicine
Washingtw, D. C.
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Senator PELL. Here is another point. We are also criticizing doctors
and their motives, the. whole system, but I must say when you look at
it from an economic viewpoint, they deserve a great deal of praise for
their selflessness, because from the doctors' viewpoint, he really suffers when the p atient is either well or dead. He onl benefits when the
patient is in that unpleasant sAgei between botK. And I think we
often lost sight of wvhat a veryaiflcult position a doctor must have.
I think, frankly, doctors as a group have succumbed less to venal
temptation than many other groups in society.
I strongly subscribe to the-bill introduced by Senator Kennedy, the
broad approach-the womb to tomb approach-but I wonder, in your
viewSenator

KENNEDY.

Could you get a different characterization? We

want to pass this legislation.
(Laughter.)
Senator PELL. Do you have any reactions to my own bill? Are you
familiar with it-which is more of a stopgap measure for the medical
future? While I am for the broader bill, when do you think we will be
able to get public opinion marshaled behind it?
Dr. ROGERS. I might ask Mr. Murtaugh to comment on this.
Mr. MURTAiUH. We are aware of the Senator's bill, but I don't think
we are prepared to comment on it at this stage, Senator.
Senator PELL. Right. At some point I would hope you would.
Now, if we can get this broad bill through, how much time will it
take? How far prepared is the Nation for it now? We in the Congress
realize there seems to be elements of opposition.
Dr. ROGERS. I think you would find a little of the opposition coming
from those who teach in the medical schools. I think all of us are concerned about the lack of system and if we merely create a free access
program, without some better organization of our health professionals,
better directions, better ways of, as I say, separating the well from the
worried, the well from the sick, who require the physician's attention,
that we will be in real difficulty, that the system can't handle it unless
we also pay close attention to the system. And this is why I think health
maintenance orgaanizations, programs as we have in Columbia or East
Baltimore or the Harvard programs, are critical in terms ol experiments along this line, if we are indeed going to fulfill the mission which
I think all of us feel is critical.
Senator PELL. One of the problems, as you know, we face in the
Congress is the varying jurisdictions of the different committees here
which have an interest in this problem. Actually I think it is half a
dozen different committees of the Congress who have a little bit of a
piece of the action in this regard.
For that reason, just today I am introducing a bill for special committees to include members from this committee, under Senator Kennedy's leadership and the -finance committee. The special committee
would be able to focus on the problem in a coordinated manner. However, I am not sure that the special committee bill will be met with
general acceptance.
Could you give me some specific information about where your
own financing comes from, both the school and hospital?
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I understand it comes from three sources-Uncle Sam, the insuirance companies, and tuition-fourth, the patients. What would be
the rough breakdown?
Dr. ROGEIRS. We might each take a crack at this, you for the hospital,
I for the medical school.
At the medical school, we have, this year, a budget of approximately
$40 million. Some $23, almost $24 million of that comes from the Fedteral sector, largely in the research area. About $10 million of that
comes from other restricted sources, other kinds of granting agencies. About $3 million of it comes from our own endowment, if "you
Will, and tuition. About $1 million or a million and a half or so comes
from our generation of professional fees which, in my own school,
are not income-producing for the faculty. They are -turned back to
support the institution.
That is roughly the breakdown within our school. I hope that adds
up reasonably correctly.
Dr. NELSON. In a budget of about -the same size, a little over $40
million, $1.6 million comes from endowment resources, income on securities held in trust. All of the rest comes f rom patients,Senator PELL. Could you repeat that again?
Dr. NELSON. All of the rest comes from patients, either directly
from patients through Blue Cross, through medicare, through medicaid, or from patients who have some private insurance, with the private insurance paying part of it and the patient paying part of it.
Might I put it another way: From the standpoint of the patients
in bed, in-patients, about 70 percent of those are covered by insurance,
including in the term "insurance," broadly here medicaid and medicare.
In the out-patient services, the proportion of funds that come from
insurance or public insurance programs is very much smaller, on the
order of 35 percent. The entire financial deficit in the operation of
our hospital can 'be allocated to our out-patient services. This is one
of the areas which any commonsense, approach to a system change
Would say we ought to concentrate on that, and build it up, rather
than have conditions that tend to force us to limit it.
Senator PE~LL. What would be the actual, specific, case or effect of
a man turned 65, not eligible for medicaid, with no private insurance,
who does develop kidney problems, and needs dialysis treatment?
Dr. NELSON. A catastrophe.
Senator PELL. What happens in a case like that, does he die?
Dr. NELSON. No. We take care of it. We pick it up.
Senator PELL. That must be a disaster from a financial viewpoint?

Dr. NELSON. Yes, indeed it is.

Senator PELL. But you would pick it up?
Dr. NELSON. Yes. Within the limits of our capacity.
Dr. ROGERS. That represents about, as I think I indicated, about a
million and a half of free professional care given b 'your staff and about
$1.8 million deficit to Dr. Nelson's hospital last year, care for -thiskind
KftELSON.More. There was a long feature story in the Wall Street
Journal about 6 months ago about a specific patient episode of the kind
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you described, who was in our hospital, where the total obligation to
care of that child was in the order of $50,000. This was an affluent fanmily that came to the point where it had to accept our charity in order
to see that the child got kidney treatment over a long period of time.
Senator PELL. Do you think that one of the ways Of getting additional moneys from the private sector would be to develop some kind
of profit or nonprofit corporate structure? This is a thought I have
been working with, in my own mind. I have proposed a corporation
that would be nonprofit, it could issue bonds. It would be federally
chartered, and could issue a tax exempt bond. It would be able to meet
both the educational needs and the health supply problem.
Dr. NELSON. I am not sure I understand it, Senator, but could I ask
you a question?
Senator PErL. Certainly.
Dr. NELSON. What is the credit that backs up tha bond?
Senator PELL. Well, it could be State-guaranteed. This is the thought
that goes through my mind.
Dr. NELsoNv. So it is the good credit of the State.
Senator PELL. Yes.
Dr. NELSON. So it is a submechanism?
Senator PELL. Exactly. But it would be a way of trying to get more
money out of the private sector.
Dr. NELSON. We had a brief experience with something like this in
Maryland, as Senator Beall will know, more restricted, to use the
State's credit to permit long-term loans to hospitals for facilities. The
wisdom of the State legislature put a clamp down on that because
they thought, I believe, they were going to get into more than they
could han die. We now have a new statute in Maryland which permits
the private institutions, educational and medical, to issue tax exempt
bonds, but the basic credit is with the institution. Herein lies our problem, because our basic credit is so poor.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
I would like to thank the chairman of the subcommittee very much
for his courtesy and to congratulate him on his diligence. It is th onl
committee -that starts at 9:30 in the morning, instead of 10:00. I wishI
I had been with him more often, but we are running educational hearings. I thank him for letting me submit questions lor the record.
Senator KENNiEDY. I would like to cover just one final area. As I
understand it, there is an allocation of resources of $60 million annually for the support of medical education.
Dr. NELSON. Yes, sir.
Senator KENNEDy. The administration's proposal is $6,000 per
graduate. There are 10,000 graduates a year in our medical schools,
which comes to $60 million.
Dr. NELsoN. That is correct.
Dr. ROGERS. That is what is troubling us.
Mr. Mu-ITAuoGI. This is the point Dr. Nelson was making.
Senator KENNilEDY. So we are really where we are at the present
time.
Mr. MuRTAuGH. The proposal will make exactly the amount of
money that is available, now available, only in a different form.
Dr. ROGERS. Another concern I might add, Senator, about the big
push to increase our class size: if you have your moneys at the tail end,
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for those who graduate, you create an enormous problem, because we
have the lag of 4 or 5 years. If we increase the class by a certain number, and do not realize new funds for that until they graduate, you
can readily imagine the problems that we face.
Senator

KENNEDY.

Now in fairness to the administration, they are

moving toward abolishing the concept of distress grants to the medical
schools, and are moving toward the capitation grants. So I am not
sure we could say categorically that if they move towards the capitation grant and eliminate the distress grant that it would still work out
to the same figure or not. We haven't got the specific, recommendations
of the administration. It appears to me, as it does to you, that it looks
like it is just shifting the resources.
I am very hopeful1 that won't be the case, because I think we will
have to wait and see. Obviously, if it were just shifting, it would be a
completely unsafe situation.
Mr. MURTAtTOR. As a point of clarification, Mr. Chairman, the figure I gave you of $60 million does include the funds for specific distress purposes. That is the totality.
Senator KENNEDY. What percentage is it?
Mr. MtJRTAUOH. I think it is--it is $23 million.
Senator KENNEDY. Let me just ask, finally: We all know we have
a health manpower shortage. Some say we have too many specialists.
How do we cope with that problem? What can the medical schools do
about it? Can they do an-ything?
Dr. ROGERS. Senator Kenne~dy, I have some opinions, I don't have
answers.
I personally feel that we are going to develop health systems in
which teams of individuals who do hav e some specialty knowledge will
be joining forces to take care of this total health picture. I think it is
unrealistic to feel that you are going to turn out the same kind of generftlist we did in the 19201s. I think that we can do better. I think the
concept of family care, or total care, or comprehensive care, is a State
of mind more than it is the kind of training we pack into one individual. Our programs in Columbia are an illustration of this, where
there are skilled specialists, but who have committed themselves to
taking total care of family groups, and at least from the input to us,
are doing elegantly. We get patient care satisfaction, because they are
working together a group. My own feeling is we may move in this
direction as being a more realistic solution to the comprehensive needs.
Dr. NELSON. Could I add to that, Senator?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Dr. NELsoN. By and large medical students, interns and residents,
have been and are still taught only in-, the environment of a major or
acute general teaching hospital and they really never see primary care.
It is not remarkable, then, in a way, that young physicians wouldn't
choose that, because they have never experienced iA. As we develop
more programs like Dr. Rogers has been talking about, students wIll
get the option, at least, of seeing another kind of professional life.
In other words, medical schools will get into primary care and expose students to it and some of them will like it. I am constrained to
say another thing about this that came up earlier in Dr. Kerr's testimony with which I would agree. That is, the choice of career and location for young physicians is more determined by his experiences af-
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ter medical school in his intern and residency training than in any
other period.
And this is almost a completely uncontrolled situation in the sense
that hospitals, all over the country, if they met minimum standards,
can offer these training positions and there is no planning or deliberate programing of how many training spots we should have for
brain surgeons, et cetera. I know of no other country that has been able
to continue to afford this rather extravagant way.
In some of the Western European countries, freedom of choice to
the physician to follow his specialized career exists, -but there are not
open numbers, unlimited numbers of posts for him to practice in
hospitals after he completes his training, so that it is really not remarkable that they-I really would direct the committee or all of us
to this area and pay -attention to it. The time will come when I think
we need to look at support for and directions that will be desirable
in the graduate education of physicians.
Senator BEALL. You are really endorsing the area of health education principle then?
Dr. NELSON. Yes. I intended to go further. I intended to say we are
going to have to develop some more deliberate programing of how
many specialists we will need and will produce.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It -was enorinously helpful and valuable. We want to thank you for your appearance here.
(The prepared statements of Dr. Nelson and Dr. Rogers follow:)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:I am Russell Nelson, M.D., President of The Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore, Maryland.

I am appearing before you today in my position

as Chairman-elect of the Assembly of the Association of American
Medical Colleges.
I welcome this opportunity to participate in the subcommittee's
examination of the problems of health manpower.

With me today at the

witness table are Dr. David E. Rogers, Dean of the Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine, who will speak to the committee on the problems of a
particular academic health center,

and Mr. Joseph Murtaugh, Director

of the Department of Planning and Policy Development of the AANC's
Washington staff.
responding

Mr. Murtaugh will assist Dr. Rogers and myself in

to your questions following our presentations.

statement presented before the Health Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, March 4, 1971
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In my remarks I will endeavor to outline what we believe to be the
principal problems confronting academic institutions in carrying out
their critical roles in the education of physicians anid the supporting
research and patient care functions.

I will also comment briefly on

what the AAMC believes to be the necessary direction of further
policy development and action in respect to these matters.
First, I should like to describe briefly for the Subcommittee, the
nature of the organization which I represent.

The Association of

American Medical Colleges is the national organization of the institutions
engaged in the formal education of M.D.s at either the undergraduate
or graduate levels.

It is comprised of all of the 103 medical schools

in operation in the United States, 390 of the major teaching hospitals,
and 38 academic societies which encompass the teaching and research
faculties of academic health centers.

The AAMC was formed in 1876

and has been an important force in the evolution of medical education
since that time.
Within these institutions is encompassed most of the processes
of medical education, a substantial portion of the medical and health
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related research carried on in this country, as well as the education and
training of large numbers of individuals in the related health professions
and occupations.

These institutions also contribute in a considerable

and critical way to the improvement of community health services
through innovation, demonstration, and providing direct medical and
health care services.

Thus, the Association and its membership have

a direct and deep involvement in the set of issues with which this
subcommittee is concerned.
Physician Manpower:

The Central Problem

The process of diagnosing the probable nature and cause of a
condition of disease,

disability or ill health in an individual and

the selection and supervision of the therapeutic agents and actions
for the treatment thereof, is, in the final analysis, the critical
heart of the functions of medical care and health service.

It is

these fundamental actions which are the special responsibility of the
physician.
Under any method of financing health care and any system for the
delivery of health services, the quality and availability of physician
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services constitute the vital determinant of effectiveness.

Thus,

the issues surrounding physician manpower and the processes and institutions
involved in medical education must be an area of central concern in
our national effort to advance the health of the nation.
The Background
Before examining the set of issues surrounding present day
medical education and the task of increasing our supply of physicians,
I think itwould be useful to review briefly some of the background
events that have had an important influence on the current scene.
For this purpose, I should like to single out five matters:
1. The Flexner Report

Contemporary medical education has its origins

in a series of changes initiated in the second decade of this century.
These developments were the consequence of a searing critique of the
quality and character of the then existent institutions and processes
of medical education by a very remarkable man, Abraham Flexner.

The

Flexner Report, sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation, set the agenda
for a basic transformation of American medical education, along
three lines:
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1) the incorporation of medical schools into the university structure,
2) the grounding of medical education in sciences and research, and
3) the development of faculties engaged full-time in academic functions.
These ideas dominated the development of medical education from the
1920's and provided the basis for the shift in world leadership in
the medical sciences from the Old World to the New World.
2.

The Postwar Growth of Research

The Flexner concepts came to

full fruition in the post World War II period as a consequence of the
rapid growth of Federal programs for the support of biomedical research.
This has probably been the most decisive period in this long process
of change.

An extraordinary, and to some degree, fortuitous combination

of circumstances (aniong which were the emergence of vigorous legislators
interested in health, skillful and imaginative scientific leadership,
the postwar blossoming of the medical and biological sciences and the
growing public determination to conquer the major disease problems)
pr6duced the phenomenal growth in the research programs of the National
Institutes of Health.

Most of this research was centered in the

research laboratories and clinical facilities of the nation's medical
schools.

Beneficial as this development has been, itwas not without its
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untoward effects.

Because of the absence of a national consensus

on the Federal role in medical education and medical care, the entire
force of the national drive to improve health was channeled into the
single academic function of research to the exclusion of growing needs
in the educational and patient care areas.

This

mounting flow of research

funds in a period of complex economic, social, and educational change
served to obscure the basic and growing financial instability of American
medical schools and distort the true relationship between national
objectives and the functions of academic health centers.

These

circumstances have contributed in a fundamental manner to the set of
problems before us today.
3.

The Advance of Medical Science and Technology

A third set of

developments bearing on the contemporary scene also have their origins
in the postwar period of research growth.

The tremendous advances

in medical sciences and technology made possible by these research
programs have transformed the diagnostic and therapeutic capability
that the present day physician can bring to bear in coping with health
problems.

While we have all benefited greatly from these advances,

their net effect has been to reduce the radius of effectiveness of the
individual physician.

While it is now possible for the individual

physician to do more and more for an individual health problem,
unfortunately, by that same circumstance, he reaches fewer and fewer
people.

Thus, present day medical care requires a greater amount of

physician services for the health care of a given population than was
the case twenty-five years ago.

This basic increase in the need for

physician services has been compounded by the growing public awareness
of this great progress in the medical sciences and the expectation that
this greater medical capability will be available to all without
arbitrary barriers, particularly financial barriers.

Thus, to the

basic need for physicians' services, has been added the pressure of
substantially increased public demands.
4. The Belated Action to Increase the Number of Physicians

Although there

were sporadic expressions of concern over the availability of physician
services in this postwar period, it was not until the publication of
the Bane Report in 1959, entitled "Physicians for a Growing America,"
that a limited consensus on the national need for more physicians
emerged.

This group concluded that it was not in the public interest
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for the national ratio of physicians to population to decline below the
then existing ratio.

On this basis they calculated that the

production

of physicians would have to increase by 50 per cent through 1975 from
7,400 graduates in 1958 to 11,000 in 1975 in order to maintain the
1959 ratio.

The report recommended immediate national action to expand

existing medical schools and to build new schools to meet this 1975
objective.. Itwas not until 1963 that the legislation authorizing
grants for the construction of medical educational facilities and student
aid was passed by the Congress (The Health Professions Educational
Assistance Act, HPEA), and not until 1965 were funds actually appropriated
for these programs.

The urgent need for operating support of the teaching

function was not reflected in legislation until the H-PEA amendments
of 1965 and then in a very limited form and amount.

It is important

to note that through FY 1970 the cumulative authorization for these
programs as voted by the Congress totaled $1.8 billion.

In contrast,

the cumulative appropriations for these programs through FY 1970
amounts to only $1.1 billion, or only 61 per cent of the authorizations.
5.

The Progress of Expansion

Despite the limited scope of the HPEA

program and the fact that appropriations have always been substantially
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below authorization, it has made an important contribution in expanding
the nation's capacity for medical education.
to review the record in this respect.

Let me take a moment

In 1963 at the time of the passage

of the HPEA Act, there were 87 U.S. medical schools with an entering
class of 8,772, a total enrollment of M.D. candidates of 32,001 and a
graduating class of 7,335.

In 1970, eight years later, the nation

has 103 medical schools admitting students, (an increase of 16, with
12 more schools in development), first year classes totaling 11,360
(an increase of 2,588), a total M.D. student body of 40,218 ( an
increase of 8,217) and a graduating class of 8,367 (an increase of 1,031).
The accompanying chart

[[Federal Support for Medical Education and

Medical School Entering Class Size]]

portrays the increase in the entering

class of M.D. candidates in relationship to the Federal funds available.
All in all, we believe this an impressive record of accomplishment
in a period involving a series of major changes in priorities which
are bringing to the fore a whole new set of problems.
In the context of this background, I should now like to set forth
our views of the current set of problems now confronting medical
education and the institutions involved.
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The Need for Further Expansion of Medical Education
Despite the considerable progress thus far made in expanding the
Nation's capacity for the education of physicians, it is abundantly
clear that the process is by no means complete. The evidence for this
is manifold:
1.

The increase in the national total of physicians from U.S. medical

schools is barely keeping pace with population growth.

The overall

increase in the tI.D. population-ratio is attributable to the addition of
around 2000 foreign medical graduate per year to the national pool.
2.

The increasing demand for physician services noted above is reflected

in the fact that according to the best estimates

,

the Nation is currently

50,000 physicians short of our national needs.
3.

The prospect of substantial reduction in the financial barriers

to adequate health care for the general population through new
insurance programs holds the possibility of major increase in current
demands for physician services.
4.

Five states of the Nation do not have a medical school within

their boundaries (Alaska, Idaho, Maine, Montana, and Wyoming) and thus
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lack medical educational facilities for their citizens and are denied
the many beneficial influences an academic medical center exerts upon the
quality and availability of health services within a state.
5.

As noted in a recent New York Times story, the number of young

people applying for entrance to medical school is more than double
the present capacity of U.S. medical schools.

Over the past 10 years,

nearly 100,000 applicants for medical school admission could not be
accedced for a lack of space.

If we had been able to accept these young

people in medical schools, our present shortage problems would
probably have been eliminated.
The problem of the national shortage of physicians has recently
be-

the subject of study by two national groups:

the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education, and the Committee on the Expansion of
Medical Education of the Association of American Medical Colleges.
Both of these groups reached tine same conclusions on the needs to
increase our facilities and programs for the education of M.D.s and
proposed similar national programs to this end.

The AAMC committee

recommended immediate action to increase the entering class of U.S.
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medical students to 15,000 by 1976 through the development of twelve
new medical schools carefully located geographically and major expansion
in the entering classes of existing schools.

I am pleased to make

available for the Committee's files the report of this AAMC Committee,
which is entitled, "A Bicentennial Anniversary Program for the Expansion
of Medical Education

1970

-

1976."

Thus, the need to formulate new national policies and programs
for the further expansion of the Nation's capacity to educate physicians
constitutes an immediate challenge to the medical educational community
as well as the Congress as an essential part of the overall effort to
resolve our health problems.
The Need for Improvement in the Organization and Delivery of Health Services
The advance of the medical sciences, the evolution of national
programs aimed at increasing the supply of health manpower, and the
prospective resolution of the issues surrounding the elimination of
arbitrary financial barriers to health care are revealing in progressively
more stark terms the ultimate set of problems that underly the socalled "health crisis."

It seems increasingly apparent that these

problems center in our national arrangements for the organizing,
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directing, and providing of health services.

Overall and as a whole,

our present arrangements and mechanisms for providing health services
bear little relationship to the character and distribution of health
needs.

Diffusion of responsibility hampers efficient use of resource's

and effective response to changing social, economic, and qualitative
considerations.

All of our efforts to increase health manpower and

remove arbitrary barriers to health care will come to naught if we
cannot find the way -to evolve more rational, purposeful, and comprehensive
mechanisms to serve our health needs and provide for a more responsible
interplay of the public and private interests involved.
The Association of American Medical Colleges believes this set of
issues to be so crucial and so fundamental that the Assembly of the
Association, meeting recently in Chicago, adopted a policy statement
setting forth its view of the essential attributes that should
characterize the development of national health plans.

With the

permission of the Subconmmittee, I should like to read this policy
statement into the record at this point:

Position on National Health Plans
"The Association of Averican Medical Colleges supports the concePt
that adequate health care and maintenance is a right of all citizens.
It believes that this right can be best served by means of health
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insurance and progressive change in the health care delivery system.
The system must be a national one, with adequate provision for varying
regional requirements.

Financing should be based on prepayment,

both public and private.

Control of the system and fixing of national

health goals and priorities requires appropriate balance between
public and provider inputs.
Any such system must assure access to primary care and prapt.
referral, in accordance within individual patients' needs, to progressively
more sophisticated facilities and personnel.

It must also provide

for, and enphasi ze, preventive as well as curative care on an ambulatory
basis.
The system should optimize quality of care and economy; and should
utilize incentives as an aiV: in cost-ccaitrol and in developing a more
effective and responsive national mechanism for delivery of health
services.

It mist include a continuing and dynamic method for evaluating

overall operation and performance of providers."

The Association believes the academic health centers have a
significant contribution to make to the development of more effective
health care services.

Engagement with the problems of medical care

and health services in the community setting is now recognized as an
essential part of the education of health professionals.

By virtue

of their special expertise and investigative capability, academic
health centers can contribute innovative approaches and concepts to the
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solution of health service problems.

1he teaching hospitals and clinics

of an academic health center are a vital health care resource in the
community and can be made to serve as an integral component of the
framework of health services on a community or a regional basis,
particularly in providing services in health distressed areas, both
rural and urban.

Dr. Rogers, in his remarks, will describe specific

developments of this kind in which the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
are now deeply involved.
The AAM4C Assembly also noted the special role that can be played
by academic health centers in improving health services and emphasized
the higher intrinsic costs that must be met.

I again quote from the

policy statement of the AAMC Assembly:

Position on the Special R~ole of Academic Health Centers
"The education of health manpowier must take place within the system
for providing health services.

In thosu settings where both health

services and education are provided, costs will be greater than in
those settings in which care alone is provided.

This fact should be

reflected in reinbursement policies under any health care plan.
Because of their special and essential role in educating health
professionals, conducting research, and in developing new nthods,
acaderaLic health centers must be recognized as national resources.
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Within the Centers, bicrredical research and those elemnts of educational
cost not directly related to provisions of patient services should
be separately funded from~ multiple sources, including the Federal
Governm-nt."

The Financial Crisis in Medical Education
I have now reached what might be considered the most crucial
set of problems confronting medical education and the academic
involved.

institutions

I noted earlier inmy remarks, that one of the consequences

of the rapid and massive expansion of research support was the
obscuring of the basic financial instability of the entire structure
of medical education.

The conditions that have contributed to progressive

deterioration in the financial base of medical education are many and
complex; but let me try to outline what we believe-to be the most
important elements:
As has been noted in several recent reports, the entire structure
of higher education in the Nation is facing difficult and threatening
financial problems.
acute.

The problems of medical education are particularly

Medical education has always been the highest cost element

of higher education because of the unique laboratory and patient care
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activities instrinsic to the education of the M.D.

These higher costs

have now been compounded by the price-wage spiral which has been
increasing costs at a rate in excess of six percent per year.
In addition, the rapid advances in medical science and technology
have changed profoundly the content of medical education,as it has
medical care and services.

As these changes have added to the cost

of medical care, by the same token they have added to the cost of
medical education.
The academic health center is now a complex institution with a
wide scope of interdependent functions and responsibilities.

Once

confined to the limited task of educating the M.D., it now encompasses
educational programs in the allied health and other health occupations,
major research programs, graduate education in both the basic and clinical
sciences, and an enlarging set of responsibilities for patient care
and community service.

We have tried in the accompanying chart to

illustrate the major elements of a typical academic health center and
their relationships one to another.
of the University Health Center]).
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These many activities are supported
mechanisms, both public and private.

by a multitude of funding

Federal funds now support over

half of the total operating expenses of a typical center. While these
funds come from many sources, the dominant flow of money is through
the research programs of the National Institutes of Health.

Again,

we have tried to illustrate in chart form the complexity and diversity
of the Federal funding process.

[[Federal Dollar Flow in the University

Health Center]].
This whole stucture is so unstable that any decline in the flow
of funds from any source has an immediate, pervasive effect upon the
integrity of the entire structure and its capability to perform its
other functions.
Since the mid sixties, this perilous structure has been subjected
to increasing stress.

Budgetary pressures generated by the Viet Nam

War, coupled with efforts to control inflation and shifting priorities
on the national scene, has resulted in a progressive decline in the
flow of research funds to academic health centers which heretofore
have been the principal element of Federal support.
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this cutback in research funding is shown in the accompanying chart.

[[ NIH Research Support to Medical Schools per Full-Time Faculty
Member)].
The national programs initiated to expand the production of physicians
made no provision to correct the underlying financial problems of
medical schools, nor have these programs been funded at anywhere near
the full measure of the needs and costs involved in responding to them.
Reimbursement under Medicare, Medicaid, and other third-party
payment mechanisms for patient care provided in academic health centers
has allowed little recognition of the higher operating costs involved.
Student assistance funds to support the intensive efforts of medical
schools to increase the matriculation of minority and disadvantaged
students into medical education have been progressively cut back in
favor of wholly inappropriate guaranteed loan and interest subsidy
mechanisms, leaving the schools with burdensome commitments to these
important efforts that can only be met through the use of their own
meager resources.
This is the stuff out of which the present financial crisis in
medical education has be,:n made.

It has brought many private schools to
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the brink of financial disaster and drastically impaired the operation of
many public schools.

During fiscal year 1970, sixty-one of the 103

operating medical schools sought special grants from the NIH to offset
financial distress.

In thirty-two of these instances, the financial

problems were so serious that the continued operation or accreditation of
the schools was threatened.
These issues will be brought to even sharper focus by the fact
that the present appropriations authorizations under the existing
Health Professions Educational Assitance Act expire on June 30, 1971.
Thus, the further course of nati%:nal policy in support of medical
education will clearly be a key legislative issue before this Congress.
The manner in which this issue is resolved is,without saying, a
matter of vital concern to the institutions comprising the Association
of American Medical Colleges.

Our view of the further direction of

national policy in the support of medical education has been well set
forth in the report of the AAMC Committee on the Expansion of Medical
Education to which I referred earlier in my remarks.
The basic thrust of the recommendations

contained in this report

is the proposition that national policy in support of medical education
should be based on the concept that medical education is a function
of national importance and that the academic institutions involved
are national resources which should be provided basic Federal support
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in substantial amounts and on a continuing basis, separate from,
and in addition to, the special actions needed to achieve particular
national objectives in expanding the production of health professionals,
in supporting curriculum modifications, in enlarging the community
service functions of academic health centers, and for the pursuit of
Essentially the

further national objectives in biomedical research.

same position was taken by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
in its report, "Higher Education and the

Nation's Health," to which

I referred above.
A specific legislative formulation of these recommendations has
already been

introduced in both Houses of Congress

--

in the Senate

by virtue of the kind offices of the Chairman of this Subcommittee and
the Chairman of the full Committee, Mr. Williams.
We look forward to the opportunity to discuss in detail with this
Committee these legislative proposals in future hearings.
This concludes my presentation.

I should like to~thank the members

of the Committee for their kind attention during this extended comment.
Dr. Rogers.Will now present hi-s statement, which will speak to
these problems from the point of view of the administrator of a
major medical school.
Thank you.
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID E. ROGERS, M.D., DEAN OF THE JOHNS
HOPKINS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEPICINE*

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I am David E. Rogers, Dean of the Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland.

I am grateful for this opportunity

to comment on the critical situation of health care in America as it
relates to a specific medical school.
In the remarks that follow, I have drawn on the Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions
concrete examples.

--

the ones that I am most familiar with

--

for

In fact, the University of Maryland School of Medicine

faces a similar crisis and, indeed, so do most of the nation's medical
schools.
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine was first opened
in October 1893, four years after the opening of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
The School of Medicine is privately endowed.
some 400 students.

It currently has enrolled

Its clinical facilities include Johns Hopkins Hospital,

*A statement presented before the Heal th Subcomittee of the Senate
Coniittee on Labor and Public Welfare, March 4, 1971.

~1

-'
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Baltimore City Hospitals, Kennedy Institute, Good Samaritan Hospital,
Sinai Hospital and Veterans Administration hospitals.
Since its founding, the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine has
served, and continues to serve, the needs of the citizens of Maryland
for health care and trained health personnel.

Let me review briefly

its record of service.
The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions provide medical care primarily
to Maryland residents and to a large segment of the inner Baltimore
City population at an annual cost of $40 million.

Over $1.8 million of

this amount represents deficit spending by Hopkins to give ambulatory
health care to the needy without charge for the professional services
rendered by our staff. The amount of service rendered is impressive.
One out of every six patients who visits a physician in Baltimore
is seen at the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Johns Hopkins Hospital plus its sister teaching institutions,
University Hospital, Baltimore City Hospitals, Sinai Hospital, together
handle 40 per cent of all patient care visits inBaltimore.
Hopkins Hospital sees 24 per cent of all emergency room visits
the city of Baltimore.

in
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Of the active physicians practicing in this state, over 25 percent
have been or are associated with the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions,
either as graduates of the Medical School, full or part-time faculty,
or trainees in its intern and residency programs.

The Johns Hopkins

Medical Institutions attract physicians into this state since many
non-residents take up residence in Maryland after training at Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions.

As an example, virtually all of the new

physicians in Howard County have gone there to participate in our new
Columbia Health Program.
Nationally, the School of Medicine ranks second only to Harvard
in the number of persons it has provided as teachers to other medical
school.
The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions are one of the largest
employers in the State, employing over 6,000 persons.

Between 1965 and the coming year, the Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions have responded to the need for more physicians by increasing
the entering class size from 90 to 115, a 22 per cent increase.

In

addition, we have accelerated the training period of physicians without
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sacrificing quality, and are considering other programs which may
further reduce the duration of medical education.
In recognition of the need for new types of health professionals,
the Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions have instituted over 60 programs
for training other kinds of health professionals and have established
a new Center for Allied Health Careers which will further expand this
effort.
The Medical School has initiated new programs for delivering health
care in the new city of Columbia and has provided physician manpower for
this area of the State.
Working with representatives of the community, local, state and federal
health authorities, the Johns Hopkins Medical Insitutions have developed
plans for, and will soon open, a new primary care center in East Baltimore.
Now the school finds itself in dire financial straits, at a time
when it is being asked to increase its service to the State of Maryland
and to medicine.

Since 1965, the size of our entering class has risen

22 per cent, while at the same time the federal share of our budget has
decreased 28 per cent.

This Federal cut-back seriously threatens our
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immediate future.

We cannot pass this additional expense on to our students

over 50 per cent of whom already receive financial aid.

Financial

stability must be restored ifHopkins is to continue its important role
inmedical education, research, and vital health services to its community.
In fiscal 1970, the deficit of the Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine was more than $900,000.
climb to $2.2 million.

In fiscal 1971, the deficit will

Despite heroic efforts to increase income and

reduce expenditures, including restrictions on hiring and salary
increases, the projections for fiscal 1972 indicate a deficit of over $1.7
million. This simply cannot be sustained. We run the real possibility
of losing staff and programs which have taken many years to establish.
The prime cause of these deficits is the reduction inithe percentage
of our total budget provided by the federal government.

Decreasing

federal support has placed an increasing burden on the limited non-federal
sources of funds available to the School.

Despite our financial crisis,

we have improved and expanded our delivery of health care, have succeeded
in training greater numbers of physicians, and have, to date, retained
the precious resource of an outstanding professional staff.
Concurrent with the decrease in federal support, the Johns Hopkins
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Medical Institutions have been subject to the pressures common to the
rest of the economy: unionization of some of their non-professional
personnel resulting in higher wages; decreasing income from investments;
escalating costs for essential services and supplies; and sharp decreases
inprivate giving.
Simply stated, the costs of maintaining our educational, service
and research functions have increased more sharply than our income.
Mr. Chairmian, I think it is important to understand that there is an
inseparable relationship among three elements

--

the training of health

care personnel, the delivery of health care, and biomedical research.
Recent shifts inempisis by Federal agencies toward increased funds
for direct aid to medical schools

-while

at the same time decreasing

aid to medical students, biomedical research, new construction and
training programs of many kinds

--

isno more than squeezing a balloon

to displace air from one part to another, without actually increasing
the volume of air

--

namely, aid to the schools.

Inorder to truly aid the schools in their multiple mission, the
federal government must support at an adequate level all facets of that
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mission.

Failure to do so must inevitdbly result in financial failure

of many medical schools

--

a loss of a precious national resource.

I support the views of Dr. Nelson as to the areas in which
Congress could exert its force to effect improvement to the financial
problems of the nation's medical schools.
Mr. Chai man, my remarks have been based on the proposition
that medical education is a function of national Importance and that
the academic institutions 'Involved are national resources which should
be provided federal support in substantial amounts to achieve stated
national objectives.
Legislation encompassing some of these points has been introduced
by the distinguished chairman of this subcommittee, Senator Kennedy,
and by the distinguished chairman of the full committee, Senator Williams.
I warmly support such legislation.
I have appreciated the opportunity to present this testimony,
and I know that you share with me my concern regarding the financial
plight of our medical schools.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

Senator KENNRDmY. Thank you all very much for your attendance
and interest. We appreciate your testimony and comments.
The subcommittee stands in recess until 9:80 on Monday.
(Whereupon, at 1 :00 p.m., 'the sutbcommittee was recessed, to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Monday, March 15, 1971.)

HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN AMERICA, 1971
MONDAY,

MARCH 15,

1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMr1MrE ON HEALTH OF THE CommrirEE ON
LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Wa8hingtofl, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 10:10 a.m., pursuant to recess, in Room
4232, New Senate Office Building, Senator Edwvard M. Kennedy
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. Dni~ ,Shekr n
n
Present: Senators Kennedy (presiding),
e DmncShekr
Packwood.
Committee staff members present: Leroy G. Goldman, professional staff member, and Jay B. Cutler, minority counsel of the
subcommittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The Subcommittee on Health will come to order.
Today we continue our hearings into the health-care crisis in
America. In recent weeks we have heard testimony from public hospitals, medical colleges, and other institutions which are caught up in
the tangle of health-care problems in this country. At this session we
will hear from representatives of some of the people who actually
offer health services. These people who offer services are obviously the
indispensable and most valuable resource of health care in America.
Their interest. in medicine and their concern for the health of Amnericans must remain the wellspring of ideas and of determined efforts
to improve our system of health care. Without their involvement and
imaginative support, no constructive changes in our health system will
occur.
It is my conviction that health providers in Amierica-the doctors-,
dentists, nurses, and others--are unfortunately trapped in the current
sytmof providing and financing care, just as hospitals, medical
scoland consumers are trapped. None of us wants the rapid inflation of costs; none of us wants long waiting lines for services; none
of us wants many urban and rural Americans to find it difficult or
degrading to obtain basic health care. These things have happened in
spite of us and as a result of the system of financing and providing
care which has evolved in this country.
For more than four frustrating decades, America has been able to
find neither the will nor the way to safeguard its most cherished
national resource: the good health of its people. After 40 years, the
providers and the financers of health care in America have established
a dismal record of performance-a record characterized by inequity,
(635)
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inefficiency, ineffectiveness, inflation, and, worst of all, by inhumanity.
Too often the system is an obstacle course for the consumer, not a path
to better health.
Frequently in America, the best medical care is found side by side
with some of the worst medical care anywhere in the world. Not even
the most affluent patients in our society have confidence that their
diagnoses are accurate or that their treatments are appropriate. For
millions of our citizens, the quality of care is so poor that they may
easily find themselves worse off because of their contact with the system.
Not only is the quality of care often poor, it is also uneven. Why, for
example, are there four times as many tonsil operations in California
as in the rest of the country? Why do we have twice as much surgery
in the United States as in Great Britain? Could it be because we have
twice as many surgeons? Could it be because we have a Parkinson's
law for surgery, which says that the amount of surgery per formed in
America expands to fill the time of the surgeons availle to do it?
For too long, the health-care system has been allowed to operate
solely for the benefit of those who provide the services-the doctors,
the hospitals and their agents, the insurance companies-rather than
for the benefit of those who receive the services: the people of America.
We have ignored the health consumers. The citizens who have the
greatest stake in the health system have had the smallest voice.
Everywhere I travel in America, I meet people concerned with the
high costs and low accessibility and tie poor quality of health care.
"Do't etsick in America," we are told, and 200 billion citizens say
We are here today to try to develop more insight into the nature
and causes of, and possible solutions to, our health-care problems. The
American Medical Association and I have profound differences on these
matters. I will insist, however, throughout these hearings that all
perspectives on the problems be heard. It is my hope that out of our
debate we will all be better informed and more dedicated to improving
health care in this country.
I want to call on the distinguished Senator from Oregon, Senator
Packwood, who would like to introduce our Witnesses this morning.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I will just introduce Dr. Parrott.
lie will introduce the others who are going to testify with him, and
then I must take my leave and go to an executive meeting 6f the Banking and Currency Committee.
I want to take this occasion to introduce my good friend, Max Parrott, whom I have known for a number of years. Max was on the Council of Legislation of the American Medical Association for 6 years;
is a past president of the Oregon Medical Association; and is now
the chairman of the Board of Trustees of the American Medical Association.
He is a graduate of the University of Oregon, has taught at the University of Michigan, and is one of the most highly regarded physicians
in the State of Oregon and in this Nation.
With that, I will 'turn it over to Dr. Parrott, wvho will introduce
his colleagues.
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STATEMENT OF MAX H. PARROTT, M.D., CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED
BY: DR. RUSSELL B. ROTH, SPEAKER, HOUSE OF DELEGATES,
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION; DR. RICHARD S. WILBUR,
DEPUTY EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION; AND HARRY N. PETERSON, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION DEPARTMENT OF LEGISLATION

Dr. PAJIRoTT. Thank you, Senator Packwood.
Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Max H. Parrott of Portland, Oreg., as Senator Packwood has pointed out, and I am chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the American Medical Association. Our organization is
made up of 214,000 phlysicianis, some 82 p ercent of all physicians actively engaged in the direct medical care of people in the United, States
which constitutes a large majority of those physicians who belong to
local or State medical associations.
Dr. Russell B. Roth, who is speaker of our governing body, the
House of Delegates, and myself are here in response to the invitation
of this subcommittee. So are Dr. Richard S. Wilbur, the deputy executive vice p resident of the American Medical Association, and Mr.
Harry N. Peterson, director of the AMA Department of Legislation.
Let me begin by saying we are not here to testify that the American
medical and- health system is perfect. It is not.
Nor are we here to testify that the American medical system should
be scrapped. It has problems, and we are here to advocate some positive
approaches to solve these urgent problems, to suggest how improvements can be mude.
It is agreed the American medical health system needs something
more than a poultice, but it needs something f~ar less than the abject
burial.
The American Medical Association strongly favors a system of pri-'
vate medical insurance for everyone: for the poor at no cost; for
others at a cost related to income.
We strongly favor insurance for everyone against the financially
catastrophic cost of a protracted illness.
We recommend modifications in medical education, in manpower
programs, and in other areas to make medical care more accessible
to all, to correct maldistribution of health care, and to hold down the
costs.
The AMA believes that we can better bring about these needed
improvements without gambling on a whole new medical health system. whose effects and effectiveness are, in the main, unpredictable.
It might be useful to begin this morning by putting our whole dialog
on national health care in better perspective. Most of the testimony
presented here so far has been highly critical of medicine. Is it all
that bad? I think not, and I would like to call brief attention to what
has not been emphasized, to what is right in American medicine.
Senator KENNEFDY. Doctor, I would say at this time that I think the
criticism really has been more of the system rather than of medicine.
Dr. PARROTF. But, you know, the innuendo many times is directed
at the quality of medical care and, of course, the only people that pro-
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duce medical care. I did not say health care-you have to keep the
definition of health care and medical care separate. Medical care relates to mechanistic care of people, individual by individual, whereas
health care relates to cultural problems which are outside the mechanism of the medical practice.
May I continue, sir?
Senator KENNED)Y. Surely.
Dr. PAIoRRO.

We can start with the proposition that the American

doctor is not a machine or a robot. He is a human being. He is a compassionate human being. What he does is take care of people with all
the skill at his command. His whole training, his whole motivation,
is focused on the preservation of human life.
Collectively, he sees about 2 million people a day. He is the manor she is the woman-who serves the largest, most highly utilized
health-care system in the world. The American doctor is the one who
will be asked to provide health care for our people, whether we stay
with our present system, whether we modify it, as we suggest, or
whether we scrap it to substitute something unproved.
The American physician can sometime's perform miracles with his
patient. He can usually help his patient but sometimes lie is helpless.
He has played a large role in the usage and development of antibiotics
and -most other drugs how in daily use, which have had a dramatic
impact on health statistics all over the world. Through accreditation
programs and his insistence on high standards, hie has made American
medical education the toughest and most sophisticated in the world.
Time was when students went to Vienna or Edinburgh for the 'best
in medical education. Today they come to this country. In terms of
scientific knowledge and modern technology, in terms of knowledge
and skill, he has a capability that is rarely matched. He has participated in the elimination of an impressive 'list of diseases. He has increased his ranks by 28 percent in the last 10 years, and yet he still
works a 50- or 60-hour week. And, although he has daily access to the
highest quality health care in the world, he himself lives no longer
than anyone else.
Senator KENNEDY. Of course, it is true that we are relying increasingly on foreign medical graduates to supplement our own system; is it not? I mean, just when we are talking about the health
crisis in the country, wve have to take note that we are more and more
dependent upon foreign medical graduates to work within our own
system. I think that the Congress ,Iin areas where we have great expertise or efficiency, tends to export, whether it is -airplanes, machine
tool goods, or whatver. We generally import where we are not quite
as competitive. I think it was pointed out to us at the time we began
these hearings that we are relying increasingly on these foreig n medical graduates.
I know there are a whole wide variety of reasons for it and perhaps
this is very understandable; nonethekess, it.does appear to be the fact.
Dr. PARTIOTT. Well, ofecourse, as you point out, sir, there are other
factors involved in this. The so-called brain-drain is not only applied
to medicine. It is applied to other areas as far as cultural and education problems are concerned. It is true that we rely on foreign medical graduates to some extent, but largely in the education programs
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such as internships and residents. Many of them do not return because
they do not want to. This is hard to correct.
It is true and we are willing to admit there is a shortage of doctors
and qualified doctors are needed, but it is not all that simple. The
center of world medicine is in this country and the quality of medicine
in this country, from our point of view, has been unsurpassed.
Now, I will agree there is an uneven level on this.

May I continue, sir?

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Dr. PAiRROrr. The American physician is largely responsible for the
state of his art. He is proud of it. And lie wants it to 'be even better,
to improve it whetrever possible, to provide better and better care for
everyone.
But today, the American doctor is quite concerned. He is concerned
mainly that in the whole consideration of national health care systems the baby may be thrown out with the bath water. He is afraid
of losing the accomplishments made. He is afraid that the quality of
medical care may suffer. And lie is afraid that some solutions proposed to solve our present. health problems will only precipitate a
truly massive health care crisis sometime in the near or distant future.
Let me just touch Onl some of the iaj or areas of concern.
He is concerned, first, that medicine may be expected to cure health
deficiencies that at best can only respond partially to medical programs. Many of our health problems-which we doctors want to solve
just as much as you do-are more factors of our society and economy
than the absence of medical treatment.
Let me offer two illustratitons of what I mean when I suggest that
causes other than pure medical causes enter the health picture. Because
of the nature of our society and the form of our economy, factors are
at work here on our mortality rates that do not apply to the same
extent abroad.
For example, one of the most damaging blows to our health statistics comes from the very affluence of our society. We do not hear
much discussion about this. It is something we like to sweep into the
subconscious. But the truth is our improved standard of living does
create health problems. We ride in cars when we should be on a
bicycle or on foot. We overeat. We overdrink. We oversmoke. And
wve overreact to social pressures.
This affluent life style of ours relates directly to some of our most
depressing medical statistics. Up to the.time when a person is 45 or so,
the most common cause of death is an accident-in a car, oil the job, or
at home. After -a person survives his mid-forties, heart disease takes
over as the No. 1 killer, and heart disease-many forms of it, anyway-links up very closely withithe affluent standard of living many
of us enjoy.
Dotors, of course, are involved with the 55,000 people who are
killed on the highways every year. Doctors help salvage the lives of the
2 million or so people who survive -automobile accidents. They are
equally involved with the victims of the various heart diseases,
many aggravated by smoking, overeating, overdrinking, and under
exercising.
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I have cited two of 'the four principal causes of death in the United
States. You are familiar with them. And I ask you, d~o you really think
the -bestand only answer to these two major health problems can be a
purely medical solution? Is plunking down a fully equipped hospital
every fifth mile of our $80 bill ion Interstate Highway System the most
efficient way to prolong life 'among people under 45? T~o be sure, increased medcal set-vices would help. But is that the way to tackle the
problem? Is this at problems that will yield toita medical solution?
Let uts look at the other side of the equation. Poverty also exist's in
this country. And poverty, too, affeetts our- health statistics. Though it
may Only 'account for- 2 pierent of our mortality rate, compared 'to 38
percent for lieat~disease among people after miiddle 'age, infant mortality 'has somechow become one of the most p-.opular idices of 'health
care. Infant mortality, especially in our slum areas, urban and rural,
vh'ite and nonwhite, aeeply disturbs uts.
It disturbs the American physician -as much as anyone else. I happen~ to 'be at practicing obstetrician, 'and Iu'm in far more intimate eontact than almost anyone in this room with the 'tragedy of the newborn
child whose spirit flikers 'briefly and then dies 'away. But on the basis
of experience, I suggest that the best response to 'this sort of tragedy
may be only p~ai~tly medical: it is not purely medical. Certainly, it is
not purely medical.
Infant survival is tied to proper nutrition and adequate protein intake. It relaites -to the maternal age at both ends of tescae. Thus it
rehvtes to educational response. Ill-fed and ill-housed teenage girls
simply cannot support a means for healthy reproduction. The real
problem is the lifestyle itself and if we try medical programs alone,
withoutfattacking all theother problem of the disadvantaged, we may
be in for a sharp disappointment.
If we could create a broad program to bring dignity into the lives
of people in our slums, if we could create a world every mother
wanted to bring a baby into, that would do more to improve our
infant mortality rates than a hundred fancy facilities.
Senator KEx N FDy. Doctor, about this observation on infant mortality, you are quite correct that that has been commented on quite
extensively before this subcommittee. Infant mortality should be at
least a partial indication of the health standards within a country. It
is a standard which is used by the World Health Organization. it is
a standard which is used by I4EW, and if we are goingL to discount it
or put less significance in it, I think it is still revealing to use it just as
a measuring device. You can still show our relationship with other
countries around the world in that over the period of the last 10 years
our position has deteriorated.
Now, what we are trying to do in terms of this subcommittee is to
evaluate what the health situation is in the country. To take criteria
which have been readily accepted by the World Health Organization
and by HE W, you cannot get around the fact that actually we are
worse off in health than we were 10 years ago. I suppose that is of some

significance.

Dr.

PARRO'r. Well,

I do not believe we are worse off than we were

10 years ago. The so-called infant mortality in this country, taken in

a single package, has improved.
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Senator KENNEDY. In relationship to countries around the world?
Dr. PARtO-rr. Now you are using this relationship in a different
w'Inator KENNEiqDY. This is a measuring device. Obviously, it is nice
that we have made some progress in the totality of it, but it is also,
I think, of some importance that other countries have made more
progress in terms ofDr. PAR~i~oTr. Your figures are wrong, sir. They are absolutely
wrong. They are used dishonestly. There is no relationship to the way
the definitions are handled. The definition is of paramount importance.
Senator KENNEDY. These are the World Health Organization
figures?
Dr. PARtROTTr. Yes, sir. They are wrong.
Senator KErNEDY. These are HEW figures, too?
Dr. PARROIT. On tkiis score, yes; they are wrong, because they are
counting mor,-Senator KENEDY. Could You give us the right onesI
Dr. PARIOrr. I can tell'you what is wrong with them, because
nobody has collected the statistics right. They are usingSenator KENNKEDY. We use the World Health Organization'Is figures
and accept the figures that this administration has presented to us
from HEW; and if HEW is wrong and World Health Organization~
figures are wrong and you have the right ones, we would like to have
them.
Dr. l~nor.Well, the definition is what I ami talking about. I will
defer to Dri. Wilbur and let him explain what I am trying to explain,
but I will tell you that in this country we have to count a live birth
which in Sweden is not counted as a live birth. This distorts the figures.
In my home State of Oregoni, at one time we were countingSenator KENNED~Y. Has that changed in the period of the last 10
years?
Dr. PAio'rr. Definitions change, but some people are talking about
perinatal mortality. Some people are talking about infant death and
infant mortality. These, aire thr-ee different things and they are comparing apples an'i oranges.
IDr. Witrn. Senator, if you will go back to the World Health Organization's book, on the first page it will tell you that you cannot compare
one nation to another. They tell you not to do what others have done in
speaking to you; it will tell you that they cannot and wve cannot come
imp with these definitive figures simply because there are different ways
of measuring infant mortality.
Without getting into a lot of the details here which are unimportant,
the World Health Organization, in effect, disavows its own figures. It
simply presents thein for information, not comparison.
W1liat we are trying to say here today is that we think infant mortality is a great problem fori us in this'country and we would like to
work on it. We do not think it is a good measuring device from one
country to another.
Mr. PEnSON. Senator, if I might add a word, I am looking at the
testimony of Secretary Richardson before this committee, and he
indicated "while cross-national comparisons are imperfect and must be
used with caution," then hie goes on. So I would point out to the com-
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mittee that HEW does have reservations about the comparison of
these statistics,one nation to the other.
Senator KN N EDY. We are not talking about apples and oranges here.
You can talk about the various differences in different parts of the
country or you can talk about the differences within the city. I am sure
you are not trying to suggest either that we do not have a monumental
kind of infant mortality problem. In terms of criteria, in comparison
to other countries, in terms of whatever definition you are using, in
the last 10 years our, position has not been strengthened.
IDr. ROTh. Senator, I think we are really happy 'to heoar you say the
first part of 'thaft statement because, it really makes far more sense to
look at our variations in this country, the variations that you mentioned, between inner city and the more affluent suburbs. When you
understand these differences you understand more ac-urfately 'the opp~ortunities that we have for correcting our deficiencies rather than to
make comparisons abroad with countries that record differently.
Ther-e are even parts of Germany where the chiild is not registered
as being born until hie is baptized. There are different responsibilities.
In some places it is done by the parents; in others by physicians. The

entire abortion on demand problem is of immense importance in this
area and we can learn a great deal by studying our- statistical differ-

ences where the statistically base is the same and we can really more

clearly 'identify the factors. This is more important than implying
that, the intervention of the State or the system under which medicine
is practiced is the important point.
D)r. PARROorr. What the American doctor wants to be sure of is that
our health dollars are spent on programs that will produce results. By
no means will all our major health problems vanish before *an onslaughit that is only medical. That approach is far too simplistic.
Our Nation did not, may I remind you, attack malaria by doubling
the number of hospital beds or triplinig'the number of doctors. It con-

quered malaria by drainnig the swamps.
The American doctor, trained as he is in the scientific method, is
also very skeptical about -applying anythiing 'broadly till he is pretty
sure the treatment will work. I-Te is yet to be convinced, hie has yet to
see the evidence, that any one system of delivering national health
care will necessarily improve on what we have. He believes in innovation. He believes in experimentation. He demands objective evidence.
He wants to get the -test results fr-om the many significant studies,
some near completion, others just underway, to identify that form of
medical practice which may be most efficient. But 'as yet, few definite
answers exist. The AMA, for example, is trying, through a study with
the University of Southern California, to lAnd out what economies of
scale there may be or may not be in group practice. At this point we
do not know for sure, and no one else has solid proof either.
The American doctor wants better health care for this country, just
as much as you do, Mr. Chairman. But instinctively, because of his
training, hie fears to move into'anything untested. He is sincerely concerned over the prospect of any sudden, single, massive, unevaluated
experiment which would cast all 200 million Americans in the role of
the proverbial guinea pig. He does not want to try an experiment on
-anationwide scale. He prefers to find out the mistakes on -a small scale
La-fore the entire population is involved.
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The American doctor, I would like to suggest, also shares the reservations many people have about the Government's ability as a managaer. He is very interested that our postal system, in the interests of
efficiency and economy, is now restructured to operate more under the
disciplines common to a private corporation. He is aware that our welfare system, at great cost over 30 or 35 years, has not accomplished
what it set out to do. He is dismayed when hie looks at all the overand under-utilization within the Veterans' Administration machinery
and the wimsical distribution of some of its facilities. He raises many
questions about the occasional sorry estate of municipal medicine. He
asks, too, how well we serve our mentally ill in various State programs.
What really concerns the American doctor when he considers Government medicine is the matter of priority. He worries whether the
American people will (ret the type) of health care we all would like to
see if our annual healt~i budget is to compete in the national political
arena against more glamorous and immediate demands for things
like new highways, SST programs, interplanetary exploration, and defense appropriations.
The American doctor is genuinely concerned that in such a competition, health care for all American people just might come out second
best.
That sketches out some of the concerns over health care that -are
voiced by most physicians. I would now like to flip the coin to talk
about the concerns expressed by the public. And it is logical to begin
with the matter of costs.I
Most of the facts and figures have already been presented to this
Committee by Secretary Richardson and others. They do not need
repeating.
But let's look at these costs, particularly physician fees, in the whole
context of what is going on in this country.
Let me start by acknowl edging that physicians' fees have gone up
in the last 10 years. They have risen twice as fast as the cost of living.
However, this does not mean that the physician's income is out of
line. The rise in fees has gone largely to cover rising expenses in an inflationary period. And it has gone for expanded services in a period
of growing demand.
The physician's net income-what he gets after the expenses of conducting h is practice-has not risen out of line with the overall increase
in the general wage level. In fact, it conforms very closely to the longrange, upward trend in wages.
This is not to deny that health costs have gone up. They have, as
we all know, especially hospital costs which absorb 37 percent of the
health care dollar versus the physician's 19.6 percent.
Three factors, it seems to me, have had avmajor impact on health and
medical care costs.
First of all, there is the impact of inflation generally. Physicians,
ais with everyone else, have to pay more for the things they use, medical supplies to wages and rent. Doctors have also been hit very hard
for the premiums they now have to pay for professional liability
insurance.
The base premium in my State, for my specialty, will go to $2,000
a year. In other places, premiums have gone as high as $4,000, $5,000,
59-661 0-71-pt. 4-8
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or $7,000 a year. We knowv of particular cases where rates have gone
as ig-h as $10,000 to $20,000 a year. In some States insurance companies refuse entirely to insure a doctor against a, malpractice suit.
Senator KENNEDY. Just a comment; I thought the Administration's
suggestions for study on the malpractice issue were very valuable
and will be helpful. You know, it is sometimes suggested thwvt the
reason that costs have gone up so considerably is that the care is uneven
enough so that more and more suits are being brought.
What is your reaction to that?
Dr. PARROTT. Well, of course, a lawyer once told me, sir, that a doctor is never sued unless hie loses rapport with his patients. So many
times, this is a loss of rapport rather than a bad issue as far as quality
care is concerned.
Now, there are many more suits brought than are settled to the
beneft of the plaintiff. As a matter of fact, the figures are quite loaded
toward the defense side in these suits, but they are very expensive
and the insurance companies put an awfully high premium on people
who have had bad experience.
Dr. Wilbur, do you have anyth ing to add to that?
Dr. WILBuR. Mr. Chairman, if we were to follow out your thoughts
we would feel that where there was poor health care given you would
find the highest instance of malpractice suits.
Senator KENNEDY. Not necessarily. I can think of wide areas who
are not getting any health care at all, so they have not got a reason
to bring malpractice suits. If they are not getting any care at all they
have not got much of a reason to do it. So I do not think that necessarily follows.
I think it is more, as I understand, the uneven quality of care. At
least that has been suggested in the course of our hearings. And I
would be interested in your reaction and response to that. As I say, I
think it is something we all want to know more about.
Dr. WILBUR. In our studies, which are incomplete as yet, we find
a correlation with other liability claims; that is, with malpractice
claims against architects, against attorneyss, and claims in automobile
accidents. We find more correlation with other liability claims than we
do with any of the indices of medical care.
Senator KENNEDY. So you do not think the unevenness in the
criteria of care is a factor? You feel that the number of suits is running as it (toes in other professions, and therefore it does not present
any kind of an unusual phenomenon for the time?
Dr. WILBUIR. Certainly it is an unusual phenomenon and one we are
very much concerned about and one we will seek to approach much a,4
the automobile companies have approached theirs, to cut down on the
number of things that can happen to a patient in the hospital. We are
promoting patient safety programs to find out how things can be
prevented in the very changing practice of medical technology. It is
very difficult to briii'g the nurses up to date in some of our intensive
care units-difficult but not impossible, and we intend to do this sort
of thing.
Most of the suits-a disproportionate number-take. place in university hospitals where we have been led to believe that the,highest quality

of )iealth care was given.
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It is a very severe problem that we, as well as the government, are
studying, but it is also, unfortunately, at the present time one of the
reasons for the increase in costs of doing business as a physician.
Dr. ROTI. I would simply comment that this phenomenon concerning premium rates for professional liability insurance took off like
a rocket less than 4 years ago. It is a new phenomenon. I think there
has not been much-or that much change it, the character of the provision of care.. This is a new phenomenon ai-,. it differs from ordinary
insurance because of the tremendous necessity to have fund reserves.
Senator KENNEDY. There are a lot more people in the last 4 years
that are covered now by various programs than there were 4 years ago
because of the total expenditure and various increases in Federal and
State programs. I suppose this opened up new health opportunities to
numbers of people that would not otherwise have been included. So I
suppose you can say. that with the growth of those programs and the
increased opportunities for people to receive some kind of health care
these malpractice suits have increased as well.
Dr. ROTH. There may be some very interesting things to learn from
this contrast.
Dr. PARRO-1T. We have an equal system, as far as actual medical
liability is concerned, with Canada, but for some reason the Canadian
suit experience is Iway, way under ours, almost 80 percent under ours.
So there is some other factor working in this other than the quality of
health care delivered.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Well, I

think we feel, as you do, that we really

have not been able to understand the full reasoning for this. As I said
initially it is an area which is of grat distress to people; and I think
the President would be of great, help and, of course, wye are going to
need your help as we really get into this problem. Thank you very
much.
Dr. PARROTT. A more significant impact results from the consensus
that there must be no economic barriers. Access to health care is a
human right, and it is a right for a growing population. The American
Medical Association agrees with this consensus, incidentally. At the
same time the U.S. hasbroadened its health programs, notably medicare and medicaid. Insurance companies, too, have expanded the coverage they give their customers.
These shifts have. led to an inevitable increase in demand, on the
demand for medical services. They cannot help but have an inflationary, demand-pull effect in a free economy. Could you conceive what the
effect might be on our air terminals and our airlines if, in a brief period,
we were to decide that domestic air travel was a human right?
I make the comparison because in both medicine and air travel it
takes time to create the supply needed -to meet new demand. In the
meantime, a growing demand works against a relatively constant
supply. The result, in conf ormance to economic lawv, is inflationary.
Incidentally, all the health proposals before Congress, including our
own, would exert inflationary pressures in varying degrees.
Third, there is the impact on costs of new technology. A few years
ago we did not have extensive cobalt treatment for cancer. We did
not have open heart surgery. We did not attempt many organ trans-
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plants. We did not have the dialysis treatment for kidney disease.
And, of course, we did not 'have to pay for them. But today we do.
Hopefully, I have identified the'three major reasons for higher
medical costs. Here is how I would respond to them, one -by one.
Obviously, I do not have the solution to general, overall, inflation.
The AMA, speaking now to the'second cost factor, agrees that there
should be no economic barriers between someone wvho is sick and a
doctor. This naturally increases demand and inflationary pressures,
and I have no answer to this perplexing problem.
Senator KENNEDY. As desirable as that might be, Doctor, nonetheless, there are economic barriers between the doctor and the patient
and they are significant. Now, we have had testimony from Mr. English and a number of other witnesses about instance after instance
where patients have come to hospitals and have been refused treatment until they go back, get their 2 or 3 dollars in order to get any
kind of treatment. I am just wondering whether you are aware of
this or if you have been aware of it and what is being done about it.
Dr. ROTH. Yes, sir; I think we are very acutely aware of the general character of the problem, the nature of the remaining dollar
barrier standing between patients and those who can provide care, and
this is basic in our motivation to present for consideration by Congress our Medicredit bill which we will come to.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine; 'but you are willing to accept that this
does exist today, that it is a significant problem?
Dr. PARROTT. Yes, sir; there are other 'barriers, of course; ignorance,
lack of education, or religious 'beliefs. There are many other barriers
between the potential patient and the doctor.
Senator KENNEDY. Sure.
Dr. PARIROTT. Would fixing medical fees work? We hear a great
deal of talk about that. But you must consider that a physician's fee
includes his wage. And no one will accept a wage freeze without a
price freeze. If it ever came to that-of freezing wages without freezing prices, we would line uip right behind organized labor, at least on
this issue.
Finally, what about the impact on costs brought on by new technology? We understand and accept your responsibility to protect the
taxpayer and consumer from rising costs. We doctors, on the other
hand, must fight for quality care for the patient.
But does anyone suggest that we hold off advances in medical treatment because the new technology costs more? Do you really want to
hold back a new treatment for cancer, say, in order to hold back m~edical costs ?
Difficult as the matter of controlling cost may be, we can suggest some
constructive answers. Insurance mechanisms can and are being adjustad to shift care out of the expensive hospital area into ambulatory
services. Medical education, as we have urged, can stress the need for
more family physicians to take eare of most illnesses. We have testified before this committee on the need for more primary physicians.
More emphasis in medical training. is being put on ambuliatory rather
than hospital care..Many of our review procedures can be more sharply
focused on achieving equal results through less expensive methods.
Domiciliary care and nursing homes can be considered in a new
context.
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Before leaving the discussion of cost, let me raise a warning. The
frustration we al share over rising costs, serious as it is, should not
lead to an automatic recommendation that we scrap our present system in favor of adopting a new one.
The American doctor has two questions on that point. One, where
is the evidence that a revolutionary change will make care less expensive? We do not have that evidence. The facts may show that some
proposals will drive costs even higher than they are now.
The second point is this. Neither the American doctor nor the American patient wants to sacrifice quality in the name of economy. For
that would bring us to the awful question: "What is a life worth?"
Our whole national tradition places a high value on human life, and
I cannot help but feel this relates to the price we pay and the price we
may continue to pay for medical services, no matter how they may
be organized.
The subjects of quality, health care delivery, and manpower are all
so closely related that it is difficult to speak of one without speaking
of the others. The quality of medicine in this county is nxeld
the problem is distribution. It is sometimes not available when. or
where it should be. No country surpasses ours in the quality of medical
education, but we are finding it difficult to provide enough physicians
and a disturbing number of our medical schools are very nearly broke.
Quite simply, these problems are not intrinsic to the quality of
American medicine. The problems, for the most part, lie outside medicine. The problem of -access to care for inner city and rural popu lations, for example, is 'basically one of the social debility, of financing,
of transportation. It is not so much a question of making a slum a
heal thy place to live. The goal should be -to convert the slum into a
decent, al1-around community so that it is no longer a so-called ghetto.
The problem of producing sufficient numbers of physicians -and allied
health workers is primarily one of Federal funding priorities.
Senator KENNEDY. Doctor, it almost sounds like you are washing
your hands of responsibility in these urban and rural -areas by putting
it in such a general context of socioeconomic conditions that health
is -asmall feature.
Dr. PARROTT. There is no way a practitioner can get in-to the .ghetto
area without some mechanism for sorting the people who are in
the -area and fin-ding the sick people, and we 'are suggesting other
mechanisms for doing this. What I am doing here is pointing out what
the problem is.
I do not think that we have washed our hands of anything, as far
as the delivery of medical care is concerned.
Senator KENNMEY. Well, the problems you have here, for the most
part, lie outside of medicine.
Dr. PARROTTr. They'are cultural.
Senator KENN9EDY. What -didyou syay?
Dr. WILBUR. We do feel a great responsibility. The yellow fever
problem in the Panama CanalSenator KENNEDY. We are not talking about yellow fever in the
Panama Canal.
Dr. WILBUR. We are saying this was solved by 'a physician, 'but not
by the way he practices medicine. He felt there was -a need to solve
the problem'and he did take leadership.
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We feel we should take leadership in presenting to you in Congress
the problems of pollution; in pointing out that the solution to the
ratbite problem in the slum .area is not solved -by providing more
board-certified surgeons or more facilities. It does not matter how the
doctor is compensated. It matters that there is better garbage collection.
But it is our responsibility to point this out and to point out the
problems to help you with the legislation. Yes, we do bear -a responsibility, but the way the doctor practices in the hospital or how
he is paid will not affect this portion of health care in any way.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Well, I

think the comparison between yellow

fever in Panama and ratbites being the example which you use in
trying to talk about the real health crisis in both rural and urban
areas is really quite startling to me, because it appears that ratbites
are far more fundamental and far more basic to our problems.
Dr. RoTh. Senator, could I comment more precisely to a, question
which is one of the ones you see discussed most commonly. This is
the problem of lead poisoning from the peeling paint and deteriorating housing and the difficulties in handling a Situation whereby you
recognize an treat lead poisoning and then return these children to
the same type of housing with the same peeling paint.
Now, the medical aspects of this problem are clear. You can help
exert leadership, but it is really impossible for the medical profession
to effect a change that makes lead poisoning a common disease in
inner-city, ghetto areas today.
Senator KENNEDY. But, Doctor, where do you exert the leadership?
I a~m the person who introduced this lead poison bill here in the Senate,
and that issue was never brought to my attention by the AMA. That
was brought to me by civil rights groups coming up and talking to
us about what we can do about it. I mean, the idea that the AMA is
reaching out and trying to realize that these are problems that need
to be solved is certainly quite unrealistic. I mean, it was the black
people who came in said, "This is what we understand. What can be
done? Is there anything that can be done about it?" But no leadership was being provided by your organization.
rsay this only in response to the example that you use in terms of
lead poisoning. We passed the bill last year. I believe the bill authorizes
$10 or $15 million last year, $15 million next year and -builds up to
$20 million the next year. That is the authorization, and you know
as well as I do that the appropriation is going to be a good deal less;
but we do not see your association knocking down the doors and asking for full funding even in terms of the authorization.
I cannot remember a communication I had from your organization
about how important this legislation is.
Now, we had strong bipartisan support for it, but using ratbiting
as being central to the health crisis in our urban or rural areas in
America is failing to really face up to the enormity of this kind of
problem.
Dr. Roam. Senator, there have been studies made among the disadvantaged people in the inner city which indicate that as far as priorities they place emyloyment, housing, nutrition, safety of person,
and property usually ahead of health cmtre. This should not diminish
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our interest in health care because this is the area in which we as*
physicians have sime power to be constructive.
Our point here is that, to repeat, the goal is not to make the ghetto
a helth
plce o lve n. he oal really is to try to eliminate those
aspects of social deprivation which set th ghetto apart.
Senator KENNEDY. But until we can rebuild Harlem and Watts and
Roxbury what are wVe going to tell those people out in the poor areas
ofAplachia or inte
mining towns of Colorado-what are we
going to tell those people until we are able to create this marvelous
society? What are we going to do about it?
Dr. ROTI. We hope we are going to give them medicredit to help
relieve the dollar barrier and to do a number of the other things we
would like to talk about.
Senator KENNEDY. OK.
Dr. PARROTLT. Did you want to make a comment?
Mr. PETERSON. I just wanted to mention, in connection with the
association appearing before the Appropriations Committee-and it
will appear later in our statement-that inl the important area of manpower, we have been before the Appropriations Committee four times
in the last Congress and in the previous Congress also, and that there
has not been full funding by the Congress in this important area.
Senator KENEDY. I am all with you on that.
Mr. PETERSON. This was just in response to appearing before the
Appropriations Committee.
Senator KENNEDY. Sure. I hope you include the lead-base legislation
in that. I hope you would add a paragraph in terms of full funding
to that one, too.
Mr. PETERSON. I might add just a general comment, that I am sure
the association, in connection with all the health programs, would ask
for full funding so that they would reach their maximum impact and
fulfill the goals for which they were intended. I guess we could take
up. permanent residency in the Appropriations Committee if we were
going to do that.
Senator KENNEDY. OK.
Dr. PARROTT. However, all of these conditions have a serious effect
upon medicine and its practice, and we are concerned about them and
trying to find solutions.
The matter of quality is distressingly difficult because no one is
really agreed upon the measurements. Many of the witnesses who have
appeared before this subcommittee take as a valid yardstick the figures of the Demographic Annual of the United Nations. If you accept
these figures--and we do not for purposes of valid comparison-medicine in the United States can be made to look inadequate. Because each
country compiles its statistics differently, because, in effect, countries
use different accounting methods and different definitions, the figures
are not valid for comparative purposes.
I do not know, for example, precisely where we would rank in infant mortality. I doubt if it is 18th, but it would not be first. As you
can well appreciate, I would like 'to see our infant mortality rate
reduced to zero. But that is not the point here.
The point is: Do infant mortality rate comparisons indicate whether
health care in a country is good or bad?
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Possibly they might if-and this is a very big if-all the variables
other than medical were excluded. If, for 'Instance, this country accepted the principle of abortion on demand-something with which I
would disagree-there would be no such thing as an unwanted baby.
And our infant mortality rate would drop. Swveden, Japan and other
countries provide, at virtually no cost, abortion on demand. Is it statistically sound, then, to compare our infant mortality rates with theirs?
I do not think so.
Here's how silly statistics can be. South Dakota has the lowest infant mortality rate of any State. South Dakota also has a ratio of doctors to population 41 percent below the national average. Does that
mean we can improve infant mortality by reducing the number of
doctors?
What I am saying is that there are variables other than medical care
in comparative infant mortality rates.
One other point should be mentioned. Is infant mortality-or longevity-or any other medical statistic-a true measurement of a nation's health? If you want to go this route, I can argue the American
health system is best because our bronchitis mortality rate is the lowest
in the world.
You would not accept that argument. I do not accept it either. But
why, I would like to ask, do people think the infant mortality is any
more a valid indicator of health than the bronchitis rate? Or our very
commendable figures on tuberculosis, pneumonia and duodenal uclers?
Very few statistical comparisons deserve any scientific stature.
It is equally difficult to measure the quality of physician competence.
All I can offer in the way of hard evidence are some indications as to
how deeply hie cares. There was a time, not too long ago, when American medical schools-a lot of them, anyway-were a joke. They were
diploma mills. The American doctor changed that. Today the American medical education system produces a physician at least equal and
more probably superior to the grad uate of any other educational
system.
May I emphasize that this results almost 100 percent from the insistence of the American doctor himself.
Our profession believes, also, in continuing education after a physician has entered practice. The number of continuing medical education
courses offered has more than doubled in the last 10 years. In the same
period the number of physicians participating, measured in registrations, has increased tenfold. Some State medical associations now
make participation in continuing education programs a condition of
membership.
Medical quackery -which even today is not as quaint or rare as you
might think-represents 'another cause the American doctor, has
fought, again largely alone. Very few State governments have offered
the physician much help in exposing the shabby fraud of chiropractic.
Correct me if I am wrong-but I believe that provision for chiropractic care still appears 'in some national legislative proposals. The only
point I wish to make here is that on the very important matter of qua
ity, the American doctor takes a far tougher position than anyone else.
The matter of quality control again presents difficulties. A great deal
of discretion is involved in the practice of medicine. It is difficult, for
example, to define over- or under-utilization. Usually, if all is well, I
-
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send a mother and her new baby home 3 days after birth. Seven days
might be better, but that is pretty tough financially on younger
families.
There are frequent, extenuating circumstances that prolong a new
mother's stay. Some -people simply do not recover at the same rate as
others. There are, for example, wide variations with the diabetic
mother.
The question of over-utilization must be judged on the basis of cornmonsense. The important question is: Who makes that decision? I
submit that is a doctor's decision, subject, to review, but review by his
peers.
Senator KENNEDY. Doctor, could I ask you this: There is an infqpiry into the medical profession's performance and setting regulattions , a report in -the Senate titled "A Study of Responsive Law." It
came out last fall, I believe.
On pae286, at the start of their recommendations in their introduction, they say,
It should no longer be necessary to prove there Is a crisis at the heart of our
Nation's health care system. The subject of our study on the quality of phys-

icians' performance Is but one small element albeit an Important element of the
examination of quality control of physicians' performance established by the
medical profession leads us to conclude that It Is Inadequate and, more accurately, is non-existent.

I am just wondering if you are familiar with the study and whether
you have any reactions. Your -testimony comments on what your views
are obviously in terms of it, but I was wondering whether you had
anything newv under study or had any reaction to it.
Dr. PARu~orr. One of the things we have always rather objected to is
the drawing of conclusions with a preconceived conclusion before the
study starts. Now, it is quite obvious that the medical profession is the
one profession that regulates itself pershaps more than any other'profession, insofar -as the excellence of the way it operates. I do not know
of any other profession that has such committees as insurance review
committees, which put a limit on insurance situations through insurance review, put a limit on surgery through tissue committees, put a
limit on the utilization of hospital through utilization committees,
and run such -thingsas medical audits.
This is a very uneven thing across the country but this is a creature
of the medical practice profession and the idea of peer review originated with the profession. It did not originate outside of the profession. Whether it is effective enough or not is a tough question to
answer.
Dr. Wilbur, do you have any comments on this?
Dr. WILBUR. We have looked at this report, Senator. It was done
by people who are not experts in the medical care field, as I am sure
you are aware, but by medical and law students.
Senator KENNEnY. Not completely. It was under the project director, Robert S. McCleary, M.D.
Dr. WILBUR. I believe he was associated with the FDA during most
of his active time and had not been in the practice of medicie nor
familiar with the views of doctors.
Senator KENNEDY. Let us take one of the others, on page 191. They
talk about acute coronary occlusion.
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This report Is based on 04,505 patients whose final diagnosis, explaining the
admission, was acute coronary occlusion-so-called heart attack-of whom 25
percent died.
Of the reporting hospitals, the editor selected 10 which were characteristic
of the variations among all reporting hospitals. The chance of survival varied
greatly.

Although the editors note that for the purpose of this study no
adjustments were made for age or medical complexity, it varied from
one hospital of which 18 percent of 192 patients diea to another hospital where 30 percent of 191 patients died. They have these lists;
they are quite extensive in terms of statistics and comparisons, rather
than just drawing the conclusions.
Is that a pretty normal kind of span, 18 percent in one hospital and
30 percent in another? Is that unusual, or would that be commonplace?
Dr. WILBUR. There is quite a wide variation because there is a wide
variation in how long it takes a patient to get to a hospital. For instance, the big problem is the person who dies before he gets to the
hospital. A hospital located some distance away f rom where the patient
has come will have a better percentage because the bad risks will have
died before they.ever get to the hospital.
A second point, and this gets quite technical1, Senator, is that
unfortunately-there are two different types of computer coding systems-or really three-and under one, more categories are lumped together than under another.
I do not know how technical you want to get in the discussion of
the types, but let mie say it is very difficult to make comparisons between different hospitals or hospitals in different areas.
Part of your point is that there is a variation amongst hospitals and
there is no question in the world about that, and, as we have pointed
out, we do not feel that our statistics are perfect. There is much to be
improved. We should like to get about with the improving.
I am afraid that that report, however, is not going to be of much
assistance to us in the improvement that we all desire.
Senator KENNEDY. What about the figure that there are four times
as many tonsillectomies in California as there are in the rest of the
country?
How do you explain that? That is something that people can understand. There is twice as much surgery and twice as many surgeons out
there, and the people draw some conclusions.
Now, you say that we have got quality peer group review. It is not
as good as it could be. We need to strengthen it a bit. But how do you
react to this? What do peer groups -say about that statistic out in
California?
Dr. WILBUR. As you might guess, they gave California as the answer.
I do not happen to know that exact statistic, but your basic point is
that some places have many more tonsillectomies done than in other
places and this reflects a real difference of opinion between specialists
in ear, noe, and throat surgery f rom some pediatricians.
Someopediatricians just believe tonsillectomies are very bad. Others
do not. And in areas in which one is believed you will see many
tonsillectomies.
In some ways this is a good thing in medicine so that we do have a
chance to see how these children develop, where we can watch rates of
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rheumatic fever over the next 20 years and see which one are healthier.
Then we could have a definitive report as to who did better. I cannot
make a judgment as to which was the best arrangement, but let's see
how these children develop and follow that.
You quoted I think from an article by John Bunker about the number of surgeons in England and America and the number of cholecystectomies.7Phe rest of the statistics go on to say that in Sweden there
again are twice as many cholecystectomies as there as in this country,
but the lower number of surgeons make the correlation of cholecystectomies and surgeons disappear.
Again, some people believe that if a person has a gallbladder with
stones in it, it ought to come out. Other people believe that the patient
can suffer along with it.

Senator KENNEDY. in other words, the people out in California, the

parents of these children, are sort of underwriting a medical experiment, so we will know 20 years from now whether the children are
better off if you take out more tonsils?
Dr. WILBUR. Again, in one way, the California experienceSenator KENNEDY. Should it be presented to them that maybe their
child is going to be healthier if you have his tonsils out or maybe you
are better oif if you keep them in, but we are going to take them out
and it is going to cost you so much-obviously, afw hundred dollars?
Dr. WILBUR. Senator, I think if you will go back in history, that you
will find the California approach is the more traditional approach:
that the pediatricians, only since the onslaught of penicillin, have been
willing to leave the tonsils in. The experiment is with the others.
Mr. PETERSON.

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we could have the source

of these statistics so that we mightSenator DOMINICK. Mr. Chairman, I do not like to interrupt this,
but we have a long statement here and I have not asked a single question up to this time and we have got to page 19 and we have got 42
pages to go, and before we get to 5 o'clock in the afternoon I would
like to ask some questions myself.

Senator KENNEDY. Any time you would like to. I have been here

until 5 o'clock when there have been others who have not been here,
so I will be glad at this time if you want to ask any questions. You
would be more than welcome.
We have some very good medical students that are coming up afterwards and I think their testimony is of major importance. We are
covering a wide perimeter of different questions that reach over the
whole spectrum of the health crisis. I know the Senator from Colorado
has been the most diligent member in attending these hearings since
we started, and I know he has many other committees; so, I want to
yield to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. PETERSON. Could we have the source of that California statistic?

Senator KENNEDY. Yes; it is in the President's health message. We
like to use authoritative material.
Mr. PETERSON.

Thank you.

Dr. PARROTT. A patient with a serious illness is rightfully concerned
about the quality of care he receives. He can sense usually whether he
is getting better or worse. He knows whether he has been treated consid~erately or rudely. He has feelings about whether his doctor saw
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him frequently enough or tended to ignore him. He has personal reactions, on this basis, to the sort of care he thinks he is getting.
Important as these considerations are, they do not speak to the, central question. Did he receive medically good care?
In one sense, it is unfortunate that only another doctor or group of
doctors can really make this judgment. We doctors are accused of
grading our own examination papers. But what other choice makes
sense? Who is qualified to make a medical judgment?
Precisely for this reason, the medical profession supports peer review: Practicing physicians being evaluated by practicing physicians
in the same locality, in consultation with members of the same specialty, to assure that the highest quality and efficiency are maintained.
Peer review is a lonrgstanding obligation that the profession has placed
upon itself', although not always as formally structured as it is today.
Medical societies have formal peer review committees now in operation in all but two States.
The health-care system in this county is a pluralistic one: a composite of private and public programs which grew to meet needs as they
arose. I want to emphasize that I believe we have a functioning healthcare system.
The system we have offers opportunities for innovation and competition, incentives for organizational change, and improvement of
quality. Medical services, under such a pluralistic system, are better
able to grow and change with the times than they might be under a
monolithic system, locked into bureaucratic management, subject to
nonmedical ukase, or political whim.
No one mode of practice appeals to all physicians or to all patients.
We must offer the physician, with his years of training and sacrifice,
the freedom to choose the way he wants to practice medicine. And we
must offer our diverse patients the freedom to choose the sort of program best suited to their diverse wants and needs.
We must remove economic barriers to preserve human dignity. For
that reason, we must also continue to defend freedom of choice for
doctors and patients alike.
The maldistribution of health-care services can be ameliorated
through a shift in emphasis in many programs. Scholarships tied to
service contracts, income guarantees, and preceptorships will help with
this problem. But more attention should be given to transportation, to
the use of more physicians on a part-time basis, to facilities for remote
biomonitoring of patients, and to more innovative use of allied health
personnel. At times we have referred to this as triage, transportation,
and treatment : the three T's.
Maldistribution is also a health manpower problem. There can be
no doubt that there is a shortage of physicians today, although it
is hard to say how large the shortage is. Health manpower has been
expanding for many years. And we have been working our hardest
to expand it.
The increase in health service personnel during the past decade is
expected to be about 80 percent. I think I said earlier that the number
of physicians increased 28 percent between 1960 and 1970 while the
population increased only 12 percent. And it's still not enough to
meet demand.
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In 1968, the American Medical Association and the Association
of American Medical Colleges intensified their effort to encourage medical schools to provide opportunities to all qualified students, and
many schools have made substantial efforts in this direction. An overall
expansion of 25 percent in existing medical schools enrollments seems
likely within the next few years.
The AMA has long supported and aided in the development of new
medical schools. In 1967 there were 89 schools with less than 9,000
freshmen. Today there are 103 schools and 11 others are in the process
of development.
In 1971, the number of freshmen is expected to be nearly 12,000. By
1976 we estimate that there will be 15,000 students entering medical
schools each year, which is a doubling in almost 10 years.
The AMA is working closely with the National Medical Association, the Association of American Medical Colleges, the student AMA,
and the American Hospital Association, to encourage medical schools
to increase the enrollment of students from minority groups and from
geographic areas where physicians are in short supply.
The AAMC's Journal of Medical Education reported recently that
minority medical students make up about 10 percent of the 1970-71
freshmen enrollments. The present enrollments of 12,000 includes 697
blacks and 387 students from other minorities. These numbers have
more than doubled since 1968.
But to achieve a significant and continuing growth of manpower,
funding is necessary for the schools and the students. The AMA has
urged the Government to supply this aid. Existing programs should
bheexpanded.
Yet; the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1963,
and its extensions, which provide construction grants, training proraim grants, and student loans and scholarships, has not been fully
gfunded
by Congress.
The medical profession itself has, of course, tried to assist the Students and the schools. The AMA's Education and Research Founda,tion operates a student loan guarantee fund which in the past 8
years has guaranteed 43,631 loans of $48,571,000 to enable medical
students, interns, and residents to continue their education.
The foundation also collects and distributes about $1 million to
medical schools each year. We wish it could be more. Obviously, only
a reevaluation of Federal priorities will enable the Nation to solve
this critical problem.
The AMA has -also encouraged medical schools to experiment with
curricula and initiate accelerated programs. A number of schools have
3-year programs underway, and others have announced their intention to begin accelerated programs.
The man wer needs will respond more quickly in the nursing and
allied health professions. A new, extended role for the nurse may be
highly significant. She is well equipped by education and training to
assume greater responsibilities in patient care. The AMA has taken
considerable initiative in working to expand the role of the nurse. As
this is accomplished, we expect d-ramatic, increases in man- or rather,
womanpower.
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Programs of this sort serve to extend the productivity of the individual physician whose numbers, even with a shortened curriculum,
are difficult to increase rapidly.
The AMA also seeks to d evelop new health occupations to assist the
physician in the delivery of care. The past two decades have seen a
sharp increase in the number of people in allied health occupations:
from 140,000 in 1950 to 1 million today. To assure that members of
the allied health team meet proper standards, the AMA works with
national medical specialty societies and other health profession associations to establish and maintain training programs.
Again, progress is being made. But again, this progress could be
greater and our situation less critical if Congress had seen fit to provide
full funding to programs for nurses training and for allied health
training-programs which had strong support from the
professons'
medil profession.
That concludes my tour of the medical horizon. I would like now
to introduce my good friend, Dr. Russell Roth. He, too, is a practicing
physician. In at feast one respect, he is unique. Russ has put more 'time
and study into this whole matter, particularly the matter of national
health insurance, than any other practicing physician.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. RoTha. Mr. Chairman, I am Russell B. Roth of Erie, Pa. I am a
practicing urologist and speaker of the IHouse of Delegates of the
AMA.
I think, in covering my testimony, I should like to summarize and
not take the time of the committee in duplicating discussion of items
that we have already covered.
My concern, and -thematter that I would like to convey to your committee, is the very real concern in respect to legislative proposals for
national health insurance that have developed on the part of those
who must be relied upon to make any system work--the physicians, as
you so aptly referred to in your opening remarks.
I assure you that it should be no surprise to anyone who knows
the structure of the American Medical Association, the State medical
societies which elect the delegates to the AMA, the county medical
societies which elect the delegates to the States, the democratic character of the association, that there is in truth a grassroots grounding
for the fact that the practicing profession looks with distrust on the
legislative attempts to widely restructure the way in which medicine
is being practiced in this country.
The 24.6 physicians who constitute the house of delegates over which
I preside are singularly of one mind in feeling that there are dangers
in legislating ourselves into programs that will not work or will not
work well, that are economically unsound, or that would run a risk of
basically disrupting the motivations which make physicians dedicate
themselves to serving their patients to the very best of their profes.
sional abilities.
I -think these attitudes cannot be taken lightly. Whether one agrees
with them or not, it is important to understand why they have
developed.
Because no one in this country knows better than the physicians 'who
live daily not only with the satisfactions of accomplishment, but with
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the frustrations of the failures -and concerns over the things that either
can't be done or aren't 'being done, which might be done.
I think -physicians appreciate this and feel it more -acutely than anyone else. And -theyhave certainly developed a collective wisdom which
needs to be taken into account when solutions are to be sought.
Now our concern is with the capacity to provide the services and the
benefits which any system may promise. We have had difficulties in
overpromise and underdelivery, as has been pointed out repeatedly in
this country in recent years, and we wish to avoid these errors in the
future.
And there are a number of allegations which sound -attractive. Let
me talk a little bit about this first one, that the American system of
health care somehow or other does not concentrate on keeping people
well. And there are endless references to this legendary or mythical
Chinese physician who was presumably so paid.
This sounds great until you go into the physician's office, until the
physician himself tries to figure out what it is that he might do dif.
ferently in his busy life to make this principle work.
Preventive medicine is really the heart of the increase in longevity
figures the world over. The great gains in life expectancy have been
achieved by purifying the water and draining the swamps and controlling -the rats and lice and pasteurizing milk and things of that sort;
plus the development of immunizing procedures to protect against
those things you can't otherwise eliminate.
There is still a legion of opportunities to improve our statistics in
this area-accident prevention,'public education in respect to nutrition,
physical fitness programs, smoking, drug abuse, and 'the like.
Ad these wilrgive us our greatest yield in the improvement of the
life expectancy figures in this country.
But only -avery small 'bit of this kind of medical practice takes p lace
in the individual physician's office, in this confrontation with his
specific patients.
There are a great many of us who would cheerfully invite into our
office the people who think that somehow we should be more like this
Chinese physician, so that they can tell us exactly how you do it.
I have included in my testimony the fact that in my own groupand I am in group practice-there are 11 physicians involved iii
running a large uroloogical service. It's fairly hard to see what we could
do to help keep peopIe well in a more meaningful way than we are
already doing.
We have to occupy our time with those who are hurting, and who
have the problems to treat, and I don't mean to be facetious when I
indicate that, for instance, the orthopedist with his office full of people
with sprains and fractures and infections, obviously can't ignore them,
and spend his time trying to teach grandpa that he ought to walk
carefully on icy sidewalks, or junior ought to drive carefully. These
are public education projects in which the profession is actively involved in cooperation with voluntary agencies and with Government.
And all this needs to be done.
But it is not changed; it seems inconceivable that it is effectively
changed by trying to change the way that I and others like me practice
our profession of taking care of people who already have problems.
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Senator KENNEDY. We have heard before of the significance and
importance of preventive medicine, and I gather from what you say
here that you generally discount even the possibility of preventive
medicine or the ability of the present system to provide for it.
Dr. ROTH. Far from that. Public health and preventive medicine is
indeed a specialty which has matured, come into its own, especially
in the last several decades.
The medical profession is vitally interested in accident prevention,
occupational medicine, the effects of environmental pollution, all the
things including the development of further immunizations, that can
improve this.
Nothing that I say should be counted as derogatory or discounting
the importance of preventive medicine. In fact, I dild say that it is
really from these sources that our greatest gains in life expectancy
will be made in the future, as they have been in the past.
The second area really in which we are concerned is this matter that
we have touched on in respect to quality control. Now I think I am
safe in saying that the bulk of my professional colleagues would agree
that we wish it were not our obligation to sit in judgment on the work
and the pricing practices of our colleagues.
But after all, we have little option, because who else can judge
whether I have treated my patient with a bladder cancer correctly?
I have had four options of ways to do it, and not even the referring
physician who sent this patient to me is ideally equipped to judge on
the efficacy of my work. If he were, if he had that competence, he
probably wouldn't have sent the patient to me in the first place.
So peer review has been developed by the profession almost out of
necessity. We are happy to take the responsibility for it. But not
because it has become a sophisticated art. It is still in a rather embrynic development.
here are places in the country where peer review is done very well.
There are places where it is not yet done at all.
And there are many places in which there are different technologies
being employed. We are very much interested in the application of
computer techniques to assist this.
It's a thorny subject and happily doctors have taken the responsibility and the American Medical Association actually has taken the
lead in trying to indoctrinate the profession in what may be done and
to further develop techniques of getting the review which we all agree
has to be applied in a program where $1 out of every $3 is being
furnished from tax funds.
We are concerned that the state of the art may be misjudged and
that we may be legislatively. mandated or required to do things that
we really have not the experience or the methodology of doing at the
present time.
Therefore we simply urge that our legislators understand our inadequacies, the embryonic state of the art, the necessity for giving
us help, understanding, and support in developing -these techniques,
to bring them to a point where they may be widely and generally
effective.
Leaving that point, then, I would like to mention the fact that we
are well aware that doctors have left the center city, they have left
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the rural communities; many statistical studies of this are available,
and the importance is to understand the reasons why.
.There has been a rather naive assumption that the dollar is the
important matter in conditioning this flight from medical practice.
But experience shows that there are many other reason, usually far
more important reasons, than the dollars.
InI fact, doctors leave lucrative practices in small rural communities and leave lucrative practices in center city areas because of the
overwhelming, unrelenting pressure of patient demand, 7 days a week,
52 weeks %iyear.
They leave the practice of medicine to go into teaching, research
occupational medicine, or perhaps just premature retirement, ana
every time this happens, it intensifies the problem on the supply side.
This is going on at the present time, and we have to find ways and
means of stopping this, of minimizing it at any rate, and hopefully
of reversing die trend if tat is possible.
However, we need to devote our attentions to the offsets and tradeoffs in rural communities; by this I mean improved transportation,
two-way television corrMmunicationl and other measures. I think in this
committee you heard a fascinating discussion of the possible application of computer technology to this kind of problems.
Also included is the development of physician accessory personnel,
allied health personnel, who can do some of the jobs that the physicin has been called on to do.
The point is that right now anybody who expects a plan to start
working next year or the year after, has as his resources to do the work
the existing supply of practicing physicians.
We certainly don't want to impose upo)n1 them some kind of a system which hasi the unfortunate and unwanted effect of further in1tensifying this flight from practice. It's bad enough as it is.
It's one of the reasons why :we don't show gains in spite of our
increasing production of physicians which has been mentioned in
more detail.
The increase in the manner of schools, the increase in the enrollmient in the schools, and the importation of foreign trained physicians
is having, unfortunately, not the effect that it should in providing an
increase in practicing physicians, becauvme these other factors tend to
keep the physicians clustered in the medical schools, in the research
laboratories, in the teaching institutions, where they are sort of hidig in the back of the cave from the winds of controversy that have
blown. about them in the medical profession today.
We canl only tell you that this misgiving on the part of physicians
is very real. I believe it's a. correct statistic to point out that in Britain
there were more practicing physicians before the national health service was instituted than there are today under the health service. And
we don't, want to take any risk of creating further problems in our
country because we have done things that make physicians lose their
motivation, to dedicate themselves to patient care and find other ways
of spending their time.
Senator KEWNDy. There was an article by Dav~d Simmond that
was printed in Newsday magazine, as at result oi1 rather extensive
study. A group of reporters went and studied the European systems
59-661-71-pt. 4-9
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and the English system, and they point out, that in Britain, whose
system is the most socialized outside of Europe, that not one of the
doctors interviewed wanted to abandon the country's 22-year-old
national health system.
IAnd the survey is reinforced by a nationwide poll in which 50 percent rated it good o excellent.
Dr. ROTI. These were the doctors that stayed there, I understand.
They have problems, and there is a, wealth of statistical analysis onl
what has happened.
The importation of the physicians from the schools in Enigland,
Ireland, Scotland, and Wales-the equivalent of aboutSenator KENNEDY. What do the people, the consumers think of it?
Dr. Ron-I. I assume there is about its much unanimity among them
as among our people. I don't know.
Senator KE-NNEDY. Do you think that is so? As I understand, lookino at it from, say, from a political point of view, that there isn't a
political party in Europe or in any of the industrialized societies
that has national health insurance that.is for the repeal of it.
I would think as a practical politician that ifthey felt that, they
could make some political gains on it, they would 'be arguing for
repeal in the parliaments of Western Europe.
Wr. PARROT. Most of them have lived long under the system, they
have no basis to make that valid judgment.
Senator KENNEDY. Are we going to say the same about ours?
Dr. PARRO'IW. I beg to differ on that, because our people are subject
to many type of medicine in this country. I come from a town where
the Kaiser- Permanente group worked. I know there is a push to, this.
Our people have a choice of more than one system of medicine in
this country. But the people in Europe,-itls like the man who was
asked, how's your wife, andl he answered, compared to what?
They have never lived under another system, so they have no way
of comparing whether they have a good, bad, or indifferent system.
Dr. Wir~uit. We have had some communication with the Conservative Party in England. The impingements these problems make on
the ability to deliver in housing, onl their policies on Suez, and many
of the other social improvements they would like to produce in Englanld-inability to set up new medical schools, inability to build new
hospitals--these very much worry the politicians who lead these
parties.
They have not come to the position of total repeal, but they are
obviously, in their work with some of our people, including Blue Cross
and others, looking for ways in which they can approach our system.
Senator KENNEDY. I don't think there is any question that there
aro problems with the system.
Dr. Ronix. It might also, just parenthetically, be worthwhile pointing out that we indeed are in a system which is highly governmentoriented in this country, to the point where $1 out of ever-y $3 in the
health care economy co mes from government sources. So we are not
without our experence in governmental medicine.
But I think that I would like to make the clear point that we recognize at least 12 major components to the problems of health care
delivery in this country, We have already spoken of most of themi-
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manpower, medical manpower, allied manpower; financing is only one
of these 12 areas.
The heart of the American Medical Association is education, particularly physician education through our publications, throuaoii our
meetings, and things of this sort. B~ut also public education, wyiich is
so important in tearing down some of 'the barriers other than finance.
Wle have offered in ~Iis Congress, as we did inl the last, a bill which
addresses itself -to the dollar barrier for what importance it has, which
we can recoiiize is still great. It does very little goodto remove -the
other barriers against adequate health care and leave the dollar barrier standing.
So we therefore have constructed a bill precisely addressed to the
elimination of the dollars barrier, while we go ahead and do our best
work through our own organization and in consonance with everyone
else who is interested in the field, inl tearing at the other barriers which
remains, and inl improving the supply side of the equation.
Now ined'icredit has been introduced into -the current Congress and
it lias hiad cosponsorship support. It gets risky to give a flgiue, because
it is chianging day by (lay, but I believe I avm correct in saying that
medicredit bills are cosponsored -by 122 Members of the Congress at
tie present time.
Senator KENNED Y. I-ow many Senaitors, do you know?
I'. ROTH. Tenl?
Mr. PixTrusoN. I believe it's 10.
VOICE. Twelve.
Dr. i ROTH. Twelve Senators. I have to check with my people every
morning.
Senator KENNE-DY. We only have 25.
Dr. ROTILI Well, medicredit varies from the approach that you have
just mentioned in that it wishes to build on the very real'accomplishments, of American medicine. It stresses the major contribution which
is to be made by the private sector of the economy.
It takes advantage of the achievements of private institutions and
the accomplishments of private industry, specifically the health insurance industry.
It attempts to hold tou' minimum its demands on Government both)
for tax dollars and for the inevitable controls that go with them.
Might say that we are very interested in trying to evaluate the
sieof the governmental operations, the bureaucracy which would be
created -by each one of !these programs, since there is great importance
inl this.
We see in some of the legislative proposals which call for multiple
duties onl the national level, on the regional level, and on the local
level, and individual negotiations of budgets with each individual
hospital as well as many individual physicians providers, aan extraordinarily complicated' huge bureaucracy which inevitably will increase
the administrative cost.
In our plan we have endeavored to keep this simple. It's a program
which does not require a great deal of tooling up, it's a program- for
now, because it is a program which could be effectuated -by Congress
almost at will, and could become operative at once.
We feel that future programs can be soundly built on it because it is
a program which seems certain to enllist the support of the majority of
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the practicing iriedical1 profession. This gives it a far greater chance of
success than would any program for which the doctors have small
appetite.
It doesn't obligate the Government to pay for the care of people
who can afford to finance most of their medical care thiemselves. We
feel that the great ideological point that was lost in the passage of
medicare, for exam pie, was the establishment of the principle thattaxpayers should provide benefits to those who were perfectly capable of
providing them for themselves.
'We don't want to see this continued and expanded in new programs.
We feel that the cash demands, which will be huge in this area, can
best~be nmet by the use of available Government funds supplemented by
all that individuals in good conscience can be expected to contribute
toward meeting the cost of their own health care.
'We have estimated for our cost factor $141/2 billion. This estimate
has been made by our own actuaries, and by some outside actuaries.
Most of us have a profound mistrust of actuarial projection, because
of the experience with such projections in respect to previous major
health programs, but as accurately as we can predict at this point, it
would cost $14.5 billion. From this would be subtracted the savings that
would accrue from the replacement of much of the medicaid, title 19
program. There would be some increased revenue collections because
of tXie decrease in income tax deductions for medical care, perhaps
bringig it out somewhere near a figure of about $12.2 billion on the
basis ofn our present estimates.
Now we'd like to be sure that everyone
Senator KENNEDY. That is new Federal money, is it, doctor?
Dr. ROTH. That would be in large part newP
Federal money. If there
is less V ederal money, we would -have to subtract it as the medicaid
part.
Weo have recently prepared a small brochure-we will see that copies
of this are made available to your committee-which describes the
workings of the Mfedicredit program, although I know that your comnmittee has available to you copies of the bill itself.
But it is true that ini parsig the phrases of these bills, it sometimes
is difficult to get the overall picture of what this legislation hopes to
accomplish. It's purpose is to give every person in America, under the
age of 65, equal access to high-quality medical and health care regardless of ability to pay.
This we feel would really knock down the remaining dollar barrier
in very larg part. We would not disturb the present medicare program.
We would simply hope at this point in history that if our- program
proves to 1)0 as satisfactory and successful as we think it to be, that
there will be an increasing demand on the part of its beneficiaries to
carry it over into retirement, rather than to come under the provisions
of medicare. If changes are to be made, they will be left for the future.
It makes available to everyone under 65 a private. program of comprehiensive medical and health care protection covering both ordinary
and catastrophic expense of illness or accident.
This protection is selected by the individual. It may be in the form
of a health insurance policy from a private insurance company, membership in a prepayment plan such as Blue Cross or Blue Shield, vol-
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tintary plans, or in prepaidi group practice such as Kaiser-Perinaiinte,
or health maintenance organizations if they develop.
Any providing group or agency would* have to meet the minimum
stanchards which would be prescribed by the health insurance adtviso ry
board which the act would create.
All programs which were offered under inedicreclit wold be ap.

proved by the respective States, by their insurance commlissioniers.
Thlis is important from the point 6f view of giving regionalization,
allowing regional adaptations to costs and practices.
Payment for private programs of health-care protection would come
wholly or partly from the Federal Government, depending onl the
financial condition of the family or the individual coliceL'nexl.We use
thieFederatl income tax as our yardstick of disposable dollars or ability
to p~ay., we feel in our current version of the bill that hie who hafs no
income ta~x liability has essentially no disposable dollars with which
hie could be expected to buy adequate insurance protection. We1P use this
as our cutoff point. For these people, the Federal Government meets
all of the cost by giving the individual a certificate, a warrant which hie
canl take to this insurance company or this health plan and present it
as payment in f ull of his premium costs for anl adequate policy.
Jiowever, the fellow who is just, a, little bit above this finianciatl level,
wvho is not adjudged entiled to a, one hundred percent payment of his
costs, still is not of the problem area. He ma~y not be on'welfare. He
may be self -suifficient so long as his family remains well. But when illnless comes, this may plunge him'down into the indigency category.
So lie needs protection too. One of the unique features of
medicredit, is that it would adjust, through the tax credit approach,
which is based on the family's economic status, the percentage of Federal participation and partnership with him to purchase insurance
for his family. Thle Federal contribution ranges f rom 99, percent to an
upIper bracket 10 percent, which is available to everyone very much
as the deductibility provisions for the $150 or 11alf of the policy cost
are available under the present income tax laws.
In addition to that, we have added catastrophic coverage, and here
again, we endeavor to make a realistic application to the financial
status of the family. The provisions of our catastrophic coverage cut in
after a corridor, a f ront end deductible related to the total nlet taxable income of the family, has been met.
This is interesting in its effect for the very poor, because the very
poor have no net taxable income, therefore, their catastro phic coverage
really is just a carry through of the basic coverage. It does not make
much difference that we have deductibles and coinsurance inl the pr'ogramn for the very poor. They only become operative really when people get to a financial level where they do have some dollars with which
to meet the deductibles and the coinsuranice.
We are using our deductibles and coinsurance in this bill in what
we hope is at -very constructive fashion to favor the use of ambulatory,
outpatient, less exhpensive care as against expensive -inplatient care.
To do this, we put thie front end deductible on the hosiptal costs, tle
instiutional charges. For the services of physicians; and the services
of outpatient facilities, we have no front end deductible, but we do
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have a coinsurance feature of 20 Lpercent on the first $500 of expenditures. In other words, a maximum -paymentof $100.
There are a great many details which I would be delighted to discuss with you. We do include care in extended care facilities to a
limited degree. We equate 2 days in an extended care facility with 1
day of hospital coverage, and we provide (60 days of hospital care,
which could be 120 datys in an extendeare facility.
We think we have learned from Medicare that it has not been very
helpful to require 3 days in the expensive facility before going into
the inexpensive one, so we have not included that type of provision.
Care should be provided wherever it can be best and most economically rendered.
These benefits meet the great bulk of the catastrophic area of problems for the American people. We have not gone into outpatient drugs,
we hiave not provided dental services, we have not provided full
extended-care coverage.
Our feeling is that, if it is in the wisdom of Congress desirable, and
if the finanical status of the nation permits, these elements can very
easily be added as supplementary elements to the basic catastrophic
inedicredit coverage. We feel that this will give people protection
against the dollar barrier, also it has the interesting feature, in contradistinction to some other proposals, that this is an indemnifying
program which would only have to pay for the services that were
available. It does not promise services that we cannot deliver.
We have to look to our other twelve areas of effort, and recognize
that under any program we have to keep working on increasing the
number of health personnel, improving the productivity, in making
the promised services available.
We think it's a reasonable program. We hope it Merits serious attention in Congress. We feel its great plus is that physicians have some
enthusiasm for it rather than fears of it, which they so freely express against some of the other programs.
Thank you.
Senator KEiNNEmY. Senator Dominick?
Senator DOMINICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Doctor, or I should
say Doctors-I have been extremely interested in this testimony all
the way through. Is it fair to start out by saying that your medicredit
program deals largely with the financial problems that are now existent
in the medical professions and that this does not necessarily mean
that, you do not endorse some or many of the provisions of thle AdMinlistration programs, specifically, referring to area health centers for
continuing education, increased per capitation support of students
and medical schools, and things of this kind?
Dr. ROTH. I could say that' is entirely accurate, Senator. We freely
admit, some people seem to think it's a shortcoming that the Medcredit
bill deals only with finances. But as I mentioned, there are these twelve
other areas, major areas that I identified, and in some of them there is
additional new legislation which will be required for example with
respect to peer review, certainly new legislation should be devised
there. We ha~e a, growing feeling that the experiences of Medicare and
medicaid have shown us -thatcustodial and domiciliary care, the long
term care that is so often inherent in the aging process, and certain
prolonged disabilities, need to be sorted out into those with a true
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medical care component and those that may have more of a welfare
component. If we can get this worked out, we'd like to submit suggested legislation in this area too.
The bulk of the rest of them require support of existing legislation.
The Health Professions Educational Assistance Act is an example
which badly needs to be continued, as does support for allied health
professions education. Also continued consumer representation
through the techniques that have been developing for about 6 years
under Public Law 89-749, the comprehensive health planning partnershi for health legislation.
'We have great enthusiasm for regional n-cdlical programs, for their
role in innovation, in helping us to develop ways to o for the many
the things that we already know how to do for the few.
Senator DO-aiNicic. Doctor, without trying to interrupt you here,
but yournmedicredit program and Senator Kfennedy's bill are before
the 4 enate Finance Committee; are they not?
Dr. RoT ri. Yes, sir.
Senator Doi~tNicc. So, in fact, neither that bill nor Senator Kennedy's bill is before us-I might say, unfortunately.. It is in the
Finance Committee, and presumably you will be giving your testimony before the Finance Committee at a later date when hearings
are held on that; is that correct?
Dr. Roii. I would expect so; yes, sir.
Senator DomiixICK. Doctor, in connection with this mnaldistribution
of medical care, it is my understanding from the testimony that was
given here this morning that there are two problems involved. One
is the fact, with the existing number of doctors and medical assistance of one sort or another, you are dealing with factors that have
already occurred in the human body in one form or another, and
that you find yourself under very sharp) pressures in trying to be able
to supply the necessary manpower and help to cure those things which
have already happened.
On the other hand, there is the preventive medicine which is totally
different and the preventive medicine is designed to provide remedies
so that you don't have those pressures, to begin with, people won'thave to come to you in the numbers they are coming to you now; is
that correct?
Dr. IROTIH. That is certainly correct.
Senator DOMiNXICK. In the preventive medicine field, in addition to
immunization programs and research, which is continuing to go on,
do you feel that a large portion of this involves the pollution problem s, the question that you brought up about lead poisoning, rat
bites, or whatever it might be, which are outside the role of the practicing physician, but which are important to the country as a whole?
Dr. ROTH-. Yes, sir; I think this is the point, that the individual practicing physician is very limited in his ability to do things about this.
However, collectively, to meet these societal problems, this is a real
role for our medical societies.
Senator DOMINICK. I am grateful to you for that.
Now it is my understanding that you believe that on the financial
end alone, that your bill 'on the medicredit program would net out
in the first year about $12.2 billion of new Federal funds; right?
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Dr. ROTIH. This is our estimate; yes, sir.
Senator DoivINICK. Whereas Senator Kennedy's bill purports to
be,* under his estimates, $41 billion, and under the administration's
estimates $77 billion. So there is a substantial difference. in overall
revenue problems that we have to face here in Congress,
Dr. RoTH. Yes, sir; we haven't seen HEW's estimates of our billing
yet.
Senator DOMIvNICK. Well, let me say that $77 billion has been given
to ne .as a minimum estimate and it may go higher than that.
Now , on this maldistribution of existing physicians and medical
assistants, the President has proposed a combination of programs
which would try at least to deal with these problems. One is the increased per capitation amounts given to medical schools in order to
support an increase in enrollment on graduation. It goes up to $6,000
over a period of 4 years. If you graduate in 3 years, you still get the
$6,000, which ought to be quite a boon, I would think.
Are you supporting that?
Dr'. ROTH. Yes, Sill.
,Senator DOMi~NICir.. Second, on the flMO's-Health Maintenance
Organizations-we had a number 'of people come into my office, as the
ranking minlority member of the Health Committee, indicating that
the patient should have two choices at least: one, in the doctors that
they go to, and two, in the -type of plan that they would prefer to be
under.
Would you agree with that-that the patient should have those
alternate choices?
Dr. ROTH. We heartily agree with that; yes sir.
Senator DOMilNICK. Now we have had some problems with so-called
closed panels of doctors, and I guess the Kaiser-Permanente program
is that way; is it not?
Dr. Ronri. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMINicK. A closed panel of doctors. In our State, at tho
moment-I'm not trying to be parochial, and it's too early to tell how
well it is going to work-we have formed & State foundation through
the entire medical association, underwritten obviously, designed to
both be a peer review of the medical treatn tent that is given, also the
fees that are charged for the work that is going on.
This has been given some airing before a regional group and there
are enormous numbers of medical societies that seem to be very interested in it.
This foundation would permit the patient, to choose any doctor that
he feels inclined to go along with who would agree to a prepaid
program.

Does this sound like it fits in with the biowvifive ideas of the, medical
associations in general around the country, or is it unique to our area
of the world?
Dr. RIOTH. No; I think this is-I hope-becoming typical. In my
own State of Pennsylvania, the State medical society is deeply involved in the same type of planning, although I believe they are a. little
bit less mature in planning than -you are in your area.
These are the virtues of the system of health care that we have in
this country, which includes such a variety of subsystems.
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This freedom to innovate and develop has permitted the perfection
in some areas of this foundation approach. I am sure they are not
perfect, but they are being made into rather sophisticated systems of
medical care delivery.
There are a great variety of ways which can be responsive to the
reavaity tof people that we have. We have substantial
need
ofthe for
enthusiasm
investiatina this foundation approach. We aren't
throwing any harpoons at those who talk about health maintenance
or anizations, although, the health maintenance organization is something that we don't have now. We had better have some operate and
look at them and see how they work. If we do have them, if they are
Kaiser- Permanente or I-IP iii New York, then we feel that they have
won their rights to demonstrate any kind of superiority, efficiency, or
economy that they may have.
Senator Do~nii,;cm. The health maintenance organizations, as I understandi it, proposed under the administration bill, are broader than
the closed-panel type. And it would seem to me that in our process of
trying to provide a better distribution of health care, that perhaps it
might be a good idea to take a survey of patients.
I don't think anybody has ever done that. Maybe they did in England under the study you were talking aboutBut it would strike me that people who have gynecological problems,
or obstetrical problems, or a number of others, are going to want to be
able to choose their own doctor, rather than be assigned to someone
who happens to be in a panel.
Dr. ROTIT. I think there is a very important. point inherent in this,
Senator. You know there may be a lot more insistence on the right
of free choice on the part of the patient than there, is on the part of
the, medical profession. They are the ones who switch around and if
Doctor A doesn't produce tor them, they go to Doctor B, and if a
system doesn't suit them, they chian ge. There has been some interesting
research done by the Russel Sage Foundation in New York whicR
showed that nearly half of all the subscribers to the health insurance
plan of Greater New York, and also of the Labor Health Institute,
go outside those so-called comprehensive, plans to get at least some
medical service.
So that you need to really not accept in total faith the allegations
of the comprehensiveness and the acceptability of these for everybody.
Thero are still going to be doctors who don't want to practice in them,
and patients that don't want to go to theml.
.And yet I am dedicated to group practice myself, and I like it, and
lots of patients like: it.
Senator DO-MINICK. Doctor, the administration has proposed, in addition to the capitation support, that we have a loan forgiveness prograin for medical 'assistance or for doctors who go into either rural
areas where there is a shortage or go into ghetto areas.
I raised a question on this in talking to the Secmretar-y and downtown,
based on the fact that it simply had not -worked very well under the
NDEA. We hadn't gotten teachers to go into those areas, and in many
cases it has been obvious to me that it is kind of tough to get them to
-go there.
As a result of this, the amount of the forgiveness has been rather
sharply increased over the NDEA program.
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When I -again raised. the question as to whether this would'really
prove fruitful, the answer was "Well, it's an experiment, and if it isn't
fruitful, the forgiveness isn't there, and therefore we haven't lost any
funds."
'What do you think about it as an idea-an experiment, an innovative thought?
Dr. Rounr. I think you will find that medical societies around this
country 'have experimented with variations of this forgiveness and
tried to work out various ways in order to get economic incentives to
people to say in their State and go where they need them in their
state. It hasn't been overwhelmingly successful.

Senator DoINICH. In your student loan guarantees, do you do

anything of this kind?
br. RoTI. We do not in our AMAA program. Many of our States have
In Pennsylvania we have a major effort in this area, that
rograms.
lhas been going
on for-quite a few years, and we have done some of this.
But it hasn't justified itself really.
Senator DomiNicii. Largely those people who are willing to do this
arc those who are really. dedicated to try to help in those areas; is this
correct from your experience?
Dr. ROTH. Well, this is right; and as you say, there is nothing bad
about it. If it doesn't work, 'it doesn't work, but that doesn't mean it
isn't worth trying harder and in a better fashion.
Senator DomiN ICK. I am happy to hear you support the idea about
increase in this computerization idea. We had some testimony here
from Dr. Swartz, I believe it was, Mr. Ch airman.
Senator KEiNEDY. Yes.
Senator DO.%INicK. I brought up several questions in that process
of thinking about it, because I think it's something for the future
that we are going to have to look at. But there are several problems.
One is computer language. I am sure we can overcome that, but
there is a variety of different types of computer language depending
on how the pati.ent's input is fed in, what number and what button
do you push to get a different type of answer.
T'he other problem is the right of privacy, and this, I think, is
extremely sensitive. I happen to have had a lot of conversations with
a great number of different types of individuals and appeared on
"The Advocate" program at one point where there was going to be
a census bureau where everybody would be required to register by the
Federal Government.
Aiid I said on that program that I thought one of the problems with
it was the fact that everybody was tired of being on a list, of being
a number. I would think we would run into the same kind of problem
with this, if you had to take the individual patient and either assign
him a number or name, and then put in all his physical characteristics
into either a. regional or national computer base.
What problems do you think we might have there? Have you talked
to patients about it?
Dr. Rorii. I'd like Dr. Parrott to address that. He is deep in the
computer application.
Dr. PARRoTT. The American Medical Association has taken a leading
position with computer assistance in medicine because it's an opera-
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tion that covers the whole of the medical spectrum as far as the country is concerned. As you say, you have to have a language that is ma'chine compatible. That language does not exist. We are in the process
of trying to coordinate certain lnguages that do exist so that they are
iterlocked and compDatible.
Now as far as privacy is concerned, that is a very deep concern of
the association. We have a fairly heavily computerized operation in
the country here and there, like the foundation at Stockton, San JoaqunFoundation, and the Kaiser-Permanente operation, which is
fa1irI'ly heavily computerized, particularly, in their case, on their business operation.
There has been no complaint as far as I know out of San Joaquin
on patient confidentiality, although it is a problem, what kind of a
number to use. The hard ware people tell us that it's possible to key
information in that is very hard to get to, but not impossible. I presume
anybody could break any Key.
But we are involved in programs of this sort, trying to develop the
language, trying to develop a means of selling a computer system in
order to do two things for doctors, to make them easier to operate
on a business fashion and handle the insurance claims, the economic
side, and easier to handle the biomedical information.
And two other aspects: First biomedical information relative to
teaching and learning of the physicians themselves and the matter of
handling records. Thie records are the thorny problem.
Senator DomXiNici. I have cosponsored, with Senator Beall, who is
also a member of this subcommittee, a family physician scholarship
bill, which would provide scholarships for students. who will agree
ahead of time to practice in shortage areas, with 1 year of scholarship
forgiven for each year of practice.
Last year, when we went into this increase in family doctors, which
I think we are all very much in sympathy with, one of the problems
was that it required a new department in the medical school for the
f amily doctor whereas the family doctor obviously covers a great
number of medical disciplines.
I fought that on committee, and fought it on the floor, to try and
delete that particular provision, and was unsuccessful. But the P resident vetoed the bill largely on that ground.
The Association of Anmerican Medical Schools was against it, against
the separate provisions, very strongly.
How ido you feel about this particular problem, as the AMA? Do
you have anly position in the AMA on it?
Dr. ROTH. Wlwe have supported the development of family practice as a specialty, and have cooperated.
Senator DOMriNICK. Right; it s a specialty
Dr. ROTH. Yes, and we have cooperated in now.
the creation of a specialty
board which now operates in this area, and we have-we supported
the overall provisions of the bill that was vetoed. I don't knowv that we
ever took-that our Council on Medical Education ever took any specific position on that one point, as to whether there should be a imadatory special department in the medical school.
Mr. PF.mmsoN. I think the thinking was that it should not be mandatory, that there should be an optional choice within the school and
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within the hospital. There should not be at specific iPequirement of ai
separate department.
I think there were additional concerns because the language was
that it should be equal with something else, without, spelling out the
requirements as to equality. The questions were raised as to whether
it meant equal funding, for instance. And( there, would be other elements that would be important in determining the equality factor.
Dr. RoTI. I think it's important in this respect to remind anyone
who may have forgotten, or didn't know, that a great deal "ofthe
motion that is un~derwa-y in this subject in the last few years camne
from and as a result, of the Millis Commission report,, which was an
AMA report on the problems of medical eduicationi today, that report
championed the development, of the family lpractitioner' the primary
physician, and this is coming about.
They also sigo( esed that the internship, traditional internship, be
eliminated, and this is being eliminated -in many areas.
And they stressed the possibility of shortening the perio-d of eduication, and this is being done. These, are all things that were not new ideas
with the Millis Commission report, but this is what pult the whole show
on the road.
Senator DomfiNicic. It certainly should start then increasing, the
number of both general practitioners anid also medical graduates in
general, should it not, if we put these together?
Dr. ROTT. We hope SO.
Senator DOMiiiNicKc. I was happy to hearfthe Chairman support the
President' proposal on malpractice comm-ission, because T happened
to bring this up myself. The Chairmnan and myself have 1b0th had
some experience in hospitals recently, and one of the questions that
was invariably raised by the doctors 'is what are we going to do about
theP m practice problem?
And this commission I think will be heltuful. For example, in the
State of Arizona, att one point there was only one Insurance company
that would give the malpractice insurance, at all, because of the size
of the verdicts that, had been coming out. And in Hawaii there wasn't
any that would do ift. and I-TJEW had to go in and get a new company
to start,issuing policies.
So it's a serious situation. But let inc ask you this, on your So.
called-not so-called, because you do have a. real peer review pr1ogFram-ibut on your peer review program, if at man is deemed to hiave
bee negligent' i a nialpractice suit, aind is so convicted, what are thie
actions of the State organizations in connection within that, doctor?
Do thiey take away his medical license or restrict his practice in any
way, like'with lawyers?
Dr. PAnizo'rrj. If it is totally civil, no. If it is totally criminal. yes.
But the. civil problem would he one in which absolute incompetence
was indicated, and thie State board of medical examiners would probably curtail his license in flagrant, cases, and with repeaters that cause
problems.
Senator Domi:Nicii. As far as you know, there is power then in the
medical associations in the various States to take disciplinary action?
'Dr. PAuROrr. In the medical associations, no. The power is isumaly
in the hands of a State board of medical examiners. But they, in most
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States, as in mny own, are very closely associated with the, State medical
association.
Senator DoMiiNicK. I just want to make a comment for the record.
It seems to me that every timec we get into a question of whether we
ought to nationalize health service or not, Sweden is taken ulp and
made a crashingly good example. I think for the record we should
show that Sweden's population is about stable, that it permits no
immigration of any minority group of any kind whatsoever, that in
many instancees-this might be of interest to a lot of people that don't
know it-the baiiks themselves own many of the industries that are
going on, which I find somewhat unusual,1arnd different froin our situation, and certainly in 1E'nglanid and Australia and New Zealand, and
there are also very strict rules and regulations with respect to immigration. Regardless of who you are, whether you are a minority or
not.
And I understand thiat the figures show thiat in our particular society
over here, where we have a far more open immigration policy, and
of course a great number of minority people, most of whomn really are
of health problems
niee
great people, that they haeahge
because of lower economics and I would presume. worse housing and
tingi(s of this kind, maybe lack of education in a variety of areas.
ANiid I just say that for the record because I would agree with you
that I think when the comparisons are made, we are comparing apples
and oranges. The situations are totally different.
lDr. RoTrI. Are you familiar, Senator,, with a statistic that I can't
vouch for, that was offered by Dr. WV. W'. Bower, that showed that
Swedes live longer in Minnesota than in Sweden? You can play all
sorts of games with this.
'We have objected to the comparisons made on infant mortality, so
I suppose we shouldn't use any others, we shouldn't point at the ones
where we look better on the same basis, which is tuberculosis, pneumonia, duodlenal ulcer, in respect to Sweden.
The Swedes have fewer doctors per population than in this country, and they are currently involved in an effort-an expensive effortto increase the number by 50 percent.
Professor Odin Anderson, at the University of Chicago, has probably studied the Swedish system and its statistical elements more
than aniybodly else in this country, tand I think it~s interesting to pick
out of one of his recent addresses, which lie entitled "Univerisal and
Comnpulsory Health Insurance, Full Speed Ahead and D~amn the
Consequences," where lie pointed out thiat-"Between'1950 and 1966!
the United States increased its per capita expenditure for health services by 174 percent, and duriiig that same period SWeden increased its
expenditure 614 Percent.
Amid this wasn't by plan, it was just by accident, and so now that
Swveden has gone iii for increasing their number'do physicians at additional excpgnse, they are getting panicky about the financially rep rcussions of it.
But I really think the important. things to do in our country is to
look at the problems we fiml right here, instead of looking around amid
blamnmgor cr diting the differences on IsowmLe degree of Interventionu of
the State.
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1 don't think this is of prim-ary importance.
Senator DOMtINICK. Let me ask you one final question-if I may,
Mr. Chairinan-and then I wvill have to leave, unfortunately I have
another meeting I am already late for.
Maybe you can't estimate this. This probably should be a guestiinate, as opposed to an answer. But I would lik your thoughts on it.
I-ow long do you believe it would be before -themedical systemassuming we give it the increased support to the medical schools
that thiey are asking for, that they try to increase the number of medical professional people the way your AMA has supported them, and
so om-how long would it take the medical system, if you canl give me
any estimate at all, to -take care of what I am sure would be a vastly
increased demand for services if we put in totally Government-supported comprehensive medical care? With no coinsurance and no deductibility.
I know we clon't want to compare countries or anything like that,
but do we know what happened in England, for example, how long
it took them to catch up or anything of this kind?
Dr. ROTH. Well, I don't know that this is a fair answer, but I had
the opportunity to spend a month in Russia, I was sent over by HEW
last year, and I guess they come about as close as anyplace in the world
to offering all services free of charge.
The only charge that I know of that is enforced is if an emergency
call, with their ambulance system, goes out and picks up a drunk,-they
charge him fifteen rubles.
But they have been unable, over the years that they have been
working at it, to reach any level of stability. They currently have
644,000 physicians to serve a population only slightly larger than ours.
I think there are about 220 million against our 205 million. But
the-,y have over twice as many physicians, and their goal is 850,000
as part of their current 5 year plan.
4o they wnstlmoepyiians, even though they have twice as
mnany as .we have. And they are increasing their hospital bed ratio.
Of course they have immense problems that are not totally reflected
with us. Their length of stay in hospitals is immensely longer than
ours. But, I think there must be some kind of a Parkinson's law in this
area, too, that as long as you keep furnishing money for the provision
of resources, there are going to be plans made to spend the money.
Senator Do~jmINicK. Could you give me any estimate as far as this
country is concerned if we went into that type of program as to
how long it would be before we could oet what would be called quality Care for everybody who was covereci'by this type of program?, And
I am talking about no coinsurance, no deductible. Totally Government
financed.
Dr. PARPnomr My estimate would be, if you do this, you would have
a serious quality problem, because you create a tremendous demand
by floating in with no brake on the system, and with the increase of
thism demand, you overload your system, and you get a deterioration
of quality. You get an even division of mediocrity.
Senator DOMINicK. Thank you very much.
Senator KENNEDY. What is the basis for your belief that there
would be the increase in demand other than the catching up? Because
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none of the statistics for any of the industrialized countries of Europe

that have instituted national health insurance have demonstrated that.
Dr. ROTH.AMay I read a statement that I think is directly resp onsive,
Senator, and I think it is important, particularly important, because
this is written by Dr. Sidney Garfield, who is the man who invented,
who developed, and founded the Kaiser- Permanente system, and who
is still very active in it.
Wit' shocking to realize that elimination of the fees can be as much of a barrier
to early care as the fee itself. The reason is that when we removed the fee, we
removed the regulator of the flow Into the system, and put nothing In its place.
The result is an uncontrolled flood of the entire variable mix, the well, the
worried well, the early sick, and the sick, into the point of entry, the doctor's
appointment, on a first-come, first-serve basis, that has little relation to priority
of need.
The impact of this demand overloads the system, and since the well and the
worried well are a large proportion of that entry mix, the usurping of doctor time
by weUl people actually interferes with the care of the sick.

Now Dr. Garfield is one who believes that you need this pluralism
of choice, of approach to the provision of medical care, and they are
indeed working arc on the development of a remedy to this problem
in their comprehensive screening evaluation programs.
But it has been in this country the experience that the elimination
of any financial disincentives increases demand on the physician's
appointment time, and this is primarily -on the person who can least
afford it: The primary physician.
That doesn't affect the specialist half so much as it affects the lrimlary physician who has to do this triage.
And I think it has been true in other countries, too. I think there is
definite evidence of this in some of the testimony from England and
mnuch of the testimony from West Germany that I have read.
Senator KEBNNEDY. Your thesis is that people go to the dentist for the
funl of it.
Dr. WILBUR. That's not exactly -what we said.
Senator KEiNNEDY. I have a difficult time in thinking that you just

go to the dentist and take up somebody's time. I don't know many
people that would, quite frani'kly, accept that; in all due respect, I
think that the neighborhood health center concept'shows that it's quite
the contrary. You don't have this overflow.
I don't know when that statement was made. I had an. opportunity
to visit at some length with the Kaiser medical people out in California
last week. They are just expanding; they are growing; they are
thriving.
And if all the kinds of problems that are suggested about overloading the system are true, I- don't kno how Kaiser could'be nearly as
competitive with other systems, as apparently they are. They charge
$37 a month from a family for comprehensive health treatment.
They have over 2,400,000 subscribers and they hope to get another
1,400,000 in the next couple of years, I -believe.
lDr. RoTri. This is not an outdated, statement. It was made in an
address by Dr. Garfield when he and I shared the same podium in Salt
Lake City late last fall. And he has repeated this.
Of course we ar~e not the dental association so I can't tell you about
that, but I am a pretty -darn good judge of what you talk about. I am
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a urologist, and not many people come to ine because they enjoy the
things that happen to them when they get there. [Laughter.]
Senator KENNEMY1.I Will l0eave the answer right there.
Senator Schweiker?
Senator SCI-NEIKEII.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I don't really have any questions. I do want to say that IJ*am pleased
to have JDr. iRoth participate here with us today. lie is a constituent of
mine from Erie, and is highly regarded in his profession, not just
because lie is the speaker of the house of delegates, but because of his
long work in the medical field.
I know we have called on him on several occasions to supply information and statistics which were usef ul to us in the important problem
of health care.
I am pleased to have him participate with the group here today.
That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. ROTH. Thank you, Senator.
Senaftor:KENNEDY. I have a final few areas that I would like to
review.
The President stated some 18 months ago that there was a real health
crisis in our country. And the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare has used those same words.
Time and time again, the witnesses that we have had here over a
period of the last 3 or 4 weeks have described the situation in our country- zs a health crisis. Would you say that we have a health crisis in the
country today?
Dr. ROTH. Well, Senator, that is a semantic problem, and you perhaps have seen the places where I have said that this is interesting
that this word should be used.
Perhaps it's just because I got my medical training long ago-long
enough ago that pneumonia was still gigalong, and you got over it
by
riss r lci, or you didn't get over iall.
And crisis meant to me a rapid building up of something that came
to a head and then broke and it went all for the good or all for the bad.
Now actually, in health care in this country, I think no one denies
that more people are getting more and better care from more and
better trained physicians in more and better facilities and institutions than ever before in history. And those are scarcely the elements
of crisis.
B'ut on the financing side, that is a different story. There has been,
I would say, a crisis on the financial side which was accelerated by
what happened medicine, by the impact of medicare. and medicaid
primarily.
But in a generally troubled and uncontrolled economy, really it is
the hospital institutional costs that have gone all out and other elements are catching up and passing the ph~ysicians component of this
thing. In the last decade, the costs of repairing a roof or repainting a
room or going to a movie or hiring domestic help have gone up more
precipitously than physicians' fees.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I'd be int'erested in your description of
What I think is a 'health'crisis. You can say it is a matter of semantics,
but it certainly appe*ars'to be to me to be a crisis. The President has
stated it, anid th Secretary of HEW hag stated it.'
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I am not sure you caii talk about questions of financing. I think
the people who have to spend the hours in the waiting rooms of those
hospitals, the hundreds of thousands of people who live in the urban
ghetto and never see a doctor, the mothers who see their children die
at birth because of inadequate care they 'can't get, or thousands of
people out in the Watts area that know they have to take a taxi and
be 10 dollars' sick. in order to go there-you have example after example and expression after expression by individuals about what they
consider to be the health crisis.
And I am interested really from you gentlemen in knowing your
sense of urgency about the problem we face today. Because if I could
m1ake a general comment, about your testimony,'the lack of sense of
urgeny hias been apparent.
And I don't want to draw that as an observation or as a, conclusion.
And I wish you would speak to that point.
Dr. ROTH. I think it should not be drawn as a conclusion. And I
would like to say a couple of things in response to this.
First, it's the very success and the ability of medicine to do things
for people that has brought about this tremendous surge in demand.
You know you don't have to go too far back in history to get to a
point where the medical profession had relatively little to offer. Maybe
it's a darn good thing that in the old days there wasn't a national
policy which would let everybody be bled and purged, which was, the
treatment in those days.
But today we have so much we can do for the few, and the problem
is to be abl to do the same useful things for the many. And there are
more things-dialysis, transplants-and unhappily the bulk turn out
to be expensive.
IBut we don't want to stem progress. We feel that the crisis-if you
are going to adhere to that wordSenator KENNEDY. Well, do you adhere to it? You don't adhere, to it?
Dr. ROTH. I hope we get over it, not by crisis but by licis. I hope we
use all our resources.
Senator KENNEDY. No one is questioning that we want to try to get
over what I think is a crisis. Before you are able to really deal within a
problem, it has to be identified; and as I mentioned at the opening part
of the commentary, I think you gentlemen and the people you represent
play a really enormously significant and important role in trying to
address ourselves to the problem.
Now we look at your recommendations in a different light. Do you
make them within the sort of atmosphere in which there is a problem
and the system needs a little tinkering with, or do you say to the members of this subcommittee that we have a crisis in this country?
Dr. ROTH. I think the answer as to whether we take this seriously or
not in the context that you imply is best given by looking at what the
American Medical Association is doing about all these things.
We may not have talked about themas much as some other agencies,
but on the other hand, we have been out there doing constructive things
to increase the number of physicians, strikingly, with cooperation with
thpe Association of American Medical, Colleges, with our own council on
medical education; we "areworking on the manpower problem.
59-661-71-pt. 4-10
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People sit and talk about manpower. The American Medical Association is actually developing the minimal educational standards for allied health professionals. It is studying what can be done in the 50State jurisdictions in changing the medical practice laws so that the
talents newly gained by these people may be used to help increase
physician productivity.
We are supportive of legislation. We are spending our own money in
cooperation with poverty programs, community health developments,
in pilot areas around the country. We are doing things.
A lot of people are talking~ about them, but we are not only talking,
we are doing, and I think thfis is a manifestation of the fact that we,
indeed, do take these things seriously, and we are working rather than
just talking about achieving the remedies for them.
Dr. PAuuio'r. There is the problem of allied health personnel, which
the American Medical Association is very deeply involved in, in working out more allied health personnel, particularly nurses, and maybe
return people into the health professions.
After all, it's very difficult for the doctor to go to the street and
hawk his wares to settle a crisis. Some sort of a system has to be developed; if you have a core area of people who are disadvantaged and
don't know they are sick, somebody has to go into the area and find the
sick.
I think we have done a great deal in trying to develop this. We
haven't been opposed to community health centers. The main concern
is that they are well staffed and staffed properly.
I think we have done something about the so-called crisis. But the
crisis isn't straight across the board. The crisis is in pockets,'and after
all, we do have peolIe. I work in a 500-bed hospital that takes car~e
of 'its patients well. It doesn't happen to be in a disadvantaged area.
VVe iiave a number of big hospitals that are. They have cl inics for
the disadvantaged supported both by the medical schools and by the
foundations that run these hospitals. SP'1nator KENNEDY. I don't think that it's just a question of crisis in
the disadvantaged areas. The kinds of reports that we have, the kinds
of complaints that have been served uip, come from the middle American just as readily as from the disadvantaged; for instance, everyone
complains about the availabil ity of a doctor.
And I think, gentlemen, that the American people feel there is a
crisis of enormous proportions in terms of health care. Maybe you are
getting a different reading on it than I am.
I feel that they are right, and I think we are going to support the
remedies for it. We have a disagreement in terms of the best approach.
If we use the medicredit, aren't we really turning to the insurance
industries? They are preoccupied with writing new business, and they
have really -written off any responsibility for the health systems that
give them this business.
We know that medicare works for those people, some 20 million
people over 65. And we are just saying, why can t we extend that for
everyone? Insurance companies are in there for a profit.E
Every claim
against them takes away a profit. They have enormous administrative
expenses. The figures that have been made available by HEW indicate that.
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Medicare works for people over 65. Why can't we extend it to cover
people underneath?
Dr. WILBUR.

Speaking of the administrative expenses of health in -

surance, the Federal employees, of whom there seem to be a considerable number in this area, have a plan administered by private health
insurance at a lower administrative expense than medicare. I would
suggest to you, sir, on the basis of your previous comments, that you
should expand the Federal employees' health benefits program to the
total population before you expand medicare.
Senator KNEDY. Well, let's get into insurance. We can get the
medicare, program administrative expenses-let's do that. But let's
compare the administrative expenses of the insurance companies., They
have to make a, profit, gentlemen, as you well understand and know,
and you aie just adding a dimension. They will have to compete; they
will be competing with each other.
And rather 'than having health systems competing with each other
to provide the kind of quality 'health,, we will have insurance com.panies competing; and they are not going to have the ability to control the cost.
Dr. PARROn'. Are you implying that, the cost benefits ratio of the
Veterans' Administration and the Federal Defense plan has an advantage?
SenatorIKENNEDY. 1lam talking about the medicare program. Social
Security programs.
Dr. PARRorr. This is the track record of the Government.
Senator KENwEDY. If you want to understand the insurance program, that I propose which goes in through the social security program,
let's take administrative costs on social security; and it's 2.3 percent.
I will use thatas a device.
I am not talking about the Defense Department or other kinds of
agencies. I am talking about social security.
I want to take what is an effective mechanism and build on that,
and if you can find a more efficient way of administering than social
security, I will tack that on the bill.
Dr. PARROTT. How much rent does the Social Security Administration pay?
Senator K4ENDY. There are social security offices-we can get
those figures. The important thing is that they are not in there for a
profit.
And you can take the administrative costs of the private insurance
companies; it's 11ipercent. Seventeen-percent administrative costs. And
in competition with other agencies of the Government, they don't get
as high as that.
Dr. WiLauR. This depends on the type of program. Again, the one
for Federal employees is nowhere near that high. I would suggest,
though, Senator, that I understand you are going to have the insurance company people here tomorrow, and they have convinced us;
maybe they should work on you.
Senator KzNNEDY. Sure; I know that the AMA was opposed to
medicare. You are not suggesting that we ought to repeal it, are you?
Dr. WmILBuR. No, we are suggesting that in this country we keep on
improving, and we hope in the end to come up with'a, plan that we like
even better.
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SenatorsKENNEDY.

Do you support it now?

Dr. PARROTT. It did two things we said it would when we started,
and I was present during the 'testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee on Medicare-it cost more than you thought it was going
to cost, by quite' few percentile points. Secondly, it crowded'our hospitals over a few years' period.
And if it is made to work and work efficiently, it is working number
one because the fiscal intermediaries are working, in the private area,
and are doing the profile work for you, and two, because the doctors
made it work from a mechanistic medical practice point of view.
Senator KENNEDY. Would you like to repeal it or are you supporting
it now? What is the AMA's position?
Dr. ROTI. We are at the moment concentrating on the under 65
population with the medicredit program in the -hopes of avoiding tan
extension of the medicare financing philosophy to the rest of the
country.
I think we could propose an amendment to medicare, because we
have always felt that a big mistake was made when you took on the
financing of part A, completely for those who could provide it, which
had the net result of making hundreds of thousands of people who
were paying for their own insurance coverages drop them because
the insurance coverages were removed from the market,.
And we think that the proper use of available moneys in the private
sector should be made rather than shouldered off to the taxpayers.
We have no such amendment in bill form, nor -have we ever app roved
this in the House of Delegates, but it is a general philosophy, you iight
say, which would prevail in the organization.
Senator KErNNEDY. Well, with that kind of reservation, you support
the legislation that is on the book now ?
Or do you want us to repeal it?
Dr. ROT.T As long as you don't buy elder care, which we propose to
do the same thing at about that time, and since we wanted to do the
same amount of good for people, I think we have to support 'the -fact
that it has been reasonably well done, but not done economically, and
done with some rather catastrophic financial results.
We had, if you will recall, a program which had about the same
benefits for people, except that those who could Pay for them would
been expected to do so, and it would not have been financed under social

security.

Senator KENNEDY. It appears that we are almost turning back the
clock to 1957 and 1960 and debating medicare.
Dr. ROTI. Well, we didn't choose to do that, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. No, but it's interesting to know. I think the consumners are entitled to know the viewpoints as demonstrated by your
comments. And I think that that is probably helpful and usefull*
Dr. Ro'r-,i. It certainly is important to explain why we don't think
that medicare should just be extended to the entire population; yes,
sir. I agree.I
Senator KENNEDY.- I want to thank you very much.
You have been very helpf ul and responsive.
We have some other questions that I'd like to be able to submit to
you about HMOs and the doctor ratio.
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And I'd like to be able, to submit them to you, and if you could
respond as quickly as possible-I know you have many other responsibilities-we'd appreciate it.
Dr. ROTH. We will be happy to. I am sure our staff will cooperate
with you.
Senator KENNEMY. Thank you again. As I indicated to you, you had
your statement in long before the 24-hour deadline, and I think it is
very helpful for the members of the subcommittee to have a chance
to reCview it.
Thank you very much for your appearance. It has been very helpf III to us.
Our next witness are a panel of students. Peter Andrus has finished
his medical work and is a fellow in community medicine at the U~niversity of Pennsylvania. Hle is doing graduate work in health Care
administration and plans an internship in social medicine this corning
summer.
Ewart Brown is a medical student at Howard University here in
Washingiton; he is co-chairman of the Student American Medical
Association, and is a member of its committee on minority group
affairs. In addition, he is also a member of the Student National
Medical Association.
Ray Sattler is a student in the school of 'Pharmacy at'the University
of California at San Francisco. I-le is president of the Student Amnerican Pharmnaceutical Association.
And I see you have another witness. Do you want to introduce her?
STATEMENT OF A PANEL OF HEALTH SCIENCE STUDENTS: PETER
L. ANDRUS, EWART F. BROWN, SHERRY B. GRIGG, AND RAYMOND
SATTIJER
Mr. ANDRUS. Mr. Chairman, and members of 'the subcommittee, I
am Peter L. Andrus, a recent graduate of the school of medicine and
currently a graduate student in health care administration at the
University of Pennsylvania. I am appearing before you today in my
capacity as chairman of the standing commitee, on health affairs of the
Student American Medical Association, and as a, member of an interdisciplinary panel of health professions students.
Accompanying ine today are Miss Sherry Grigg, a nursing student
at the University of Virginia, and a director of the National Student
Nurses Association; Mr. Raymond Sattler, a pharmacy student at the
University of California at San Francisco, and president of th~e Student American Pharmaceutical Association; and Mr. Ewa,.rt I3rown,
a junior medical student at H-oward University, a member of the
Student National Medical Association, and cochairman of the standing committee on minority group affairs of the Student Amnerican
Medical Association. 'We are appearing before you today to discuss
the health care crisis in America.
Of late, there has been increasing talk of the health care crisis in
this country, and extensive documentation of a variety of aspects of
this problem have been published. Health care student's are competent
to speak to a variety of these issues because of growing concern and
awareness in their ranks through direct contact with them in student
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health projects at national as well as local levels, and through involvement with many of the organizational, financial, and political issues
involved.
H-ealth science students have identified a number of priority areas in
their efforts to understand the health care system and its crisis. By
pressing forward with demands for action in these crucial areas, we
feel there may, in fact, be significant opportunities to find solutions to
the incredibly complex series of interlinked problems which face us
in health today.
We do not expect easy or simple answers. In fact, it is essential for
all Americans to recognize clearly that we cannot solve all of the problemns which confront us; resources-human, material, financial--are,
limited, and we must all involve ourselves in the difficult business of
making choices between a, whole host of options which present
themselves.
To the extent that we, as a society, choose where to invest our
precious resources wisely, there is a real hope for progress. Where, then,
among the possible alternatives-health education, manpower, facilities, research, preventive care, curative care, rehabilitative care, financing, coordination, planning, to name but a few-should we make our
investments?
In order to answer this question intelligently, we must look directly
at the overall goals of the health care system. I think that, too often,
the issue of goal setting is avoided in our society, and we later find that
we have no means of evaluating our past successes or measuring how
much more there is to achieve.
Clearly, no single set of goals will be accepted by all people. However, we offer the following goals as a point of departure. I'd like to
summarize them briefly:
1. The provision of a comprehensive range of preventive, curative and rehabilitative health services, In a mix reflective of the needs, as well as the
demands, of our Nation's people.
2. The assurance of accessibility and availability of these services to all
of the people of this country.
3. The assurance of acceptability to the consumer and that the services
provided meet a series of generally accepted minimum standards of quality.
4. The provision of these services In an economically efficient, as well as an
effective, manner.

Let us consider each of these in somewhat greater detail. First, the
demand for health services can be understood in an economic sense as
those services for which people are willing and able to pay.
The need for health services is a more difficult concept to grasp,
since it can be reflective of either the provider's or the consumer's
viewpoint. The provider will generally frame the question in terms
of the incidence and prevalence of undiscovered or untreated disease
within the population. The consumer will frame it in terms of more
vaguely formulated feelings and desires for. responsiveness and personal attention on the p art of health care providers.
In light of these, adjustments in the mix between primary, secondarT anA tertiary health services, inpatient and otatient sevcsth
relative numbers of health professionals, the organization of delivery
systenis, and the methods of providing reimbursement for these services are absolutely essential.
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Particularly important will be the development of services at both
ends of the health care spectrum. Thus, prevention and rehabilitation should complement the curative services centering around episodic
crisiss oriented' care which are themselves in need of revision.
Second, accessibility and availability should be fundamental characteristics of whatever form of health care system this country p ossesses. By accessibility we mean that racial, religious, sexual, and socioeconomic characteristics of either individuals or groups of individuals should not serve as externally imposed barriers to the receipt
of comprehensive health services.
By availability we mean that the full range of health services are
actually in existence in sufficient quantities to insure that consumers
can actually obtain them.
Third, acceptability is understood to mean that health serivces are
provided in a dignified, humane manner, responsive to the felt needs
and expressed desires of consumer recipients.
In addition, in assuring minimum acceptable standards of care, the
provider system must address itself to not only technical quality issues, but those of acceptability as well. In addition, the provider systein must make explicit its guarantees of responsible action in carrying
out the public trust and must commit itself to cooperative action with
public authorites to develop and operate the mechanisms for carrying
out these guarantees.
Fourth, in addition to providing effective services-that is services
which accomplish what they purport to accomplish-it is essential
that health services be provided at the lowest possible cost in terms
of both manpower and money consistent with the other stated goals of
the system. This goal,' in particular, addresses itself to the important
question of our society's e ort so allocate scarce resource with wisdom
and justice.
A number of different proposals have been espoused to deal with
different issues related to the achievement of these goals. We will
now consider a number which we believe have merit.
Mr. SATTLER. I am Raymond L. Sattler, the national president of
the Student American Pharmaceutical Association, and the chairman and cofounder of the National Coalition of Student Professionals, an interdisciplinary organization with representation from the
national professional societies o;f students of medicine, dentistry, nursing, and pharmacy., I am pleased to be here today as a part of this
group of student leaders, presenting some of our thoughts about the
health crisis in America.
It has been a parent for some time that we are approaching a crisis,
in which the demand 'for health services will soon overwhelm our
ability to provide them. The situation is precipitated by a number of
factors, somne of which include an astounding increase in the technological advances of the medical sciences, an increasing sophistication
on the part of health consumers as to the value and range of services
available to them, and an increase in the number of people covered by
third party or health insurance programs. The recent attention given
to the maldistribution of health care has brought at least an initial
recognition of the unmet needs for services that exist in many rural
and innercity areas throughout the country. With the growing accept-
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ance of the philosophy that good health is a, basic human right, and a
necessary prerequisite to full participation in the affairs of society,
those unmet needs will be transformed into an unparalleled demand for
health services.
If we are to meet those new demands for services, and ait the same
time work to improve the health of all Americans, we must develop
a more efficient health delivery system. that encourages involvement of
health consumers in the provision of their own heal1th-care, services.
It should be clear that.we, are faced with a manpower shortage, but
simply allocating more money for the production of additional health
practitioners will not solve our health problems. Even if WNe were to
double our rate of educating health pracitioners, it is likely that we
would not be capable of meeting -the anticipated demands for health
services, unless we were to develop more efficient methods of utilizing
our health manpower resources. As student health professionals we
have been told that the health team concept offers great potential for
improving the efficiency of the utilization of our health manpower. But
we have found that the health team is a, myth, and it will remain a
myth unless we effect drastic changes in our educational system, in
tim attitudes of our health practitioners, in the health delivery system,
and in the funding mechanisms that presently stifle innovaton.,
We have all heard a ' reat, deal bout the health team concept, but
few of us hiave beenl able to ptaltici pate as members of health teams
in the process of acquiring our formal educational experiences. In
too many cases medical, dental, nursing, and pharmacy schools exist
adjacent to eachi other, with little interaction occurring among their
respeOctive student,-, let alone, their faculties. If we are to become members of health teams following our graduation, it is essential that
we gaini ani understanding of the education and capabilities of the
other teamii members as an integral component of our professional
education.
It is important, that we expand the, traditional health team concept
to include a whiole new core of allied health personnel, who can assime mnanY of the day-to-day responsibilities presently being carried
by physicians, dentists, nurses, and pharmacists. We can no longer
afford the luxury of having our health professionals perform tasks
thiat can be performed competently by people with significantly shorter
education and training.
We must start planning the production and utilization of our health
manpower resources based on our needs, as defined by the epidemiologic data, that we have available. It is time that we give attention to
the fact that it does not require a 6- to 10-year post high school education to prepare a health professional to handIle the, routine aspects of
doing physicals and taking histories, of filling teeth or dispensing
prescription drugs. We know that at least 65 percent of medical problems could be handled by primary care practitioners other than phiysicians, yet we continue to use physicians as primary practitioners in
our health system. Furthermore, we defend this use of our valuable
resource by arguing that people would not want to be seen by anyone
other than a physician. I believe that it would be relatiely easy to
convince our health consumers of the value of the. changes that we
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mnighlt, propose, if the changes would help them avoid a 40-minute waitinig p eriod in their physician's waiting room.
There has recently been a good deal of cribicism directed towards
thie tendency for medical practitioners to specialize, rather than to
serve, as general practitioners. Frankly, I believe that this is probably
the most important right move that has been madie by the,medical profession in years. Specialization opens the door to the encouragement of
nurses to take on the responsibilities of serving as primary care practitioners, a role that many of them are already qualified to assume, and
that many more could assume with. little additinal training.
Many dental students and practitioners 'have told me that much of
the routine dental services, such as dental screening and the filling of
teeth, can easily be provided by 2-year post high school technician,,.
If this is the case, then why shouldn't we encourage our valuable professionatl dentists to concentrate their talents on complex problems in
the specialty areas of periodontics, endodontics, orthodontics and
dental surgery? We can certainly increase our ability to educate. dental
technicians without nearly the ost that it would take to effect a similar
increasVe in the number of 'dentists.
If we examine the practice patterns of pharmacists across the country, we find that there is a tremendous variation in the contributions
made to patient care by these health practitioners. In some cases
pharmacists do little more than counting and pouring drugs and typing labels for containers. In other circumstances we find that pharmacists are involved as consultants to other health practitioners in the
process of solving complex problems in therapeutics, in monitoring
drug therapy to avoid drug interactions and adverse reactions, to assure optimal-response to a therapeutic regimen and to counsel patients
on the proper use of their drugs. We assume the high costs of educating pharmacists for a minimum of 5 or 6 years beyond high school,
yet in many instances we find pharmacists spending the majority
of their time counting. pouring, and typing. We already have the'technological expertise necessary to completely mechanize those functions,
but for some reason we persist in wasting potential therapeutic talents
of our pharmacists by using them as human counting machines.
We need to address ourselves to the ultimate root of problems related to the delivery of health-care services, namey the environment,
process, and content of our education as heat professionals. Our
future practice pa tterns will be greatly influenced by our formal
educational experiences. If we are to bring about any significant
changes in the -health delivery syTstem, then changes must necessarily
be preceded and accompanied by appropriate modifications of our
educational system.
The timelhas come for us to reevaluate seriously the length of time
necessary to produce health professionals, with the purpose of doing
everything possible to shorten the required educational period without
sacifcn th quality of preparation that we now enjoy. We should
make it possible for students to take preprofessional courses as electives*during their high school years. We should integrate courses in the
humanities and social sciences throughout the professional curriculum
rather than making them prerequisite to it.
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WVe should develop core curricula in our health science schools that
would make it possible, to offer students a common background of information upon which they can build their respective health careers.
We should develop formalized interdisciplinary experiences that encouirage student health professionals to work together in the process
of acquiring the knowledge -and skills of human relations necessary to
serve as health professionals. We should p lace students in interdisciplinary teams and rotate them through clinical clerkships that
encourage thiem to share their specialized talents in patient care activities. We should place an emphasis on providing ambulatory experiencesin nw practice models in group practice clinics, in neighoho
health centers, and in community hospitals. Above all, we must find a
way to encourage the professional schools to educate health teams
rather than individual, isolated, health practitioners.
As we consider the national health insurance proposals that come before us, we must ask whether they contain financial incentives to encourage more efficient practice patterns in our health delivery system.
'We must examine the legal barriers to the efficient utilization of health
manpower, with the purpose of changing laws that limit our abilities
to provide services that we are competent to provide. 'We should review our present insurance plans for health practitioners and attempt to implement the concept of nonfault liability, so that our
health team members are not forced to waste their time deciding who
is at fault when inevitable human errors occur.
It has been a, tradition that States have, the right to license health
practitioners, but this has resulted in chaotic situations in which practitioners are determined to be competent to practice in one S tate but
not in the next. Especially at a time when we have a serious maldistribution of health professionals, it should be evident that this practice is
no longer acceptable. It is about time that we start worrying-less about
States' rights and more about human rights in health care matters. We
should immediately establish nationwide licensing procedures that
encourage greater mobility of ou~r health practitioners.
We have been strongly encouraged by the passage of the E mergency
Health Manpower Act, which provides for a national health services
crops. We see this act as the first significant step forward in the process of solving our maldistribution problems. We do hope that this
legislation w-ill not be seen as the final answer to our problems, but
rather as one of the viable alternatives to the p resent unsatisfactory
situation. 'We are enthused with the concept of the health maintenance
organizations and we look forward to participating in their future de'velopment and implementation as an innovative method of providing
truly comprehensive health services from an interdisciplinary base.
I do hope that in this time of impending crisis, when we turn our attention to the problems of the health system that we do not become
so concerned about solving the complex problems of individual patients that we forget about the relationship between the problems of
the patient and the problems of society. A person cannot be considered
healthy unless hie is able to live in harmony with himself and society.
The World Health Organization definition as a state of complete
mental, and social well-being-not merely the absence of inphysical,
frmity or disease-speaks directly to the issue. Ou~r health responsi-
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bilities go beyond providing services to patients: we must also involve
ourselves in activities that will help to eliminate the many social and
environmental problems that cause our people physical and mental
anguish. But while we increase our involvement in the affairs of the
community at large, we have a concurrent obligation to involve the
people of the community in health care. We need to place more of an
emphasis on the development of community based health educational
programs that will enable people to help themselves avoid health problems that can be prevented through preventive medical programs and
medical self -help techniques.
Additionally, those programs should serve to educate health constiniers as to the most efficient ways of utilizing our health resources,
as well as encouraging them to participate in the planning of health
facilities and -thedevelopment of health programs in general.
As my final point I would like to reiterate the point that we did
not come here to rebuke. other individuals or organizations. As student
health professionals we are the inheritors of the health system, and!
we are going) to be working with it for the next 40 years. We hope
that you will join us in giving your commitment to, the changes that
will bie necessary if we are to improve the quality of life by improving
the health of all Americans.
I thank you for your attention.
MNiss GR*TmO. In viewing the present health-care system we -are-aware
that, the traditional roles of health professionals 'are not meeting the
needs and demands of society. The health-care delivery system presently. demnonstrates'not only a shortage of manpower, but, -also maldistribution of heolli professionals.
Based on the concept that the health-team approach provides new
directions for the delivery of health care, we must examine the new
voles for individuals which are now possible. These new roles are
specific approaches to meet the needs of the system. In relation to
this, we will examine the nursing profession, its past and its future.
The nurse, as she always has, continues to have constant contact
with the patient and his family.. In the hospital she cares for the
patient directly, while the physician is somewhat isolated, seeing
the patient perhaps only on morning rounds. It is the nurse who brings
key signs and symptoms to the doctor's attention in this setting. In
many emergency rooms it is the nurse who helps to select which
patients are sick enough to see the doctor. She also performs various
routine examinations to help evaluate, the patient's condition.
In. the community, however, the public health nurse performs wellbaby examinations, counsels families and refers patients to the appropriate health agencies. These activities have been carried out for
years, with competency but. without recognition that such a role is
exten ding beyond the bounds of traditional nursing care. Considering
that the, above roles exist, how can we utilize these existing functions
in the efficient utilization of nursing manpDower today?
In accordance with the need for the extended role for the nurse,
wve are beginning to see the advent, of the clinical nurse specialist
who is trained specifically in such areas as maternal and child health,
psychiatry and chronic diseases. We are also seeing the long awaited
recognition of the nurse midwife. All of these 'are attempts to use
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the capabilities of nurses which have been demonstrated in the past.
*We are seeing that no longer must the physician be solely responsible
for primary care, screening and counseling. It is now being shown
that with intensified preparation and further education, nurses are
able to use an increased amount, of independent judgment and responsibility in delivering health care. She functions by providing
not Only (irect nursing care to those who are, ill, but also; by taking a
larger r-Ole in preventive and rehabilitative health services.
r1Ihe extended role of the nurse has perhaps been mde possible
throug-h the graduial modification of the system of nursing education.
No longer are nurses predominantly products- of hospital schools of
nursing, but rather the trend is toward higher institutions of learning.
W1ith the emphasis toward collegiate programs the nurse is becoming
exposed to new areas and experiences. 1Her education is now closely
oriented to the community as well as to the hospital setting. Trends
aire not liited' to the unidergraduate level for it is now being demonstrated that there is an increased need for masters' programs in
order to prepare nurses for such roles as demonstrated with the
clinical nurse specialist, the pediatric nurse practitioner and the nurse
midwife.
Nursing is attempting to fill manpower gaps as well as shortages
which have been revealed in the present system. This will only be
accomplished through the health-care 'team -approach. It is because
nursing is truly interested in improving patient care, promoting
health, and preventing disease, that the team approach provides us
with collaboration in addition to existing specialization.
Mr. BROWN. Gentlemen, in a racist environment, a nonwhite must
thoroughly understand' his predicament as a victim and not be amazed
by the horrible manifestations of white supremacy. It is therefore
fitting that,, as a nonwhite medical student, I am appearing before
you today to recall a few of the sad facts surrounding the ill health
of nonwhites in this country, and to request that you do something
to alleviate these problems. This is indeed ironical, since most of you
have known about the peculiar predicament of nonwhites for longer
than we have lived. Despite your well- publ ici zed studies and those of
your colleagues, our status remains essentially unchanged.
Black children in Mississippi still live miserably with overwhelming parasitic infestations while their brothers and sisters in New York
and Washington, D.C. become mentally retarded as a result of eating
lead-base paint from the walls of rat-infested living quarters. Chicanos
in the Southwest struggle to fight off diseases that result fromt crowded
living conditions. Indians in Arizona suffer from grossly substandard
care. Meanwhile, thousands of other nonwhite youngsters are being
destroyed by narcotics. Before we elaborate further onl what is being
called a health crisis, allow us to remind you that among my people
there is also an education crisis, a housing crisis, atfinancial crisis and
a lost of other crippling crises which are the logical manifestations
of a racist environment. In other words, life itself is a crisis for millions of people in this country-the land of the free and the home of
the brave.
However, in focusing onl the terrible health conditions of the socalled minorities, you have struck upon a most vital aspect of our
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subexistence. For it is in the health arena that we can clearly see
the effects of a cruel, systematic denial of human rights. Allow us to
concentrate briefly onl the lack of health personnel am-ong nonwhites
in this country.
We shall refrain from offering a pile of statistical data on the subject. Rather, we shall attempt to support our contention that the
present disparity in numbers of health-care workers in the white and
nionwhvlite populations is no accident.
There are, today, at least 160 million white people in this country.
There are approximately 250,000 white physicians to serve their
people.
There are, today, at least 25 million black people in this country.
There are approximately 6,000 black physicians to serve their people.
Thlis disgraceful disparity has existed for many years and is even
worse in other health professiohis. For example, more than 60 percent
of the licensed practical nurses, LPN's, in this country are black, but
less than 10 percent of the country's registered nurses, RN 's, are
black. Yet, it was only after years of begging, pleading, and demanding, that blacks and other nonwhites were able to crack open the doors
of this Nation's health science schools and it is only a crack. Today,
despite all the noise about minority recruitment, blacks still represent
less than 4 percent of the total medical student population-at this
rate it is obvious that many years will pass before the number of nonwhite health workers will correspond reasonably to the nonwhite population. Without trained personnel it will be impossible to have our
needs met. But then, given the racist nature of this society, it is folly
to expect that our needs will be met when even thousands of whites
are without decent medical care.
Despite such overwhelming odds, there are some people in this
country who are attempting to improve the health status of all people.
The National Medical Association's Project 75, the Student American
Medical Association's Indian health project, Howard University's
Mississippi project and many urban health projects are all evidence
of sustained effort in the face of vicious opposition.
No one in this room knows how much longer the dilemma of nonwhite people will persist. Nature has her own way of making things
balance-sooner or later. But in the interim, it is fitting that black,
brown, red, an~d yellow people should come before men such as you
gentlemen and 9ask for what should be ours, accept what is given, and
compensate for the rest.
Thank you.
Mr. ANDRUS. At the beginning of our testimony today we stated
the following four goals for the health care system:
(1) provisio&L of care which is comprehensive in nature;
(2) provision of care which is accessible and available for
all people;
(3) provision of care in a manner acceptable to consumers and
with guaranteed minimal levels of quality; and
(4) provision of care which is economically feasible in addition to being objectively effective.
Mr. Sattler has pointed toward the concept of the health team as
one means of making comprehensive services available to our popula-
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tion. Miss Grigg has suggested that new roles for existing health professional groups will be adopted in an effort to achieve the same goals.
Mr. Brown has clearly pointed to the racism inherent within our society which prevents access to health services for some of this Nation's
people. Furthermore, to the extent that this same racist process has
existed and continues to exist in our health science educational institutions, a further barrier to adequate health services is posed.
'With these stated goals in mind, additional priority areas in the
health-care system which require action can be brought into sharper
focus. Today we will identify and briefly discuss four:
1i) health manpower;
2) preventive and environmental health services;
(3) quality control mechanisms;
(4) financing of health care.
First, health manpower is probably the most crucial area of crisis
in health today. We are not referring simply to the need for more
doctors, nurses and other health professionals. Numbers alone are important, and the evidence clearly shows that we do need more of most
categories of health workers. Nevertheless, the patterns of distribution and utilization and the relative mix of various types of health
professionals are significant contributors to the manpower shortage
of which everyone speaks. Furthermore, the whole pattern and style
of various health professional educational programs tends to perpetuate the fragmentation in services which currently exists and to
impede progrss in the direction of the health team concept which
Mi. Sattler has discussed.
Thus large-scale and broadly based efforts to produce change in
the health manpower education and training system are essential.
These will involve collaborative efforts between students and educators to innovate within their educational programs, to shorten curiculum time and stimulate interdisciplinary learning experiences.
New centers of health science education, geographically located so
as to at least partially correct problems of manpower distribution,
are essential. Decentralization of health professional education so as
to increased community-based educational experiences as compared to
current exposures to academic centers are also clearly necessary. Vigorous efforts such as Mr. Brown discussed earlier to seek out potential
health workers from disadvantaged groups in our population and
provide assistance and incentives to them to complete professional
education must go hand in hand with increased direct financial support for our heath science schools and students.
Second, in terms of the type of services which the health care System has historically proviaed, there is a disproportionately heavy
emphasis on services which have been described as episodic, "crisis
oriented," and curative in nature. One factor which has tended to
reinforce these trends is the proclivity of clinicians to look for a
diagnosis; thus, the patient is assumed diseased until proven otherwise. Another factor which has tended to maintain this aspect of
health services is the greater willingness of consumers to pay for
health services only during times of crisis, and the tendency of vol-r
untary and governmental financing programs to mirror this type of
behavior. We as a society need to develop better means of supporting
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preventive and environmental health services. More effective immunization programs against childhood diseases which reach all
groups in our po pulation, air and water pollution control, and eradication of lead paint and rats from our cities' central districts are
but a few examples of efforts which reach large segments of our
Nation's people. Yet to date, we have not provided the manpower or
the money or the commitment to deal effectively with these problems.
An additional related area of importance which has received little
attention is health education: Giving our people the information they
need to help themselves stay healthy and to participate actively in
their own care when they are ill.
Third, we need to move aggressively into the area of effective quality control in the health care system. The time has gone for lauding
ourselves on our ability to provide the finest quality of care in the
world (to a minority of our people). The fact is that there exist wide
fluctuations in the competence of the health care provided for different groups of people. We can no longer occupy ourselves with vague
discussions of optimal health care, but must address ourselves to the
task of specifying minimally acceptable standards of quality in care
and assuring that they are maintained. Medical and other forms of
licensure should not be used as exclusionary tools to limit the number
of practitioners. Rather than being primarily a punitive weapon, they
should be employed to stimulate continuing educational efforts by
health practitioners, and periodic recertification should be employed
in an effort to assure continuing competence. Financin* mechanisms,
appropriate legislative policy, the educational institutions, and professional associations all have major roles to play in this area.
Finally, it is becoming increasingly evident that newer and more
efficient means of financing health care are necessary if we are to
assure the goal of accessibility of health care to all our citizens.
Clearly, some form of national health insurance is inevitable, and is
increasingly supported by widening segments of our population, including health science students. Sucl a program can provide powerful
leverage to influence the development of more efficient delivery of care
and better quality control machinery within the system.
It is clear, however, that national health insurance is not a panacea
for the "health care crisis," and it would be a cruel hoax perpetrated
on the American people to market it as such. If there is any lesson
to be learned from the medicare Program, it is that dollars alone will
not insure the availability of service Clearly, the issue is not one of
governmental exodus from the health care financing field; rather, it
is one of renewed efforts in approaching the health care crisis as a
complex of difficult problems resulting from a number of interrelated
causes. Thus, vigorous efforts to increase the supply of providers,
together with other approaches must occur simultaneously to the
institution of national health insurance.
The previous observations have led students to conclude that only
a widely based attack on the "crisis" by a variety of disparate groups
is likely to lead us toward the possibility of resolution. We see legislators enacting progressive legislation; not simply annational health
insurance program, but laws to strengthen our health care educational
institutions, to support environmental protection programs and to
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encourage better quality care. We see professional associations working together to develop the "health team" approach to health care,
and to increase the scope of their concerns to broader social issues
rather than the more narrowly defined vested interests of the past.
We see the educational institutions experimenting with new forms of
teaching and opening up opportunities for minority and disadvantaged
students to pursue health professional education. And we see the people
of this country confronting the providers of health care with demands
for effective and humane services, shouldering their share of their
own health maintenance through education, and providing the commitment necessary at the ballot box in order to assure that government
works to cooperate with providers in fulfilling the public trust.
Mir. Chairman, student voices which have,-in the past, been filled
with hard rhetoric have become softer. Students have gone into the
communities of our Nation with concern and compassion, and have
been profoundly disturbed by what they have seen.
We have returned to our own schools with the determination to
learn the tools we will require to achieve necessary changes in health
care delivery and to provide the kind of care we believe our Nation's
people deserve. We seek after a new kind of inspired and inspiring
leadership for our professions and for our Nation in order to bring
these things to pass. We recognize that health can no longer be left
solely to the professionals and we seek new partnerships for progress
with consumers, government, and other providers. We no longer
approach our task as adversaries, bent on condemnation of the faults
or fallacies of other parties. Instead we will raise our voices as advoCates, identifying the problems, and urging others to join with us in
their solution. We do so in the firm conviction that what health is all
about is people-people serving and helping each other. And we believe
that people joined together can make our Nation healthy again.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It is terribly
helpful testimony.
T am wondering if you would care to characterize the sort of health
crisis that exists in the country at the present time. 'Iasked the AMA
representatives the question earlier. You might have been here at that
time, and they gave their response to it. I would be interested in how
you view the health care crisis today.
Mr. ANDRUS. I believe, Senator, that you asked if, indeed, there was
a health crisis in this country. Our answer is yes.
Mir. SATTLER. I think a significant point should be made in that we
are now beginning to identify as a crisis is only the tip of the iceberg.
It is quiite clear that what we have traditionally recognized as unmet
needs in our urban and rural areas throughout the country are suddenly corning to light, and I think as we begin to look more in terms
of health being a necessary prerequisite in the participation of affairs
of society, you will notice a general increase throughout the country
of health care services.
I think it is important also to recognize that we have not really been
looking at the needs of health practitioners in other areas of the
country such as the South, and not necessrily just in those poor urban
and rural areas. Even in the New England States the number of physicians per unit of population is amazingly low.
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What we would point out is yes, we are beginning to recognize a
crisis, but it is going to go much beyond what we first recognize it as
being. As we begin to bring about an understanding within our population of the need for hea,_lth services and the change in the individual's
ability to relate and involve themselves in the affairs of society, then
we will see a crisis which is much greater than what we now recognm ze.
Mr. BROWN. I think the recognition of this problem as a crisis is
very similar to the thought patterns that preceded the recognition of
drugs as a drug cisis, a drug problem. People in Harlem and Watts
have been smoking reefers and shooting dope for a number of years,
but at that time it was a "nigger" problem, and then when peopleimportant people and their relatives-begran to get hooked on dope,
it became a national problem. It became a nation al crisis. So then we
began to wonder what nation they are talking about.
Mr. ANDRUIS. I think we also have a crisis in the setting of priorities
as they involve determination of goals. We heard a considerable
amount of testimony this morning to the effect that with new technologic advances, all of which seem to be expensive, we are able to
offer bigger and better things to the people of this Nation.
I think it remains the fact that we have failed miserably in many
areas of our country to provide the "cheap," ")Cinexpensive,"easysy)
kinds of health care that we believe are essential and should be included within the minimal accepted standards of health care which are
avail able to all people in this country.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, do I gather from your response that you
think we can patch up the existing system to achieve what you have
identified arc the areas of important needs,, or do you believe that we
have to take some major, new departures in reorganizing the whole
system?

Mr. ANDRUS. I think in view of our testimony today on the health
care team concept and in view of testimony earlier last fall and now,
too, on national health insurance, students are recognizing today that
we are going to have to adopt a whole series of new approaches to
health care delivery.
Patchwork solutions are not going to do. We are going. to have to
broaden our notion of what we mean by health. We are going to have
to have to concern ourselves with environmental pollution issues. We
are going to have to concern ourselves with the rats and with the lead
paint. These have to be concerns in the health care system. They have
not been in the past. We are going to need new means and more effect ive means of financing health care. We are going to need to reorganize
the way health services are delivered to insure that, in fact, they are
available to the people.
Senator KENNEDY. Why does medicredit not do that?
Mr. ANDRUIS. Would someone else care to respond? If not I will.
Senator KENNE DY. I will if you do not.
Mr. ANDRUS. I'm willing to give equal time to all members of the
panel on this. I do not think that medicredit is a departure from our
current system.
Senator KENNEDY. I do not know whether I called it "'minicredit"
or "medicredit."
Mr. ANDRUS. If it was "'minicredit" that may very likely be appropriate. I think that it does not provide the guarantees of availability
59-66i-71-pt. 4-41
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and accessibility of services that we have addressed ourselves to today
in our testim-ony.
I think we have stated very clearly that the national health insurance, system which is adopted imust guarantee that these services arc
available to all people. I think that they are going to have to be dramnatic changes, too, in that the financing system- must be tied with thle
(le ier system to stimulate reorganization of the delivery system, to
stilate, more effective quality control measures, and to insure thiat
all people have access to that system.
r.Sv n.Ithink that, is a point I would like to reiterate again.
The main fault I would find in medicredit, as it stands at the miomenit,
is simply it does not insure any kind of innovation in the system itself.It does not allow for experimentation with new miodes of providing
health care services: It may not be that we will be able to find one p)erfect system that will serve all the needs throughout all the areas of
the country, but I think we have to have a, system Which LUilds incentives to try out new ways of providing care.
Senator KENNEDY. I could not agree, with you more, and I think one
of the strongest and most compellIing parts of S. 3 is that resource
development fund which hopefully will do the very thing that you
suggest. Initially, it is $200 million, goes to $400 million, and eventually is about $2 billion a year. It will mean resources for the encouragemnent and the development of innovative and creative programs in
different parts of the country.
I think this is really one of the strong points of the legislation and
at part which has no Similar provision in the meclicredit plan.
Mr1. SATTLER. I think so, too. Your bill has, no doubt, the strongest
provision for innovation of any of the bills we have seen introduced to
date.
There is one -very small point about it that relates to delivery of
pharmaceutical services that I am a little concerned -about. I think that
is about the only areat in the bill 'that does not encourage innovation.
You. say there that the drugs that are covered will be those provided
in an institutional setting, in a, prepaidi group practice arrangement,
for chronic or prolonged illness.
What we are talking about here is the provision of drugs-as I have
already said today, I think this can be mechanized and once that is
done we can turn our valuable pharmaceutical resources towards
working on problems in therapeivtics, on drug reactions and interactions that are actuallyy sending people back to the hospital having the
previous problem, and going home with inadequate therapy. 'We can
look over'the -utilization patterns we have among our physicians and
patient relationships and try to do what we can to'try to bring about
more rational prescribing of drugs that will overall rieuce the overutilization.
Senator KENNEDY. Could you send me your reconcuedaticns?
Mr ATLR.Iwould love to.
Mr. BRzOWN. I do not know whether, in the longrun, there will be
that much difference between the two. I do know on paper there is a
great deal of difference and one seems to imply that, disadvantaged
people will get a better deal.
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However, history teaches mneto be suspicious at all times, and, you
know, the Success of this particular 'bill or its application for mne at
least will depend on if you cani get it to work in certain parts of 'the
country, if you can get governments to release funds that might be
attached to it in some form or another, then you take some of the
ingredients out which have caused other programs 'to fail.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you have any feeling about changing and
altering the financing mechaniism, whether that be done through the
private insurance companies or through a social security trust fund
type of arrangement?
MAfr. SATTLEII. I 'think on this point it would be foolish at this time,
just tou'ssume that we might do it either in one or the other or a comnbinawtion without really lookingu't their abilities to handle the services
and cut down. the admninistrattive costs. I have not heard that many
proposals yet that sounded all that innovative that would be that much
more efficient than what we might be able to do in social security. I
think we should leave the door open towards the possibility of the
private enterprise sector being willing to respond, if given prodding
and motivation, withl additional ways of handling the health matters
than they have in the past.
I think it is a rather small chance but I 'think it is still there. The
Social Securit 'y Administration has done a rather outstanding Job
in 'terms of our health programs we have right now in medicare. I'do
not 'think there is any question about 'that. Buit I think there are still
a good number of changes thatt are goin g to be necessary if we are
going 'to have the kind of efficiently administered programs that allow
us to provide the maximum number of services 'to our people.
Mr. ANDRUS. I would like to reemphiasize'the point 'that Ray made.
I (think there is too much pluralism within our current health care
and within the means we use to finance it to completely divert
tisystem
at to a m-onolithic approach for dealing with all our health problems. That would be'a mistake and I do not'think that is what your
bill purports'to do, either.
I 'think a very -important thing for us to do would be to conduct
time kinds of clinical -trials we need to find out whether the Private inisurance industry can be used effectively to handle the administrative
aspects of health insurance at a reasonable price, as an alternative
possibly 'to complete governmental supervision. I 'think that both of
'these 'have 'to 'be 'tried. I 'think we should make our decision about
which is more effective on the 'basis of experience.
Senator KE,,NNEDY. I-ave we not had 30 years of trial with the
private insurance companies?
Mr. ANDRUS. We havebu't to a, very large evteiit the Government

hias stayed clear of the whole issue of regulation of the insurance industry 'and I think that omme different kind of approach that we could
take would be through very strong public utility status or regulatory
supervision 'to ensure that, in fact, 'the insurance companies deliver
the goods to health care consumers.
Mr'. SATTLER. I think another point is'that we have not really had
that much Federal leadership in terms of developing new systems or
new methods of providing health care in the past. So maybe it is not
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fair to judge arbitrarily the insurance industry's activities over the
past 30 or 40 years without realizing that it-he health system itself is in
pretty bad shape.
I think when you begn to effect new changes in the way we provide
service,; that we wvill be able to bring~ about greater efficiencies in the
insurance programs also, and hopefully the element of competition
might be able to be used to promote the kind of services we all want
for our people.
Senator KENNEP r What kind of competition now? Do you not
want competition between the delivery systems, between the health
maintenance organizations, the neighborhood health centers, the group
practices? Maybe they are competing with each other and attempting
to get a contract with the regional agent from the system, you see.
That is how I see our system working, versus the fee-for-service system
which, in effect, does not provide any competition.
I mean, where is the leverage of competition between insurance
companies versus the leverage of competition between health delivery
systems? This is what I think we want to try and do. I am all for
putting competition in there, but I think what you have to do is have
the health delivery systems competing. If we have just the insurance
companies competing we are going to be just sort of going along with
the existing system.
Mr. ANDRUS. I would completely agree with you in the idea that
there should be competition both at the financing mechanism level
and in the delivery systems -themselves. I think the worst thing we
could possibly do would be to create a delivery system which essentially has monopoly control, or to perpetuate such a system, a system
which has monopoly control over the provision of health services.
What we do need to do is ensure that in fact there will be legitimate
opportunities for consumers to exercise the freedom of choice which
we hear much talk about. In fact, in Appalachia today, in many areas,
there is only one doctor and lie is the doctor you see if you want health
care. In fact, in the south Bronx, the opportunities for freedom of
choice in who your phy),sician will be are severely limited.
I think that if the'fee for service model can compete effectively
with prepaid group practice or with health maintenance organizations, then that is all well and good and, indeed, we should use the
fee for service model as at least a portion of our way of delivering
health services.
I think it remains to be tested which can do the better job at the
lower cost, and I think it is essential that we do get on very soon with
the business of beginning to answer some of these questions.
Mr. SATTLER. I think you raised a fairly important point that maybe
we should give more attention to, also, the competition between various systems that have been proposed. Whether we are talking about
the San Joaquin project or the Kaiser-Permanente plan, I think it is
absolutely. essential that we start looking at ways in which we might
be increasing competition and lower our overall cost of providing
health care.
I was amazed in this morning's conversations that for some reason
we did not get into peer review in any great extent, -and it seems -that
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would be a very appropriate way of getting into peer review. If we
were contracting with a group of medical -practitioners or health practitioners in health services, I think they would be interested in finding
ways to eliminate excessive drug cost-, or excessive costs in p~roviding
any care so they might still be able to maintain their position.
S enator KENNEDY. And perhaps save. Then you are building the
incentive in in terms of the reduction of these kinds of procedures
rather than performance of them. This does not beg the argument of
having peer review.
Mr. SATTLER. There is no real incentive for peer review in the present system.
Senator KENNEDY. I agree with that, and we are going to ask some
questions because Dr. Roth and others have pointed at the progress
that hias been made now at last in peer review. It has taken them (60
years or so to get down that road; anid as you make. in one of your
points, the role of the consumer has to be greatly increased in terms
of the whole health area. They are the ones that have such little
voice in terms of the kind of health system that we, have.
Mr. SAITLER. Traditionally, the consumer seems to be pushed out of
the picture, so to speak, because of his inability to relate to complex
medical procedures. But I think the important point that we see in
the need for the consumer and the involvement of health planning
and all this is in the actual establishment of basic priorities, as to what
health needs should be in a community and how they should be met
in the first place. Because if the basic need is, as indicated by our
epidemiologic data base, indeed, for primary care, then maybe we
should not be putting all this money into all the complex cobalt units
that we are spreading throughout the country through the regional
medical programs.
Senator KENNEDY. That is good.
Mr. ANDRUS. To illustrate that point further, if the citizens in the
south Bronx were asked the question whether they would prefer to
have heart transplants or lead paint elimination programs, I think
it is quite clear what the answer would be.
Senator KENNEDY. And do they have a voice today?
Mr. ANDRUS. At the Martin Luther King Neighborhood Health
Center, they do.
Senator KENNEDY. Yes, but just in the general kind of system that
we are talking about, I do not see it.
Mr. SArrLER. I think this raises another interesting issue too. One
of the things that really caught the attention of a wide variety of
health-related people and consumers in general I think is the recent
suggestion that we set up a separate cancer institute for the sake of
going headlong into a war against cancer and eliminating this problem
from society. But if you look at the facts of the situation, cancer is
affecting mainly older groups within our population and the basic
needs fo primary care that relate to long-term savings of disease
problems, in inability to participate later on, of lives, would be so
m uch more appropriately accomplished by putting the emphasis on
primary care activities rather than even cancer itself.
I am not saying that I do not believe we should be doing cancer
research. That is hardly the question. But along with this kind of
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thing we must begin to recognize that it is not only the complex medical problems, such as, cancer, that are facing us; 'we have day-to-day
problems of people not, being able to eat properly because thiey do not
understand nutrition; of getting the wrong kinds of drugs; being
told that these will solve all their problems; and coming down with
colds that keep young people away from school; and there are many
more, problems thiat could be handled with the same kind of expendliture of money that would probably bring about much greater savings
in the longrun.
Mr. l3ROWN. There is another area which you might focus on. There
is a diseasee eahlledl sickle cell anemia which; has a, tendency to affect
10 percent of the world's black population, and one who has sickle cell
anemia will probably not live beyond the age of 40. A little research
-there might, help.
Senator KENNED~Y. The President has $5 million in his budget
request on thiat program. rflat sum is not a great deal. I would like to
see a, great (deal more, but I amn hopeful that as we passed legislation
last, year that we can mnove in all these areas and expand the chances.
Let me ask you this, Mr. Brown. One of the problems that we have
is how are wve going to get young doctors to go back to the ghetto
even if we are able to increase, thie iiumbArs in medical schools. 'What
do youi think we, ought to be doing on that?
Mr. I3 ROWN. Well, that is a question that I have heard many times
in n-y attempts to recruit youing nonwhite, medical students, and it is
one of the favorites of administrators that do not intend to recruit
anyway.
I think it stems fromi-the basis of the question is your definition
of the ghetto. You see, right now, I am sitting here. I am the ghetto.
Wherever I go I am the ghetto. So that, you know, looking at the
ghetto as some geographical location afflicted by some ridiculous
phenomenon is a very poorly based premise.
I do not know many black physicians, for example, who have a
totally white clientele. T do not know that many white people who
make it a, custom. of going to a black physician. You know, black
p~hysicianis treat p)iiinarily blc people, no matter where they live.
This is what people are using. People are saying, "You live in the
so-called suburbs and we want you to move back into the ghetto." You
see, there is an element of romanticism there that many liberal
peopleSenator KENNEDY. Let uts set aside the semantics. How do you get
more doctors into Watts?
Mr. B-ROWN. How do you get more doctors into 'Watts? 'Who told
you. there are not doctors in Watts right now? You know, every black
doctor that I know in Los Angeles has patients-in fact, there are
many who have offices in Watts. But what people are pointing out is
they say they do not live there; but where do their black patients come
from ?
You see, it is not a very. real question. The question is can you
produce enough black physicians in proportion to the population?
That is the fundamental question.
Senator KENNEDY. What good is it going to do if the black physician lives down on Park Avenue and only takes care of blacks that
have incomes of $15,000 and above?
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Mr. BzOW.N. Things will work out for him.
Senator KENNEDY. Of course, things are

working out for him.

Mr.ADRUS.Ile hias a very small practice, Senator.
Mr. BROWvN. Not oniy does hie have a very smallI practice, but inherent
in that question and in any. discussion of it is -dhe assumption that
because black people are saying "11e, want more physicians, then we
have to guarantee the location. of that physician. You know, nobody
asks white students where they are goingr to practice. They practice
in the white ghetto. This is where they ,are.
Senator KENNEDY. IV017 I mieanMr. BROWvN. The questions is not real. It is not a real question. You
say is there anyv guarantee that these black guys will go into the ghetto
and practice, that the chicanoes will come back to the barrios and
practice. Why (10you ask this question?
Senator KENNTEDY. Because. there is a shortage of doctors in Roxbury
ais there is ini Charlestown. That is all lower middle income Irish and
there are no doctors down there. There is one doctor 65 years of age
taking care of 18,000 people. I want to get some health treatment to
the people in Charlestown and Roxbury.
You can talk all you want about living there, but I do not think
you are going to provide it in Charlestown if the guy lives out in
Belmont.
M,~fr. B3OWvN. What you do is tell the men who control medical institutions to remove the element of elitismn in medical education and op en
ti their schools, and then you will have. people coming back and thien
yiou will have people to go where you are describing. That is the questo;not where they are going to go.
M1.SATTLER. I think'thie problem 'that you raised is not only limited
to worrying about how we are going to got black physicians into
ghiettos, or, Spanish-American physicians into the. migrant worker
caiips of Oregon. I think it goes far beyond that.
T1think this is a question of commiitient of the people who are
actually getting into the health professions. I think traditionally our
aidmission standards have been 'based on such highly complex examinations that may not relate to the particular culture that the individuial comes from or of grade level achievement 'that may also reflect
cultural bias-these kinds of 'things are going to 'have to be seriously
reconsidered.
So when we do admit somebody we have the kind of individual
that is not going to 'be that concerned about living on Park Avenue,
Ibtt who aetnail> cares more about providTing health-care services.
One of our problems is that we keep relying on this tremendous
health practitioner in the form of -a physician traditionally. He is
going to gYo in and solve 'all our problems. I think that is one of the
problems we have. The people that actually can go into the medical
profession and can afford to take that many years out of their lives,
maybe those are not the people to go into the ghetto and provide the
kind of prim-ary care we have a, need for. So maybe there is an
answer.
Senator KENNEDY. I think that is hielpf ul.
Let me finally), -ask you this question. In your role as students in
grreat institutions of learning, what are you finding out from your
colleagues ais to their willingness and their interest to go into the
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delivery of health services today for people? Are your colleagues
going to go into specialization or are they more interested in getting
into the delivery of health services?
Mr. ANDtuTS. I think I can answer that for you, Senator. One of
the interesting things I have found in talking with physicians andI
others, is that they generally cite the track record of 3 years ago in
which the mnmberof primary physicians who were being turned out
by ;the inedical. schools-and perhaps others can speak for their
p rofessions-wvas in the order of perhaps 10 to 15 percent of the number of people. being graduated. They also noted a large decline in
interest in primary care between 1st -and 4th year students. A very
high percentage of medical students in their first year of medical
education would say, "Yes, I am interested in primary care," but
by the end of the four-year period the results were as I mentioned.
I think there is *a very clear change that is taking place in the
medical schools of this country today. People are saying, a very high
percentage are saying, "iYes", to primary care but now they are following through on their commitment by providing for themselves experiences Which the medical schools have not provided, by going to
Appalachia and having experiences in primary health care at firsthand,
by participating in neighborhood health clinics in the urban areas of
our country, by trying to provide themselves with experiences that will
make them capable of providing primary care.
So I think there is really a whole change in direction in this
generation of medical students and I think that we will live up to
our commitments to provide primary care 'and I think that it is
simply going to take 2 or 3 years before some of us start getting
out of medical school and getting through with our residency and
getting into the health-care system so we can begin to deliver health
services.
Mr. BROWN. I have noticed -anincrease among my colleagues also, in
terms of people wanting to go into family practice. However, it
should be noted-and, Senator Kennedy, this is of special interest
in terms of the question you -asked earlier as to where these people
would practice and what they would do. Most black physicians,
regardless of their specialty and their postgraduate training, end up
in general practice 'anyway, and you can check this out.
senator KENNEDY. I think anything you can do to help substan'tiate that thrust would be very helpful to this subcommittee. I believe
we had some testimony last year by some of the medical students,
,and they had some studies that they had done uip ait Harvard, Tufts
and B. U., which showed the movement in that direction.
Well, that is very reassuring. Just as law school graduates are
getting into legal services, it appears to me to be the case in the
medical profession as well. I think that is a very exciting development.
Mr. ANDRUS. I wonder, Senator, 'if I might correct one comment
that was made d~iring earlier testimony that I think conveyed an
entirely Wrong impression. This relates to the issue of what medical
and other health profession students are going to do in terms of their
careers.
The point was made earlier this morning -that the track record
showed that the loan forgiveness clauses in the health manpower
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Iecrislation had not been effective in enticing health profession Students into rural and urban health manpower shortage areas.
The point, in fact, though, is that this legislation was enacted so
recently that the medical students and the other health profession
students who were in school and receiving loans under that program
are only now beginning to graduate. Thus, it is going to take us -a few
more years and then we are really going to see many students avail
themselves of this provision. I do iot link they will do it because
of this incentive alone-but I certainly think in terms of dealing
with their personal financial problems-and health profession education is not cheap-many students will avail themselves of this provision. I think this will give us an indicator of the commitment of
students to practice in these shortage areas.
Senatorl(ENNE DY. Miss Grigg, is there anything you want to addV
Miss GRIGG. I just want to say that in the field of nursing, you
asked where our colleagues are going, and 'I think we are seeing a very
strong shift toward the commnunity-oriented nurse, the nurse who is
going out aiid is extending her role possibly in the medical center by
working within the clinics, who are attempting to provide some sort
of health care to their surrounding area.
But it is also interesting to note how the nurse has really increased
her role in preventive medicine, and I think this is perhaps one of
the most important areas that she could go forward in, let's say, and
I think this is important to realize.
Senator ICExNEY.'That is good.
Well, I want to thank you. I would like to submit sovae -questions to
you for some responses. I appreciate very much your comments here.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2:30 tomorrow afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 2 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at
2 :30 p.m., Tuesday, March 16,1971.)
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U.S. SENATE,
ON HEALTH OF THE COMMITTEE
ON LABOR ANT) PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washin~gton, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 2 :55 p.m., pursuant to recess, in room
4232, New Senate Office Building, Senator Edward Ml. Kennedy
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Kennedy, Pell, Dominick, Javits, and Packwood.
Committee staff members present: LeRoy G. Goldman, professional staff member to the subcommittee; Jay B3. Cutler, minority
counsel to the suibcommi-ittee.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will come to order.
I want to first of all express5 my appreciation to the witnesses that
we have scheduled today. Unfortunately I had to go out of town for
the funeral of Mr. Wh1itney Young and therefore we were unable to
meet this morning, but we are delighted to have had the cooperation
and patience of the witnesses we had scheduled this morning who
al)eared this afternoon.
.kt the outset I want to indicate the gratitude of myself, and the
other members of the subcommittee to the witnesses. I had a chance
to talk with some of the -other members on the floor where we have
,just been voting; and they are looking forward to coming by later
on this afternoon. This afternoon the Senate Health Subcommittee
resumes its hearing into the nature and magnitude of the health carc
crisis which confronts America.
Yesterday the subcommittee received testimony from the American Mledical Association and from a, panel of health science students.
During the AM~A's testimony I was struck by their apparent lack of
concern and urgency about the crisis. Their testimony stands in
stark contrast to virtually all the testimony which has thus far been
presented.
Today we turn to another aspect of the health care crisis-the role
of the private insurance companies in the financing of health care.
As we know the President's recently announced health program
places heavy reliance on the private health insurance industry to
guide us out of this crisis which grows worse each day. I am concerned that this proposal would be a giant step backward. With inadequiate and fragmented coverage generally available from private
insurers, we now have the insurance cart in front of the health care
h~orse.
Providers have ain incentive to deliver and seek higher cost and
sometimes inappropriate care simply because that's what the insur(70 1)
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aiice covers, If, after 40 years, it has not been possible to implement
comprehensive and effective health care programs which are financed
by the private insurance industry, why should we now compound the
error by placing even greater reliance upon them? I cannot accept
such an approach, because it is not in the interest of the American
p0 -'~I'. Forty years of experience have demonstrated that what is
good for the commercial insurance industry is not very good for the
people of this nation.
I stand convinced that any. new national health program. we enact
should be carried out like social security. The American people know
social security. It has their confidence and trust. Social security
works for people. The insurance industry works for profit. Social security helps people. The consumer is its friend. To the insurance
companies, people are the enemy, because every private claim is a
threat to corporate profit.
Today's witnesses represent the health insurance industry of
America and the subcommittee is anxious* to hear their views on
these important issues.
We have indicated yesterday during the whole course of our hearings on the health care crisis in the country that we have been attempting to hear from all the different and varied parts of the
health industry. We want to hear their views. We welcome their
views. We think that, as we pointed out time and time again, the
health industry is the fastest failing business in this country.
We have received hundreds and thousands of pieces of mail focusing on the health crisis, not only from poor people but from middle
class and wealthier peopl 'e who have lost their savings. The President
stated we have a health care crisis in- this country. The Secretary of
]JEW has underscored that. I think there is a general feeling within
the Members of the Congress that this condition does exist. We are
all looking for the best ways to meet that crisis.
I want to say that we weclome Senator Packwood today who has
been extremely interested in problems of health. He appeared before
the committee yesterday introducing some of those that we havesome of the witnesses we heard from and I want to extend a word
of welcome to him today.
Our first witness this afternoon represents the Health Insurance
Association of America. Mr. J. Henry Smith is president and chief
executive officer of the 'Equitable Life Assurance Society of the
United States. He is currently the chairman of the Health Insurance
Association of America's Health Care Task Force. He also served as
past chairman and chairman of the Health Insurance Council. He is
presently on the board of the Life Insurance Association of America
and served on the President's Commission on Income Maintenance
Programs.
Z. Smith is accompanied by Mr. Daniel W. Pettengill and Mr.
William C. White, Jr. Mir. Pettengill is chairman of the Health Insurance Association's Committee on Medical Economics, past chairman of the Health Insurance Council's Executive Committee and
vice president of Aetna Life & Casualty Co. He is also consultant
for thea National Center for Health Service Research Development
of H-EW and he served on the Advisory Council of Health Insurance for the Disabled.
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Mir. White is past chairman of the HJAA Medicare Administration Committee and currently chairman of the Health Insurance
Council's Medical R~elations Committee. He served on the HEW
Task Force in Medicaid and related programs.
We hav~e got a long list of achievements, accomplishments, writings, and background, and we want to extend a warm welcome to
you in your appearance before the committee here today.
STATEMENT OF J. HENRY SMITH, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF
THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL W. PETTENGILL,
VICE PRESIDENT, AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY, AND WILLIAM C.
WHITE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT, PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF
AMERICA
Mr. S1MnTI. As you have indicated, Senator, we appear here today
on behalf of the Health Insurance Association of America, the
American Life Convention, and Life Insurance Association of
Amierica.
The more than 500 member companies of these associations provide some 90 percent of the private health insurance underwritten
by the insurance companies in this country.
We understand the purpose of these hearings is to look into the
current status of health care in. this country with particular reference to the factors that have contributed to what many have labeled
a crisis situation. We are fully cognizant that the full dimensions of
the health problem in America. range considerably beyond either the
provision of health care or its financing. This is particularly so with
respect to inner-city residents, for those in certain rural areas, and
minority groups.
The problem embraces the total environment, including such matters as housing and pest control, inadequacy of diets, air and water
pollution, unemployment, welfare programs, and lack of good health
habits in the absence of adequate'health education. The effects of our
highway accident toll are obvious and sizeable. Such matters are
socioeconomic in nature and go beyond the immediate responsibilities
of health care professionals or personal health care financing institutionis.
Along with all others in the health care community, insurance
companies have viewed the weaknesses of our present health care delivery system with growing concern. As insurers which paid in ex8ilio
filealth:;insurance benefits last year,' we are Ipainfully aware of the rising cost of the care provided by the system.
Not only rising costs but also inadequacies in the delivery system
have caused a chorus of criticism of health care in America today.
For too many people, quality health care is not available when they
need it, where they need it, and at prices they can afford to pay.
Insurance companies have, been studying and working with these
problems for many years. In the past several years, we have intensified our efforts and have received input from many leading experts
197Quarterly Health insurance Claim survey, Health insurance Aissociatlon

of America,
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'in health care anid medical economics. The process has sharpened our
awareness that the Nation's health insurers, as representatives and
agents of the consumers, must see that unnecessary costs are avoided
and essential health care is available to all.
We hiave developed a, series of proposals which, taken as a whole,
offer what we regard to be the best approach to meeting the current
crisis. It is anl approach based onl the following principles:
First, every American should have access to quality health care regardless of income.
Second, the Nation's health care delivery system needs should be
restructured. The many sound elements and assets of the present systemn should be retained but reinforced with new prograins and reformns wherever personal health needs aire unmnet.
Trfiid, such a restructured system should draw upon the innovative capacity of the health professions, the flexibility. and
managerial skills of private insuring organizations, the capacities of
government, and take account of the concerns of the consumer at the
community level.
Fourth, comuprehiensivye health insurance should be made available
to all citizens. This canl best be achieved at lowest cost and most rapidly by expanding the scope of existing health insurance plans.
Fifth, improvements in the organization and delivery of health
care should go forward together with improvements in the means of
financing such care. To provide dollars without the required manlpower and services to meet the increased demand which dollars create, would only compound the current crisis. Financing techniques
should be used as leverage to achieve needed improvements in the
delivery system.
Sixthl, reforms should take place without imposing additional
crushing tax burdens upon our citizens. This can be done if maximum use is made of the private sector, and Government funds are
judiciously used to meet needs which cannot otherwise be met.
The relevance of our proposals can best be seen by placing them
in historical perspective. In this country the development of insuranice to cover the cost of health care arose out of the great depression of the early thirties. Although daily hospital costs were then
only about $5, many who needed hospital services were in no positionl to pay for them; and, consequently, the financial soundness of
hospitals was in jeopardy. Out of this situation, the Blue Cross
plans for prepayment of hospital expenses emerged. By the mid1930's, a number of insurance companies were making protection
available for health care costs during hospitalization. The wage
freeze of the war years brought about a rapid acceleration of employer health plans as labor unions turned their attention to collective bargaining for fringe benefits. Always, the major emphasis was
onl defraying the cost during hospitalization.
This emnpiasis increased over the years as rapid technological advanices' radically changed medical care, making it more effective and
more expensive. The use of "miracle drugs" and major surgical procedures rose dramatically. With the increased technical nature of
medical care caine, an increased degree of specialization and greater
reliance on the hospital and its battery of expensive equipment.
Growing awareness of the accomplishments of medical science and
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rising income leNvels led the public to increased acceptance tand use of

lioslitals.
As a, result of these forces today over 164 million Americans
undcer age 65--almost 91 percent of all noninstitutionalized civilians
in this age group)-are protected in varying degrees against the cost
of hospitalizationn 2
The consumer emphasis uponl insuring hospital costs has contribtited to increases in the rate of hospital admissions, as well as to the
durations of stay; so has the overbuilding of hospital beds in many
parts of the country and the physicians' growing feat- of malpractice
suits. 'The blame for today's excessive use of inpatient care rests on
no one group-it must be widely shared. Insurance companies bear
their share of the responsibility, and our proposals would go far in
the direction of solving the problem.
Insurance companies have made considerable progress in broadening health insurance beyond hospital-oriented coverage. Shortly
after World War 11, insurance companies recognized the need for
coverage of both in- and out-of-hospital expenditures and the catastrophic costs of major illness. In 1947, they began to offer benefits
for out of hospital, diagnostic, X-ray and laboratory services. Today
most new group insurance policies provide such covetage. In the
1950's, insurance. companies introduced both supplementary. major
medical and comprehensive medical insurance policies, paying for
care bothi in and out of a hospital. The acceptance by the public, of
these two forms of catastrophe coverage has been growing as is illustrated3 by the fact that over 70 million Americans are now so
coee.
Th
yia
aximum benefit being written today is
$20,000, although many group plans provide maximums of $50,000
or igher.4
Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and prepaid group practice plans offer
forms of extended protection to another 30 million persons. Thus,
over 100 million of the 164 million Americans under age 65, with
private health insurance protection, have some form of catastrophe
coverage.5
Group plans play a major role in our proposals. There are a number of reasons for this. First, three-fourths of the 103 million persons under age 65 covered by insurance companies are protected as
menibers of groups. We understand that an even larger proportion
is applicable to Blue Cross-Blue Shield and prepaid group practice
plans. Payments under groups plans amount to aln-ost 85 percent of
all health insurance benefits paid by private insurers.,, A large part
of "the cost of such group plans is paid for by employers.
Second, group insurance provides unique administrative, operationial, and marketing savings. For'large groups, the operating costs-exclusive of State premium taxes-average Aibout 4 / percent which.
is the' same or a 'bit less than the VFederal Governmnent's cost
2 "The Extent of Private Health Insurance Coverage In the U.S., Dec. 31, 1969" Health
Insurance Council. 1970.
3 Source B~ook of Health Insurance Data, Health Insurance Institute, 1970.
4"A Profile of Group Health Insurance In United States," Health Insurance Association of Atnerlca. 1968 ;and New Group Health Insurance Policies Issuted In i270, Health
Insurance Institute, 1970.
5 "Private Health Insurance In 1969." Social Security Bulletin, F'ebruary 1971.
'3 Source
Book of Health Insurance Data, Health Insurance Institute, 1970.
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of administering medicare. The average operating cost for groups of
all sizes is about 11 percent, excluding State premium taxs.
Group insurance is currently paying some four-fifths of the health
care expenses incurred by the insureds and their dependents for
items, of health care against which the health insurance was purchased, and let me emphasize that we can pay claims only for those
expenses which the consumer has chosen to insure.
In the case of persons insured -for the respective benefits indicated,
groups plans reimburse 88 percent of hospital charges incurred for
semiprivate rooms; 77 percent of surgical charges, 70 percent of the
charges for nonsurgical physicians' visits to the hospital; 73 percent
of~ the charges for private duty nursing and 61 percent of the
charges for prescribed drugs., In summary, about half of the claimants under group policies are reimbursed for 90 percent or more of
their covered expenses and three-fourths are reimbursed for 70 percent or more, 8
Some people in need of protection are self-employed or do not
have coverage available through a place of employment and must
seek individual policies. Most such policies are written by insurance
companies. This is a relatively small part of our business, but it is
an important part because it affords protection not otherwise available. 'These policies have to be individually sold and underwritten,
and' sep arate records and premium collection s have to be maintained.
Threfore, the expense of, operating this kind, of business is higher
than that for group insurance. The average expense rate over the
last 5 'years;-excluding State Ipremium taxes, but including about 2
percent profit, is 45 percent of premium. 9
The development of health insurance, in the United States is
unique. In the majority of other countries where a compulsory governi-nental medical program presently exists, no private insurance
system previously existed. 1Wen one reviews 'the situation in the European nations, and the totally different' set of circumstances that
exist in the United States, one, questions whether a broad and viable
system of private insurance Should be completely replaced by a monopolistic, monolithiciGovernment program, or whether it would not
be wiser 4fnd less costly to use public funds for the purpose of making such protection available to those who cannot afford it.
Insurance companies have not -restricted their interests to simply
providing a financing mechanism for, the payment of health care.
bills. Private insurers were among the first to draw attention to the
problem's associated with ineffective scheduling of hospital stays,
question Iable instances of confinement, and even the necessity of hospitalization in certain instances. Copayments are used not just to reduce premium costs but to seek to give the claimant an interest in
claim cost control, an interest that is generally' lacking when care is
free. Profiles, utilization guidelines, and other claim cost-control devices identify questionable charges and services. These techniques,
we note, are employed by some governmental programs.
Insurance companies encourage the use of diagnostic services out
of the hospital, through expanding coverage for out-of-hospital di"Private Health
"A Comparison
suirance Association
$ "Private Health

Insurance in 1969,"1 social Security Bulletin, February 1971.
of Group MIedical Care Insurance B enefits to Charges," Health Inof Amerlea, 1968.
Insurance In 196D,"p Social Security Bulletin, February 10i71.
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agnostic X-ray and laboratory services. We are experimenting, in
addition, with preadmission testing programs in a further endeavor
to eliminate unnecessary hospital days.
In 1967, with the introduction of Public Law 89-749, the Comprehensive Health Planunin I( Act we became actively involved in the
Government-private partnership with respect to comprehensive
health planning. Our involvement includes participation ,by
hundreds of insurance personnel and financial support for local
planning agency activities. The goal of this effort is the improvement of community health services.
Insurers have worked with physician and dental groups in the organization of peer review and utilization review committees to assure appropriateness of health care. To deal with the problem of
multiple health insurance claim forms, insurance companies developed, with the cooperation of the providers of care, simplified, uniform claim reporting forms for hospitals and physicians.
In recent years, we have studied the role that prepaid group practice and other forms of health maintenance organizations
conceivably might play in the delivery system. This interest has
found expression in the development of the dual choice concept.
Under tis concept,,, each member of an insured group decides
whether to receive services under a prepaid group practice plan or
under a fee-for-service arrangement.,
Insurance companies have devoted significant manpower and
funds to such innovations as the Harvard community health plan;
the Columbia, Md., plan; and the experiment at Washington University in St. Louis. We also furnished the key financial support for
the 'faciliti 'es of the Community Health Care Center in New Haven,
scheduled to begin operations later this year.
Even with limited knowledge of the problems in creating a prepaid group practice type of arrangement, we have had sufficient experience to realize, that it is an extremely difficult and complex task
to establish these plans. There must be strong cooperation among
representatives of the entire commu nity Hospitals, physicians, management labor,-and -consumers must all be consulted and satisfied before a, Plan can even be blueprinted.I
Arrangements must then be negotiated between providers of
health services, the plan organizers, and consumers. Following that,
detailed planning for the delivery 'of services, construction of facilities and the hiring of supporting health personnel and others must
take place.
E xperience to date indicates that such a project takes years to
bring to fruition. In addition, these plans require extensive financing
for planning costs, construction costs, and operating deficits which
emerge in the early years before any savings in th provision of
health services can be realized.
Other indications of our active interest in the health care system
include the contributions insurance companies have made by providing capital for health care facilities; by supporting medical and allied health education, health facilities, and research; and by conducting health education campaigns on the prevention of illness and
injury and related matters. As of July 1970, our investments in
health care facilities totaled $2.3 billion.
59-60i-7.--pt. 4-12
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One areai of oil1- research, culminated in 1969, was a major study
cleating within thie structure, distribution, and delivery of health services in the United States. The findings of this study, in turn, led to
tlie deN-elopmieiit of anl ov-erall p~rogramn for coming to grips with our
current health care crisis. We now submit this program for your
considerat ion. A copy of "Program for Healthcare in the 1970's" is
attached. The principles on which it is based were accepted and approved by the mem-ber companies of the Health Insurance Association of Amnerica at a, special meeting in May 1970. They were subsequiently endorsed b 'y the ALC and LJAA. The proposals advanced in
tis program are offered in the context of the principles which we
stated tt the outset. If im-plemiented, we believe they would achieve
the following six objectives:
1. Increase the supply and improve the distribution of health
mnanp~ower.
2. Develop health maintenance organizations aInd other amlbula-

tory health care services which would permit greater em-phasis on
hiea1lthi iaintenance and preventive treatment and thereby reduce the
use of hiigh-cost inhospital services.
3. fImprove health planning on the State and local level so that
current aInd future health resources will be more equitable aiid effectively distributed.
4. Restrain the escalation of health care costs and assure the quality of health care.
5. Provide for the establishment of national health care goals and
priorities.

6. Make comprehensive health insurance a vailable to all.
WAith respect to this last objective, namely making comprehensive
health insurance available to all, the key elem-ents of our proposal
are:
First, the establishment of Federal standards for ambulatory, preventive, and institutional care benefits to be underwritten by private
health insurers, including insurance companies, Blue Cross-Blue
Shield, and prepaid plans. These standards, which we call Federal
Standard Hlealthcare Benefits, would be set by law. Tliis rep resents
an extension of public accountability-a concept which has been an

integral part of insurance company operations
through an extensive system of State regulation.1o

over the

years

'10 During the first half of this century particularly, anl extensive system of State
regulation of insurance developed. Then the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Insurance
Is Interstate commerce and subject to Federal regulation when transacted across State
lines, Congress passed Public Law 15 relinquishing Federal Jurisdiction to the extent
that insurance Is regulated by the States. The result was a critical renippraisal of State
regulation followed by many additional State laws and regulations.
Insurers are reqJuired to be licensed and to file financial statement annually. They are
examined periodiically and thoroughly by teams of trained State examiners to make sure
they meet specified standards as to assets, reserves and investments; experience andl
knowledge of company officers ;claim paying practices and complaints ;amid] otherwise
operating accordingly to lawv. Their advertising Is subject to fair trade practice standards
and detailed rules. All State Insurance departments have facilities for assisting consumers,
(Insureds) with problems or complaints. Insurers are required to file both Individual and
group policy forms In every State and in most states thme premium rates to be chargedl
therefore. The policy forins'can be disapproved If they contain provisions that are unjust,
unfair, Inequitable, misleading or contrary to law.
State Fair Trade Practices Acts protect the Insurance buyer against such nlatters as
unfair discrimination. Uniform pr-ovisions relating to type size. incon testail tty, grace
periods. proofs of loss, cancellation and many other required and prohibited provisions
tire provided by statute for Individual policies' and, to a lesser degree, as app~rop~riate for
group policies,. 'Many States provide for disapproval of individual policies when the benefits unreasonable in relation to thme premium charged. In group Insurance, premium,
rates must meet the competition between companies and with hospital, medical expense
and seifinsured plans, as well as the sophisticated review of management and labor.
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The second element, of our proposal would be the phiasing-in of
benefits on an established timetable, as the services become available
to meet~ increased demands, as well as to permit ain orderly transition
under collective bargaining and other contracts.
Third, a system of Federal income tax incentives to help assure
that comprehensive benefit levels are secured and maintained. To
strengthen existing incentives we propose that Federal income tax
deductions be allowed for 100 percent of the premium only for benefits that meet Federal standards. If the coverage does not meet these
standards, the tax deduction would be limited to 50 percent of the
expenditure.
The fourth and final element of our comprehensive health insurance proposal involves establishment in each State of a, private insurance plan to cover the poor, near poor, and those previously uninsurable for reasons of serious health impairments. Uniform,
standard benefits for the poor and near poor would be subsidized by
Federal and State funds. The premium cost would be paid in full
for those on public assistance and others with very low income. Trhe
contribution for those at somewhat higher income levels would be on
at sliding scale, depending on income and family size.
Each State plan would be a pooled arrangement underwritten by
all private health insurers, profit and nonprofit, in each State. One
carrier or group of carriers would be designated by the State to administer the plan. The premium rates would be regulated by the
states and reviewed by HEW.
The medicare program would not be affected by our proposals.
Eventually, the State plans would eliminate the need for Medicaid.
For the poor, the indignities of the means test would be replaced by
a simple report of the previous year's total income. The State plan
would be available to all persons whose incomes fall below specified
levels as well as those who are otherwise uninsurable. The benefits
initially would be more extensive under these State programs than
the Federal Benefit Standards for private plans covering the rest of
the population.
There is a, good reason for this. Low-income families are most in
need of comprehensive health care and they are the least likely to
have access to it. This is why we urge programs that will move medlical care into the inner-city and rural -areas, and why health care
benefits at first would be broader for these low-income groups than
the requirements for other insurance plans.
For example, initially, the low-income groups would be covered
for more physician visits on an ambulatory basis, more institutional
and home care, more wvelh-baby care, and would have such added
benefits as dental care for children under 19, prescription drugs, maternity care, and family planning services and supplies.
By 1976, however, these expanded State plan benefits for the poor
and near poor would become the standard for the rest of the population. Then, in successive stages,. benefits would be further improved
and new benefits added for low-income families and subsequently for
everyone. By the end of this decade, truly comprehensive coverage
would be a reality. There would be no ma,'ximum limit on primary
and specialty care provided on an ambulatory basis.
These benefits would include:
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All diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests.
Surgery and radiation therapy.
Doctors' visits, including treatment of mental conditions.
Well-baby care, including immunizations.
Dental care, including annual examination, fillings, extractions and dentures.
Prescription drugs and specified nonlegend drugs.
Rehabilitation services, including prosthetic devices, physical
therapy, and speech therapy.
Maternity care, including prenatal care, delivery, and postnatal treatment.
Vision care.
Family planning services and supplies.
Institutional care would be covered within these realistic limits:
Total of 300 days of semiprivate general or psychiatric hospital'care per illness.
Convalescence of 180 days in a skilled nursing home per illness.
Trotal of 270 days in an approved home health care program
per illness.
The benefits of our program have been designed to cover items
that may be incurred during illnesses whihich result iji catastrophic
health care expenses. Further, by 1979, it is contemplated there
would be no'maximum limits on ambulatory care benefits and only
realistic limits on institutional care. Benefits provided could exceed
$50,000.
For certain of these expenses, a modest amount of cost sharing or
copayment would be required to reduce unnecessary overuse of services and facilities and t(hus help keep costs down. It should be emphasized, however, that there would be a realistic aggregate limit
each year on copayment related to family income. In this way, no
family would be unduly burdened by expense or deterred from obtamning needed care.
As you can see, our program calls for a new approach to the Nation's health care system. Adoption of our program would stimulate
the expansion of much needed health care manpower and facilitiesthis is an absolute prerequisite to meeting the health care needs of
the population. It would promote the development of ambulatory
care facilities and services and the broadening of in 'surance coverage
to encompass ambulatory and preventiv3 care. This combination
would lead to a much more 'effective delivery system than now exists.
Our program would strengthen cost and quality controls and increase the responsibilities of community health planning agencies.
Comprehensive health insurance would be made available to all,
with the scope of benefits expanded periodically as the capacity of
the health care system is enlarged to meet the increased demands forhealth care generated by the new benefits. The problem of two-class:
medicine would be alleviated, because the poor, with the aid of Government subsidies, would be participants in the same system as those,
who can provide for themselves, Finally, the health care program is.
a concrete, pragmatic plan for action to produce desired change,.
which can be implemented now.
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What would such a program cost?
This question assumes particular importance in the light of persistent inflation and increasing taxes. In terms of 1970 prices, we estimate that the additional governmental expenditures required to
pay for the health care program during the first full year of operation would be less than $4 billion. This would provide funds for all
aspects of our program except for the broadened benefits under private plans. The costs for such increased benefits would come, as now,
from employers and employees. -Costs in subsequent years will rise as
benefits are broadened and as further inflation may affect medical
prices.
Our program deals realistically with the problems of the existing
system, building on its strengths'and, introducing important changes
in a carefully planned, manner in the many areas where change is
needed so as to achieve the: primary objective of making quality
health care accessible to all our people. This is accomplished by
changing the organization of the delivery system and increasing its
capacity, by removing financial barriers to care for all, by introducing solutions to the special problems of the poor, and by making comprehensive health insurance available to all. These are essentially the
major goals of most of the national health programs introduced to
date.
Our program preserves the pluralistic approach, to both the delivery of care and the financing of care, preserves competition and with
it the incentive to experiment and innovate. I urge that it be given
careful study.
May I add, sir, that we hope that this booklet which is attached to
the testimony can be made part of the record. We do appreciate this
opportunity to appear' and give our views to your subcommittee, sir.
Senator KNNEDY. As I understand, this has been introduced in
legislative form in the House of Representatives, is that correct?
Mr. SMxITHi. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. I am just wondering whether we would include the whole pamphlet in its entirety in the record. It is quite extensive. I think it ought to be made part of the file for reference in
any event. Perhaps you could summarize it at a later time and make
that part of the record.
Mr. SMVITU-. That is possible. Wie hope the gist of it can be put
into the file. My testimony was only really reference to it.
Senator KENNEDY. If you could give us a summation on it, that is
complete in its entirety, we will make that part of the record and
this will be made part of the file.
Mr. SAIT11. Thank you.
(Subsequently, Senator Kennedy ordered the pamphlet printed in
its entirety in the hearing record which may be found on p. 736.)
Senator KENNEDY. I suppose one of the first things that comes to
mind would be that the insurance companies have been coping with
the health problems one way or another for a period of 35 years;
and in reviewing now the present health care crisis that we have in
the country, we realize that although there are a variety of different
programs and a variety of different coverages, the insurance companies are only covering 35 percent of the total health needs in the
country at this time.
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I am just wondering why you1 believe that even under your programn or other programs th~at'lhave been talked about, you feel that
you woulId be able to provide more comprehensive coverage?
Mr. SMITH1. In the first place, this proposal would set benefit
standards which would introduce a depth of benefits and a scope of
benefits
Senator KE,,NNED~Y. Let me ask you this, Is the. 35 percent figure
approximately correct? Do you have other figures on that? That is
the figure generally used. If you have different figures, we would
welcome them. I am not trying to makre you accept something if you
have a difference of opinion.
Mr. PETT1ENOGILL. It is a. question of definition. I believe they are
referring to a figure which comes from a Social Security Bulletin.
This percentage is obtained by dividing the total benefits that insurers, paid by the sum of the expenses of not only the people we insure
and hence measures their expenses against, ouir benefits but also all
the people who have no insurance. If I Might use a very rough illustration, it would be as if there were just two people and each had
$1,000 of expenses. The first person we, insured for, say, $600 of that
$1,000. The second person was too poor to buy insurance and therefore, had none. If you average those together we have paid $60() out
of $2,000, or 30 percent. This is the type of figure which is used
here in the Social Security Bulletin. We would simply point out
that under our program we are making it possible for the poor and
the near poor to have high quality private insurance so that, that
second man would likewise have $600 paid by insurance.
In fact, under our proposal, we believe wve are going to come up
close to over 80 percent of expenditure.
Mr. SMITH. In other words, the 37 percent is measured against a
total population including indigent and others that obviously don't
have insurance.
Senator KENNEDY. So, what you are suggesting is that to date
they haven't been covered. The insurance mechanism in terins of
meeting the growing health expenditures in the private sector have
covered in totality 37 percent of our medical bills. You say, well,
these other people haven't been covered.
Mr. S~vi.That is right.
Senator KE,-NTNEDiY. We have to take note of this in terms of the
administration's message, for example, in the Administration's Family
Health Insurance Program which wouldn't cover temporary or parttime workers and wouldn't cover low-income people that are not
married and have children. Their particular program is not as universal or as comprehensive as it was initially suggested to us.
"That we are trying to find out is whether in the future the insura nce mechanism will perform more comprehensively in terms of
total health expenditures than it has in the past.
Mr. PETJTrnm. The answer to that is clearly yes. I would point
out one important thing, however, and I think this will be true of
aill the plans you consider. In the Social Security Bulletin, they in
clude in the base figure-that is, in the (lenoininator--a wide variety
of expenses which I question whether any plan will cover. The bottle of aspirins that you buy at the drug store, the toothpaste. I un-
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clerstand even the fee of a veterinarian is in thiat, denominator. T
don't think we will cover those, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, I mean if you take out, the toothpaste
and veteriniarian-I don't think we want to treat, lightly the problemns, of the health care crisis in the country and set uip straw men
and knock them down. I am sure that is not your intention.
Mr. S1iuTu. On the other hand, the 37' percent seems somewhat
of a straw mian.
Senator KENNEDY. Where was it, say, 10 years ago? What percent
were you doing 10 years ago? If it is approximately 37 percent,
where was it 10 years ago?
Mr. Siurli. I am not sure we have the figure right offhand.
Senlator KCENNEDY. What do you think?
Mr. SMI1TH. About 30 percent.
Senator KEN NEI)Y. Thirty percent.

MNIr. S~ii.Measured against a population that could buy insuranice plus those who couldn't buy insurance.
SenatorKINNEI)Y. What percent of private health costs do you
estimate you would cover now with your program if it were implemented ?
Mr. S.,iiri. People or benefits?

Senator

KENNEDY.

Benefits.

Mr. S-.NJTuI. Thirty-seven percent is the current figure.
Senator KENNEDY. What would you do if your program was en-

acted? 'What percent would you cover?
Mr. PETTENOILL. 'We would think by the end of the decade when
all three phanses had been implemented, it would cover around 80
percent.
Senator KENNEDY. Eighty percent. What is it that has gotten you
into making these representations to the Congress? Is there anything
special ?
Mrl. SATn. We have been concerned for quite a. while about the
problems of health care in this country and the problems of health
insurance, and we have been working for about 3 years attempting
to de-velop this plan. WVe started from scratch, so to speak, in trying
to determine where the problems were. 'We had a very long study on
this in which we attempted to obtain from all the experts in the
country their evaluation of the problems. Starting with that study,
we have constructed this program.
Senator KENNEDY. This study was completed when?
Mr. SMjuIrh. About 11/2 years ago.

SenatorKIENINEDY. This is a result of that study at the time?
Mr. Siririi. Right.
Senator KENNED-Y. The Administration has talki-ed about the, regulation. of the industry and we asked several sources if they felt that
they would be able to rely on the insurance industry to move into
this -area. At least the secretary indicated that they were going to
promulgate severe regulations to insure that insurance companies
met their responsibihity.
I am just wondering, have they been in touch with you? Is there
anything you might be able to tell us about that?

IWe have not had any consultations with them as yet.
IMr.
to SM3fITH.
my knowledge.

Not
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Senator KENNEDY. What is your view about regulation of the insurance industry?
Mr. SMuITHI.

Basically, we feel

Senator KENNEDY. Do you think something-like a Federal Insurance Commission similar to the FCC, FTC, or FF0 would be of
value?
Mr. SM11I-h. Basically, we feel pretty thoroughly regulated as It is.
I don't know whether the subcommittee is entirely familiar with the
very extensive system of State regu lAtions thiat exists. I am sure
some of the Senators are. But we are probablyy' oie of the most reguilated businesses that exists today. With insurance departments and
laws of 50 States applying to those of us who-'do business ficross The
country, we furnish the most elaborate reports. We are examined
:regularly by trained and very wellI qualified people who dig intb 'our
records. We have 'a Fair Trade Practice Act that we' have to live, up
to in the States.
As you know, this system came into 'being a, long time ago and
was geatly strengthened when-after the Supreme Court held that
insAce was interstate commerce. At that point the Coligress
passed the McCarran Act which indicated that the Federal GoVernment would regulate insurance to the extent that the States didn't
do so. It wa~s at this point that there came a very great strengthening of State regulation. I think it has contihiled to strengthen over
the years.
Our basic position is that we are pretty well regaculated today

Senator

would oppose increased regulation?
think we would certainly want to see the nature of

KENNEDY. You

Mr. SMIT1H. I

it and see what is proposed before we try to answer that question
explicitly. I should say at the moment we fail to see the need for
further regulation.
.Now, we do plan to-we do, in this program, anticipate that there
would be Federal standards set for benefits, which is anew kind of
regulation, and that there would be standards of performance' too
that would be worked into the Federal legislation. This would certainly bring in a very large amount of regulation which we don't
now have and we would expect that under this proposal.
Senator

KEN-NEDY.

But to date you haven't been, as I understand,

consulted-or your organization hasn't been consulted-by the administration in the development of these regulations?
Mr.

SMI1TH.

Not to date.

Senator KEND.You have nothing in the works, so to speak?
Mr. SMITH. That is
Senator KENNEDY.

correct.
If you were subject to regulation by the Fed-

eral Government, would you stay in the health busi~tess?
Mr. SMrITH. I

don't know whether I could answer that question

categorically because it would depend on the nature of the regulation.
I think my company would, unless the regulations were simply SO'
onerous that it would be impractical. We plan to pursue this health
business as vigorously and energetically and effectively as we can.
Certainly I couldn't speak for all companies. Each company
would have to make its own decision in that regard.
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Senator KEiNEDY. How many comminercial health insurance carriers are there?
Mir. S3IITn. It appears there are around 1,000 today. Some of them
having very little business, and some of them having a g-reat deal.
Senator KE,,NNEDY. How many does the organization HIAA represent?
Mir. S31TTI. 500, approximately.
Senator KE.NNEDiY. These are the largest?
Mir. S.MtrITH. These three associations together represent 500.
Senator KEiNNED~Y. These are the largest?
M-r. SATITH. Not wholly so.
There are smaller ones. Certainly the larger ones, but many small
ones as well.
Senator KENNED~Y. Who represents the other 600 or so?
Mir. SMUITH-. I don't believe there is any trade association that
speaks for them.
Senator KENNEDY. Do they just go their own way in terms of
Mr. SMITIT. Subject to all the State regulations.
Senator KENNEDY. But there is nothiing within the industry that
sets any kind of guidelines in terms of cost or quality?
Mir. SMITH. That is correct.
SenatorIKENNIEDY. They are completely on their own, so to speak?
Mr. SMITI. Yes.
Of course in matters of cost and quality, I would guess that trade
associations would not have-would not be able-under antitrust
laws, to go very fa~r in that direction at the present time. We are
asking for regulation by law here in those areas.
In a sense, this is on'e of the strong points of our plan. We are, in
a sense, asking that standards be set, for companies to comply with
whereas standards don't now exist; in this regard for any of us.
Senator KENNEDY. Of course, one of the things thiat has taken
the whole health area is the enormous increase in cost for
lace in
Fhealth
services. I am sure you are very much aware of them?
Mr. SMITn. Very much so.
Senator KENNEDY. How would your proposal help to control cost?
Mr. SMITH. In a number of ways.
Perhaps first of all, we very munch advocate the widespi cad develojpment of ambulatory care facilities which should permit a substantial reduction in in-hiospital1 stay, use of hospitals, which is terribly
expensive as contrasted with walik-in and out service and ambulatory
facilities.
We believe that will substantially reduce the total outlay that
would otherwise take place if we continued to use. hospitals as freely
as we do.
Further, we would expect and we would encourage ,)nd hope to
develop and would develop along with the doctors, the hospitals and
others, various kinds of review committees and set up crilteria for
durations of staySenator KENNEDY. Have you had any of those developed yet?
Mr. SMITh-. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. What has been their record iii terms of controlling costs?
Mr.

SMITI.

It has been spotty.
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There, are some which are quite effective and soine which have nlot
been very effTective. They hatve all been voluntary, of course, without
any force of legislation or even of moral persuasion hardly bellin~l themn and therefore, they have not been uniformly good. but, we
have certalinly already seen that they., can be effective 'where they are
properly set upl and
Senator KENNmEnY. Where arc they properly set uip?
Mr1. Wurm'rE. The Health Insuranice Council has beeni working for
years with various medical groups inl order to make these organlizations work better in the peer review. and certainly. for examfljple, inl
New York City we lhave had a, very effective, peer review runl by thle
medical society. there for over 10 years.
Tin Los Aiugeles County thcre is an'l effective review committee.
Senator KIN-I
owv (loes it aIffect cost?
Mr. Wiurrw. It- alfects costs directly in those cases referred by inlsuranice companies to the commiittees where the review committee
inakes a determination that perhaps the fee aPPearilig onl thle bill
was out of linie , so there is an immediate reduction in the outlay of
mTonleY onl those claims.
More importantly, the activities of these commiittees are widely
pubdlished so that every provider of care knows that his fee mlay be
subject to review. Inl that respect it serves as a deterrent. That
am11o011t of cost, of course, wve can't exactly measure.
Mfr. S-rm'm'ir. There are other items Mr. P1ettengl)ill would speak to
here.
Mr. P1TTriNGILL.

We have been speaking so far of the profession-

als ownIl services.
With respect to institutional services, which, as I know you are
well aware, sir-, are a, major part of the health care cost, we aire proposing a, system which the American Hospital Association recommnended, caled prospective rate review. Under this system, each inlstitution would still be managing its own business, but it would
suibmit its budget anid its proposed charges for the following year to
a commiission appropriately constituted.
Thlat commiission would carefully review the budget and the
charges and make sure that. the costs of the-, operation were realistic,
were reasonable, th~at the charges were reasonable and in line, with
those costs.
Certain specific things that would be taken into consideration
would be that ain institution did have anl effective utilization review
committee and that inaiiagement was following uip on any adverse
findings that the committee reported.
Perhaps most imp)ortantly we would be sure that there would be
nothing permitted to be included in the charges to the public in the
way of capital costs that hadn't, been approvercd by the appropriate
comlprehiensive health planning agency.
We certainly appreciate what your committee and the Congress
have done in the area of comprehensive health planning and as we
indicated we have, been working with that and we intend, in our
proposal, to strengthen it even further so we think we do have a fair
set. of cost controls.
Mr. S-MITH-. We believe we can, along with the medical profession

and Government-with the health professions and Government-
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construct and operate a cost control system fully as effective as canl
b)e (lone in any.) other manner.
Senator KE.NTNEDY. W1hat has been the role oi the consumer inl
your programs to date?
Mlr. SMIhTII. The consumer comes into onr plans very importantly,
in aIn indirect way perhaps, especially inl the group insurance area.

That is by far the bulk of the coverage in force today.
Much of the group insurance, that, is onl the l~ooks is negotiated

through labor unions-a very large part of it is-and the unions
have a land in bargaining as to the benefits that are to be provided,
the scope and nature of the benefits that are to be provided and they
also have somc hand inl the cost.
So in this respect theni-it is at major respect-consumers come
into l)
through their union organiizations. T would say that is thie
principal way so far that we have been able to utilize conistmers. We
would hope, under our program. to work with consumer groups to a
far greater extent than in the past.
We Would expect, also-

Senator KENNNEDY. They are the ones purchasing these services.
D)o von have any consumers onl any of the advisory groups of the
insurance companies to monitor costs or quality control?

I ami not talking about the role of the consumer in terms of those
that were actually purchasing, but in terms of your own companies.
Mr. S.%rII. I don't believe that up to this point any insurance

companiies--I don't know of any insurance, companies which have set
up qual ity controls f rom consumer groups.
Again, however, I would emphasize that in the matter of group
insurance, we had very direct interest onl the part of employers and

unions as to hlow we aire doing, as to hlow the benefits are working
out, as to whether the consumer, in the formi of the labor union
member, and the employee generally, is getting a, fair shake.
I think this is a very effective control and review system indirect
though it mna.yV be.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, this is the booklet that describes the pr'ograin that is put out by the Aetna Insurance Co.
Now, it just seems that it is an enormously complex and complicated program. This booklet tells of the various different provisions,
the coverages, all the different kinds of exemptions, the areas wNhich
are ncluded or are not included.
I was just wondering how people weave their way through this
kind of at program (and really understand what kind of coVeraye
1
they have.
Alr. S-MITH1. I thiik, if you don't mind, I will ask Mr. Pettengill

to answer that, since hie comes f rom the company involved.
Mr. PETTENGILL. May I say that that is anl industry programn, even
though my company h appens to have the privilege of doing the admniistration onl behalf of the insurance industry.
In answer to your question, sir, there isn't any question lbnt what
at program does take a fair- amount of words to describe, particularly
when there are limits onl the amount of funds -available for the purchase of the program.

The Civil Service Commission of the Federal Government reviews
that and all of the other Federal employee programs very carefully.
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They feel perfectly f ree and have on occasion, called uts down when
we had written wording which theyr felt was not capable of being
understood by the average citizen, and we have in all instances endleavored to improve the wording so it would be as comprehensible
ats possible.
r.SAUrIH. Ivol
iet
a that it is impossible to make a
health insurance plan of the scope and nature of this one, simple in
its language. I might refer to the fact that there are a tremendous
number of people that don't understand their benefits under medicare, because it is a complicated subject. There are so many parameters that have to be taken into account and have to be described.
The limitations on benefits are there, whether it is a governmental
plan or some other kind. Unless the language is there to say so, you
have not given the individual a chance to understand. So it is not an
easy subject to cope with; however the benefits are provided,
whoever does it.
Senator KENNEDY. Just looking over the figures in comparison between 1960 and 1970, in terms of Federal programs, see the B~lues
have almost doubled in terms of membershipp' from 940,000 to 1.6
million, and Aetna has gone from 460,000 to 472,000.
Why ha~s Aetna lost ground in this area?
Mr. PETTENGILL. We would be very happy to have you tell us,
Senator.
[Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. I suppose you could say, very frankly, that the way
things have worked out under that plan, and the way the benefits
have been set up and the premium rates charged, Fede~ral employees
have found it more attractive to be insured under Blue Cross-Blue
Shield.
There are other plans where we worked out better. There isSenator KENNEDY. Aetna was paying the first thousand dollars of
hospital costs with no deductibles and no coinsurance in 1960, is that
righ t?
M. PETTENGILL. I believe that is correct.
Senator KENNEDY. In 1970 you have the same?
Mr. PETTENGILL. I believe you will find it is the first $2,000 of
hospital room and board paid in full currently under tile high option.
You will also find that another improvement that has been made
is that there is a limit on the co-payments-that is, after a family
has reached a certain amount of expenses in a year, the coinsurance
is waived and no further coinsurance is required.
So there have been a significant number of benefit improvements
during the last 10 years. This is one of the reasons why, of course,
the cost of the plan has increased.
In recent years, of course, the Federal Government has been concerned with its total appropriations and its costs and, therefore, we
have been requested in recent years by the Civil Service Commission
not to propose additional benefits.
Senator

KENNEDY.

How

have your rates varied in the same period of

tile last 10 years? Do you know?
Mr. PETTEN11GILL. Yes.
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The basic situation is that the rates for this plan, in addition to
having to go up by reason of increase in benefits, had to go up by
reason of the increase in medical care costs.
There is one additional factor. I appreciate that this is perhaps
not something that can be acted onl in this particular forum, but it is
something that is important to understand. That is the Federal Government pays the same contribution regardless of which plan the
employee joins, within limits, and therefore, if all of the elderly employees elected plan A, and all the younger employees elected plan
B, plan A, which received all the elderly employees, has to raise its
premium rates significantly, whereas the other plan does not.
You will find that a number of choices, which the Federal employees have, have been far more attractive to the elderly employee,
particularly the service annuitant, and you will find, therefore, that
one of the reasons why the goverilmentwide indemnity benefit plan
has had a proportionately higher increase than some of the other
choices, has been the fact'that it is virtually the most popular plan
with both the senior Government employee and the Government
service annuitant.
Senator

KE-NNEDY.

It seems you have a good deal of difficulty

then in controlling cst, do you not?
Mr. SMITH. I don't think that follows, Senator.
'What he is saying is that when you insure people who have more
illnesses and stay longer in hospitals, it costs more money to do it.
That is assuming good control of cost.
Senator KENNEDY. Does this relate to quality or cost or what?
TMr. IPETTENGILL. 'We are referring toSenator IKENNEDY. Are people getting sicker today?
Is that what you are suggesting?
Mr. PErrENGILL. No, sir. I simply said that the cost of medical
care varies by age, sex, and area. As far as I know, there is no problem with respect to sex. That has been fairly equally distributed.
On the other hand, the government-wide indemnity benefit plan
has been more attractive in some of the areas where health care costs
are considerably higher than in some of the low cost areas.
More importantly, however, is the fact that I mentioned earlier
age. You are well aware that the aged has ain average cost in excess
of three times the active employee. Therefore, since we have attracted far more service annuitants and far more senior Government
employees, we have been getting those who, even though they are
healthy for their age, have a substantially higher cost than other
Government employees who are healthy for their ages.
Senator KENNEDY. I think it is generally acceptable that the costs
of health care have increased dramatically in the period of the last
10 years?
Mr. PETTENGILL. Correct.

Senator KENNEDY. Have increased dramatically?
Mr. PETTENGILL. Correct.

Senator KENNEDY. There is very little that you sugge sted here
this afternoon to indicate that private insurance companies can do
very much to hold those costs down, or have done very much.
Mr. PErFENGILL. I beg to differ with you, sir.
Senator KENNEDY. OK.
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Could youi elaborate theni, how you will hold costs down?
Mll. PETTENGILL. As Mr. Smith indicated, our program. involves a
requirement that no benefits under any federally supported program
could be paid unless the claims -were completely screened against
professionally established utilization guidelines, and those -which fall
outside the guidelines, either too much utilization or too little
Senator KENNEDAY. Has that been the case ini the past?
-~11.
PET'rENIGILL. No, sr

Senator KENNEMY. Now that will be something you will do in the
future, is that right?
Mir. PErrENGILL. We have done some of this in the past. As you
know, it is required under the medicare program and we have been
doing it uiidei' some of our group programs.
Senator KENNEDY. It hasn't had much effect in terms of hioldinig

cost down, has it?
Are there any criteria you want to use-the Consluner Price index,
IIEW figures, any other figures?
MTr. PETTENGTLL. Sir, I believe the principal reason why costs have
risen is the fact that we hanve had a greater demand for care thiami
we had manpower and faciiities.
Trlis is why we have been pleased that your committee aiud the

Congress have been doing things about manpower, and you know
f romn one of our key programs, even more should be done.
Senator KENNEDY. Is there anything that suggests that even
under the proposed capitation grants to the schools will do anything
in terms of relieving that enormous spiral?
Mrl. PEPrE N'GJLL. It has to be a coordinated effort.
As Mr. Smith pointed out, one of the key things is that we build
and properly staff these ambulatory care centers, so we canl Mve a
substantial portion of in-patient hospital patients over to a walk-in
basis. This will be a really significant factor.
Senator KENNED~y. As a goal of your operation, I amn fully sym-

pathetic to that.
Onl the other hand, you have inii flw51)alprs iii this past Sunday
two advertisements by two different insurance companies. 'What you
can (10 about today's $65 hospital costs. Extra cash for people of all

ages up to $100 a week when you go to the hospital. Two different
prlogramns.
One is Bankers Life & Casualty Co. Tfhe other one is Philadelphia

Insurance Co.
Oin one hand, they are adlvertising how it canl be more profitable if
you stay in the hospital-Mir. 8MITIT. We will not try to defend those, sir.
We
will ony say under the, plan that we are proposn nti
kind of fingic would have no standing~ because there would be lbeneflt
standards which
Senator KEN NE1)Y. Are they part of your organization?
Mr. SAr ITH1.Whlichu?

Phifladolphia Life?
Senator 1(EWNEMYw. Philadelphia Insurance and Banlkers Life&
Casualty.
Mll. SarITPH. I would have to check. I don't know offhand.
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We have no control over what these companies do, you widerstand, because of antitrust laws.
Senator KENNEI)Y. That's right.
Mr. SMxI'TI. H-owever if we have a benefit programn estalblislhedl by
law which would induce conformlance with the standIards, then the
problem becomes much'imore amenable.
Senator INNEDY. Is one of the real problems in controlling costs
the
fat thatyou only had a sinall percent of the total coverageo
the small percentage of the total he-alth business and therefore it has
been difficutt to cover cost ?
Mrl. SiMI.I No.
W~e cover a very substantial 1)aLrt of thme hevalthi-well. I will piut it
this way 'Our payments ai'e a very substantial part of the total payments made for health insurance under health insurance inl this
country.
We haven't controlled costs. Blue Cross and Blue Shield haven't
controlled costs. IDoctors haven't controlled costs. Nobody has controlled costs.
Our problem is that nobody has.
Senator KENNEMY. I supp)ose we are asking why s-1hould wve inl the
Congress believe that you people will, in the futture ?
Mr. SMIITH. causee we have more expertise already thman anybody
has. We made strides in this direction.
Senator KENNEDY. You are coming here and telling us wAhat
you plan to do prospectively, but your record, in terms of total
coverageM\r. irm.Give uis the tools, and we believe we can do it.
Senator KENNEDY. Why haven't you done it in the past?
M\11.SMEITr.
Because we haven't had the, tools or the opportunity.
Senator KENNEDY. Why hasn't anybody come up and requested or

talked about these things?
Why does it have to be that there is a health crisis, where
hundreds of thousands or millions of people feel there is an enormous health crisis before the insurance companies come up here and
say, we will do this prospectively, even though we, haven't done it in
the pasMt?.

I wishl wve had some omnisciencee to do it.

Now we believe wve have a program that will (d0 it. That is all I
can say.
Senator KENNEDY. iDoes all of I-JJAA support that?
Mr. SAIT11. Yes. We have a vote by the membership, company by
coinpany.
I want to point out one, more thing, Senator. Nobody can control
costs in the sense of keeping then level or flat in health.
Wh1-y ? Because of the great stri des that are miade in health care,
the great advances that are made in treatment,, the tremendous costs
of eqiplaent, inflation, the rise of salaries inl hospitals, all these
things have been impossible for anybody to control.
,Just to look at the record of what has happened to costs ini health
is not to say that there hasn't been some control. It is largely to say
that it hasn't been possible for anybody to control.
I think looking forward we m-ust assume the same thing is going
z
t
to happen in some degree.
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Senator KENNr.DY. That is wily some people think you have to
change the system.
Mr. SmiTH. You have to change the system, but I am saying,
change the system but to control costs you don't have to change to
the kind of system that is monolithic and operated by the Government.

Senator

KENNEDY.

We

have a vote.

We will recess briefly. 15 minutes.
(Recess.)
Senator KE.NNED~Y. The subcommittee will come to order. I know
Senator Dominick has some questions'and Senator Javits. I have a
good number of questions but I would like to just examine one area
with you gentlemen before I yield to Senator Dominick.
I suppose the question that is asked of me by many scores of people-and I would be interested in your reaction, gentlemen-is that
assume that there are some 1,000 insurance companies in competition
with each other, -who spend money for advertisements, who have
overhead responsibilities to their stockholders and their corporation
group to make a profit; therefore, should we be using the American
health dollar for that purpose rather than using it for what it really
should be used for, that is, providing quality health?
I-ow do you react to that?
Mr. SmiTH. First of all, we must straighten out what we are talkigabout here. I will draw your attention first to the testimony in
which it is pointed out that by far the bulk. of insurance in force
today is in force under group policies, group insurance policies. The
expense rate for all of the things you speak of is really quite, low for
those policies, averaging for large policies 41/2 percent of premiums,
excluding premium tax, and for all kinds of group insurance taken
averaging about 11 percent. These are not high percentages
together
whenm you look at the work that has to be done to administer this
kind of business.
They are not high percentages compared even with what the Federal Government spends today ini administering medicare, and medicaidi also has expenses in this magnitude. It's true that people who
can't come under grou 'p policies have to buy individual policies and
these are more expensive because they have to be individually sold
and underwritten and separate individual records have to be maintained, separate premium collections, and so on. That is a more expensive kind of business to operate.
Nevertheless, the cost is not to any important degree added to buy
the advertising and profits. As pointed out in the testimony, the
profit increment of this figure is only about 2 percent and in group
insurance there hasn't been anything like that much profit ini recent
years. In fact, we feel pretty lucky when we break even in group insurance these days without a profit.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, you are trying to say these insurance
companies are in it for the goodwill and service of the American
pery. SAMH. In large part. We don't expect to do business at a
loss. We don't want to do business at a loss. We don't intend to. We
will try not to, but we don't expect to make a large profit. We don't
make large profits on this business today.
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Senator KENNEDY. What about your own companies?
Mr.

SMITH.

My own

company is a mutual insurance company in

business for the benefit of its policyholders. We have no stockholders, no profits to pay to any people except the policyholders themselves. The only profit we makeSenator KENNEDY. Why do insurance companies look at this
health area as just being for the-goodwill and good health of the
people? Is that something special? Do they say that when they come
to health insurance they won't make profit; they will just cover
overhead because they want to be of service? They will make it on
the life insurance?
Mr. SMITH. In my company which is put together for the benefit
of policyholders, our whole efort is to provide sound insurance for
the benefit of those policyholders whom we consider part of our
company, who are part of our company, and they get any profits we
make in the form of dividends. There are other companies which are
companies, for stockholder profit., but they must essenprofitmaking
tiall
y compete with us and they have to produce costs as low as ours
if they are going to get any business, so that the total system is indeed a very low profit system.
Senator KENNEDY. And that is because of the goodwill of the insurance companies in trying to help meet a healt care crisis in the
country?
Mr.

SMITH.

You

are asking what makes us tick? Why do we want

to be in this business?
Senator KENNEDY. What is it about this particular problem that
makes the insurance company so willing to apparently bend over
backwards to provide just services rather than profits?
Mr. SMITH. We are doing the same thing in life insurance. This is
ourSenator KENNEDY. Do insurance companies make any money at
all? All I do is see insurance company buildings going up in Boston
and San Francisco [laughter] and New York, and I am wondering
if all these companies are in it just to provide quality health services
to the people. How are they able to make this money?
Mr. SMITH. Shall I talk from the viewpoint of my own company?
Senator KENNEDY. I would rather have you speak for the industry.
Mr. SMITH. Perhaps I can. I will speak on the basis of what I
know about my own company. It's applicable largely to the industry.
Our life insurance business, which is made up of group and individual insurance policies and runs to a very large volume, accumulates reserves under the law, as required by law, to carry out the
long-term guarantees that we make. It's only possible to make these
guarantees by virtue of the accumulation of funds that are carried
at interest in order to meet the guarantees both for death and for
annuities.
Now those funds are substantial and they have to be invested.
They are invested in various kinds of investments; bonds, stocks,
mortgages, and real estate. The fine buildings you see represent some
of those investments. They are made for the purpose-for two pur59-061 0-71-pt. 4-13
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poses, I would assume. The basic purpose of all investments is to secure those funds and to husband them and to accumulate them so
that the actuarial requirements of the insurance will be met.
The fact that yvou see a large building bearing a name should be
no more significant than the fact that that particular insurance company also owns bonds of some organization or series of organizations. These buildings are investments which pay for themselves and
produce an investment return that is contemplated in the computation of insurance premiums.
Now the health insurance business, which is allied to the life business in that it's for the purpose of protecting the individual against
the hazards of health, does not accumulate reserves of that type because by far the bulk of it is group insurance which is 1 year-a 1year operation very largely. There are no reserves of any consequence at all similar to life insurance reserves that are built up
under health insurance.
So the buildings you see are not derived from the health insurance
business to any important. degree. They are derived from the actuarial requirements of life insurance.
Senator KENNEDY. From the life insurance.
Mr. SMITH. Primarily f rom life and annuities as well; annuity
plans have to accumulate reserves also.
Senator KENNEDY. You know, as I gather from the thrust of your
testimony, the insurance companies feel that this means that if they
have the equipment, they can do the job. lIt was suggested in your
proposal, and I imagine the proposal of the AMA and the Administration's proposal, that you feel you can help meet the health crisis.
Of course, wasn't this really the argument that was used by the insurance companies when the Cnrs
eae
eiae
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Cnrs
eae
eiae
Cenator KENNEDY. I suppose people say, "Why should we rely on
the insurance companies in 1971 to do the job when they made similar kinds of-"5
Mr. SMITH (interrupting). Well, we were anxious to trySenator KENNEDY (continuing). Attempted to give Congress similar assurances back with medicare 6 years ago?
Mr. SMIrH. I don't think we had anything like the sophistication
or the program that is proposed here to put forward to the Congress
at that time. Had we done so, I think we might have been successful, at least I think we would certainly have had a far greater
chance of being successful in let us say avoiding medicare in a governmental form. Now we have a program which is far superior to
anything we had in mind at the time. We have through the years
developed these techniques and procedures and this philosophy and
these modes of operation which we suggest to you, sir, should be considered for reliance for the future rather than relying on the Government.
Senator KENNEDY. What would be your view of medicare?
Should we repeal that?
Mr. SMITrH. Should medicare be repealed?
Senator KENNEDY. If we implement your program?
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Mr. SMITH. I think we will have enough to do if this program is
implemented for people under 65 and we don't propose at this time
that medicare be repealed.
Senator KENN EDY. Suppose some people feel that medicare does a
pretty good job for people over 65; why shouldn't we extend it for
people under it?
Mr. SMITH. Because it is not necessary. Because this program will
do the job and will retain-Senator KENNEDY. But you still haven't answered the questions
regarding profits, administrative overhead, and cost and quality
control.
Mr. SMITH. We also have greater flexibility, greater innovativeness
to offer, greater variety of plans and free enterprise.
Senator KENNEDY. Free enterprise hasn't done it so far.
Mr. SMITH. Well, I

think we have been over that ground.

Senator KE-NNEDY. Well, I am glad to get back to it because we
will go over it a lot more times. Why should we believe insurance
companies will provide good coverage for everyone in the future?
Insurance companies are continuing the kinds of procedures which
find companies working at direct odds for what you have stated to
be theMr. SMITHi. I would like to suggest that kind of thing will drop
out of the picture if our program is adopted.
Seantor KENNEDY. Again we are hopeful that all these things will
happen and that will be the case, but there is very littfa' reason to
assure that it will be. Let me ask you this, and then I want to yield
to Senator Dominick.
You havoc, deductibles, do you not, in terms of your own Kind of
programs?
Mr. SMITH. We

have all kinds of plans. Some have deductCible;

some of them do not. It depends on what the purchaser wants to
but, what he wants to pay for.

Senator
Mr.

KENNEDY.
SMITH. Right.

What

he wants to pay for?

Senator KENNE 'DY. Does that depend on what he can pay for?
Mr. SMITH. I am speaking primarily of, say, group policies where
the employerSenator KENNEDY. Let's take just individuals.
Mr. SMITH.

An individual?

Senator KENNEDY. As well as group.
Mr. SMITH. Yes. There are individual policies with deductibles
and individual policies without.,
Senator KENNEDY. What happens to someone who is below the
$3,500 figure in your program?
Mr. SMITH. $3,500

income figure?

Senator KENNEDY. Yes. He can't affordMr.

SMITH.

If his is-

Senator KENNEDY. He can't afford very much in terms of programs. What would your program do for him?
Mr. SMITH. If he is at work in a group he likely has group coverage or there could be group coverageailbefrhm
Senator KENNEDY. Say he is working in a small shop out in Colorado.
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Mr.

SMITH.

This proposed program--

[Laughter.]
Senator KENNEDY. There are only a couple
Mr. SMInTH. I thought there were only large shops in Colorado.
This proposed program would furnish him With funds with which
to buy insurance of the same sort that would be available to everybody else.
Senator KENNEDY. Can you tell me how a program would work
for that person? 'Whether it's $3,500 or say $5,000?
Mr.

SMEIT11.

Let us assume he has a family of two-

Senator KENNEDY. Let's take it for once without the family.
Mr. SMITH. I guess I will have to look through some figures here.
If he is not covered under a group-perhaps he has no job, so to
speak.
Senator KENNEDY. No, he is working for that small shop.
Mr. SMTITH. Working for a shop that doesn't have a group plan?
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. Then he is eligible. First of all, we would expect to
sell his employer -a group plan if this becomes a standard thing. He
would almost have to do it to stay in competition for labor. But if
he does not, the individual would be eligible to obtain extra funds
from the Government with which to buy the insurance that he
needs.
Senator KENNEDY. You would have to obtain extra funds from
the Government?
Mr. SMITH. If he is in this low bracket, yes. The proposal is that
low-income people, indigent, poor, and low-income people who can't
afford it, they would be funded in part by the Government.
Senator KENNEDY. Well, in part the Government will help?
Mr. SMITH. Wholly if they had no income; in part, with

a slidingSenator KCENNEDY. Where is it at $3,500? I want to get back to it,
but this will take time. I will yield to Senator Dominick, but I wish
you would be thinking on this because I would like to run thro Ugh
this with you.
Senator DOMINICK. Just to answer the question that the Chairman
just asked, if you have a family of two under your proposal, as I
understand it, with a total income of $3,500, the contributions made
by the family of two would be $90 for the qualified State health
care plan. That is found in your exhibit 2.
Mr.

SMITH.

Yes,

correct; thank you.

Senator DOMINICIK. I want to first start out by welcoming you,
Mr. Smith, Mr. Pettengill, and Mr. White. I happen to believe that
the health insurance companies have done a pretty good job by and
large; maybe not as good as we would all like, but a pretty good job
in trying to help out on some of the health problems that there are
in this country.
I want to start out on that basis.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. I would like to say I don't think we have
done as good a job as we wish we had or will try to do in the future. We appreciate what you say.
Senator DOMINICK. Thank you. I want to welcome Jack Forsythe,
your counsel, who used to be general counsel for this committee. I

-~~1}
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think the program that you put up is a real interesting one. It has
been introduced in the Tr~iuse. Could you tell me what committee it
has been referred to?
Mr. SM~ITH. I believe it has been referred to the Ways and Means
Committee though there may be some parts of the bill that will be
referred to the Labor Committee. I am not sure.
Senator Dox~iNicx. Now the reason I asked that-and I brought
this uip with the chairman before and I will bring it uip again for
the record-is that bill S.3 is before the Finance Committee in the
Senate. Your bill is before the Ways and Means Committee. Portions
of the administration bill will be before the Ways and Means Committee. At the moment we have three or four bills which have been
referred to the full Labor and Public Welfare Committee but not a
single one of them have yet beeni assigned to the Health Subcommittee as far as I know. We are therefore operating without any bills
in f ront of uts at all.
Senator KEzNEDY. Would you yield? This is to the great distress
of the Chair because Mr. Richardson, when he was up here 4 weeks
ago, indicated the administration's bills would be up that week. I
would hopeSenator DOMINICKt. They are up here and have been referred to
the full committee but they haven't referred to the subcommittee.
Senator KErNEDY. As*Mr. Dominick knows, the manpower programs, the HMO's would be referred to this committee and we are
still waiting for the administration's proposals. I would hope that as
he reminds me of this every day that he would remind the administration that we are awaiting this action.
Senator DomiNICK. I find myself a, little confused as to what we
are doing in. this particular proceeding but I am willing to go along
with the'chairman and inquire into these things.
First of all, I was interested in the concept of your bill, which as
I understand it, employs a number of things which I think are of
importance. First, as I gather from your statement, you will have
the participant in the program under your bill who would have a
choice. In other words, lie won't have to take a specific plan and
wouldn't have to go to a particular doctor; is that correct?
Mr. SMITH.

That would be correct unless he, by choice, decided to

join a closed panel type of organization.
Senator DoMINICK. But he would have the choice, the patient
would I
Mr. SMITH-. Yes.
Senator DoMINICKc. Or the particular employee organization
would, if it happened to be that?
Mr. SMITH. Right. I think that is one of the virtues of our plan.
Trhe multiple choice that consumers on the whole would have.
Senator DOMINICK. I think this has been kind of left out of a
great deal of the testimony uip to date and that is the question of
what the patient wants. It strikes me that in many cases the patient
would like to have the opportunity of choosing both his own plan
and also his own doctor.
As I see it, under your proposal, he would have those options and
that this would also be true under the administration proposal.
Would you agree with that?
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Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator DOMINICKt. There have been implications at least in some
of the questioning to dat by the chairman that the HIAA and its
membership, generally speaking, use their health programs to make
money for themselves. Hopefully the insurance companies are making money, because you are paying taxes into the Federal Government which would be part of the revenue, at least, which would be
used to subsidize the low-income program. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. SMITH. My company paid $72 million in Federal income taxes
last year.
Senator DomINICic. You are, as I understand it, on page 5 of
,your testimony now stating that 108 million people are covered by
insurance companies as members of groups. Is that accurate?
Mr. SMITH. Three-fourths of them are.

Senator DI~oNICK~. B~ut there are 103 million people which are
covered by insurance companiesMr. SMmI. (interrupting). Yes, sir.
Senator DomiNICic (continuing). Of one form or another?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator IDoiviNIcx. That is approximately 50 percent of the total
number of people in the United States.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator DomiNicii. If S. 8 should pass through the Finance
Committee, what would happen to the 108 million people who have
these programs under your insurance company
Mr. SMITH. As I understand it, our business would disappear.
Senator DomiNICK. And those 108 million people and the premiumis they put in would be down the drain. They would get other
coverage under 5. 8.
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator DOMINICK. Have you made any comparison of the operating costs which you cite on page 6 as 41/2 percent for large groups
and approximately 11 percent for groups of all sizes with the operatin costs of a governmentally run program?
Mr SMITH. Well, we know what the Government spends in administering medicare today and as indicated in the testimony ,hi
41/o2 percent for these large groups is a shade less than the Iederal
Government's costs for administering medicare. That is the only
plan of the dimensions and type that seems to be appropriate for
comparison.
Senator DOMINICK. I suppose in order to try and get 4 proper
definition of this we will have to go at length into what is the definition of an operating cost, how much of overhead is put into it and
so on.
Mr. SMITH. It is quite a complex matter.
Senator DOMINICK. It is kind of hard to get a figure, I would
think, all the way through because in the process of administering
medicare, you have got buildings being put up by Federal tax revenues just like insurance companies have been putting uip buildings.
You have a great number of staff members provided by other agencies.
If my case average is anything like the Senator's from Massachusetts, I am sure we both know there are a considerable number of
problems in trying to get claims recognized either under medicare or
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medicaid. It takes quite a long time to do it. I think to go into the
operating expenses is not a bad idea, but I think it will be more
drawn out than we can do in this afternoon, but I did want to make
those points.
Now, in several places in your statement you say-for example:
Copayments are used not just to reduce premium cost, but to seek to give the
claimant an Interest in claim cost control, an Interest that Is generally lacking
when care is tree.
I have heard this over and over again from a great number of
witnesses, including administration witnesses and private witnesses.
Do we have any proof on this?
Mr. SMITH. W~e had experience in many instances where the introduction of the copayment clause has served to reduce unnecessary
expenditures and reduce what we. sometimes call abuse.
Senator DOMINICK. In other words, if a person knows that he has
to put out some money, he may not be so interested in calling a doctor to see if he can do anything about a cold or the baby's crying or
something of this kind, you mean?I
Mr. SMTHr.

There are many instances where this seems to have

worked.
Senator DOMINICK. We also had quite a debate the other day as
to the question of whether or not compulsory Government mec~ical
program which exist in Europe shouldn't be put in here and that
England and other countries have said that it is working pretty well..
I was interested in your statement that no private insurance system
previously existed in those countries.
Mr. SMITH. There is a qualification there, the majority of them.
Senator DOMINICK. The majority of them. Do you know where
they did exist?
Mr. SMITH. England had a system of health insurance. It was by
no means well developed. It was primarily what weps called the
"friendly society system" and was aimed originally at, replacement
of lost wages while sick, but it did develop, I believe, some degree of
coverage of medical costs as well. But the Government from way,
way back was in health insurance in Britain to some limited degree,
so that there never did develop there anything like the system that
we had here.
Senator DOMINICK. The other countries, as far as you know, in
Europe that now have a national medical program or compulsory
medical program, didn't have priorMr. SMITH. That is correct. The need for programs of this sort
didn't generate until well into this century and in this country we
went theprivate route. In other countries, they went the public
route.
Senator DOMINICK. On page 9 of your statement, toward the bottom you say, "As of July, 1970, our investments in health care facilities totaleai $2.3 billion:"'
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator DOMINICK. Above that you say:
Other Indications of our active Interest In the health care system, Include
the contributions insurance companies have made by providing capital for
health care facilities, by supporting medical and allied health education, health
facilities and research, and by conducting health education programs on the
prevention of illness and Injury.
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Does this $2.3 billion include all of those things or just the health
care facilities?
Mr. SMITH. Just the health care facilities.
Senator Domi.N ICK. Do you have any idea of how much money in

total has been expended on those other efforts in the health field
Mr. SMITH. I really couldn't give you a figure because this reaches
way back over the years. Some insurance companies have been active
in matters of health education for generations and as far as support
of medical and allied health education, we just don't have figures
collected on that. I can assure you they are quite substantial because
all of us, these days, are making important contributions to many
causes and health education causes appear in the roster quite often.
Senator DOMINICK. When you refer to health care facilities, what
type of facilities are you talking about?
Mr. SMTHr.

Hospitals, clinics, nursing homes.

Senator DOMINICKc. These are contributions which you have made
either to their construction or to their equipment or what?
provide investment capital for
Wehavegeneall
Mr. MITH
these purposes.
That
is the $2.3 billion. Itmight not be a violation of
confidence to point out that we have provided capital for the construction of some of the Kaiser Permante facilities.
Senator DomiNICI. What would happen to this $2.3 billion investment if we pass S. 3?
Mr. SMITH. I am not sure that would be adversely affected. It
seems to me there would still be opportunities for investment of
funds in health facilities and hopefully they would be giving a reasonable investment return.
Senator DoamnNicx. So, when you p~ut this money in-and this is
what I wanted to make clear-this is an investment as far as you
are concerned in providing health care facilities which hopefully
will be reflected either in reduced premiums or will be returned to
you in the form of principakrepayments, is this correct?
Mr. SMITH. Both, we hope.
Senator DomixiciC.. Both?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator DOMIxICK. Now, I have got to agree with the chairmanthe chairman and I agree on some things and don't on many others-but it seems to me-it always has, and I am a lawyer-that one
of the major problems with insurance policies, whether it is a health
care policy or anything else, is that it is very difficult to try and find
out what is in that policy and what isn't in terms of layman's language.
Is there any effort being made to try and put these various options that people have in buying health insurance into layman's lan-

guage as opposed to what we lawyers call the fine printI

Mr. SM ITH-. Well, we have struggled with this over the years ad

nauseam. It is a terribly difficult. problem. You are constrained on
the one hand by seriou legal guidelines and on the other hand by
the very complexity of the care itself. As I pointed out earlier,
many people don't understand what coverage they have under medicare and that is an illustration of the awesome complexity that
arises when you try to describe in layman'Ps language just what sort of
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benefits are provided. The more comprehensive the benefits become,
as projected under our plan over the coming decade, the less p roblem there is here because people would gradually have practically all
their benefits paid ond wouldn't have to worry about whether fine
print ruled them in or ruled them out.
Senator DOMINICK. On page 12 of your statement, what you say
is that uniform standard benefits for the poor andI near poor would
be subsidized by Federal and State funds. Premium costs would be
paid in full for those in public assistance and others with very low
income. The contribution for those at somewhat higher income levels
would be on a sliding scale depending on income and family size.
Is that sliding scale and the income level that you are talking
about set forth in exhibit 2 of the green book?
Mr. SMITH. There is more than one exhibit, but you have the correct one. The green-backed booklet. It is set forth on page 4, not in
full but in illustration form. I believe that is the exhibit you were
reading from earlier.
Senator DOMINICK. It is exhibit 2 of the green book.
Mr. SMITH. I beg your pardon?

Senator DoMINICK. Yes, page 4.
Mr. SMITI. Correct.

Senator DOMINICK. That is set forth there. So that people with a
family of one, $2,000 or less, pay no contribution. Three thousand or
less in a family of two. Four thousand or less pay no contribution
under y our plan.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator T)omi'Nicii. It is on a sliding scale, as I understand it,
and correct me if I am wrong-I am trying to read this properlyif you are just a single person and you make $3,500, you are ineligible. What do you mean by that?
Mr. SMITH. The individual would have to buy the policy all by
himself. He would not get a contribution from the Government.
Senator DOMINICK. 8o the contribution refers to the contribution
which the Federal and State Government would make.
Mr. SMITH. Correct.
Senator DOMINICK. Not what the individual would make?
Mr. SMITHI. Oh, I got it backwards. I beg your pardon. I beg your

pardon. The numbers shown are the amounts which the individual
would have to contribute to purchase. Where it says "ineligible," the
Government would not provide anything for him. He would have to
pay the whole cost. So, if lie has low incomeSenator DOMINICK. So, for a fellow making $3,500 or $4,000 or
$4,500 all by himself, he would have to pay the full cost?
Mr. SMITH. Right.

Senator DOMINICK. He would be eligible for no subsidy?
Mr. SMITH. Correct.

Senator DOMINICK. And thatMr. SMITH. We

are not, I would say, unalterably wedded to this

particular schedule.
Senator DOMINICK. I understand. This is just a suggestion.
Mr. SMITH. This was our idea.

Senator DOMINICK. I just want to make sure what you are doing
here. That is all.
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A family of three-what do you mean by a family. of three, husband, wife and one child, or husband, wife and three childrenI

Mr.

PETTENGiiJL.

Both would be in that category of three or more.

Mr. 5MITI. That-last column is three or more.
Senator DOMiNICK. But it would b~e a husband, and wife, and one

child?

Mr. PEMrEGILL. That would be in that group. So would be the

husband and wife and 12 children.

Senator

IDoxiNICK.

Yes.

On page 15 you come to the question of cost. In this you sayr, "We
estimate that the additional governmental expenditures required to
pay for the health care program during the first full year of operation would be less than $4 billion."
How did you estimate that? On what basis?
Mr. SiMITI

If you would turn, sir, to exhibit 1, page 5.

Senator DOMINICK. Of the green book?

Mr. SMITH. Of the green book, yes. You will see at the top of that

page-we are talking now about the State pool plan for the poor
and the near poor not for group coverages for the working people.
This is the pool plans. We have estimated the annual claim cost for
the various types of people, children, adults under 65, adults 65 Find
over. The adulIt 65 and over is a low cost because these benefits only
supplement medicare. Our program contemplates medicare will continue and we would simply be paying the excess of what the pool
plan provided over what medicare provided.
Senator DOMINicK. I see.
Mr. PETrENGILL. Then we put in our estimated population, multiply by the claim cost to get the total claim cost in billions of dollars,
and this produces a net estimated claim cost of about $5.57 billion.
Then we have added six-tenths of a billion dollars for administration, getting a cost before contributions of $6.2 billion.
We estimate that the value of the contributions of the near poor
and of the people who are over that limit but nevertheless eligible
because they are uninsurable, otherwise at eight-tenths of a billion
dollars. So, subtracting that from $6.2 gives us a net cost of $5.4, but
this is a program which would require the States to not pay under
title 19 that which is paid under the State pool p lan. It would be intended eventually, of course, that title 19 would phase out. We figtired a savings of $2.8 billion. We figured of the expenses that are
C,urrently being paid under medicaid Title 19, $2.8 represents expenses that would bie paid under these 14tate pool plans so that the tax
increase is $2.6. Then if you would turn to the very last page of the
green book, sir, you will see that we have in there a list of the additional appropriations that we would recommend for our program 1
through 5. That is, for our scholarship and training programs for
students, grants to medical schools, for comprehensive health plan-
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fling and so on, which add up to about $565 million in that first
year, which when added to $2.6 gives us $3.165.
Senator DOMINICKi. Do you anticipate these costs will go up after
the first full year?
Mr. PETTENOILL. We-

Senator DomINICK. Costs usually do.
Mr. PETTENoiLL. We are well aware that inflation is going to continue and that costs will be higher.
Senator DOMINICK. We hope not.
Mr. PET'rENOILL. We would point out that our program contemof the benefits and that in 1976 the pool programs
staging
p~lates
for theapoor
and the near poor would have a substantial increase in
the benefits. provided and, therefore, there would be additional costs.
We are in ithe process of trying to figure out what might well be a
realistic figure for the Congress to look at, but we httve not yet completed that work.
Senator DOMINicKi. At least in terms of tax revenues this is certainly well below the $41 billion which I think Senator Kennedy estimated would be the cost of his plan, which the administration
estimated between $77 and a little over $80 billion a year. Under
your plan-I will ask this of anyon-T want to take up this small
guy in -Colorado that Senator Kennedy was talking a bout be fore,
and I do it for a purpose because I had a call from it business man
out there who said that if hie were required. to pay all the health
care premiums under the administration bill for his employees,
which I gathered consisted of one person, that since he had 10 children already and his business grossed $30,000 he would be far better
byging on welfare and forgetting the whole thing.
Under the proposal that we have at the moment in order to get
the tax incentive for the employers they have to pay a hundred percent of the payments for the employees-do you have anyMr. SMITH. Not necessarily.

Senator DOMINIcK. Do you have any of that in your planI
Mr. SMITH. Oh, I understand. Under our plan the employee could
be required to pay a substantial percentage.
Senator DOMINICK. There is no group here. This is only one employee.
Mr. SMITH. We expect one employee will be group some day
Where there is an employer and one employee, that is a group. KI
that case the employer bargains with his employees as to what part
they will pay.
Senator DOMINICK. I think that will be a standoff from what I
heard over the telephone.
[Laughter.]
Under this situation, assuming that they would be able to work
out an arrangement, would they get group rates?
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Mr. SMITH. Yes.

Group rates vary to some degree by are a, by age,

by depth of the plan so to speak, scope of benefits, and size of the
group.
Senator DOMINICK. Well,* I am somewhat at a loss as to how to
proceed here. I think you have some very good proposals here. I
want to ask you, how you think the scope of this compared with the
administration plan? For example, the support oT the medical
schools to get additional doctors and trained medical assistants and
so on. You do not have that in your program, do you?
Mr. PETENILA. Yes, we do, sir."We are proposing in our action

program one that there would be increased funds 7or training all
types of health care manpower. We would put emphasis on training
those who would work in the ambulatory health care centers.

Senator DOMINICK. Who would Supply thatI
Mr. PErrENGILL. These would be additional Federal

funds.

Senator DoxitNICiK. Additional Federal funds. What you are
doing is in effect supporting the administration proposal on that.
Mr. P.EIr=NOILL. I believe we are somewhat similar, sir.
Senator DomiNICKc. D~o you have any proposals to support the socalled area health education centers?
Mr. PETTNGILL. You are referring to the OEO regional health
center, sir ?
Senator DOMINICK. Well, I was talking about the administration
program to establish continuing education for doctors and comprehensive health facilities at area health education centers.
Mr. PETTENOILL.

Well, our comprehensive ambulatory health care

centers would very clearly require that there be appropriate continuing education ana hence, as far as I can see, that would be picked
up as part of their cost. Since we would be covering these companies, the comprehensive ambulatory health care centers, we would be
picking up that cost as a cost of doing business.
Senator DOMINICKi. Those funds would also come from governmental expenditures, right?
Mr. PETIENOILL.

No. Well, to the extent that they were premiums

to the State pool plans, yes, it would be governmental revenues. On
the other hand, to the extent it was an employer's private group
plan, then it is pivate enterprise that is picking up the continuing
education cost of te phician.
Senator DomIiciK. Now you are also presupposing in this exhibit
4 attached to your green book here grants for service in deprived
areas of some $50 million. The administration and most of the witnesses have been very concerned about the distribution of medical
care. I think this is a subject that is extremely complex. They have
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programs for those who will practice in
forgiveness
suggested
either the loan
ghetto
areas or the rural undeveloped areas and so on,
where medical services are hard to get. What is your feeling about
that? Do you think that is a good idea? Worthwhile?
Mr. PIE'r'ENOILL. Yes. Our progr-am, sir, would provide that an individual could gret the full cost of his health education in terms of a
loan and that loan could be forgiven so much a year for each year
of service iii an area which the Secretary of HEW and the local
comprehensive health planning agency agreed was an area of acute
need for that particular service.
Senator DOMINICKct. Let me ask you this, then: We have got, as
far as I can find, a general agreement at least between thle major
facets of the administration program and what you feel needs to be
done. Why do we need ainotlier bill? Why do we need your bill as
opposed to the administration bill? Or why do we need the administration bill as opposed to your bill?
Mr. SMrITIr. r was going to suggest the latter idea was probably in
order inasmuch as our bill is already in and I do not believe the admninistration. bill is completely in. NTeverthieless, that is a frivolous
answer to your question. The real answer is we feel that facets of
our plan wh1ich are superior as far as we know at this time to the
administration plan, though frankly we are not too sureSenator DomuxwIC. In what way?
Mr. SMIThT. -because we have not yet had an opportunity to examine the details of the administration plan. The most important
area as far as I can see is that our coverage for the poor and non.poor would be more complete and more adequate. I think that is the
most important p~oint. Our bill, it should be pointed out, rests on
voluntaryism rather than compulsion.
Senator DOMiNICK. That is the big difference.
Mr. SMITI. That is at kind of philosophic difference which becomes important. Our hope isSenator DoMilNlCK. There is, however, a choice in the administration bill, both as to the type of plans and doctors and so on.
Mr. SMITH. There is not a wide divergence in philosophy between
the administration bill and ours, or in many of the facets of the two
bills.

Senator

DoamnNrCK.

Mr. Chairman, I do not mean to be difficult

about this, but I have asked a lot of questions referring to the prograir for healthcare in the 1970's, which is only going to be in the
fle. I wonder if we should not put it in the record really.
Senator KENNEDY. Fine. It will be admitted as part of the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
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Program ForHealthcare In The 19 70's9
Health Insuratice A ssociatioii of America

The HIAA has been increasingly concerned with the
adequacy and cost of health. care and health insurance.

In

January 1969 a special Task Force was appointed to work
toward an action program which would assure good quality
health care for all at reasonable costs.

After extensive study, and after obtaining advice from
many experts across the Nation, the Task Force set forth
a set of principles which it believed should be incorporated
in an ideal and practical program.
accepted and

These principles were

approved by the member

companies of the

Association at a special meeting in May 1970.

These principles are set forth in this booklet, together
with six action programs that would translate the principles
into a comprehensive plan for national legislation.

The Association invites study and discussion of these
programs and will welcome comments and suggestions.
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PRINCIPLES
of the
PROGRAM FOR HEALTHCARE IN THE 1970'S
1.

Every American should have access to quality health care regardless of
Inc ome,

2.

The Nation needs a new healthcare system which combines the strengths of our
present system with new programs, reforms and additions, where the present
system, for one reason or another, does not meet the Nation's needs.

3.

Such a now system should make maximum use of the private sector and judicious use of government funds.

4.

The Nation should make comprehensive health insurance coverage available to
all of its people at the earliest date consistent with the availability of health
care services.

5.

Action should be taken simultaneously to improve the organization and delivery
of health care and to improve the financing of health care.
IMPROVE THE DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE
FOR EVERYONE

1.

There is a need to increase the supply and improve the distribution of health
care manpower.

This can be done now by improving scholarship, grant, and

loan programs, and by increasing incentives for health practitioners to provide ambulatory health care and to serve in areas of special need, such as in
the inner cities and rural areas.
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2.

There is a need to develop ambulatory health care services to promote health.
maintenance and reduce costly hospital use.- This can be done now by more
extensive private and public funding and development.

These ambulatory

services would include not only diagnosis and treatment but prevention and
rehabilitation.
3.

There is a need for improved health care planning in order to distribute current
and future health resources more equitably.

This can be done now through

strengthening health planning by giving comprehensive health planning agencies
greaittr financial support and greater authority.
4.

There Is a reed to more directly contain the escalation in health care costs and
upgrade quality of health care.

This can be done now through such techniques

as prospective rate reimbursement for institutional charges, more effective
peer review of professional services, prepaid group practice, and community
planning.
5.

There is a need for national goals and priorities to improve health care.

This

can be done now through the creation of a Council of Health Policy Advisors in
the Executive Office of the President.
IMPROVE THE FINANCING OF HEALTH CARE
FOR EVERYONE
Delivery of quality health care is dependent upon a broadly based financing system.
This can be achieved most quickly by building on the foundation of existing voluntary
health insurance plans.
all by:

59-661 0 - 71 pt. 4 -14

Comprehensive health insurance can be made available to
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1.

Establishing Federal standards for health care benefits and fphasing-in those
benefits on a time-table which takes into account the availability of health carol
services.

2.

Providing Federal income tax Incentives to stimulate employers, employees,
and economically self-sufficient individuals to have insurance coverages which
are at least as comprehensive as Federal benefit standards.

3.

Ucing Federal and State funds to subsidize the provision of standard benefits
to the poor and near-poor.

4.

Utilizing existing private health insurers (including Insurance Companies,
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and Prepaid Group Practice Plans) to provide the
insurance benefits, and establishing State pools of private insurers to insure
the benefits for the poor, the near-poor, and those who are uninsurable for
reasons of health.
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THE HEALTH CARE CHALLENGE OF THE 1970'S

In the decade of the 19701s, America confronts a critical testing of its capacity to
provide to all of its citizens one of the most basic of human needs- -the means to
protect and maintain personal health.
There
health
cult to
prices

is general agreement today that every citizen should have access to quality
care. There is agreement as well that too many Americans now find it diffisecure quality health care when they need it, where they need it, and at
they can afford.

The Health Insurance Association of America is'convinced that the personal health
care needs of all citizens would be served more effectively and at lower cost through
full use of the present system's demonstrated strength and capabilities coupled with
significant reforms and additions where the present system, for one reason or
another, does not meet the Nation's needs.
HIAA therefore proposes a plan which combines the flexibility, innovativeness,
efficiency and managerial skills of private enterprise; the high scientific and technical competence of the medical and allied health professions; and the unique fiscal and
legislative capacities of government.
Out of this cooperative endeavor could arise a health care system of unprecedented
scale and potential for serving the needs of all citizens on an economically sound
basis, with the communities served participating in developing and maintaining the
proposed programs. The Association believes that this goal can be achieved within
this decade provided the effort is nationwide in scope, utilizes both private and
public resources and receives high priority among America's current domestic needs.
To meet the Nation's future health care needs, the Health Insurance Association of
America proposes immediate Federal legislative action on two fronts: the organization and delivery of health care; and the financing of personal health services.
To lay the groundwork for improving the organization and delivery of health care,
the Nation should increase as rapidly as possible its production of health manpower,
encourage more effective use of personnel, and expand health career opportunities.
It should also promote widespread development of coordinated ambulatory care
services.
It should assign to comprehensive health planning agencies increased responsibilities,
backed by necessary funds and power, for guiding the development of health care
delivery systems.
It should employ modern mat Aagement techniques and professional
incentives to improve cost and quality controls. Finally, it should provide a means
for developing national objectives for health care delivery systems.
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H-IAA believes that to finance delivery of health care services and provide access to
quality care for all citizens, comprehensive health insurance should be made available to all, and it believes this goal can best be achieved at lowest cost to the
government by building on the private insurance plans now serving in varying degrees
Federal standards and tax incentives should
more than 85 percent of all Americans.
be used to bring these plans up to acceptable levels. Public funds could then be concentrated on meeting the need to provide coverage for the poor and to assist the
near-poor and uninsurable to purchase coverage.
The first five action programs which follow outline key and immediate steps toward
better organization and delivery of health care. The sixth spells out the ways and
means of offering the entire population insured plans which would emphasize ambulatory and preventive services, and would foster effectiveness and economy of care.
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Action Program 1:

INCREASE HEALTH MANPOWER

Shortages and maldistribution of health personnel underlie many of the problems besetting America's present health care system.
So long as these conditions prevail,
the Nation cannot hope to make health care readily available to all. To assure the
availability of trained personnel essential to the delivery of health care -- especially
ambulatory care--for all, and to expand opportunities for health careers, the
Health Insurance Association of America proposes:
I-A.

That the Federal government conduct a study of all Federal programs
which provide grants, loans, or other financial aids for the training and
development of health manpower (1) to appraise their adequacy and need
for expansion; (2) to recommend procedures for the consolidation, coordination, and improved administrative efficiency of the programs; and
(3) to recommend measures to publicize the existence and purpose of
the programs and the advantages of careers in the health, nursing, and
allied health professions.

I-B.

That student loan programs be improved to provide (1) that a student may
borrow at a reasonable interest rate up to the full cost of tuition, fees,
books, supplies, and board and room; (2) that 20% of the full amount of
such loans (including interest) to physicians, optometrists, and dentists
be cancelled for each year of service in a rural or inner-city area determined by the Secretary, upon recommendation of the appropriate
comprehensive planning agency, to be an area of need; and (3) that up to
half of such loans (including interest) to nurses and allied health personnel be cancelled at the rate of 20% of the loan for each year ci service in
their professions, except that if such service is in an area of need, the
full loan would he cancelled at the rate of 33 1/3% per year of service.

I-C.

That Federal grants be made to schools (including community colleges)
and other institutions that train medical and allied health personnel for
the purpose of devising curricula and securing faculty to train additional
physicians and allied health personnel skilled either in providing coordinated family health care on an ambulatory basis, or in administering
ambulatory care centers.

These improved loan and training programs can begin to produce additional health
personnel in certain categories fairly quickly. However, several years will pass
before a substantial increase in the numbers of graduates in many professional and
technical categories is realized. To help meet immediate needs in some communities, the Health Insurance Association of America proposes:
I-D.

That the Federal government establish a temporary program to provide
grants during the next five years to physicians, nurses, and allied
health personnel who agree to serve in areas which have received priority certification of the need for such personnel from their comprehensive planning agencies.
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Both immediate and long-term health manpower efforts should stress the preparation of individuals trained to provide and administer primary care on an ambulatory
basis.
There is particular need for professional administrators trained in the management
of health care centers and systems of various types which provide comprehensive
care on an ambulatory basis, Also needed are physicians skilled in coordinating
the work of doctors and allied health personnel so that the care rendered takes into
consideration the patient's entire health care and related needs, not just those of an
acute episode of illness.
In addition, allied health personnel capable of assisting physicians and providing the
myriad of new and supportive services needed for modern health care must be
actively recruited, trained, and placed in service. It should be public policy to
promote such efforts as part of the solution to health care problems and as a means
of providing employment opportunities to all.
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Action Program II:

-

PROMOTE AMBULATORY CARE

The Nation needs (1) to improve access to health care for all of the population;
(2) to encourage better organization and economy of use of manpower, facilities,
and funds; and (3) to enhance the quality and effectiveness of health care. These
needs could be met substantially by making ambulatory health care services accessible in every community throughout America.
The HIAA recognizes that inclusion of ambulatory and preventive care benefits in
all health insurance plans is needed, and makes recommendations in this regard in
Action Program VI. In addition, development of ambulatory services as part of
comprehensive health care systems will require funding of these services and the
facilities in which they are to be provided. Therefore, the Association proposes:
Il- A.

That present Federal programs of hospital construction grants and of
loan guarantees for hospital facilities and out- patient facilities be
extended to encourage private and public construction and equipping of
truly comprehensive ambulatory health care centers with high priority
given to such facilities in areas of special need as certified by comprehensive health planning agencies and authorized by the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

II-B.

That such grants and loan guarantees be available to subsidize administrative, operating, and maintenance costs to the extent necessary during
the first three years of operation of such centers.

A significant portion of the diagnosis and treatment currently provided hospital
in-patients could be rendered more economically on a "walk-in" basis if appropriate
facilities and trained personnel were available. Some recent experiments indicate
that properly equipped and staffed ambulatory health care centers could perform
20 to 25 percent of all the surgery now done on a costly in-patient basis, as well as
much of the diagnostic x-ray and laboratory testing.
In some communities, existing group medical practices could be expanded to meet
ambulatory care needs.
In others, hospital out-patient departments and emergency
services could be reorganized. In still other communities, new ambulatory care
services, such as prepaid group practice plans and other health maintenance organizations, may have to be established.
Whatever the organization or sponsorship of ambulatory care facilities, they should
have a viable relationship with the community they serve and provide a broad range
of health services- - including diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation appropriate to
the circumstances; mental health services; family planning; dental care; drugs;
vision care; preventive services and immunizations; and health education.
There is consensus today that the present degree of in-hospital care can be reduced
considerably by greater reliance upon ambulatory care. The potential long-term
economies implicit in such a shift are believed to be significant, as are the benefits
to the public from earlier diagnosis and treatment.
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Action Pro gramn III: STRENGTHEN HEALTH PLANNING

Comprehensive community health planning is essential if the Nation is to use its
large, but not unlimited, resources for the greatest good of present and future
Planning is needed to identify unmet needs and to establish a
generations.
rational order for meeting them. Planning also is needed to avoid unnecessary
duplication of facilities and services and to help control operating costs while at
the same time encouraging new approaches to the effective delivery of health care.
To promote more rapid implementation of the concept of community (areawide)
and state health planning on a comprehensive basis, the Health Insurance Association of America proposes:
IlI-A.

That at least one-tenth of one percent of the Nation's expenditures for
persona] health care be devoted to comprehensive health planning at
community and state levels.

Ill-B.

That areawide comprehensive health planning agencies which have
strong consumer representation be assigned at least the following
specific responsibilities, with commensurate funding and staffing:

III-C.

(1)

To determine and assign priorities for present and future health
needs of the community on a continuing basis, and to enlist public
support in meeting these needs. in so doing, emphasis should be
placed on coordinating all healthcare facilities and programs in
the area to the fullest extent possible. Emphasis also should be
placed on educating the community on the proper use of the facilities and services available,

(2)

To certify as to the need for and priority of proposed new or
modernized health care services, facilities, or equipment wvhenever such proposals involve an application for a Federal grant,
loan, loan guarantee, or other Federal aid in an amount exceeding $100, 000.

That the State health planning agency, in the case of applications for
Federal funds described in I11-13(2), he required to certify as to the
need for and priority of the project under the State health plan.
Further, the State agency would be empowered to reverse a decision
of the areawide agency after a public hearing or to act upon the application in the absence of action by the areawide agency.

Planning is a partnership process in which those who provide services, those who
Compreuse services, and those who pay for services must actively participate.
hensive health planning agencies should stimulate and coordinate the planning of
all health facilities and services within the community.
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Comprehensive health planning must be oriented to community needs, recognizing
that some needs are common to all people in all communities, other needs are not,
For example,
and priorities among individuals and communities differ considerably.
most communities need to expand ambulatory services, and some communities need
to plan for additional hospital beds, while others face the need to eliminate excess
hospital beds.
Nevertheless, the task of creating effective systems of health care delivery has
major national and state overtones. Identification of goals and guidelines must be
set at the national level, supported by statistical data and programs to train planning personnel.
Comprehensive health planning embodies important elements of cost control, seeks
to identify community needs and goals, sets priorities, and allocates resources.
Comprehensive health planning agencies should play key roles in helping to shape
health care delivery systems in the 1970' s.
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Action Program IV:

IMPROVE COST AND QUALITY CONTROLS

Although increasing the supply of services and improving productivity should help
to stabilize health care prices, more direct and immediate measures to control
costs, based on modern managerial techniques, must be introduced. In addition,
community health planning agencies should be given effective powers to direct
public funds into those facilities and services which promote both lower cost and
higher-quality health care, and to block investment in unneeded facilities and services.
To brake the inflationary spiral in health care costs, and to improve quality of
care, the Health Insurance Association of America proposes:
IV-A.

That no
vice be
hensive
a grant

IV- B.

That, as part of its responsibilities, each comprehensive health planning agency assist health care facilities to (1) plan their capital expenditures for replacement, modernization, and expansion so that they
will be consistent with the State health plan; (2) develop efficient
systems of administration which incorporate incentives for optimum
use of manpower, facilities, and equipment; (3) seek combined purchasing and cooperative use of services and facilities with other institutions;
and (4) employ other modern management techniques.

IV-C.

That reimbursement under any program supported by Federal funds for
health care services rendered by physicians, nurses, and allied health
personnel be made only if such services are screened against professionally established utilization guidelines. Those beyond the guidelines
would be paid only if approved, after review, by an appropriate health
services review organization or, in the absence of such organization,
by the organizations administering the Federally supported programs.
No payment would be mad.3 for any health care service found to be unnecessary in accordance with generally accepted practice nor for that
portion of a charge which exceeds the prevailing level of charges in the
community for a person of comparable skill and training.

IV-D.

That reimbursement under any program Supported by Federal funds
for health care services rendered in a hospital or other health care
institution be made only if the charges have been approved by a State
Healthcare Institutions Cost Commission appointed by the Governor of
each State.
The Commission would require all institutions to meet the
following conditions:

Federal loan, grant, or contract for a health facility or sermade unless the project is certified by the appropriate comprehealth planning agency as an essential need, and, in the case of
or contract, that the need is of high priority.

BEST COPY AVAILABLL
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(1)

That the health care institution have an active review committee of
qualified physicians and other personnel that effectively checks
whether the services rendered are (a) of good quality, (b) needed
for the proper treatment of the patient, and (c) provided only as
long as necessary within the institution;, and that it have a management that takes effective and prompt action with respect to adverse
findings.

(2)

That the health care institution utilize a standard system of accounts and cost finding where such system is uniform within each
State and is developed by representatives of the health care institutions, the State agencies which pay for health care, and private
third-party payers.

(3)

That the health care institution use "prospectively approved
charges" for all its patients.

Under the prospectively approved charges system, each institution,
using a standard system of accounts and cost finding, would budget its
expenses for the fiscal year and establish charges for services reasonably related to the cost of efficient production of such services. In lieu
of service charges, consideration might be given to the use of a single
all-inclusive daily charge rate for each institution.
The cost of capital
would be included in the budget, and hence in the charges to patients,
only to the extent that the capital expenditure had been approved by the
appropriate comprehensive health planning agency.
In reviewing an institution's budget and proposed charges, the Commission would take into consideration economic factors in the institution's geographic area, costs of comparable institutions providing comparable services, capital requirements, and the necd for incentives to
improve service and institute economies which might be secured from
the sharing of joint services with other institutions.
If the budget revealed operating inefficiencies or the scheduled charges
appeared unjustified, the Commission would disapprove the proposed
charges. Filed charges would be deemed to be acceptable unless disapproved within 60 days of the filing. The Commission could, however,
request a prospective change at a later date, For valid reasons, budgets and charges could be revised during the year.
The' Federal government would pay 75% of the operating costs of each
State Healthcare Institutions Cost Commission.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Action Pro gram V: DEVELOP NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

National leadership and identification of goals are essential to dealing constructively with the country's health needs, and in balancing health priorities against
Therefore, the Health Insurance Association of
other national priorities.
America proposes:
V-A.

That the President transmit to the Congress once each year a Health
Report which would set forth (1) the condition of the Nation's health
care system; (2) the effects upon the Nation of current trends in the
organization, delivery, financing, and quality of health care services;
(3) the adequacy of available manpower and physical resources;
(4) a review of Federal, State, and local health programs and activities; and (5) a program, including recommended legislation, to
improve the organization, delivery, and financing of health care for
all Americans.

V- B.

That the Congress create a Council of Health Policy Advisors in the
Executive Office of the President, analogous to the Council of
Economic Advisors.
The Council of Health Policy Advisors would be composed of three
full-time members appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Senate. The President would designate one of the members of the Council to serve as Chairmah.
The Council would assist the President in the preparation of his annual
Health Report. In addition, the Council's responsibilities would
include recommending procedures for the coordination or consolidation
of inter-agency programs, or their elimination; conducting research
relating to the Nation's health care; providing guidelines to govern the
allocation of funds to health care; and making recommendations for
national policy to promote improvement in the organization, financing,
delivery and quality of the Nation's health care.

V-C.

That the Congress direct every Federal agency to include in all recommendations for legislation or other major Federal actions a statement
setting forth the impact of the proposal on the Nation's health care
system; any unavoidable adverse effects; alternatives to the proposed
action; its relative priority; and any irreversible commitments of
resources involved.
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MAKE HEALTH INSURANCE AVAILABLE TO ALL

Action Programs I through V would establish public policy for restructuring health
care organization and delivery in the United States. In order to implement this
policy by providing the necessary financial leverage at the point of service, the
Health Insurance Association of America believes that the Nation must begin at once
to move along two broad paths:
First, the Federal government should encourage health care insurance benefits
for all that will stimulate development of new forms of delivery of health care
designed to shift the emphasis from high-cost in-patient hospital care to lower
cost types of institutional care and in particular to more easily accessible
ambulatory and preventive care.
Second, comprehensive health care insurance coverage should be made available to all people, -building on the broad base of existing voluntary health
insurance plans. Costs for most of the population should continue to be met by
individuals and employers, and public funds should be used for those who need
total or partial support in financing their health care.
To achieve these objectives, the Health Insurance Association of Amcrica proposes:
VI-A.

That standards of ambulatory, preventive, and institutional care benefits referred to here as 'Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits" be
established by the Federal government in consultation with the providers,
consumers, and insurers of health care. Since dollars can only buy
those health services actually in being, benefits for each service should
be phased in on a priority basis as these services become available,

VI-B.

That Federal income tax incentives be employed to stimulate the extension of Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits to all employer -employee
groups and to economically self-sufficient individuals not in such groups.

VI-C.

That Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits be made available to persons
of low income without regard to their assets through Qualified State
Healthcare Plans participated in by all insurers and supported by State
and Federal subsidies, These privately -insured benefits would immediately reduce the need for Medicaid and should eventually eliminate it
as a means of financing medical care.

MINIMUM STANDARD

HEALTHCARE BENEFITS

Exhibit I (attached) illustrates the benefits which the Health Insurance Association of
America recommends be established as Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits.
These encourage ambulatory and preventive care and allow the use of the appropriate
level of institutional care. For each of the 14 illustrative benefits, phasing-in
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priorities are proposed to take into account the time involved in creating the manpower and facilities to deliver the care specified. This staging would also allow
reasonable time to adjust existing labor union contracts, and to solve the problems
of insurers with respect to added claim costs and administrative changes. Any
portion of this staging could be deferred by the President if he finds that sufficient
facilities and services will not then be available.
Because a major goal of this program is to redirect as much institutional care to
ambulatory care as possible, the ultimate phase of the Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits would have no maximum limit on ambulatory care and realistic
limits on institutional care. The benefits payable for a serious accident or illness
could exceed the $50, 000 maximum benefits provided under the Federal Employees'
Government -Wide Indemnity Benefit Plan.
It should be noted that custodial care, which is essentially a matter of providing
assistance with the routine functions of daily living rather than medical care and
which is usually of long duration, is not included as part of the Minimum Standard
Healthcare Benefits. Beause custodial care is a matter of income maintenance,
it should be handled separately under public income maintenance programs.
Plans Providing "Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits"
The inclusion of Minimum
employer- employee group
Qualified State Healthcare
persons of low income and
1.

Standard Healthcare Benefits would be encouraged in all
plans and individually -purchased health care policies,
Plans would be established to provide this coverage for
for those who are 'uninsurable".

Qualified Employee Healthcare Plans

As an incentive to extend and strengthen health insurance coverage of employed
persons, the Health Insurance Association of America proposes that, commencing
with tax year 1973, the Federal government limit the deductibility of an employer's
expenditure for health care benefits for employees and their dependents to 50 percent instead of 100 percent unless the employer's plan includes all of features (a)
through (d) below. Collectively -bargained plans in effect on the date the legislation
is enacted would continue to qualify for 100 percent deduction until the employer's
taxable year following expiration of the bargaining agreement, or until the taxable
year following December 31, 1975, if earlier.
a.

Benefits of the plan~ must include at least:
Priority I Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits after December 31,
1972 (see Exhibit 1);
Priority I and Priority II Benefits after December 31, 1975; and
Priorities I, 11, and III Benefits after December 31, 1978.
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For individuals covered under Medicare, the benefits of the Plan would
be appropriately modified so as not to duplicate such of the applicable
Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits as are provided by Medicare.
Benefits could be provided by any licensed insurer or prepayment plan,
including health maintenance organizations.
b.

Eligibility for coverage must include: all full-time and all part-time
employees working at least 20 hours a week for at least 26 weeks of the
year and the spouses and dependent unmarried children under age 19 of
such employees.
New employees must be eligible for coverage within three months of
employment.

C.

*

Policy provisions must be included which would provide for continuation
of coverage under the following circumstances:
(1)

Goverago for the employee and all of his then insured dependents
would continue for at least one month during a layoff or labor dispute, with no increase in required employee contributions and with
provision for continuation for up to 11I more months during such
layoff or labor dispute, subject to the employee not being required
to contribute more than the amount of the premium billed the group
policyholder by the insurance carrier for the coverage.

(2)

Upon termination of employment, other than as a result of death of
the employee, the employee could have the group insurance coverage
continued for himself and his then insured dependents for 3 months,
subject to payment at the date of termination of employment of the
applicable group premium for the entire period.

(3)

Upon the death of an employee, his then insured dependents could
have the group insurance coverage continued for 3 months, subject
to payment within 15 days following the date of death of the applicable group premium for the entire period.

(4)

During an employee's absence due to illness or injury, coverage
for the employee and his then insured dependents would continue
for up to 24 months. * The employee would not be required to contribute more for such continued coverage than he would have contributed had he remained an active employee.

(5)

Coverage would continue to a disabled dependent unmarried child's
twenty-first birthday, * provided the child was insured under the
plan prior to attaining age 19, became totally disabled prior to that
age, and remained so disabled. The employee would not be
required to contribute more for such coverage than would have been
required were the child a dependent under age 19.

For coverage beyond this time,
Plans.

see item 3(d) under Qualified State Healthcare
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Any employee or dependent entitled to continuation of coverage
under any of the above items at a time when the employer changes
his plan and who would thereby lose his continuation of coverage,
would be eligible under the successor plan for not less than the
continuation of the coverage that would have been available had
the prior plan remained in force.

In no event, however, need coverage be continued beyond the date the
covered individual first becomes eligible for Medicare.
d.

A "Coordination of Benefits" provision must be included to avoid costly
duplication of coverage.

e.

Optional provisions may be included:
(1)

A deductible (in addition to the authorized co-payments) could be
required which would apply before benefits for some or all types of
charges are payable. To avoid undue pressures to use more costly
institutional care, the amount of the deductible could not be greater
when a service is rendered on an ambulatory basis than when that
service is rendered on an in-patient basis in a hospital or other
health care institution. With respect to the expenses for which
Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits must be provided in any
calendar year, there would be a maximum limit on the aggregate
of the deductibles for that year for the employee and all covered
members of his family, which would in no event exceed $100.

(2)

In lieu of the co-payment amounts prescribed in the Minimum
Standard Healthcare Benefits, the plan could require co-payments
for health care expenses in excess of any required deductible in an
amount not to exceed 20 percent of such expenses, except where a
higher percentage co-payment for a given benefit category is provided for in the Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits. With
respect to the expenses for which Minimum Standard Healthcare
Benefits must be provided in any calendar year, there would be a
maximum dollar limit on the aggregate of the deductibles and
co-payments required in that year for the employee and all covered
members of this family, which would in no event exceed $1000.

(3)

Where an approved health maintenance service exists, the employer
could offer his employees a dual choice- - participation in the regular health care plan or membership in the qualified health maintenance service plan for which the employee could be required to pay
the extra cost, if any.
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Group health insurance plans (whether provided through a single policy or a combination of policies) which meet all of the foregoing requirements for 100% income-tax
deductibility would be known as "Qualified Employee Healthcare Plans."1 Employers
whose employee health insurance is not provided through policies which fit approved
prototypes would be required to furnish sufficient information on their income-tax
returns to enable the Internal Revenue Service to determine whether requirements
for full income-tax deductibility are met. Employee contributions, if any, toward
the cost of such plans would be deductible on individual income tax returns. Uninsured plans would have to meet all of the foregoing requirements for insured plans
if 100 percent tax -deductibility of employer costs is to continue.
2.

Qualified Individual Healthcare Plans

Those who do not have access to any group health insurance plan but do have adequate resources to buy health insurance should be encouraged to purchase guaranteed
renewable individual health insurance policies providing broad coverage. To provide
incentives for individuals and families to accept responsibility for insuring their
health care and to encourage strengthening of coverage, the Health Insurance Association of America proposes:
a.

That, for 1973 and subsequent tax years, the Federal income tax deduction for personal expenditures for health care insurance (including
prepayments to health maintenance organizations) which meets the
requirements described below be 100 percent of the premium. Such
health care insurance must provide at least:
Priority I Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits after December 31,
1972 (see Exhibit I);
Priority I and Priority II Benefits after December 31,

1975; and

Priority I, II, and III Benefits after December 31, 1978.
b.

That if such healthcare insurance is provided through an individually
underwritten policy, it must be one which the insurer has an obligation
to renew until at least the date on which the insured first becomes
eligible for Medicare; however, the insurer could reserve the right to
adjust premium rates by classes in accordance with its experience under
the type of policy involved.
The policy must contain a provision to enable the insured to convert his
policy to one that would provide Priority II and Priority III Benefits at
such times as those benefits are included in the Minimum Standard
H-ealthcare Benefits.
For individuals covered under group health plans or under Medicare, the
benefits of the individually underwritten policy could be appropriately
modified so as not to duplicate such of the applicable Priority H-ealthcare
Benefits as are provided under the group plans or under Medicare.

59-681 0 - 71 - Pt. 4 - 15
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The policy must provide that, upon the death of the person to whom
the policy is issued, any surviving members of his family who are
then covered would be permitted to continue their coverage.
C.

That the Federal income tax deduction for personal expenditures for
any health care insurance which does not meet these standards remain
at the present limit of 50 percent of premiums subject to an overall
maximum of $150 for the taxpayer and all his dependents.

d.

That optional provisions may include:
(1)

A provision coordinating its benefits with any other policy if such
provision is approved by the appropriate regulatory authority of
the State of issue.

(2)

A provision requiring the covered individual to pay a deductible
before benefits for some or all types of health care expenses are
payable under the plan. The amount of the deductible may not be
greater when a service is rendered on an ambulatory basis than
when that service is rendered on an in-patient basis in a hospital
or other health care institution.

(3)

In lieu of the co-payment amounts described in the Minimum
Standard H-ealthcare Benefits, a provision requiring co- payments
for expenses in excess of any required deductible, in an amount
not to exceed 20 percent of covered expenses, except where a
higher percentage co-payment for a given benefit expense category
is provided for under the Minimum Standard Healthcare Benefits.

Individual Insurance policies which, singly or in combination with other individual
or group coverage, meet all of the requirements for the additional income-tax
deductibility would be known as "Qualified Individual Healthcare Plans. " Individuals
whose coverage is not provided through single policies which fit approved prototypes
would be required to furnish sufficient information on their combined coverage to
enable the Internal Revenue Service to determine whether requirements for full
income-tax deductibility are met.
The Internal Revenue Service could accept the determination of the State insurance
regulatory authority that a particular plan of healthcare benefits filed with and
approved by him met all requirements for qualification.
3.

Qualified State H-ealthcare Plans

To bring persons of low income into the mainstream of quality health care in a
dignified way, virtually all of the medical assistance benefits now provided by
Medicaid would be replaced by benefits under insured "Qualified State H-ealthcare
Plans" with costs shared by the Federal government. These plans would also
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serve to make health insurance available to those who are "uninsurable.," To
implement this concept of making health insurance available to all, the Health
Insurance Association of America proposes:
a.

That Title XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid) be amended by legislation providing Federal sharing with the States of the costs of Qualified
State Healthcare Plans. Each such plan would be a "pooled" arrangement
underwritten by all private health insurers, profit and non-profit, in each
State, with one carrier or group of carriers chosen by the State to
administer the plan.

b.

That a simple report of total income for the prior year replace the present "means tests. I

C.

That the Qualified State Healthcare Plan be available to all persons
(including those eligible for Medicare) whose incomes fall below specified
levels and who are not eligible for a Qualified Employee Healthcare Plan.
This insurance would be provided without cost to those on public assistance
or having particularly low incomes with contributions for others being
graded by income and family size.

d.

That the Qualified State Healthcare
the full premium, to those who are
insurance but cannot do so because
"uninsurable", usually for reasons

e.

That each Qualified State Healthcare Plan provide at its inception both
the Priority I and Priority II Healthcare Benefits (see Exhibit I), with
Priority III Benefits being added in July 1, 1976. Those eligible for a
Qualified State Healthcare Plan would have an option to elect coverage
under a health maintenance service arrangement, where available.

f.

That Federal sharing of the costs of Qualified State Healthcare Plans
be available for the Plan year beginning July 1, 1972. States which have
not instituted such a Plan by July 1, 1973, would become ineligible for
Federal appropriations under Title V (Maternal and Child Health
Programs) and Title XIX (Medicaid).

g.

That pool losses, if any, be shared by all pool carriers, health maintenance organizations and uninsured plans. These shared losses would
be limited, with any excess losses borne by the State and Federal
governments.

Note:

Plan also be available, on payment of
financially able to purchase health
they are presently considered
of extremely poor health.

See Exhibit 11 for Illustrative Qualified State Healthcare Plan Provisions,
and Exhibit III for Illustrative Method of Handling Enrollments and Effective Dates for the Qualified State Healthcare Plan.
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A Note on Population Categories
The foregoing Qualified Healthcare plans would make health insurance available to
most Americans. However, there would continue to be those in public institutions,
members of the armed services, and others whose personal health care needs are
generally met by direct, government- financed services. Under special rules as
to enrollment and risk- sharing, such persons could be enrolled in Qualified State
Healthcare Plans,
There would also be those who, as the result of mnisunder standing, choice, neglect,
religious belief, or other circumstances would not be insured or adequately
insured and yet at some time would need medical care that they would be unable
to pay for at the time. For this latter category- -both to provide reasonable care
and to minimize the bad debt burden on health care facilities- - it should be the
responsibility of local or State welfare departments to determine whether the
individual is to receive care at public expense.
HEALTHCARE IN THE 1970'S

--

AN ATTAINABLE GOAL

Achieving access to quality health care for all would be a fitting commemoration
of our nation's bicentennial - - truly in the spirit of the Americaa dream of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The Health Insurance Association of
America believes this goal to be attainable, and pledges its full support to gaining
the objectives of this program.
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EXHIBIT I
ILLUSTRATIVE MINIMUM STANDARD HEALTHCARE BENEFITS

AMBULATORY AND PREVENTIVE CARE
BENEFITS

PRIORITY

1.Physician's non -institutional care
a.

b.

In office or ambulatory care center:
(i) First 3 visits per family member per
year - Insured pays $2 per visit
(ii) Next 3 visits per family member per
year - Insured pays $2 per visit
(iii) Balance of visits
For treatment of mental conditions
-Insured pays 50%6
Other conditions
-Insured pays $2 per visit

I
II
III

III

At home (other than under a Home Care Program)
For treatment of mental conditions
-Insured pays 50%6
Other conditions
-Insured pays $5 per visit

2.

Diagnostic tests including x-rays, laboratory tests
and electrocardiograms in connection with care in
Itemn 1. above

I

3.

Surgery, including necessary anesthesia, and
radiation therapy - Insured pays $2 per visit

I

4.

Family planning services and supplies

5.

Periodic "health check-up" examinations
a.

Well baby care including immunizations
(I) During first 6 months after birth,
not more than 6 visits
(ii) During next 18 months, not more than
6 visits
(iii) During next 3 years, not more than 3
visits

II

I
1I
111

Note: Aggregate amount of co-payments specified herein to be paid by a family
would be limited to an annual dollar amount or percentage of income.
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PRIORITY
b.

Persons, ages 6 through 39, one such
examination every 5 years

III

C. Adults, ages 40 and over, one such examination
every 2 years
6.

Dental Care
a.

b.

C.

Annual oral examination including prophylaxis
and x-rays
(i) Children under 19
GOi All others
Amalgam filling, extractions, dentures
Insured pays 20%
Mi Children under 1-9
60i All others
Other dental care except orthodontia
Insured pays 50%

8.

Rehabilitation Services
a.
b.
C.

III

11
III
III

-

Drugs requiring a prescription, and such non-legend
drugs as are specified by the Secretary of HEW (e. g. ,
insulin) - Insured pays $1 per prescription
-

11

-

7.

9.

III

II

Insured pays 20%6

Prosthetic appliances
Physical therapy
Speech therapy (ambulatory or institutional)

II
II
III

Vision Care
a.

Children less than 19'- no more than one examination
and 1 set of frames and lenses per year

III

b.

All others - no more than one examination and 1 set
of frames and lenses every three years - Insured
pays 50%

III

Note: Aggregate amount of co-payments specified herein to be paid by a family
would be limited to an annual dollar amount or percentage of income.
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PRIORITY
INSTITUTIONAL CARE
10.

Semi-private general or psychiatric hospital care per
illness - Insured pays $10 first day and $5 per day
therafte r
a.
b.
C.

11.

First 30 daysI
Next 90 days (total of 120 days)
Next 180 days (total of 300 days)II

I

Skilled nursing home care for convalescent purposes
per illness - Insured pays $2. 50 per day:
a.
b.
C.

12.

First 60 days
Next 60 days (total of 120 days)
Next 60 days (total of 180 days)II

I

Charges for home care services per illness when provided as part of an approved home care programInsured pays $2. 50 per day of services rendered:
a.
b.
C.

13.

First 90 daysI
Next 90 days (total of 180 days)
Next 90 days (total of 270 days)

11
III

Physician's services while institutionalized:
a.

b.

When rendered on a day for which a benefit is payable
for institutional care - Insured pays $2 per visit.

I

II

III

When rendered on a day for which a benefit is not
payable for institutional care - Insured pays $5
per visit.

I

II

II

MATERNITY CARE
14.

Pre-natal care, including necessary immunizations,
delivery, and post-natal care - Insured pays 20%

II

LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
Related Illnesses:
Any two (or more) periods of illness for the same or related causes would be
considered a single period of illness unless separated by at least 60 days without
any institutional care for any cause.
Note:

Aggregate amount of co-payments specified herein to be paid by a family
limited to an annual dollar amount or percentage of income.
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Exclusions:
(a) Injury or sickness connected with employment. (b) Hearing aids. (c) Treatment for cosmetic purposes. (d) Travel, other than local ambulance to nearest
facility. (e) Charges for confinement in a private room in excess of the most
common semi-private charge of the institution. (f) Charges for care specified
above would not be covered to the extent that the charge exceeds the prevailing
level of fees in the area for comparable service, or to the extent that the care
rendered is not recognized as generally accepted medical practice necessary for
the prevention, diagnosis, or treatment of non -occupational accident or diseases,
including mental conditions.

Note: Aggregate amount of co-payments specified herein to be paid by a family
would be limited to an annual dollar amount or percentage of income.
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ESTIMATED COST OF QUALIFIED STATE H-EALTHCARE PLANS
DURING FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION - AT CURRENT COSTS

Annual Claim Cost
Priorities I & 11
Child

$1 13

Adult under 65
Adults 65 & over
Total

Eligible
Population
(000)

Total Claim Cost
(billions of dollars)

9, 994

$1. 13

17, 136

3. 34

7, 316

1. 10

34, 446

6

5. 57

Estimated Cost Prior to Deducting Medicaid Savings
(billions of dollars)
Total Claim Cost
Administrative Cost

$5. 6
0.6-

Total Cost before Contributions

6. 2

Less: Contributions of Insured Persons

0. 8

Total Cost of Qualified State H~ealthcare Plans

5.4

Estimated Cost After Deducting Medicaid Savings
Total Cost of Qualified State Healthcare Plans
Less:

$5. 4

Reduction in Title XIX (Medicaid) Costs

2.8

Added Cost of Qualified State Healthcare Plans

2.6

Note:

It is estimated that inclusion of Priority ill benefits in 1976 would cost
an additional $2. 8 billion based on current costs and population data.
In the meantime, it is expected that progress in utilization controls and
reorganization of the health care delivery system may substantially
reduce this figure.

5
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EXHIBIT II
ILLUSTRATIVE QUALIFIED STATE HEALTHCARE PLAN PROVISIONS

Eligibility and Contributions:
1.
Participation in the Qualified State Healthcare Plans would be voluntary-..
with an annual "open season' enrollment -- except that each State would be obligated
to cover, without requiring contributions, any eligible family to whom it provides
cash assistance.
An upper limit would be placed on total income for eligibility of single individuals,
families of two, and families of three or more. Those with no income or minimal
income below a specified intermediate level could participate in the Qualified State
Healthcare Plan at no charge. Those between this intermediate level and the upper
limit would contribute toward the cost of the plan in relation to their income.
The eligibility limits on total income could vary by state, or within states, by
urban and rural areas, or be uniform for all states. An illustration of possible
eligibility and contribution provisions is shown at the end of this Exhibit. For
example, a family of four with an income of $4, 000 (or less) per year would contribute nothing, and the same size family with an income of $5, 000 would contribute $15 monthly.
"Total income" would be the figure appearing in the Federal Income Tax Form
1040 as line 15c--gross adjusted income.
Persons eligible for coverage under a Qualified Employee Healthcare Plan would
not be eligible for a Qualified State Healthcare Plan.
2.
An "uninsurable" person would be defined in the law as one: (i) who is not
eligible for coverage under a Qualified Emplo)ee Healthcare Plan or under Part B
of Medicare; (ii) who is not eligible for coverage under the State plan as a member
of a low income family; and (iii) who has attempte'. to purchase private health
insurance with at least the benefits then provid,!d by the State plan from three different carriers (at least one of which shall be licensed in all states) that regularly
offer such benefits on an individual policy basis and has either been completely
rejected or offered benefits equivalent to those provided by the State plan, at a
premium rate more than twice that currently being charged the State for coverage
of a single individual under its plan.
Alternatively, one who is insured during a disablement under a temporary extension of an employer's plan would be eligible if (a) on the first day of the open
season for enrollment in the State plan he has been disabled at least nine months
and (b) his disablement occurred while he was insured under a Qualified Employee
Healthcare Plan.
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Each uninsurable person electing to participate in the Qualified State Healthcare
Plan would be required to pay the full premium charged the State for coverage of a
single individual thereunder. If the uninsurable person were a member of a family,
the insurable members of the family would secure whatever private coverage they
desired for themselves from the carrier of their choice.
3.
Participants in the State Plan who are eligible for Medicare must elect Part B.
The Part B premium for the poor would be paid by the State. The near-poor would
be responsible for paying their own Part B premium; however, their contributions
to the State Plan would beappropriately reduced. Qualified State Healthcare benefits
would be reduced by the amount of any benefit payable under Medicare.
"Pooled Plan" Operational Specifications:
The Qualified State Healthcare Plan would be operated in a manner similar to that
of the Federal Employees Indemnity Benefit Plan. It would be a group plan with all
the administration being performed by one private health insurance carrier or a
set of carriers chosen by the State with the concurrence of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare. Fifty percent of any experience credits (but not to exceed
4% of premiums) would be available for bonuses to physician providers as an incentive to achieve economical pool performance. The balance would be held at interest by the administering carrier and used to minimize future rate increases. Any
experience deficit would be carried forward and recovered in future years by means
of a special increment in the premium rates.
All private health insurance carriers, profit and non-profit, licensed in the State
to write medical expense benefits, and uninsured plans, would share any losses
experienced by the pool. Health insurance carriers would share in proportion to
the medical expense premiums within that State, and would be allowed a specified
risk charge for assuming this risk. The uninsured plans' share would be in proportion to benefits incurred under their plans and would be remitted to the State.
Losses borne by insurers and uninsured plans would be limited. The State and
Federal governments would pay any incurred claim losses whici', when added to the
sum of the guaranteed administrative charge of the administering carrier or carriers, the specified risk charge, and a special margin, if any, to repay experience
deficits, exceeded 103 percent of premiums. Such excess losses plus any amounts
collected by the State from uninsured plans would be paid by the State to the administrative carrier or carriers within 31 days after the experience accounting for the.
policy year has been rendered.
Separate premium rates for the Qualified State Healthcare Plan would be established
for each family size category. Initially, the State Regulatory Official would select
a representative group of six health benefit carriers, including Blue Cross, Blue
Shield, two domestic health insurance companies, if such exist, and two nondomestic insurance companies licensed to write group health insurance in all states.
Each insurer selected would submit its best estimate of the first year incurred
claim costs of the State Plan by family size category.
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The rates for the first policy year would be the arithmetic average of these six
estimates plus a charge for admini st ration guaranteed by the administering carrier
or carriers plus the specified reinsurer's risk charge. The premium rates for
each subsequent policy year would be based on the experience for the prior policy
year plus a margin equal to the expected increase in claim costs for the next policy
year, plus a special margin, if any, to repay experience deficits, plus the guaranteed administrative charge of the administering carrier or carriers plus the specified reinsurer's risk charge.
Health Maintenance Organizations:
Persons eligible for the State Plan, upon request to the administering carrier,
would be able to elect to become a member of an approved health maintenance
organization. The carrier administering the State plan would make the necessary
financial arrangement with the health maintenance organization, with contribution
rates being the same as if the State Plan had been selected. Premiums charged to
the State would not exceed those then applicable to the Qualified State Healthcare
Plan. Participating health maintenance organizations would have to qualify in
accordance with standards and procedures set by the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare.
Federal/State Cost Sharing:
The State's contribution to pool premiums (the total pool premiums less contributions made by those participating in the Plan) would be shared by the Federal government. The Federal government's share would range from 90% for the poorest
States down to 707o for States whose per capita income is equal to or greater than
the national average. For purposes of computing the Federal sharing percentage,
the pool premiums would be subject to review by the Secretary who could reduce
the Federal share if he determined the premiums to be unjustifiably high.
Co-payment:
The Priority 1, 11, and III comprehensive benefits (see Exhibit 1) would not be subject to deductibles. However, some co-payments are required to help control
excessive utilization without discouraging early diagnosis, treatment, and prevention. Co-payments would be larger for institutional care than for ambulatory care,
thus encouraging use of lower cost facilities. The annual total co-payment for a
family would be limited to 6 percent of income on which contributions were based
(see chart at end of this Exhibit), or $30, whichever is larger.
Taxes:
No tax would be imposed by the State, or by any of its political subdivisions, on
(1) any premiums collected on, or other contributions made with respect to, the
Qualified State Healthcare Plan, or (2) the benefits provided thereunder. Any tax
imposed by the State (or any political subdivision thereof) on or with respect to any
medical expense insurance policy the premiums therefor, or the benefits provided
thereunder, shall be applied equally to all private health insurance carriers, profit
and non-profit, which provide medical expense insurance in the State.
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QUALIFIED STATE HEALTHCARE PLAN
ILLUSTRATIVE ELIGIBILITY AND CONTRIBUTION PROVISIONS

Contributory
Income

$

0

500
1,000
1, 500
2, 000
2, 500

Family of I
Total Income (+) Contributions*
$2, 000 or less
2, 500
3, 000
3, 500
4,000
4, 500

None

$ 90
180
Ineligible
Ineligible
Ineligible

2
'Family of
Total Income (+) Contributions*
$3,
3,
4,
4,
5,
5,

000 or less
500
000
500
000
500

*Reduce (but not below zero) by combined aggregate premium,

Size of Family

3 or more

Family is eligible if its
"Total Income" ( ) is
not inure than:
$3, 000
4, 500
6, 000

None

$ 90
180
270
Ineligible
Ineligible

Family of 3 or more
Total Income W+ Contributions*
$4,
4,
5,
5,
6,
6,

000 or less
500
000
500
000
500

Note:

180
270
360
Ineligible

if any, paid by the family for Part B of Medicare.

Contributory Income
Excess, if any, of
"Tutal Income" over:
$2, 000
3, 000
4, 000

Annual Contribution as a
percent of Contributory Incomie
18%*
I 8%*

+)"Total Income" is line 15c of Federal Income Tax Form 1040 (1969)
*

None

$ 90

Prior to reduction (but not below zero) by combined aggregate premium,
Part B of Medicare.
No contribution would be made by families receiving cash assistance.

if any, paid by the family for
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EXHIBIT III
ILLUSTRATIVE METHOD OF HANDLING ENROLLMENTS AND
EFFECTIVE DATES FOR THE QUALIFIED STATE HEALTHCARE PLAN

The policy year of each Qualified State Healthcare Plan would run from July 1 of
one calendar year through June 30 of the following calendar year. Eligibility for a
particular policy year would be based on the family's total income for the calendar
year preceding the calendar year in which the policy year commences.
The family's size would be the number of members in the family on the date of
application for enrollment preceding the commencement of the policy year. A family would consist of the husband, wife, and all persons dependent on them for more
than 50 percent of their support.
Initially, and each year thereafter, there would be an open enrollment period during
the month of April for coverage commencing the following July 1. As part of the
enrollment, low income applicants would certify their "total income" on a form
specified by the administering carrier of the Qualified State Healthcare Plan, and
the uninsurables would submit their evidence of rejection by three carriers. Persons covered by Medicare would give their Medicare Health Insurance Benefit
Number and, if covered under the Qualified State Healthcare Plan on a contributory
basis, would agree to keep their Part B Medicare coverage in force.
Participants in Qualified State Healthcare Plans would pay their contributions annually in advance except that, if any contribution exceeds $40, the individual or family
could elect to contribute quarterly in advance at the rate of one-fourth of the annual
contribution. If the required annual contribution exceeds $120, the individual or
family could elect to contribute monthly in advance at the rate of 1/12 the annual
contribution. The contribution or first fraction thereof for any year must be
received by the administering carrier no later than June 30. In the event an
employee who is not covered under a qualified plan and who is eligible to participate
in the State Plan asks his employer to deduct from his salary an amount sufficient
to pay the required contribution, the employer would have to do so.
If a family is placed on cash public assistance by the State after a given open enrollment period and prior to the next one, and if the family's total income for the applicable calendar year was such that the family would have been eligible for the Qualified State Healthcare Plan had they applied during the open enrollment period, the
family could make application on the day it is placed on cash assistance or within
30 days. In these cases, the effective date of coverage would be deferred to the
first day of the third month following the month in which the family made such
application.
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A family that was prevented from joining the Qualified State Healthcare Plan at the
beginning of any policy year solely because the family was then covered under a
Qualified Employee Healthcare Plan, and that subsequently ceased to be covered
under that Qualified Employee Healthcare Plan, could apply for coverage under the
State Plan in the same manner as a family placed on cash assistance after an open
enrollment season.
Once a family has qualified and enrolled in the Qualified State Healthcare Plan for a
given policy year, the coverage of ea,:',, person who was a member of the family on
the date of application for enrollment would remain in force during that policy year
regardless of whether or not the person remains a member of the family, provided
the appropriate family contribution continues to be made. Thus, subsequent marriages, separations, divorces, or deaths would not affect either coverage or the
required amount of contribution for that policy year.
If, after the commencement of a policy year, one or more members of the family
became covered under a Qualified Employee Healthcare Plan, such Plan would be
primary for benefit determination pruposes and the Qualified State Healthcare Plan
would be secondary.
A child born to or adopted by a family while the family is insured under the Qualified
State Healthcare Plan would be covered automatically under the State Plan as of the
date of birth or adoption with no additional contribution required during the policy
year in which he was born or adopted. A child born or adopted between the date of a
family's application for enrollment for a given policy year and the beginning of that
policy year would be covered during that policy year with no increase in the amount
of family contribution required.
If an uninsurable individual or a low-income family which is eligible to pay contributions to the Qualified State Healthcare Plan quarterly or monthly, instead of
annually, elects to do so and then fails to make the required contributions for any
period prior to the first day of such period, coverage would terminate as of the last
day of the preceding period. If coverage so terminates and a request for reinstatement is made within 30 days thereof, the reinstatement would be granted upon payment of all remaining contributions due for that policy year plus a reinstatement
expense charge of $10.
Requests made after 30 days would be rejected.
Furthermore, if the family failed to be reinstated and then applies for coverage during the
next open enrollment, it would '.)c required to pay its contribution annually in advance
for that next policy year. These procedures are needed to discourage families from
joining the State Plan for only a month or a quarter and then scheduling much of
their medical care for the year in that month or quarter.
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EXHIBIT IV

ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES
REQUIRED FOR PROGRAM DURING FIRST YEAR
OF OPERATION - AT CURRENT COSTS

Millions of Dollars
Action Programs I through V:
For training, scholarships, and waiver
of student loans re health manpower

$ 255

For grants to medical and other schools

40

For grants for service in deprived areas

50

For grants and loans for developing and
building ambulatory care centers
For community health action planning
TOTAL

200
20

$ 565

Action Program VI:
2, 600

Net added expenditures
TOTAL, ALL PROGRAMS

$3, 165
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Senator DOMINICK. I have some concern about the emphasis that
has been placed all the way through in almost all the bills and in almost all the messages, with the exception of the President's health
message, on the costs of health care as such, and I thought some witnesses yesterday in the AMA did a really very goodjob in pointing
out that many of these costs reflect the socioeconomic conditions of
the country and that if you could get those cured, this would be preventive medicine in a totally different field, and yet it might have an
enormous impact on the health problems that we have. What is your
thinking there?
Mr.

SMITH.

Well,

we certainly agree with that. The early part of

the testimony that I covered has a paragraph pointing that out and
pointing out that many of these things go beyond the responsibilities
or capabilities of health care professionals or health care financing.
They become very broad socioeconomic matters of great concern to
everyone and they certainly need to be addressed with the full force
of public interest and public desire to improve our environment and
our socioeconomic system. If we can help in that regard, we will.
Senator DOMINICK. -I bring that up because of the-it seems to me
that we are concentrating on nothing except tthe end result instead
of trying to prevent it to start with.
Mr. SMITH. I would like to offer the thought that insurance companies have expended a great deal of money and effort in these
broader regards, these broader aspects of the problem. We have been
working hard at trying to help improve the inner cities; we have
gone to great lengths to employ and train disadvantaged groups. All
of these things, and I could go on in great length, are of deep concern to the insurance companies and we are able to do some of these
things because we have the resources that come out of the business
that we write.
Senator DOMiNIC.K. And it is in your own interest to do this too,
is it not?
Mr. SMITH. I believe it is in everybody's interest, including ours.
Senator DoMINICii. Well, I just want to congratulate you on your
testimony. I think it is good. Even though the bill may not be before us, even before this committee if and when it gets introduced
over here, it does provide, I think, the partnership between the private sector and the Government which certainly I believe in. I think
somehow or other, unless we do that, why, we are eliminating one of
the great things we have got in this country which other countries
have not been so fortunate in being able to promote. Namely, the
private sector and charitable organizations and a variety of things
of this kind.
Mr. SMITH. Well, we certainly follow that philosophy 100 percent.
We would like very much to 'link arms with Government and to
work with Government in every respect hoping to maintain a valuable and important place for private enterprise and for our kinds of
operation.
Senator DOMINICK. Thank you. That is all I have for the moment.
Senator KENNEDY. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. I have no real questions. I have been derelict in not
being here as much as I should have. For my own information, as I
59-661 0-71-pt. 4-16
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understand your proposal, it is that you and Blue Shield and Blue
Cross would provide the total health benefits. Private industry and
Blue Shield- Blue CrossMr. SMITH. There would be other agencies as well, health cooperatives.
Senator PELL. Are you familiar with my own thinking that there
should be an option between the private companies between the employer himself in providing the services and also him being able to
buy these services from sort of health organizations?
Mr. SMITH. That is an option which exists today, as you know,
and there are employers who do-that is what we call self-insuredprovide benefits of this nature. In some instances the insurance
companies have worked with them to help them administer their
plans that they self-insure. That kind of option does exist today and
I for one see no reason why it could not be introduced with certain
safeguards in national health insurance bills.
Senator PELL. You could live with that.
Mr. SMITH. We do not like it because we would rather underwrite
the business ourselves, but I do not think we could afford to say it
should not be possible.
Senator PELL. Would you submit for the record just a brief section-by-section commentary on my own bills?
Mr. SMITH. I would be very glad to, sir.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Could I just ask a final few questions? Social
Security figures for operating expenses for the private carriers were
made available in the February 1971 bulletin. They showed Blue
Cross, and these are the Social Security figures, with 5.8 percent of
premium income; Blue Shield, 11.5; private carriers group policy,
13.2; and individual policies, 45.6. Are these accurate?
Mr.

PETrENOILL.

We

have no reason to dispute them, sir.

Senator KENNEDY. So you are willing to recognize that in terms
of private carriers the operating expenses for group policy are 13.2
and for individuals are 45?
Mr. PETTENOILL. The difference between 13.2 and the 11 percent
we used in the testimony is the State premium taxes.
Senator KENNEDY. I am sorry, the what?
Mr. PErrENOILL. The State premium taxes we pay. That is the
difference. Our figure was 11 percent exclusive of State premium
taxes. If you add in the taxes you get the 13.2 which appears in the
Social Security Bulletin.
Senator

KENNEDY.

Why

won't they be included? Would they be

included in operating expenses?
Mr. PETrENGILL. We have provided in the State plans for the
poor and the near-poor in view of the fact that those are paid for
by State and Federal Governments that the State should not tax
those pools.
Senator KENNE DY. Are they not substantially higher, then, than
Blue Cross or even the operating expenses of Social Security?
Mr. PETTENOILL. In general Blue Cross does not pay premium
taxes or many other forms of taxes which we do pay. With respect
to the Social Security Administration.
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With respect to the Social Security Administration's administration

of medicare, it is our understanding from them that their expenses are
running somewhere between four and a half and five percent. As we
pointed out to you, we do operate our larger cases for a little under
four and a half. The Federal employees case you quoted is 4.1 for the
last published year.
Mr. SMITH. I would like to add also that while the average expense rate of Blue Cross and Blue Shield is lower than our average,
and adjusting first for taxes at a differential that narrows substantially, beyond that Blue Cross and Blue Shield have a relatively
simplified system compared to what we have provided because we
offered many more options and opportunities for coverage which
Blue Cross and Blue Shield does not provide.
Our coverage in many instances is far more complex involving
major medical expense coverages and in and out of hospital coverages which Blue Cross is only now coming to do, and we are able to
compete with Blue Cross and Blue Shield in many, many situations
as witnessed by the fact that we do insure more people than Blue
Cross and Blue Shield does.
Senator KENNEDY. I do not question that your program is a good
deal more complex and more expensive.
Mr.

SMITH. Right.
KENNEDY.
SMITH. Now,

Senator

You make the point for meif we adopt a plan of any sort on a national
basis and if it is a complex plan it will be costly to administer.
Senator KENNEDY. But if it is a simple plan-Mr. SMITH. Then it would not be as expensive, that is correct. The
simple plan is the comprehensive plan. That is what we are aiming
for in our program in the long run.
Senator KENNEDY. And as I understand you, you are committed
to continuation of deductibles; is that right? You believe in deductibles.
Mr. SMITH. Not necessarily. The plan as we have it here has certain copay provisions.
Senator KENNEDY. It is a rather basic concept. Do you believe in
deductiblesMr. SMITH. We believe that copay provisions can help control cost.
To the extent that that is a desirableSenator KENNEDY. Do you believe that by having deductibles people will stay away from the doctor? They will have to figure our
whether they are $50 'sick or $100 sick? Isn't that the cost consciousness argument?
Mr. SMITH. Our program does not contemplate that kind of deductible.
Senator KENNEDY. Twenty-five dollars?
Mr. SMITH. We have copay provisions but do not have deductibles
at the front end.
Senator KENNEDY. Is the effect to discourage people from going
to the doctor?
Mr. SMITH. We believe that the effect will be to cause the individual to be pretty sure he should go.
Mr.

Senator

KENNEDY.

What?
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Mr. SMITH. We believe the effect will be to cause the individual to
think twice about whether he goes or not. And that is an effective
cost control. If it is decided as a matter of national policy that you
do not want to control costs, wipe outSenator KENNEDY. Has anybody suggested that?
Mr. SMITH. No, but I think if you do wipe out the copay provision you are moving in that direction. All I am saying is that the
copay device is a tool for controlling costs. And you can use it or
not use it depending on what you want.
Senator KENNEDY. It is really to discourage people from going to
the doctor. They have to thinkMr. SMITH. "It is a tool to discourage people from going to the
doctor if they do not need to; it is a tool to make people think
twiceSenator KENNEDY. Do-y-ti know people who go to the doctor be-.,
cause they like to go to the doctor? Or the dentist?
Mr. SMITH. I do not think many people like to go to the dentist.
I am no expert in deciding orftelling you what people like to do
with respect to doctors, but our impression is-,our impression from
claims and other experiences we have is that there are many people
who go to doctors when they do not need to go to doctors. I
think many go to dentists when they do not need it.
Senator KENNEDY. Probably a lot do not go to doctors who should
go, too.
Mr. SMITH. That is possible. It is very hopeful that the extension
of these proposed benefit plans in greater depth than now exist genn.
erally will help overcome that, and as that happens, costs of the
plan will go up.
Senator KENNEDY. We have to balance your assurances and promises for the future with the performance of the insurance companies
of the past as we address ourselves to the kind of programs that will
provide better care and delivery of care. I think it is incumbent on
the insurance companies to really prove their case. QZuite clearly the
administration had serious reservations, because their proposals that
they made when Secretary Richardson came up here indicated that
there is. going to be strong Federal regulation of the insurance companies in order to achieve administration goals. Apparently, even
within the administration there are some rather serious reservations
about the past performance of insurance companies with respect to
the comprehensive coverage that everyone needs.
Mr. PETTENGILL. May I give you one illustration of why we feel
that the role for the private companies is clearly in the public interest? As we have indicated and as I am sure you are aware, there is a
need to move much of our care from this patient hospital care to
ambulatory care, if I may use that term. Walk in care. A little over
a year and a half ago two physicians studied this matter, became
convinced that it was true that a good bit of hospital confinement
was unnecessary, that work could be done on an ambulatory basis.
They were referring specifically to minor surgery for which individuals were being confined for 2 and 3 days. Unfortunately they
were unable to find a hospital which was willing to free up one of

SOnot
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its operating rooms for this experiment. So at their own. personal
expense they borrowed money from the bank apd they built, as an
independent facility, an ambulatory care facility which could do
the minor surgery that was being performed in the hsopitals in their
city on a safe, effective, and efficient basis, where the patient would
walk in in the morning and walk out in the afternoon.
This program admittedly posed real difficulties for the insurance
business. We have definitions of a hospital in our contract which do
not recognize such a facility. But-here is the key point-the insurance companies went to those two doctors and agreed that because
this was such a valuable experiment to prove that substantial
amounts of surgery could be moved out of the hospital and done on
an ambulatory basis at a real savings to the citizens, we would say
all right. We would agree that despite the strict definition in our
contract which technically does not recognize you, we will administratively recognize you and pay your costs.,
This we have done. Those two doctors, with their one facility,
have saved the citizens of their city in the last year approximately
$400,000.
Now, why am I telling this story? There is one carrier who will
not recognize their institution. That carrier is the Federal Government, which has been unwilling for over a year now to stretch its
medicare definition of a hospital to recognize this institution and to
permit the Federal Government to share in these substantial savings.
Mr. SMITH. I

would like to say I do not think that is anything

that should be blamed on the administrators of the Federal plan.

Senator KENNEDY. What is the point?
Mr. SMITH. The point is the greater flexibility and innovativeness

in private enterprise compared to FederalSenator KENNEDY. You are willing to put the record of the insurance companies in terms of meeting the health crisis in this country
as an example of flexibility and innovation?
Mr. SMITH.

We place that as an example, yes.

Senator

KENNEDY. OK.
Mr. SMITH. I think there

are many more examples that could be

introduced, but we are not here for that purpose.

Senator

KENNEDY.

Senator Javits?

Senator JAVITS. It is late in the day and I shall not keep you here
very long. We will have plenty of opportunity to go into your plan.
But I was interested in several things.
If I remember correctly, in 1960 you testified before the House
Ways and Means Committee on behalf of the insurance companies,
that they would not assume the responsibilities which they were
asked to assume in Senator Anderson's bill and mine for national
health coverage
Now does ite present posture represent a major change, really a
1800 change, in a decade?
Mr. SMITH.

Yes, sir.
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Senator JAviTs. I think no matter what happens that change in
posture is very, very helpful.
Another question I would like to ask you is this: Your testimony
relates both to profit and mutual insurance companies?
Mr. SMITH. And Blue Cross-Blue Shield, and other nonprofit
agencies.
Senator JAVITS. In other words, you don't think any distinction
needs to be made on that side.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.

Senator

JAvIxTs.

That the case is the same for all.

Mr. SMITH. Right.

Senator JAVITS. Another question I had in mind, which I don't
think have been asked here, is: Do you feel that in order to do what
you want to do effectively you need some exemption from the antitrust laws? Perhaps limited in character and subject to governmental supervision but some exemption from the antitrust laws?
Mr. SMITH. There may possibly be some required. At this point
we don't identify anything specific, though of course should the
Federal Government pass th bill that we have in, we would implicitly obtain a certain amount of relief, or at least we would implicitly
be able to do some things we can't do now and there would be Federal standards of benefit set that everybody would have to comply
with. At the present time we couldn't arrive at that.
Senator JAVITS. So at the present time it would be understood that
to that extent you would not be restrained by the antitrust laws.
Mr. SMITH. That is right.
Senator JAVITS. The thing -that puzzled me about your testimony

is, and I am referring to pages 6 and 7. I notice at the top of page 6
you say for large groups the operating costs, exclusive of State
premium taxes, average about 41/2 percent, which is the same or a bit
less than the Federal Government's cost of administering medicaid.
At the bottom of page 6 you say with respect to the self-employ ed: Therefore the expense of operating this kind of business is
highr than that for group insurance. The average expense rate excluding State premium, taxes but including 2 percent profit is 45
percent of premium.
Now that is not just higher. It is 10 times as much.
Mr. SMITH. Right.
Senator JAVITS. Can you give us any explanation of that fantastic

spread?2.

Mr. SMITH. The explanation is lengthy and can be spelled out if
you wish it either now or we would be glad to submit additional material.
Senator JAVITS. Why don't you -submit it because it is lengthy.
Mr. SMITH. I

had it in this testimony and it turned out to be so

Iong we decided to leave it out and offer it as a supplement, if you
wih.
Senator JAVITS. Without objection it will be admitted as part of
your testimony.
(The information referred to follows:)
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THE COST
OF
INDIVIDUAL
HEALTH INSURANCE
For purposes of determining the nation's health expenditures, agencies
of the Federal Government have defined the cost of health insurance as the
excess of premiums over claims. This excess is the sum of the insurer's
cost of doing business and its profit (or loss).
Insurance companies compete vigorously with each other and with other
types of insuring organizations. To remain competitive, companies must
keep their cost of doing business as low as possible. Thus, at best, health
insurance is a low profit business.
in recent years, profits have averaged only four percent for individual
health insurance and have been virtually non-existent for group health insurance. In fact, in 1969, the health insurance business showed an aggregate
underwriting loss of $400 million out of a total premium income of $7. 6
billion.
Operating costs, including profits but exclusive of state premium taxes,
average about 45 percent of premium for individual health insurance and about
11 percent for group health insurance. Premium taxes average about two
percent for both forms of coverage. Why the marked difference?
The answer is that for any given benefit, the cost of doing business is
higher for individual insurance than for group. The operating cost differential
lies in the areas of sales, underwriting, administration, and conservation of
existing policies. Also, the average benefit purchased is usually much smaller
with individual policies, thus further exaggerating the difference in operating
costs as a percentage of premium.
Sales
Selling individual health insurance is ordinarily a far more time-consuming
and difficult undertaking for an insurance agent- -hence, more costly in term-s
of agent compensation- -than group sales. To illustrate, it clearly requires
more man-hours and effort to sell fifty individual policies than the sale of a
single group plan covering fifty employees.
When the agent compensation is divided by the lives covered, the per
capita sales cost is thus higher for individual than group coverage. For very
large groups, the sales cost per employee covered is extremely small.
Underwriting
A group insurance plan normally comprises a reasonable cross section
of people in varying degree of health. Such a balance is assumed in setting
the premium rate, and hence, is essential to the financial solvency of the
carrier.
The cross section of risks is achieved inexpensively by requiring 75
percent of the group members to agree to participate before the group plan
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is made effective. No similar mechanism is available for individual insurance.
Each applicant must be individually screened.
It is thus much less expensive under group coverage than individual for
the carrier to be protected against "anti- selection"- -that is, the enrollment of
people who believe that they are in poor health and will shortly incur medical
expenses for existing poor health conditions.
Administration
Each group plan normally involves only one premium billing and collection
regardless of the number of persons covered. If the plan is contributory, the
employer is responsible for collecting the employee contributions through payroll deductions. In other words, the employer's expense is no more than that
of deducting Social Security taxes for the Federal Government.
Premiums for individual policies, on the other hand, must be separately
billed and collected. This is a significant expense despite the efficiency of
modern computers. Once again, therefore, the per capita cost is higher for
individual policies than for group plans.
Conservation
The cost of persuading existing policyholders to continue to keep their
coverage in force is lower for group insurance than for individual. A group
plan, once established, tends to be continued by the employer though, of
course, modified as needed.
By contrast, individual coverage frequently is of short duration. It may,
for example, be "stop gap" protection for a worker'while unemployed. Insurers,
therefore, often have to amortize their acquisition expenses on individual policies
over a much shorter period of years.
Average Benefit
The average benefit purchased, and hence the premium base to which the
dollar oj~eratlng cost is compared, is smaller under individual coverages. This
is due both to the reluctance of consumers -in some cases to purchase more
expensive, comprehensive protection (a difficulty that an employer contribution
usually overcomes under a group plan) and to the fact that many individual
policies are purchased solely for the purpose of supplementing group plan
benefits.
To illustrate, a group premium of $200 per employee might consist of
$180 for benefits and $20 for expenses and profit. On the other hand, an
individual premium of $100 might consist of $60 for benefits and $40 for
expenses and profit. For individual insurance, the operating cost in dollars
is double, but as a percent of premium, it is four times as great.
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costs of group and individual health insurance renders meaningless any direct
comparison of the expense ratios--that is, the ratio of benefits to premiums-of these two forms of coverage.
It should be emphasized, however, that every effort will continue to be
made, through advanced management techniques, to reduce the average expense
rate of individual policies which represent only a taurth of our business and is
often written as a supplement to group insurance. Although a'relatively small
part of the business, individual insurance is important because it meets the
needs of people who could not otherwise obtain protection.
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A Comparison of Four Proposals
for a National Health Program-

A variety of legislative proposals now before the Congress attest to
widespread concern over the effectiveness of the nation's health care system.
Americans are finding it increasingly difficult to secure the care they
need at prices they can afford.

Not only are there shortages of health man-

power, but severe maldistribution of existing health personnel aggravates
the difficulty ol providing care equitably.

Health services are so organized

that they are not accessible to many in this country.

For those who are

served, the system deals effectively with episodes of illness, but relatively
little provision is made for preventive care and health maintenance.

Con-

tinually rising costs add to the public's discontent.
These deficiencies adversely affect all of us, but their impact is felt
most acutely by the poor in the inner city and in rural America.
None of the pending legislative proposals warrants serious consideration
unless it is addressed to the solution of the broad spectrum of these interrelated problems.

A narrow approach, focused on only one aspect of the

situation, will simply tend to distort further the system for organizing and
financing health care.

The Health Insurance Association of America believes

that any national health insurance proposal must be judged by five basic
principles:
1.

Every American should have access to quality health care
regardless of income.

2.

The Nation needs a new health care system which combines
the strengths of our present system with new programs,
reforms and additions, where the present system, for one
reason or another, does not meet the Nation's needs.
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3.

Such a new system should make maximum use of the private
sector and judicious use of government funds.

4.

The Nation should make comprehensive health insurance
coverage available to all of its people at the earliest date
consistent with the availability of health care services.

5.

Action should be taken simultaneously to improve the
organization and delivery of health care and to improve
the financing of health care.

A proposal should fully meet all five principles in order to be worthy
of adoption by the Congress.

In accordance with your Subcommittee's request

for a comparative evaluation of the plans proposed by Senators Javits, Kennedy.
MIvcntyre and Pell, each is measured against these five criteria in the following
tabulation.

Principle
________

______

1. Every American
should have access
to quality health care
regardless of income.

The Nation needs
a new health care
system which combines the strengths of
otir present system
with new programs,
reforms & additions,
where the present
system, for one
reason or another,
does not meet the
Nation's needs.
Z..

Is the principle fulfilled by the plan proposed by Seao&-aIsI~ntrKend
Senator Mchnyr
Senator Pell
j
(S. 703)
1490)
(S. 3)
(S. 836)
Not clear. CoverYes
Yes, two years
Yes, in second
age would be mnanafter enactment
phase beginning
datory for employJuly 1974
ees & their dependents. Federalfunds
would be appropriated to assist in
paying for services
for other, "lowincome" individual,

{(S.

{

Not clear. The.
proposed Federal aid for
local comprehensive health
service systems
would be helpful
but is not enough
per se.

No. Monolithic
Federal control
of the source of
funds for all
health care provided would'
create a Federally dominated
health care delivery system in
place of the present pluralistic
system.

Yes

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Possibly. However,
with the development of the proposed health educa.
tion corporations
(governed by Board,
to which the Secretary of HEW would
appoint the majority of members) &
regional planning
councils appointed
by the Secretary.
the present system'
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Is the principle fulfilled by the plan proposed bPrinciple
(continued)

j

Senator Javits
(S. 836)

Senator Kennedy
Senator McIntyre
Senator Pell
1 ,1 1(S. 3)
_ I____
I__
-__
(S. 703)
for health care
delivery & medical
education would be
supplanted, and
present State and
area planning
agencies would be
subordinated.

Such a new sys3.
tem should make
maximum use of the
private sector and
judicious use of
government funds.

No. Payroll tax
would be basic
source of funds.Few employees
would exercise
option to pay 75%
of premium for
private plan instead of 1/3 of
the cost of taxfinanced plan.

No

Questionable,
because present
insurers may not
want to cease
being insurers and
become health services and health
education corporations.

4. The Nation
should make comprehensive health
insurance coverage
available to all of
its people at the
earliest date consistent with the
availability of
health care
servic es.

Yes, although
phasing of
coverage may
not be consistent with availability of
services.

To a degree.
Health Resources
Development Fund
would be used to
develop health
manpower, group
practice facilities,
etc. in two years
before benefits
bec -,meavailable.
Then, however,
avaUi-ble services
would be overwhelmed by demand because the
full scope of comnprehensive benefits would become
available immediately (except dental care for persons 15 & older),
with no controls
in the form of
stipulated maximumns or copayments.

No provision is
made to phase
in benefits as
health care
resources are
improved and
expanded.

BEST Copy AVAILABLE
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Is the principle fulfilled by the plan proposed b

[Senator Javits
I(S. 836)

Principle
(continued)
5. Action should be
taken simultaneously tc
improve the organiand
tr
ofalthcr
and
eivo
ofalthr
improve the financing

Senator Kennedy
(S. 3)
Yes

Yes

of health care.

Senator McIntyre
(S. 1490)
Yes

_________

Senator Pell
(S. 703)
Yes

_______

_________

If the five principles set forth are to be translated into a practical program
to meet the health care needs of the people, action must be taken to achieve the
following broad objectives:
Inc rease the supply and improve the productivity and distribution of health care manpower.
Develop ambulatory health care services to promote health
maintenance and reduce costly hospital use.
Improve health care planning in order to distribute current
and future health resources more equitably and effectively.
Contain the escalation in health care costs and assure quality
of health care.
Establish national goals and priorities to improve health, care.
Improve the financing of health care for everyone.
The following sections examine the degree to which each of the four plans under
discussing is responsive to these needs.
HEALTH MANPOWER
S. 3 (Kennedy) - Part F of Title I sets forth the intent to strengthen the nation's
health care personnel, facilities and delivery system.

All of these objectives

are to be financed during the two years before benefits become available by
appropriations of $600, 000, 000.
ment Account would be used.

Thereafter, the Health Resources Develop-

This account would receive a share of the Health

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Security funds obligated annually,

rising eventually to 5 percent of the yearly

total.
Section 105 of Part F relates to the recruitment, education and training
of personnel.

It contains no specific programs or authorization of funds.

The

purpose is to supplement rather than replace the present hodgepodge of Federal
manpower programs, and implementation would be left largely to the administrative discretion of the Federal Health Security Board.
The Board would establish, in consultation with State health planning
agencies and regional medical programs, priorities for recruiting and training
health. pe rsonnel.

The Board could provide, through contracts with educational

and other institutions, training for certain types of health personnel if it found
a need for them.

Student stipends, not to exceed stipends payable under com-

parable Federal programs, could be provided.
Professional practitioners would be recruited for service in rural and
urban shortage areas and comprehensive health service organizations.

Practi-

tioners who agree to engage in such practice for at least five years could be
paid a stipend (amount unspecified) to supplement earnings.

The Board could

also pay the cost of continuing education if this were deemed necessary to
assure tlie availability of practitioners.' services.
Financial assistance could be given to institutions and students to meet
the additional costs of training disadvantaged persons.
Another section, designed to improve the distribution of health manpower,
would supersede State laws regulating the practice of health care personnel.
Health professionals licensed in one State who met national standards would be
permitted to practice under the program in any state.

Physicians and dentists
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could use any professional or lay assistants, so long as they met national
standards, in providing program benefits in hospitals and comprehensive health,
The latter is a type of facility which would be encouraged

service organizations.

by the program and which could be issued a certificate of incorporation directly
by the national Health Security Board if such a certificate were denied by a
Restrictions on the corporate practice of medicine would be bypassed

State.

by a provision authorizing participating hospitals and comprehensive health
service organizations to employ health professionals directly to provide care.
S. 703 (Pell)

-

One responsibility of the community health and education cor-

porations to be established under this proposal would be to provide for the
education of medical and paramedical personnel necessary to provide comprehensive health services.
this purpose.

The corporations could owvn and operate schools for

While it is not spelled out, it appears that most existing medical

schools would eventually become integral parts of the corporations.

It is not

clear that this program would necessarily increase the supply of health manpower.

The corporations would be required, to the extent feasible, ito have

residency and intern programs and programs for clinical instruction and continuing educatloa.
The corporations would be empowered under Section 305 to provide
through scholarships,

contracts, loans and other means for the education of

medical and paramedical personnel.

Section 308 (g) states that persons

receiving medical education training "through arrangements with a corporation" shall enter into a contract, to remain in the employment of the corporation
for at least three years.

If this contract were not fulfilled, the cost of education
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would be regarded as a repayable loan.

The terms of such agreements are

not stipulated in the bill, nor does the bill indicate how these employment
agreements relate to the types of assistance other than loans mentioned in
Section 305.
Federal funds (amount unspecified) would be authorized for grants to
the corporations to subsidize n~edical education.
Health personnel who met national standards would be permitted to
practice in the service of, or by contract with, a corporation, regardless of
restrictive State laws.
S. 836. (Javits)

-

The bill contains no provision to increase the supply or

improve the distribution of health manpower.

Although the sponsor's recog-

nition of the need is demonstrated by sponsorship of other legislation relating
to the education of health personnel, measures to strengthen manpower
resources are not an integral part of the present program.
S. 1490 (McIntyre)

-

The Healthcare Program proposes, as an important first

step, that a Council of Health Policy Advisors to the President conduct a study
of all Federal programs which provide grants, loans, or other financial aids
for the training and development of health manpower:

(1) to appraise their

adequacyj and need for expansion; (Z) to recommend procedures for the consolidation, coordination, and improved administrative efficiency of the programs;
and (3) to recommend measures to publicize the existence and purpose of the
programs.
The Committee on Government Operations of the U. S. Senate in its report,
"Federal Role in Health, " dated April 30, 1970, pointed out that there is a lack
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supply of health manpower.

Simply to continue and expand the present congeries

of programs, as envisioned under the Kennedy bill (S. 3), would be counterproductive.
Other health manpower provisions of the McIntyre bill (S. 1490) would:
1.Improve student loan programs to provide (1) that a student
may borrow at a reasonable interest rate up to the full cost
of tuition, fees, books, supplies, and room and board; (2)
that 20 percent of the full amount of such loans (including
interest) to physicians, optometrists, and dentists be cancelled for each year of service in a rural or inner-city area
of need; and (3) that up to half of such loans (including interest)
to nurses and allied health personnel be cancelled at the rate of
20 percent of the loan for each year of service in their professions, except that if such service is in an area of need, the
full loan would be cancelled at the rate of 33 1/3 percent per
year of service. The bill would authorize a total of $350
million for such loans, plus $80 million for scholarships to
students of allied health professions, in fiscal years 1972 and
1973.
In contrast to provisions of S. 3 and S. 703 (the Kennedy and Pell
proposals), this proposal is specific and colild be implemented
without delay. Furthermore, by placing no dollar limit on the
amount a student could borrow to cover the full reasonable cost
of his education, it woulA be more effective than present limited
loan programs. The proposed approach is more realistic, in view
of present inflationary trends and the fact that there are individuals,
specifically from disadvantaged groups, who may be entirely
dependent on loan assistance for financing their medical education.
2.

Provide Federal grants to educational institutions for the purpose
of devising curricula and securing faculty to train additional
physicians and allied health personnel skilled either in providing
coordinated family health care on an ambulatory basis, or in
administering ambulatory care centers. 'Sixty-five million dollars
would be authorized for this purpose in fiscal years 1972 and 1973.
This proposal is directly related to other aspects of the Healthcare
program designed to expand'ambulatory health care services. It
relates to a need recognized - at least implicitly - by each of the
programs under discussion; but unlike the others, this program
would deal with the need in concrete terms.

59-661 0 - '71 - pt. 4 - 17
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Establish a temporary program to provide grants to health
personnel who agree to serve in an area of need for at least
two years. *Each such provider of care would be guaranteed
an income equal to: either 110 percent of the national annual
median income for persons of comparable training and education; or 110 percent of his professional earnings during the
previous year, whichever were greater. For this purpose,
$50 million would be authorized for each of the next four
fiscal years.
This proposal is made because it is recognized that, despite
improved loan and training programs, several years will pass
before a substantial increase in the numbers of graduates in
many professional and technical categories is realized. Such
legislation, designed to help meet immediate needs, is likely
to be more successful than the rather vague provisions in
S. 3 and S. 703 intended to attract health professionals to
shortage areas, which contain neither specifics nor appropriations.

AMBULATORY HEALTH CARE SERVICES
In its report, "Program for Healthcare in the 1970's, " the Health Insurance Association of America stated:
The Nation needs (1) to improve access to health care for all
of the population; (2) to encourage better organization and
economy of use of manpower, facilities, and funds; and (3) to
enhance the quality and effectiveness of health care. These
needs could be met substantially by making ambulatory health
care services accessible in every community throughout
Am eric a.
The validity of this observation is recognized in each pf the proposals
under review.
S.

3 (Kennedy)

They vary considerably, however, in their approach.
-

Strong encouragement would be given to the development of

comprehensive health service organizations..

These are defined as nonprofit

prepaid group practice arrangements which would contract with the Federal
Health Security Board to provide health services to an identified enrolled
population in a specified service area.

Assistance would also be given to
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public or other nonprofit agencies which (1) furnish a broad range of ambulatory
services or (2) furnish primary medical care, through the services of at least
two physicians, supporting personnel and basic laboratory services, and have
arr angements with other providers to furnish other needed ambulatory pare.
Each of these types of organizations could receive planning grants and
construction loans at 3 percent interest.

Grants and loans could cover up to

* 90 percent of the cost to new organizations and 80 percent to existing organizations.

In addition, new or substantially enlarged organizations could have

their operating deficits underwritten by the Federal government for as long as
five years.

Money for these purposes would come from the same funds as those

for manpower development.

As mentioned earlier, the funds for these and

other broad objectives would total $600, 000, 000 for the two years prior to the
*date benefits became available.
The Health Security program also contains an element of coercion to
impel physicians to join comprehensive health service (prepaid group practice)
organizations:

All funds to reimburse practitioners would be paid by the

Federal government.

In the allocation of funds, those practitioners receiving

stipends and reimbursement for institutional care would have first priority.
All other professional service funds would be made available on a per capita
basis.

Only after capitation payments to comprehensive health service organi-

zations had been made in full would the leftover funds be available to pay feefor-service and per-case charges.

Should the aggregate thus available not be

sufficient, payment of fee-for-service. and per-case bills would be reduced on
a pro-rata basis.
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The high priority placed on the development of prepaid group practice and
the preferential treatment proposed for such organizations are somewhat dubious
in-view of the fact that during the past 30 years this form of medical care has
been met with something less than overwhelming acceptance by the public and
the physicians, upon whose cooperation the effectiveness of any health care
delivery system depends.

The very real difficulties involved, and the time

required, to establish prepaid group practices appear not to have been taken
into account.
There is considerable evidence that prepaid group practice contains the
possibility of bringing about more efficient and economical use of health resources,
particularly in terms of reducing utilization of costly inpatient care.

Obstacles

to the growth of this form of practice should be removed, stimulus should be given
to its extension, and it should be carefully evaluated to determine what its optimum
role can be in the total health care delivery system.
forms should not be penalized.

At the same time, other

In the interests of better health care for all the

population, the dynamic forces of competition should be permitted to function.
S. 703 (Fell) - One purpose of a Community Health and Education Corporation
authorized by this proposal would be to provide comprehensive health services
to an identified population in a, specified area through contractual arrangements
which embody prepaid group practice or other arrangements which will "provide
the benefits of prepaid group practice. " Under the broad powers which would
be conferred by the bill, the corporation could establish "ambulatory health
facilities," though it would not be required to do so.
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Certain of the conditions which a corporation would. be required to meet
would be the same as those which comprehensive health service organization
would have to meet to qualify under the Kennediy bill (S. 3): furnish services
in such manner as to'provide continuity of care and ready referral of patients,
consult with representatives of patients regarding policy and operation of the
organization,

encourage health education and use of preventive services, pro-

vide for peer review, employ allied health personnel and subprofesslonals to
the extent practicable, and arrange for reciprocal out-of-area services for its
enrollees.- In distinct contrast to the provisions of S. 3, however, the Community
Health. and Education Corporations would be for-profit organizations.
Federal grants would be authorized for the initial organization and operation
of corporations, and Federal loans and loan guarantees would be available.

The

terms of the financial assistance and the funds authorized are not specified in
the bill.
The corporations would have far broader duties than the provision of
comprehensive ambulatory care.

They would also be required to provide

custodial care, maintain community hospitals, and. provide medical education.
The difficulties encountered and time required in the past to set up prepaid
medical groups which provide only non- institutional care suggest that rapid
and widespread development of ambulatory care centers could not be expected
from creation of community health services and health education corporations.
These would be complex organizations,

difficult to establish and cumbersome

to administer efficiently.
Furthermore, the corporate structure proposed is not likely to attract
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State and local governments and providers of care, who would be expected,
apparently, to furnish much of the initial capital.

Hospitals and other pro-

viders of care would be expected to exchange their facilities for stock in the
corporation which would be subordinate to stock held by others (presumably
by the Federal government and general public).

Yet the corporation would

be controlled by a board of directors, the majority of whom would be appointed
by the Secretary of HEW.
In summary, the approach proposed appears to be an extraordinarily
complicated and unrealistic means of making comprehensive ambulatory health
care facilities available quickly where they are needed.
S. 836 (Javits)

-

This proposal would stimulate the development of comprehen-

sive health service systems by providing the following Federal assistance:
1.

Grants to medical schools, insurance carriers, nonprofit
hospitals, or community groups to cover 80 percent of
planning costs for a comprehensive health service system.

2.

Contracts to pay operating deficits of such systems for the
first five years of operation.

3.

Grants to such systems to pay 80 percent of the non-Federal
contribution otherwise required for construction or modernization of hospitals and other medical facilities assisted
under Title VI of the Public Health Service Act.

4.

Grants up to 50 percent of the cost aiid loans'at 3 percent
interest for the balance of the cost, for the renovation or
construction of ambulatory care facilities by comprehensive
health service systems.

5.

Interest reduction payments on mortgages for comprehensive
health service systems, to reduce the effective interest rate
to one percent.

6.

Grants up to $100, 000 each for the total cost of planning comprehensive health service systems in poverty areas or for
related demonstration projects.
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The comprehensive health service systems which would be assisted by
this bill are similar to the comprehensive health service organizations of
S. 3 (Kennedy) and the community health and education corporations of S. 703
(Pell), in that they all would be required to serve an identified population in a
specified area through some sort of prepaid group practice arrangement.

This

bill would provide no assistance to the development of needed neighborhood
comprehensive ambulatory care facilities, per se.

Rather, the development

of such facilities would wait upon the formation of a group of providers of
service and development of contractual arrangements among them.
Once established and approved, such groups would be accepted as an
alternative source of care for individuals eligible for benefits stipulated in
the bill's health insurance program.

As an incentive to efficient operation,

such groups would be allowed to keep two-thirds of the savings they achieved.
S.

1490 (McIntyre)

-

The Healthcare program recognizes the need to encourage

the construction of comprehensive ambulatory health care centers and the
desirability of removing obstacles to the growth of prepaid group practice,
but it does not confuse the two objectives.
To stimulate rapid development of comprehensive ambulatory health
care centers in areas of particular need, the bill would authorize $200, 000, 000
for Federal grants:
1.

to construct and modernize such centers;

2.

to subsidize their costs for the first three years of operation.

The bill would also extend present Federal programs of loans and loan guarantees
for hospitals and outpatient facilities so as to make these forms of assistance
available to comprehensive anibulatory health care centers..
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Such a center is defined by the bill as a facility which is organized,
equipped., and staffed so as to provide to individuals and families, on a coordinated and continuing basis, a broad range of ambulatory health services,
including diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation services, mental health
services, family planning services, dental care, vision care and drugs.

Such

centers would be equipped to perform outpatient surgery and a broad range of
diagnostic tests.

Arrangements with hospitals and other institutions would

be required, to assure that inpatient care would be available to patients when
they could no longer be treated on an ambulatory basis.

Such centers would

meet the standards of the bill only if they provided a program of health education for their patients,

a program of peer review to assure quality care and

efficient utilization of services, and a program to use allied health personnel
to the maximum extent practicable.
Implementation of these provisions of S.

1490 would-go far toward

quickly providing a network of comprehensive ambulatory health care centers
across the country to serve all the people in their communities.

A variety

of reimbursement arrangements would be possible, depending on the situation
and desires of the groups served.
Encouragement to the growth of medical groups reimbursed on a per
capita prepayment basis would be offered by a stipulation that all persons
enrolled in qualified State Healthcarq Plans or covered by qualified Employee
Healthcare Plans must be given the option to elect coverage .by an approved
health maintenance organization

-

a public or private organization which

provides comprehensive benefits on a per capita prepayment basis.
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HEALTH PLANNING
S. 3 (Kennedy)

-

The effect of this bill would be to diminish the role of the

State and area comprehensive health planning agencies which have been
established in accordance with the Partnership for Health Act of 1966.

These

agencies are now reaching a stage where they can be an effective force, after
a long, painful and costly period of development.

At this point, to inaugurate

a program which would virtually supplant these agencies would be wasteful
and would substitute an untried program which has no assurance of successful
accomplishment.
Under the program proposed by S. 3, health planning for the entire
country would be centered in the Federal Health Security Board.

For instance,

according to Section 53, unless the Board found the construction or enlargement of a hospital or skilled nursing home to be necessary, the institution
would be precluded from participating in the program.

Effectively, this

would mean the closing of the institution, because the program would cover
institutional caie for the entire population.
Similarly, Section 134 would empower the Board to direct any provider
of service (other than an individual professional) to terminate or add one or
more services, to furnish services in other locations. 'or to enter into transfer
and affiliation agreements with other providers.

Although "consultation" with

a State health plan-ning agency is called for and there is provision for a public
hearing, the final determination would be made by the Board.
The $600, 000, 000 authorized under Part F to strengthen the nation's
health manpower and build up its health facilities in the two years prior to the
date when benefits become available is also supposed to cover the cost of
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This will be done "in consultation"

necessary planning at the Federal level.

with planning agencies and will be conducted "as necessary" within the DepartAuthorization of funds for the State

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.

and area comprehensive health planning agencies would be extended through
fiscal 1-978, with annual appropriations stipulated only as "so much as may
It does not appear that S. 3 would do much to strengthen the

be necessary."1

CEP program, which has been chronically underfinanced.

The State and area

CHP agencies would be required to place emphasis on the achievement of the
purposes of the Health Security program.
It is evident that these agencies would be subordinated to the new Federal
program.

The central mechanism of control within the Health Security program

would be the allocation of health care funds in accordance with predetermined
budgets approved at the Federal level.

This mechanism would be administered

through the central Health Security Board, regional offices of HEW, and subregional offices.

Plans for the development and distribution of health resources

would be implemented by directing the flow of funds through these channels.
Such a structure would either conflict with or duplicate the functions of the
existing planning structure, in which the State planning agencies are pivotal.
S. 703 (Pell)

-

This proposal, too, almost completely ignores the existence

and potential of CHP agencies.

It would authorize the Secretary of HEW to

appoint regional planning councils to develop plans for the provision of comprehensive health services to all persons within a region and for the development and allocation of health manpower and facilities.

These plans would be

"developed in cooperation with State and local planning agencies" and other
organizations.

Beyond this, the relationship of the proposed agencies to the
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existing planning agencies is left largely unspecified.

A regional planning

council would have the authority to reject plans of State planning agencies.
The only appeal would be to thefsecretary, who appointed the regional council,
and whose decision would be final.
The guidelines and responsibilities of the proposed regional agencies
are set forth in very general terms.

The power of the regional councils to

irniplement their responsibilities would lie in the authority to deny Federal
funds to any project or service which was not in conformance with a plan
approved by the council.
The bill makes no specific reference to Section 314 of the Public Health
Service Act.

Reference to the planning agencies established pursuant to this

legislation is apparently intended in two provisions:

(1) "The planning agency

of the State" would "comment" on the five-ycar financial plan which a community health and education corporation would be required to submit, to the
regional planning council; (2) "recommendations of State and regional planning
agencies" would be one of seven factors to be considered by the Secretary of.
HEW in determining the need for a community health and education corporation
in a particular area.

These provisions do not indicate a vital role for 314

planning agencies.
This bill would do nothing to strengthen the existing health planning
structure.

It would simply impose another layer of planning agencies further

removed from the community, where health needs, resources and priorities
must be assessed.
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S. 836 (Javits)

-

-

The bill contains no provision to strengthen directly the comn-

prehensive health planning agencies.

However,

to be eligible for Federal

assistance, a comprehensive health service system would be required to be
consistent with the State and areawide plans of the 314(h) and 314(b) agencies.
This requirement would enhance the role of the planning agencies.
Under the extended Medicare program which this bill would establish,
each carrier and fiscal intermediary would be required to make a continuing
study of the organization and methods of delivery of care in the area in which
it operates, with a view toward finding ways to effect improvements.
S. 1490 (McIntyre)

-

One of the premises of the Healthcare program is that

improved planning for health care systems is essential to effective and economical delivery of community health services.

Unnecessary and costly

duplication of services and facilities can be eliminated, and crucial health
care gaps can be filled, through the wider use of health planning.
Therefore, the bill would broaden the responsibilities of comprehensive
health planning 'agencies, reinforce their authority to enable them to carry
out their responsibilities,

and substantially increase their financial support.

To be eligible for increased funds, 314(b) agencies would have to be
prepared to play a stronger role in coordinating areawfde health affairs and
in educating the rublic concerning the proper use of facilities and services
available.
Applications for Federal grants, loans or other financial assistance
involving more than $100, 000 'could be approved only after the appropriate
health planning agencies at the area and State levels have had an opportunity
to review and comment and have certified to the essential need and high
priority of the proposed project.
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COST AND QUALITY CONTROLS
S. 3 (Kennedy)

-

Totail health care costs are the product of two factors.

first is the cost per unit of service.

The

Even though reimbursement may be based

on a broader unit, such as payment per case or per capita, the cost of each
service provided must be met.
of services used.

The second factor is utilization

-

the number

Together, the unit cost and utilization account for the total

cost of health services for a given population.
This bill places relatively little emphasis upon controlling unit costs,
and it would positively encourage greater utilization.

As a result, total

health care costs would be increased.
The provisions to limit unit cost are these:
1.

Payments for physicians electing to be reimbursed on a feefor- service basis would be determined in accordance with
relative value scales, a method which is now commonly used.
However, the unit values would be prescribed by the Federal
Health Security Board.

2,

Costs of care in each institution would be. reimbursed on the
basis of budgets prospectively approved at the Federal level.
(Payment for institutional services based on a system of prospectively approved charges is a part of the Healthcare program
presented in S. 1490, but responsibility for budget review and
approval would be placed with a State agency. Such an approach
is incorporated in legislation which has been enacted or is under
consideration in several States.)

3.

Price-fixing would be employed to control the unit price of drugs.
The Health Security Board would establish a "product price" to
be paid for each drug listed in an approved formulary, and would
establish schedules of dispensing fees to be paid to pharmacies.

The Health Security program (S.

3) would encourage increased utilization

by making medical care free to the consumer at the point of consumption.
This would remove any consideration of price as a mechanism to keep supply
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.and demand in balance.
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Because resources at any given time are limited

while demand for medical care is virtually unlimited, existing resources
would be severely strained by the uncurbed demand.
Covert rationing devices would come into play, therefore, in order to
limit demand to the actual services available.

One such rationing device

which has appeared in countries which have established systems providing
"free" care is not directly economic but is rather a matter of time spent
waiting for care.

In Britain, for instance, several months' wait for hospital

admission and long waits in crowded doctors' offices are common.

The

people who can use such a system most easily-are those who can best afford
to wait

-

those whose alternative uses of time are of low value.

The supply of services is kept at a level lower than demand would warrant through government control of the funds available for hospital operation
and the remuneration of practitioners.

This is precisely what is proposed

under the H~ealth Security program (S. 3).

All the funds flowing into the

health care delivery system would be controlled by the Federal government.
The supply of services could be curtailed by withholding funds.
The program would do little to contain the unit cost of health services.
Rather: it would simply put a lid on total expenditures.

To enforce this

restraint, it would create a nationwide apparatus reaching'down into every
community, at a cost which has not even been estimated.

The Health Security

program appears to be a scheme designed not so much to control health care
costs as to control health care.

It is unlikely that the result would be satis-

factory to the American people, who are not accustomed to queuing up.
in Britain, there is increasing dissatisfaction with a monolithic financing

Even
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system, and those who can afford to are leaving the National Health Service
and purchasing private health insurance, in order to "Jump the queue."
The political framework within which the crucial Health Security budgeting process would be carried out suggests that decisions might not always
be made purely on the basis of medical and health considerations.

In allocat-

ing tax revenues, which are not u -nlimited, government must consider a variety
of competing demands.

The overriding political character of the program pro-

posed by the Kennedy bill (S. 3) is demonstrated by the section relating to the
composition of the Federal Board which would control the entire program.

The

bill contains a host of qualifications which providers of service would have to
meet in order to participate.

Yet, the only qualification stipulated for mem-

bers of the Board, who would establish and enforce the standards for practitioners, is their party affiliation

-

"Not more than, three members of the

Board shall be members of the same political party."
Standards of participation
care

-

-

particularly for institutional providers of

are generally the same as those presently employed under Medicare.

Skilled nursing homes and home health agencies would have to meet an added
requirement by July 1, 1975, that they have an affiliation agreement with a
partic ipating hospital or comprehensive health service organization whereby
the latter would be responsible for all professional services rendered.
Doctors of medicine and osteopathy, dentists, optometrists, and podiatrists licensed in a State after June 30, 1973, would be required to meet
national standards (unspecified) in addition to State laws, in order to participate.

Professional practitioners would also have to meet continuing education
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requirements, which would be established by the Board no later than July 1,
1975.

If a hospital or other provider employed a practitioner who did not

remain qualified, it would also lose its right to participate in the program.
It appears that the provisions of the Health Security program would not
greatly change present techniques for assuring quality care.
S. 703 (Pell)

-

The quality standards for professional practitioners, hospitals,

nursing homes, and home health agencies are essentially the same as those
stipulated in the Kennedy bill (S. 3), including the requirements for practitioners to meet national standards and pursue continuing education.
Cost controls are not spelled out, but are implicit in the structure of
the proposed health services and health education corporations.

These would

be operated on a competitive basis for profit, thereby providing a powerful
incentive to keep costs down.

The rationalization of delivery of services

*Within the corporation and the requirement that the corporation submit a
five-year projection of operations to the Regional Planning Council might
*also be viewed as potential sources of cost control.

Federal funds would be

denied to projects which were not in conformance with a plan approved by the
Regional Planning Council.
S. 836 qJavits)

-

Inasmuch as this program would extend Medicare to the total

population, it would rely on the quality and cost controls now employed in
that program.

In addition, the Secretary of HEW would be authorized to

prescribe standards of continuing education and national minimum standards
of licensure which physicians would be required to meet, and qualifications
which would have to be m et in order to perform major surgery or other
specialty services.
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Carriers and intermediaries administering the program would be required
to make continuing studies of the organization and delivery of health care, one
purpose of which would be to develop cost controls, and to make periodic
reviews of utilization, in order to strengthen control of unnecessary utilization.
Two-thirds of the savings on costs of services delivered by a comprehensiyve health service system to its members would be paid to the system as an
incentive.
The Secretary of HEW would be authorized to modify, effective July 1,
1974, tLe method presently employed in paying providers of service.

Such

action would be based on a study of alternative. methods, to determine which
would assure that the cost of services would not increase more rapidly than
"average wage levels;" help to control utilization of services; and assure
providers of service fair and reasonable compensation.
S. 1490 (McIntyre)

-

The Healthcare program would employ three broad

approaches to improve control of cost and quality of medical care:
1.

A number of features in the design of the program benefits
would bring about more effective utilization of professional
services and health facilities.

2.

The program would require more effective methods of reimbursement and review of charges than are now permitted.

3.

The strengthened comprehensive health planning agencies would
be given powers to direct public funds into those facilities and
services which promote both lower cost and higher quality
health care.

Specifics of each of these approaches are discussed below,

Design of Benefits:

The proposed benefits would shift emphasis from the

concentratior, on high cost institutional care, presently found in many health

59-661 0 - 71 - pt. 4 - 18
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insurance programs, to lower cost ambulatory and preventive care.

In order

to avoid inflation of prices caused by the inability of the health care delivery
system to provide covered services, the proposal provides for a rational
and reasonable phasing-in of an increasingly comprehensive set of benefits.
This phasing process would take account of current capabilities and the time
likely to be necessary to develop greater capacity.

Upon determination by

the President that covered services could not be provided at the time originally scheduled for their inclusion, he could order a limited deferral of coverage,
to avoid creating inflationary pressures.

A provision for coordination of

benefits would be required in any qualified Employee Healthcare Plan, to
prevent wasteful duplication of coverage.
Excessive utilization of certain services would be deterred through the
use of modest copayments by -patients. It should be noted that under any
qualified Healthcare Plan, the aggregate copaym 6nts by an individual or
family in any year would be limited, to ensure that these payments would not
create an economic hardship.

No such protection would be afforded by the

Javits bill (S. 836), which contains no limits on copayments.

The Pell bill

(S. 70J) is not clear on thi s point, but it appears that -under the prescribed
minimrim health benefits a family cotqld spend out-of-pocket at least 25 percent of its annual gross income for health care.

At the other extreme, the

Kennedy-bill (S. 3) contains no coinsurance provisions to curb unnecessary
utilization.
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Legislators who are loudest in their assertions that copayments are
unnecessary stoutly maintain that no one willingly goes to a physician or
hospital if he does not need to.
th~e subject

-

Yet, those who have a better knowledge of

those who deal with the patients

Sidney R. Garfield, M. D.,

-

tell us differently.

a pioneer in prepaid group practice who led

the development of the Kaiser- Permanente plan, recently wrote in Geriatrics.
(April 1971) that "neither solo practice nor group practice can effectively
meet the demand created by the elimination of personally paid fees for
service."1

The elimination of such fees results in an "uncontrolled flood" of

patients, according to Dr. Garfield.

"This flood not only overloads the de-

livery system, but since the well and the worried well are a large component
of that entry mix (italics added), their usurpation of doctor time actually acts
as a barrier to early entry of the sick
plish."1

-

the reverse of what we wish to accom-

The president of the New Jersey Hospital Association, Jack W. Owen,

in discussing methods of cost containment at a recent hearing on Blue Cross
rate increases, called for "responsibility for participation by the subscriber"
in the form of deductibles, that "may make him think twice" before utilizing
covered services (AHA Hospital Week, March 5, 1971).
Most health care programs in other countries which are supported by public
funds incorporate some form of cost sharing.

Experience under some of the

programs which required no copayments has led to the introduction of such
payments as a means of curbing unnecessary utilization. 'Recent changes in
the programs in Saskatchewan and West Germany are illustrative.

In October

1970, the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, describing increases in charges
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to be made under the National Health Service, said, "We shall expect that,
w here the user can afford it, he should bear more of the cost and the taxpayer
less.

.

.

.

Many services are subsidized to an extent which is unnecessary

and out of date in our present society."1
Another development on the international scene also shows that rigid
opposition to use of copayments is somewhat out of touch with current thinking
in countries which have had experience with national health programs.
L. L. 0.

The

Committee of Experts on Social Security expressed the view in March

1967 that provisions of cost sharing should be excluded from a new international instrument on medical care.

Since then, however, a questionnaire

on the revision of Conventions concerning sickness insurance, sent to all
States Members of the I. L. 0.,

yielded a majority of responses in favor of

permitting cost sharing, but emphasizing that requirements for patient payments should be so designed as to avoid hardship.
Another provision in the design of the Healthcare program (S.

1490)

which would act to control costs and preclude unwarranted administrative
expenses is a provision requiring annual review of the premium rates for
qualified State Healthcare Plans by State and Federal.agencies.

If the pre-

miume'~were found to be unjustifiably high in a-particular State, the Secretary
of HEW could direct a reduction in the Federal share of that State's premium
payments.

*More Effective Reimbursement Methods:

Payments for non- institutional

health care benefits received under Fede rally- supported -programs would be
based on prevailing fees.

Physicians would be required to justify the
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appropriateness of their treatment and the reasonableness of their fees if these
fell outside professionally established guidelines.

Review and approval of

professional services would be made by an appropriate health services review
organization or, in its absence, by the organizations administering the programs.
Payment to hospitals or other health care institutions under programs
supported by Federal funds would be based on a system of prospectively
approved charges.

Under such a system all such institutions would be

required to:
Have an active review committee to check appropriateness
and quality of services.
Utilize a standard system of accounts and cost finding.
Have proposed charges reviewed in advance by a State Healthcare Institutions Cost Commission to assure charges reason-:
ably related to the cost of efficient production of such services.
Establishment of the proposed reimbursement procedures would do much
to rationalize and bring under reasonable control the structure of costs for
health care services.

Cost Control Through Strengthened Comprehensive Health Planning:

Federal

assistance for a health facility or service in an amount in excess of $100, 000
would be contingent upon the certification of need by a comprehensive health
planning agency, as noted in an earlier section.
Planning agencies would assist facilities to submit capital expenditure
proposals consistent with the agencies' plans to meet State and community
needs, and to develop efficiency and cost saving incentive programs for
optimum use of manpower, services, and equipment.
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NATIONAL HEALTH GOALS
S. 3 (Kennedy)

-

The bill would create a five-member Health Security Board,

which would be appointed by the President and would report to the Secretary
of HEW.

The Board would not only be responsible for the operation of the

entire-Health Security program, but it would also make recommendations on
legislative and administrative policy as to the most effective methods of
carrying out its mission.

Further consolidating the powers of the Board, it

would also be responsible for annually evaluating the effectiveness of its
program.
The Chairman of the Board would also serve as Chairman of a 20-member
National Health Security Advisory Council appointed by the Secretary.

Con-

sumer repiesentative6s would constitute a majority and the balance of the
members would be provider representatives.

The Council, which would meet

at least four times a year, would advise the Board and offer recommendations,
but it would have no authority to implement these recommendations.
The Health Security Board would not develop a unified national health
policy or priorities with respect to the many interrelated health matters
which would continue to lie outside the scope of the Health Security program,
such as environmental health, disability insurance,

and resources 'utilized

by other Federal programs providing health services.
S. 703 (Pell)

-

This bill indicates that the regional planning councils which it

proposes would have relatively borad responsibilities for health planning
within their regions.

However, these.responsibilities and the means to fulfill

them are not clearly spelled out.

Moreover, the bill makes no provision for
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coordinating the activities of the regional councils within a framework of
national polic y.
S. 836 (Javits)

-

The bill makes no provision for improving national leader-

ship in identifying health goals and balancing health priorities against other
national priorities.
S. 1490 (McIntyre)

-

The bill calls for an annual report by the President to

the Congress on the state of the nation's health, with legislative proposals
as appropriate to improve the organization,

delivery and financing of health

care.
A Council of Health Policy Advisers in the Executive Office of the
President would help prepare the President's annual Health Report.

The

Council would be composed of three members appointed by the President
with consent of the Senate.

The bill specifies that only those could serve

who, as a result of training, experience and attainents, would be exceptionally
well qualified to analyze and interpret trends in the health care field; to appraise
health programs and activities of the Federal Goverrnent; and to formulate
and recommend national policies to promote the improvement of health care.
In addition to helping to prepare the President'Is Health Message, the
CounAi would:
Recommend procedures for coordinating, consolidating, or
.eliminating health related programs of the various Federal
agencies and departments.
Conduct health care research.
Provide guidelines for health care funding allocations.
Develop recommendations for national policy to improve the
organization, financing, delivery and quality of health care.
The bill would also require that every Federal agency should include in
all legislative recommendations or other major Federal actions a statement
on the impact of the proposal on the health care system, including adverse
effects, alternatives, relative priority, and any irreversible commitments
of resources involved.
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The Financial and Benefit Provisions
Senator Javits
S. 836/837

Senator Kennedy
S. 3

Senator McIntyre
S. 1490

Senator Poll
S. 703

Underwritten
by

Federal Gov't with
private carriers as
intermediaries.
Alternative private
plans could be
written by private
carriers under
HEW guidelines.

Federal Gov't

Private insurance
carriers regulated
by State Insurance
Depts. , except for
Medicare benefits
for people over
65 which are
continued,

Unclear. Possibly private
carriers could
assume risk
for benefits to
be provided by
a series of
health care and
education corporations to be
established.

Financed
by

General revenues
and new Social
Security taxes
shared by em-'
ployers, employees,
& Federal Gov't.

For most, cost is
Half from general
borne, as now, by
revenues and half
the individual and
from new Social
his employer ur-der
Security taxes on
private insurance.
employers, emFor poor and nearployees, and the
poor, States and
self-employed.
Federal Gov't
Tax on total emwould subsidize
ployer payrolls
premiums from
of 3-1/2%~. Tax
general revenues.
of 1% (-, employee
wages up to $15, 000.

Unclear. For
most, cost
would be borne,
as now, by employers and
employees.
Federal general
revenue for
poor and nearpoor, "low
income."

Benefits
provided

Same benefits as
under Medicare for
people over 65,
with some upgrading to include, for
example, drugs.

Immei~iate compre - Phasing in of comprehe-nsive benefits,
hensive benefits
including care for
except for signimental illness and
ficant limits on
dental care. Realismental illness
tic co-payments for
care and no dental
cost control but
care after age 15
annual limit on
initially.
family payments.

Doctor visits,
drugs, 12 days
of hospital care
and 10 days of
Extended Care
Facilities care
per year. Catas
trophic coverage -costs above
25% of income.

of Medicare to entire
population. Carriers
to administer claims
and provide alternate plans if employers buy.

Scrap private insurance. Absorb
Medicare & Medicaid. Benefits
not phase-d in.
Complete Federal
Adminis ration.

Voluntary approach.
Upgraded benefits
standards set by
Federal Gov't.
Phasing iii of benefits as facilities
become available
Poor, near-poor,
& uninsurables
obtain coverage
from State
insurance pools.
Employers Employees from
private group
plans'. Selfemployed under
individual policies
Tax incentives to
all to acquire upgraded coverage.

Health services
and education
corporations to
provide care.
Created in
areas authorized by HEW.
Entire population to get care
from corporations.

Approach
taken

*Extension

BEST Copy AVAILABLE~
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Senator JAVITs. Isn't that the striking question, that any insurance
company plan is charged with carrying too much of a load in terms
of administration but isn't the real issue then whether or not you
can include any such policies as are encompassed within this 45-percent bracket in any plan, whether it is your plan or any other plan,
without running into this fantastic administrative expense?
Mr. SMITH. I would offer the thought that this is a relatively high
administrative expense but compared with most any. other product
or service one buys today, I don't believe it is excessive because almost any product has this kind of overhead in it.
Service does too, especially when sold at retail the way individual
policies are sold.
Senator JAVITS. Yes, but if it can be avoided, why shouldn't we
avoid it?
Mr. SMITH. We will dor so to the maximum extent possible. We
have made a number of steps and strides in this direction. We are
putting together groups of individuals who are members of chambers
of commerce or have other affiliations which make it possible to adopt
a group method for their benefit.
More and more the insurance that we write is tending to be group
insurance and less and less of it is individual coverage. As these benefits are legislated, if they are, as this program is legislated, we believe it will be possible to move much further in that direction.
Senator JAviITs. In view of the fact that this premium is tax deductible under your plan, wouldn't it be proper for us to legislate
that nobody. can join you on this basis? The only way you will accept any joining is on a group basis. You will have to establish
groups to which people can belong but you will no longer have this
individual type of retail insurance with a 45-percent administrative
cost. Shouldn't we provide that?
Mr. SMITH. I think there may be some difficulty with covering some
people who just are not naturally available for groups.
Senator JAVITs. Mr. Smith, I think you frankly -have to meet that
issue if you expect us to appraise your plan as superior to a national
health insurance Iean.
Mr. SMITH. I

t ink this may be a disadvantage of our p lan but I

certainly hope it is not the disadvantage which controls because by
far the bulk of the coverage under our plan will be in group form.
While this may be a disadvantage, there are disadvantages to any
kind of plan and this is one for our plan.
Senator JAvITS. But will you provide that anybody can join a
group? Will there be enough group establishments so anybody can
join a group and doesn't have to take one of these policies even if he
is self-employed?
Mr. SMITH. At this moment I don't see how that could be guaranteed.
Senator JAvITS. What proportion of the total insured does this
45-percent overhead apply to?
Mr. SMITH. At the p resent time, in the total private insurance in
force in this country, 131ao Cross, Blue Shield, insurance companies,
over 85 percent of benefits is group.
Senator JAVITS. Is in group. So this applies to 15 percent.
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Mr. SMITH. At the present time.

Senator JAVITS. Of the agregate insurance
Mr. SMIT11. Some individual insurance by

covered.
the way, is supplemental insurance and would disappear if .the basic insurance in the
groups. were built up. There are many instances where people have
g roup insurance which is not very adequate because their employers
hae' provided it or their unions haven't bargained it. They take
what they can get under the group and buy additional insurance
from us. That kind of insurance would disappear as the basic insurance were built up under these provisions for increased benefits
under group.
Senator JAvITS. Could you tell me why you prefer this plan to the
plan in my bill which enables private carriers to administer an insurance plan but makes the Government the sponsor of it? Very
much like the insurance for Government employees.
Mr. SMITH. As I understand your plan, Senator, it would call for
extension of medicare to lower ages with the provision that groups
or others could opt out of it, so to speak, and take on separate plans.
I would have to say I think that is a tremendous improvement over
a plan which is wholly monolithic but it still leaves, to our notion,
an unnecessary move of putting the Government into the insurance

business in an area where we can do the job without the Government's intervention.
Further, I think it entirely likely that it would be unfair competition between the Government and private enterprise to have two
plans running side by side.
Senator JAVITs. If you think the Government is not very efficient

in running these plans,, it seems to me you ought to be able to "skin
them alive" in competition.
Mr. SMITH.-Well,

there are other aspects than administration that

come into play here. For example, premium tax or other taxes. If
the Government plan were a single narrowly defined set of benefits
and we were trying to write broader benefits, I don't know if we
could compete. In any case, I think the fundamental is that we believe that private insurance can do the job and therefore Government insurance should not be required to beSenator JAVITS. Of any kind. Even my kind.

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir. Although I will take that in preference to
some others.
Senator JAVITS. I understand.

[ Laughter.]
senator JAVITS. Now another question I would like to ask you is
this: As the major question before us is the rationalization of a sup-

ply of care, would it be feasible to prepare some document which
would show a point-by-point refutation in terms of the Kennedy
plan, or if my plan is different, my plan, or both of them, and, the

insurance company's plan so that we may see how you believe you
can and will rationalize, to wit, control costs, et cetera, rationalize
the delivery of health care? I gather that is your contention.
Could we see that in some kind of cornp arison? What will you be
doing compared to what the Kennedy bill will do, or if you think

mine is any different, what mine would do and what yours would
do?
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I think this is really the central question.

Mr. SMITH. I think I understand what you have in mind and we

will address ourselves to that.
Senator JAVITS. My purpose in all these questions is this: I think
ultimately we are going to shape a bill out of all of these national
health insurance plans. I think the willingness of the insurance comafter a decade, to really take the responsibility-because
panies
what it always was-to deal with the question, both of furthat is now,
nishing care universally and of rationalizing the delivery of care, is
very constructive. 1 believe my own plan is the best for two reasons:
One, I think it is likely to be much easier to pass in terms of law;
and two, I believe that it does take some reasonable account of the
fact, that as Senator Kennedy properly pointed out, so far with this
heavy insurance carriage our costs have been going fantastically up,
not down, and so there must be some radical change in your handling of the matters to induce us to believe that this is the best plan
for bringing costs down and rationalizing health care delivery.
But I do suggest that for those reasons that we will want to draw
from all of these plans in terms of the final product and this pointby-point refutation would be extremely helpful.
I hope you will make it and without objection, when you do submit
it, we will make it part of your testimony.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. I would like to make one observation, if I
may, before closi. It addresses itself to your comments to a considerable degree, I think.
The question of controlling health costs is a question of degree. It
is not an absolute question. No one is able today to achieve a result
of no increase in health costs. Health costs have gone up because of
many developments in the health system, because people had salary
increases, because new facilities had been built, new cobalt machines
have been purchased, new ways of surgery-I am sure you identify
all of these items. We have not controlled costs in the sense of keeping costs low or keeping them flat. Nor could anybody have done so,
not had your plan been in effect or Mr. Kennedy's plan been in effect unless they had suppressed medicine and suppressed advances in
medicine. These things have come about per force. So will it be in
the future.
Now the fact that we don't seem to have controlled costs should
not be held against us because we have had some control of costs and
we think you can demonstrate this. And yet we don't want anybody
to think that we or anybody else in the future are going to keep
costs flat or level. It won't happen.
Senator JAvITs. Mr. Smith, the thing I think I have in mindSenator Kennedy can speak for himself-is really what seems to be
the revolutionary concept of keeping patients ambulatory, preventive medicine and the -group practice unit and the very example
which your colleague, Mr. Pettengill, gave. This very enterprise
small operations kind of semihospital and yet the inflexibility with
which it is met by our own creature, as Senators, the Federal Government.
So when I say restrain costs, we are talking about all of these innovations. In addition there has been a passivity on the part of Blue
Gross-Blue Shield and the insurance companies. They paid the bill
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when the bill has come in. They haven't challenged the bill really.
They haven't had guidelines or standards by which to challenge it.
The theory that a doctor could refrain from serving you if you
didn't p~ay what he wanted completely unrestrained is, f think, quite
an unfir theory. Very frankly, sir, when we, give a doctor a license,
that is an action of the State and if he misbehaves and engages in
malpractice, we can take his license away. Maybe if he "fleeces" the
public we can do the same thing. And we should.
So these are the things that I think are in the minds of people
like myself who are trying to think along some different path than
what we have trod before. I am all for people making money but,
you know, when you get to $250,000 a year without regard to the social result in a profession which is licensed by the State, I think
that is time when we all have to take a second think on it.
Mr. SMITH. We are entirely in agreement with you, sir, with the
philosophy and with the practicalities of what you say. All I would
like to ask is that you credit the testimony here about some of the
things that we have done in this direction already. You indicated
that you understand we don't have guidelines and so on. We do have
guidelines. We have applied guidelines. Not everywhere but in exsituations, and they are coming more and more into play.
permental
May of the things that you -believe and we believe should be done
have been instituted by the insurance companies already.
One of my purposes here today was to try to draw attention to
the fact that we hadn't been passive completely. That we have instituted many of these. We are responsible for some of the ideas now
being considered helpful for the future.
Senator JAvITS. Well, I thinkMr. SMITH. I

don't think we had enough credit or publicity for

this.
Senator' JAvrrs (continuing). I think that is perfectly fair and I
think our effort now is to universalize the good experience. In that
connection may I suggest that in your point by point refutation,
which you wil Ibe submitting, we would, I think, be very interested,
Mr. Chairman, in the actual cost benefit experience of some of these
innovating experiments which are referred to in Mr. Smith's statement on page 8, when he speaks of the Harvard community health
p lan, the Columbia, Md., plan, the Washington University, in St.
Louis, plan,. the Community Health Care C enter in New Haven.
These experiences could be very valuable to us and indicate the lines
along which legislation should be fashioned in respect to the delivery
of health care and it could be helpful.
Mr. SMITH. I would hope in that analysis we would be permitted
to enlarge the material which appears in this testimony whereby we
are talking a!.-out some of the measures we have instituted and
adopted.
Senator JAviTs. I would certainly welcome that as an answer to
my question.
Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate, this.
Mr. SMITH. We are very appreciative of this opportunity.
('The statement of th Health Insurance Association of America
fl ows:)
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My name is

.Henry

Smith.

I aLm President and Chief Executive Officer

of The Equitable Lif-. Assurance Society of the United States.

With me are Mr.

Daniel W. Pettengill, Vice President of the Aetna Life and Casualty Insurance
Company and Mr. "William C. White, Jr., Vice President of The Prudential
Insurance Company of America.

We appear here today on behalf of the Health

Insurance Associatin of America, American Life Convention, and Life Insurance Association of America.

The more than 500 member companies of these

Associations provide some 90%/ of the private health insurance underwritten by
insurance companieE in the United States.
We understard the purpose of these hearings is to look into the current
status of health care in this country with par ticular reference to the factors that
have contributed to what many have labeled a crisis situation.

We are fully cog-

nizant that the full di-nensions of the health problem in America range considerably beyond either the provision of health care or its financing.

This is particu-

larly so with re;lpect to inner-city residents, for those in certain rural areas,
and minority groups.

The problem embraces the total environment, including

such muitters as housiig and pest control, inadequacy of diets, aiv and water
pollution, unemploynert, welfare programs, and lack of good health habits in
the absence of adequate health education.
toll are obvious and sizablk'i.

The effects of our highway accident

Such matters are Esocioeconomnic in nature and go

beyond the iriimediate responsibilities of health care professionals or personal
health care financing institutions.
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- 2Along with all others in the health care community, insurance companies
have viewed the weaknesses of our present health care delivery system with
growing concern.

As insurers which paid in excess of $8 billion in health in-

surance benefits last year,-l
care provided by the system.

we are painfully aware of the rising cost of the
Not only rising costs but also inadequacies in the

delivery system have caused a chorus of criticism of health care in America today.

For too many people, quality health care is not available when they need

it, where they need it, and at prices they can afford to pay.
Insurance companies have been studying and working with these problems
for many years.

In the past several years, we have intensified our efforts and

have received input from many leading 'experts in health care and medical economics.

The process has sharpened our awareness that the nation's health in-

surers, as representatives and agents of the consumers,

must see that unneces-

sary costs are avoided and essential health care is available to all.
We have developed a series of proposals which, taken as a whole, offer
what we regard to be the best approach to meeting the current crisis.* It is an
approach based on the following principles;
First, every American should have access to quality health care regardless of income.
Second, the nation's health care delivery system needs should be restructured.

The many sound elements and assets of the present system should be re-

tained but reinforced with new programs and reforms wherever personal health
needs are unmet.
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-3 Third, such a restructured system should draw upon the innovative capacity
of the health professions, the flexibility and managerial skills of private insuring
organizations, the capacities of government,

and take account of the concerns of

the consumer at the community level.
Fourth, comprehensive health insurance should be made available to all
citizens.* This can best be achieved at lowest cost and most rapidly by expanding.
the scope of existing health insurance plans.
Fifth, improvements in the organization and delivery of health care should
go forward together with improvements in the means of financing such care.

To

provide dollars without the required manpower and services to meet the increased
demand which dollars create, would only compound the current crisis.

Financing

techniques should be used as leverage to achieve needed improvements in the
delivery system.
Sixth, reforms should take place without imposing additional crushing tax
burdens upon our citizens.

This can be done if maximum use is made of the

private sector, and government funds are judiciously used to meet needs which
cannot otherwise be met.
The relevance of our proposals can best be seen by placing them in historical perspective.

In this country the development of insurance to cover the cost

of health care arose out of the great depression of the early thirties.

Although

daily hospital costs were then only about $5, many who needed hospital services
were in no position to pay for them; and, consequently, the financial soundness
of hospitals was in jeopardy.

Out of this situation, the Blue Cross plans for
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prepayment of hospital expenses emerged.

By the mid 1930's, a number of in-

surance companies were making protection available for health care costs during
hospitalization.

The wage freeze of the war years brought about a rapid acceler-

ation of employer health plans as labor unions turned their attention to collective
bargaining for fringe benefits.

Always, the major emphasis was on defraying the

cost during hospitalization.
This emphasis increased over the years as rapid technological advances
radically changed medical care, making it more effective and more expensive.
The use of "miracle drugs" and major surgical procedures rose dramatically.
With the increased technical nature of medical care came an increased degree
of specialization and greater reliance on the hospital and its battery of expensive equipment.

Growing awareness of the accomplishments of medical science

and rising income levels led the public to increased acceptance and use of
hospitals.
As a result of these forces today over 164 million Americans under age
65

--

almost 917o of all noninstitutionalized civilians in this age group

- -

are

protected in varying degrees against the costs of hospitalization.'
The consumer emphasis upon insuring hospital costs has contributed to
increases in the rate of hospital admissions, as well as to the durations of stay;
so has the overbuilding of hospital beds in many parts of the country and the
physicians' growing fear of malpractice suits.
use of inpatient care rests on no one group

--

The blame for today's excessive
it must be widely shared.

Insur-

ance companies bear their share of the responsibility, and ourC proposals would
go far in the direction of solving the problem.
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-5 Insurance companies have made considerable progress in broadening health
insurance beyond hospital- oriented coverage.

Shortly after World War 1I, insur-

ance companies recognized the need for coverage of both in and out of hospital
expenditures and the catastrophic costs of major illness.

In 1947, they began to

offer benefits for out of hospital, diagnostic, X-ray and laboratory services.
day most new group policies provide such coverage.

To-

In the 1950's, insurance

companies introduced both supplementary major medical and comprehensive -rnedical insurance policies, paying for care both in and out of a hospital.

The accept-

ance by the public of these two forms of catastrophe coverage has been growing
as is illustrated by the fact that over 70 million Americans are now so covered.!
The typical maximum benefit being written today is $20, 000, although many group
plans provide maximums of $50,000 or higher.-

4/

Blue Cross, Blue Shield, and prepaid group practice plans offer forms of
extended protection to another 30 million persons.

Thus, over 100 million of the

164 million Americans under age 65, with private health insurance protection,
have some form of catastrophe coverage.
Group plans play a major role in our proposals.
reasons for this.

There are a number of

First, three-fourths of the 103 million persons covered by

insurance companies are protected as members of groups.* We understand that
an even larger proportion is applicable to Blue Cross-Blue Shield and prepaid
group practice plans.

Payments under group plans amount to almost 85% of all

6/
health insurance benefits paid by private insurers.such group plans is paid for by employers.

A large part of the cost of
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-6 Second, group insurance provides unique administrative, operational, and
marketing savings.

For large groups, the operating costs (exclusive of State

premium taxes) average about 4 1/2%, which is the same or a bit less than the
Federal Government's cost of administering Medicare.

The average operating

cost for groups of all sizes is about 11%6, excluding State premium taxes. 7
Group insurance is currently paying some four-fifths of the health care
expenses incurred by the insureds arid their dependents for items of health care
against which the health insurance was purchased, and let me emphasize that we
can pay claims only for those expenses which the consumer has chosen to insure.
In the case of persons insured for the respective benefits indicated, group plans
reimburse 880% of hospital charges incurred for semi-private rooms; 77% of
surgical charges, 70% of the charges for nonsurgical physicians' visits to the
hospital; 73%/ of the charges for private duty nursing and 61% of the charges for
prescribed drugs.

In summary, about half of the claimants under group policies

are reimbursed for 90%6 or more of their covered expenses and three-fourths are
reimbursed for 70%6 or more. 8/
Some people in need of protection are self-employed or do not have coverage available through a place of employment and must seek individual policies.
Most such policies are written by insurance companies.

This is a relatively

small part of our business, but it is an important part because it affords protection not otherwise available.

These policies have to be individually sold and

underwritten, and separate records and premium collections have to be maintained.

Therefore the expense of operating this kind of business is higher than
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that for group insurance.
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The average expense rate, excluding State premium

taxes, but including about 2% profit, is 45% of premium.The development of health insurance in the United States is unique.

In

the majority of other countries where a compulsory governmental medical program
presently exists, no private insurance system previously existed.

When one re-

views the situation in the European nations, and the totally different set of circumstances that exist in the United States, one questions whether a broad and viable
system of private insurance should be completely replaced by a monopolistic,
monolithic government program, or whether it would not be wiser and less costly
to use public funds for the purpose of making such protection available to those
who cannot afford it.
Insurance companies have not restricted their interests to simply providing a financing mechanism for the: payment of health care bills.

Private insurers

were among the first to draw attention to the problems associated with ineffective
scheduling of hospital stays, questionable instances of confinement, and even the
necessity of hospitalization in certain instances.

Copayments Iare used not just to

reduce premium costs but to seek to give the claimant an Interest in claim cost
control, an interest that is generally lacking when care is free.

Profiles, utiliza-

tion guidelines and other claim cost control devices identify questionable charges
and services.

These techniques, we note, are employed by some governmental

programs.
Insurance companies encourage the use of diagnostic services out of the
hospital, through expanding coverage for out-of-hospital diagnostic X- ray and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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-8 laboratory services.

We are experimenting, in addition, with pre-aidmission test-

ing programs in a further endeavor to eliminate unnecessary hospital days.
In 1967, with the introduction of Public Law 89-749, the Comprehensive
Health Planning Act, we became actively involved in the governrmnt-private partnership with respect to comprehensive health planning.

Our involvement includes par-

ticipation by hundreds of insurance personnel and financial support for local planning
agency activities.

The goal of this effort is the improvement of community health

services.
Insurers have worked with physician and dental groups in the organization of
peer review and utilization review committees to assure appropriateness of hdealth
care.* To deal with the problem of multiple health insurance claim forms. insurance companies developed, with the cooperation of the providers of care, simplified,
uniform claim reporting forms for hospitals and physicians.
In recent years, we have studied the role that prepaid group practice and
other forms of health maintenance organizations conceivably might play in the
delivery system.

This interest has found expression in the development of the

dual choice concept.

Under this concept, each member of an insured group decides

whether to receive services under a prepaid group practice plan or under a fee-forservice arrangement.
Insurance companies have devoted significant manpower and funds to such
innovations as the Harvard Community Health Plan; the Columbia, Maryland Plan;
and the experiment at Washington Univ~ersity in St. Louis.

We also furnished the

key financial support for the facilities of the Community Health Care Center in
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- 9New Haven, scheduled to begin operations later this year.
Even with limited knowledge of the problems in creating a prepaid group
practice type of arrangement, we have had sufficient experience to realize that
it is an extremely difficult and complex task to establish these plans.

There must

be strong cooperation among representatives of the entire community.

Hospitals,

physicians, management, labor, and consumers must all be consulted and satisfied before a plan can even be blueprinted.
Arrangements must then be negotiated between providers of health services,
the plan organizers, and consumers.

Following that, detailed planning for the

delivery of services, construction of facilities and the hiring of supporting health
personnel and others must take place.
Experience to date indicates that such a project takes years to bring to
fruition.

In addition, these plans require extensive financing for planning costs,

construction costs and operating deficits which emerge in the early years before
any savings in the provision of health services can be realized.
Other indications of our active interest in the health care system include
the contributions insurance companies have made by providing capital for health
care facilities; by. supporting medical and allied health education, health facilities,
and research; and by conducting health education campaigns on the prevention of
illness and injury and related matters.

As of July 1970, our investments in health

care facilities totalled $2.3 billion.
One area of our research,. culminated in 1969, was a major study dealing
with the structure, distribution, and delivery of health services In the United
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States.* The findings of this study, in turn, led to the development of an overall
program for coming to gripe with our current health care crisis.
this program for your consideration.
1970'."1 is attached.

We now submit

A copy of "Program for Healthcare in the

The principles on which it is based were accepted and ap-

proved by the member companies of the Health Insurance Association of America
at a special meeting in May 1970.

and LIAA.

They were subsequently endorsed by the ALC

The proposals advanced in this program are offered in the context of

the principles which we stated at the outset,

If implemented, we believe they

would achieve the following six objectives,
1.* Increase the supply and improve the distribution of health manpower.
2.

Develop health maintenance organizations and other ambulatory health

care services which would permit greater emphasis on health maintenance and
preventive treatment and thereby reduce the use of high-cost inhospital services.
3.

Improve health planning on the state and local level so that current

and future health resources will be more equitably and effectively distributed.
4.

Restrain the escalation of health care costs and assure the quality of

health care.
5.* Provide for the establishment of national health care goals and
priorities.
6.

Make comprehensive health insurance available to all.

With respect to this last objective, namely making comprehensive health
insurance available to all, the key elements of our proposal are:
First, the establishment of Federal standards for ambulatory, preventive,
and institutional care benefits to be underwritten by private health insurers,

I
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including insurance companies, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, and prepaid plans.
These standards, which we call Federal Standard Healthcare Benefits, would be
set by law.

This represents an extension of public accountability

--

a concept

which has been an integral part of insurance company operations over the years
through an extensive system of State regulation.
The second element of our proposal would be the phasing-in of benefits
on an established timetable, as the services become available to meet increased
demands, as well as to permit an orderly transition under collective bargaining
and other contracts.

* During the first half of this century particularly, an extensive system of
state regulation of insurance developed. Then the United States Supreme Court
ruled that insurance is interstate commerce and subject to federal regulation
when transacted across state lines. Congress passed Public Law 15 relinquishing federal jurisdiction to the extent that insurance is regulated by the states.
The result was a critical reappraisal of state regulation followed by many additional state laws and regulations.

Instirers are required to be licensed and to file financial statement annually. They are examined periodically and thoroughly by teams of trained state
examiners to make sure they meet specified standards as to assets, reserves
and investments; experience and knowledge of company officers; claim paying
practices and complaints; and otherwise operating according to law. Their
advertising is subject to fair trade practice standards and detailed rules.* All
State Insurance Departments have facilities for assisting consumers (insuredis)
with problems or complaints. Insurers are required to file both individual and
group policy forms In every state and in most states the premium rates to be
charged therefore. The policy forms can be disapproved if they contain provisions that are unjust, unfair, inequitable, misleading or contrary to law.
State Fair Trade Practices Acts protect the insurance buyer against such
matters as unfair discrimination. Uniform provisions relating to type size, incontestability, grace periods. proofs of loss, cancellation and many other required and prohibited provisions are provided by statute for individual policies
and, to a lesser degree, as appropriate for group policies. Many states provide
for disapproval of individual policies when the bei~efits are unreasonable in relation o the premium charged. In group insurance, premium rates must meet the
competition between companies and with hospital, medical expense and selfinsured plans, as well as the sophisticated review of management and labor.
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Third, a system of Federal income tax incentives to help assure that comprehensive benefit levels are secured and maintained. To strengthen existing incentives we propose that Federal income tax deductions be allowed for 100% of
the premium only for benefits that meet Federal standards.* If the coverage does
not meet these standards, the tax deduction would be limited to 50%6 of the expenditure .
The fourth and final element of our comprehensive health insurance proposal involves establishment in each State of a private insurance plan to cover the
poor, near poor, and those previously uninsurable for reasons of serious health
impairments.

Uniform, standard benefits for the poor and near poor would be

subsidized by Federal and State funds.

The premium cost would be paid in full

for those on public assistance and others with very low income.* The contribution
for those at somewhat higher income levels would be on a sliding scale, depending
on income and family size.
Each State plan would be a pooled arrangement underwritten by all private
health insurers, profit and nonprofit, in each State.

One carrier or group of

carriers would be designated by the State to administer the plan.

The premium

rates would be regulated by the States and reviewed by HEW.
The Medicare program would not be affected by our proposals.

Eventually,

the State plans would eliminate the need for Medicaid.* For the poor, the indignities of the means test would be replaced by a simple report of the previous year's
total income.

The State plan would be available to all persons whose incomes fall

below specified levels as well as those who are otherwise uninsurable.

The
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benefits initially would be more extensive under these State programs than the
Federal Benefit Standards for private plans covering the rest of the population.
There is a good reason for this,

Low-income families are most in need

of comprehensive health care and they are the least likely to have access to it.
This is why we urge programs that will move medical care into the inner-city
and rural areas, and why Healthcare benefits at first would be broader for these
low-income groups than the requirements for other insurance plans.
For example, initially, the low-income groups would be covered for more
physician visits on an ambulatory basis, more institutional and home care, more
well-baby care, and would have such added benefits as dental care for children
under 19, prescription drugs, maternity care, and family planning services and
supplies.
By 1976, however, these expanded State plan benefits for the poor and
near poor would become the standard for the rest of the population.

Then, in

successive stages, benefits would be further improved and new benefits added
for low-income families and subsequently for everyone.
decade, truly comprehensive coverage would be a reality.

By the end of this
There would be no

maximum limit on primary and specialty care provided on an ambulatory basis.
These benefits would include:
--

All diagnostic X-ray and laboratory tests.

-Surgery

and radiation therapy,

--

Doctors' visits, including treatment of mental conditions.

--

Well-baby care, including immunizations.
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Dental care, including annual examination, fillings, extractions
and dentures.

--

Prescription drugs and specified nonlegend drugs.

--

Rehabilitation services, including prosthetic devices, physical
therapy, and speech therapy.

--

Maternity care, including pre-natal care, delivery, and post-natal
treatment.

--

Vision care,

--

Family planning services and supplies.

Institutional care would be covered within these realistic limits:
-300

dayii of semi-private general or psychiatric hospital care per

illness .
-180

days of convalescence in a skilled nursing home per illness,

-270

days in an approved home health care program per illness,

The benefits of our program have been designed to cover items that may
be incurred during illnesses which result in catastrophic health care expenses.
Firther, by 1979, it is contemplated there would be no maximum limits on
ambulatory care benefits and only realistic limits on institutional care.* Benefits provided could exceed $50,000,
For certain of these expenses, a modest amount of cost sharing or copayment would be required to reduce unnecessary overuse of services and facilities and thus help keep co3ts down.

It should be emphasized, however that there

would be a realistic aggregate limit each year on copayment related to family
income.

In this way, no family would be unduly burdened by expense or deterred
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from obtaining needed care.
As you can see, our program calls for a new approach to the ru.tion's
health care system.

Adoption of our program would stimulate the expansion of

much needed health care manpower and facilities

--

this is an absolute prereq-

uisite to meeting the health care needs of the population.

It would promote the

development of ambulatory care facilities and services and the broadening of
insurance coverage to encompass ambulatory and preventive care.* This combination would lead to a much more effective delivery system than now exists.
Our program would strengthen cost and quality controls and increase the responsibilities of community health planning agencies.

Comprehensive health insur-

ance would be made available to all, with the scope of benefits expanded periodically as the capacity of the health care system is enlarged to meet the increased
demands for health care generated by the new benefits.

The problem of two-class

medicine would be alleviated, because the poor, with the aid of government subsidies, would be participants in the same system as those who can provide for
themselves.

Finally, the Healthcare program is a concrete, pragmatic plan

for action to produce desired change, which can be implemented now.
What would such a program cost?
This question assumes particular importance in the light of persistent inflation and increasing taxes.

In terms of 1970 prices, we estimate that the addi-

tional governmental expenditures required to pay for the Healthcare program
during the first full year of operation would be less than $4 billion.

This would

provide funds for all aspects of our program except for the broadened benefits
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under private plans.
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The costs for such increased benefits would come, as now,

from employers and employees .

Costs in subsequent years will rise as benefits

are broadened and as further inflation may affect medical prices.
Our program deals realistically with the problems of the existing system,
building on Its strengths and introducing important changes in a carefully planned
manner in the many areas where change is needed so as to achieve the primary
objective of making quality health care accessible to all our people.

This is

accomplished by changing the organization of the delivery system and Increasing
its capacity, by removing financial barriers to care for all, by introducing solutions to the special problems of the poor, and by making comprehensive health
insurance available to all.

These are essentially the major goals of most of the

national health programs introduced to date.
Our program preserves the pluralistic approach to both the delivery of
care and the financing of care, preserves competition and with it the incentive
to experiment and innovate.* I -.kge that it be given careful study.
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Senator KENNEDY. Our next witness is Shirley Kronberg.

We are pleased to have you with us this afternoon. Mrs. Kronberg
is director of the Neighborhood Service Councils of the New Yor
Hotel and Motel Trades Council.
The Hotel and Motel Trades Council is an association of 10 local
unions of hotel workers in New York City. On behalf of these
union members, Mrs. Kronberg directs the activities of five neighborhood service councils. These councils offer advice and assistance
on many problems not related to employment. The service covers
health, economic, and legal matters.
By serving as an advocate for these councils in New York City,
Mrs. Kronberg has amassed a wealth of experience in the problem
which the average citizen has in attempting to get health insurance
coverage. Mrs. IKronberg has with her today several members of the
unibn who will discuss their experiences.
We are pleased to have you and apologize for the delay.
STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY K2RONBERG, DIRECTOR OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD) SERVICE COUNCILS OF THE NEW YORK HOTEL AND
MOTEL TRADES COUNCIL, NEW YORK CITY
Mrs. KEONBERO. Thank you. I hope the change of scenery will not
only be in appearance but also in a very divergent point of view because we are rep resenting the receiver of medical services and some
of the things tat were said here before were abominable.
The hotel workers of New York City, by contract between their
union the Hotel and Motel Trades Council, and the Hotel Association, have complete doctor care and Blue Cross coverage for themselves and their dependents.
We have been providing medical care for our members since 1950.
Since 1957 we have been providing medical care for both our mem
bers and their families. Last year the cost of maintaining BlAue Cross
was a little over $3 million, The cost of Operating our Family Medical Centers was $3,600,000. The total cost, almost $7 million is between 41/2 and 5 percent of all payrolls in the hotel industry.
Our family medical care program is administered through six
family medical care centers. By the way, I brought some of the brochures that describe the function of these centers. We can leave
those. We had hoped that all of these centers would be hospital
based. Unfortunately, we have been unable to have them all in hospitals because of the opposition of the hospital medical boards.
Even though thousands benefit greatly from this program, we find
each year that we are operating at a deficit and must renegotiate for
additional employer contributions to keep going. With other unions,
we are torn between asking more money for the health fund or for
urgently-needed improvements-in wages, of course-to meet the rising cost of living.
Itis important for your committee to know that there are a variety of situations in which we are virtually helpless. The worker who
loses his job is covered by Blue Cross for 28 days. To continue coverage after that he must pay his own way. But how can he without
a job?
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Again, a worker going to a hospital emergency room is not covered by Blue Cross. They do pay $7.25 for the use of an operating
room in the event of an emergency but by and large he is not covered for the use of emergency rooms.
We will show you that his bill can run into hundreds of dollars,
even though there is no overnight stay in the hospital.
Blue Cross paid $80 for maternity confinement and now is increasing this to $100, but the average bill is over $600. By the way, I
think you should remember we n'o longer have any free city hospitals in New York. Without medicaid you pay $93 a day in a city
hospital and the rates for maternity confinement are the same as in
voluntary. hospitals.
Medicaid eligibility levels for small families are totally unrealistic. A couple having its first child must show an income under
$4,000 a year or it will have to pay $500 for the hospital. Childless
couples and single persons are virtually excluded from medicaid.
Even with a large hospital bill, one must either be totally disabled
or have spent one-quarter of his annual income for medical care.
This is before becoming eligible for medicaid assistance. I would
like to show you typical hospital bills received by some workers.
Bear in mind that they have received these bills even though they
have free doctor care and Blue Cross coverage. We deleted the
names of the people in the copy that we prepared for the Press but
we did give your committee the copies of the bills with the names
and everything else.
Marian Munzer, a telephone operator in her late fifties. Married,
no children. Husband is an elevator operator. She was hospitalized
July 8, 1969. Discharged July 29, 1969; 21 days; treatment for a
nervous breakdown. Blue Cross covered only 2 full days. Balance of
bill paid by husband-$2,342.90. Insurance does not cover hospitalization for mental illness. The hospital bill is included. The Blue
Cross coverage is stated right on the bill.
Senator KENNEDY. Why is the Blue Cross coverage so low?
Mrs. KRoNBERG. Blue Cross doesn't cover you for treatment for
mental illness. Nervous breakdown and shock treatment are not covered. I brought bills only which show what we can't get coverage
for in spite of the fact that we spend almost $7 million a year fOr
health insurance.
Our ambulatory care system run by ourselves, by the trustees of
the fund collected from the employers, is much cheaper to operate
than any insurance that we can buy. I have with me the report of
Martin E. Segal Co., actuaries-consultants and actuaries which
bears out by all kinds of facts and figures that the operation of our
ambulatory care system purchases a great deal more than we would
be able to buy for the $31/2 million it costs to operate annually.
Luciano Velez is a kitchen cleaner. He has a diabetic wife who
was hospitalized December 21, 1969, through February 8, 1970. His
total bill was $5,895.95. Blue Cross paid $4,599.20. Medicaid covered
only $310.63 under the "Catastrophic Illness" section. That means he
has to spend 25 percent of his annual income before he becomes eligible for any assistance because they are a childless couple.
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Anyone between the ages of 21 and 65 and having no children
can't get any medicaid assistance unless they are disabled-pernmanlently disabled. Not like social security for 1 year, permanently disabled; has to be substantiated with. medical proof; goes to Albany
State Social Service Department analyzes it. If he is declared permnanently disabled hie is eligible for medicaid, or his income has to
be the welfare level. If his income is the welfare level he becomes eligible because welfare recipients are included under, medicaid.
However, anyone working would not be in that category, particularly in this situation where it's a wife that is hospitalized and the
worker is still working. He has to pay 25 percent before he receives
any assistance.
Senator KFNNED~Y. He would be better off to give up his job and
go on welfare.
Mrs. KU~oNnipi. Sure. No question about it. Those on medicaid
have total coverage for dentistry, eyeglasses, and drug bills. The
worker that works doesn't have this unless lie has a very large family.
I brought with me the medicaid levels if you want to see those. I
would be glad to send that uip to you..
Senator KEN,,NEDY. We wvil1 make that part of the record.
Mrs. KRONBURG. A single person must not have more than $2,200 a
year. No one that works for minimal wages, even the Federal minimum wage and not New York State, can have less than $2,200 a
year. Savings and burial allowance, that is, insurance included, he
must not have more than combined $1,600. Unless you are on social
security or totally disabled you couldn't possibly work and earn less
than $2,200.
A couple may have $3,100, so that where you. have a husband
working and a wife, it's still very difficult to be eligible for medicaid
under t ese circumstances. Of course, a family having a baby-well,
we will come to that. They must have a maximum. of $4,000 of income a year. That means that if he earns more than $80 a week he is
not eligible for any medicaid assistance and has to pay the total maternity costs in the hospital.
To get back to Mr. Velez his total bill was $5,895.95. Blue Cross
paid $4,599.20. Medicaid covered $310.63 under the "catastrophic illness"l provision. The balance which Mr. Velez has to pa is $986.12.
His take-home pay is $84.33. I enclosed a pay stub fr him which
you have. We helped make arrangements with Mount Sinai Hospital
to accept $20 a month towards the bill from Mr. Velez. It will take
him only 4 years to pay this bill. That, of course, is providing that
no one else ge0ts sick in the meantime and that he works and is able
to paty. It wil take 4 years to pay for this.
Bruno Yalowitz is a maintenance man in a hotel. His takehome
pay is $103 a week. He is 60 years old. His wife, suffering with Parkinson's disease, was hospitalized in October of 1968. On December
17 of 1968 she was hospitalized for surgery. She was discharged
January 16, 1969. Since she had exhausted most of her Blue Cross in
October, Blue Cross covered her for only $1,234.94 out of a total bill
of $2,469.80, leaving a balance of $1,234.86, which wa
id by the
member. This family did not qualify for any medicaid assitne
obviously, because he wvas working, earning more than $3,100 a year,
and they are a childless couple between 21 and 65. In April of 1970
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she became 65 years old and now has medicare. She still has very
large drug bills. I brought for you statistics of some of the drug
bills. There are four on a page. This is ongoing.
As you can see, I enclosed Mr. Malowitz' pay stub. His gross pay
is $125.20 and his take-home is $103.02. With that he paid $1,200 to
the hospital.
Sol Edelman is an elevator operator. Single. 62 years old. Had
polio as a child and has been physically handicapped all his life. In
the last few years he has had a great deal of difficulty with his feet,
and has been hospitalized several times. He was hospitalized in January of 1970 for surgery on four toes. Our disability records show
him disabled from December 9, 1969, through March 1, 1970-11
weeks and 6 days.
He worked for a few weeks and became disabled again-May 18
through July 6-7 weeks and 6 days. When his Blue Cross was exhausted he applied for medicaid while in Joint Disease Hospital.
We provided proof to the city Investigator that his disability payments amounted to $46 a week. On the basis of his $46 a week income, he was disallowed for medicaid. As a single person he has to
have no more than the poverty level or $2,200 a year. He was disallowed based on $46 a week and lie is left with a balance to pay of
$221.87 in spite of the fact that he is lame and sick and earns about
$80 a week take-home pay.
I wanted to bring Mr. Edelman with us today and called him and
asked that he come. This is the message that he left for us: "Fell.
Must stay in bed for about a week. Doctor's orders." This is the history of Mr. Edelman.
1ow I rought with me two members of our union who are workers both of whom have worked as maids for many years in the hotel
industry in New York. This is Mrs. Edna Dean and this is Mrs.
Betty Roche. You have their bills before you. I think it would be interesting for you that you heard from them exactly how they got
Senator JAvITS. Mr. Chairman, I unfortunately can't stay here
any longer. I am long overdue elsewhere. But I would like to state
for the record that I am very well acquainted with the particular
health care program of this union, which was initiated originally by
Jay Ruben, who I know very well. I actually officiated at the opening of the first health center at the New York Hotel and Motel
Trades Council.
Mrs.KnONE~O.Gla you remember, Senator.
Senator JAvITS. Its a magnificent example of what can be done
cooperatively and I think a strong confirmation of the kind of approach which is taken in your bill, Mr. Chairman, and my own, with
respect to their problem should be made.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KENNEDY. Thanks very much.
Mrs. KRONBERG. Thank you, Senator.

This is Mrs. Edna Dean. We would like to tell you her experience
in becoming ill.
Mrs. DEAN. Should I begin?
Senator KENNEDY. I wish you would.
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Mrs. DEAN. In July last year, 23d of July, I have an upset stomach and my relative took me to the St. John's H hospital overnight
and they give me a prescription but when I went h ome it was late; I
couldn't fill it.
The next morning the vomiting started all over. They take me
hack and had me put in a room. I got two X-rays and a cardiogram
and they, serit me home around 6 o'clock. From 9:30 until 6 o'clock
in the afternoon.
Three weeks later a bill was sent to me for $819 which I couldn't
afford to pay.
Mrs. KRONBERO. Mrs. Dean earns $85 gross. What is takehome I

Mrs.

DEAN.

$71.

Mrs. KRONBERG.

That is a 1-day hospital bill. She brought it to us

finally, when she got a dunning letter from a collection agency.
which means the wheels were turning for a suit and for garnishee. I
called the hospital and I asked for an itemization of this bill which
provides for $75 for room and board, $127 for laboratory services.
That is the blood test that they took, $127; X-ray, $52; medical supplies, $45; cardiogram, $20, for a total of $319.
I asked for an itemization of the lab tests and the other diagnostic
examinations which they made and they got very huffy and said,
"You know you can't get that without a subpoena." So, of COUrs'. we
sent Mrs. Dean to the Legal Aid Society and the attorney there is
requesting an itemization of this bill.
But this is the lengths to which we have to go in order to resist
this kind of bill.
Now this is Mrs. Roche, who is a long-time member of our union
who got sick one day while working. Betty, do you want to tell Senator Kennedy what happened?
Mrs. ROcHE. I got sick one day while I was working, so they sent
me to the medical clinic and the doctors, they examined me and said
I had to go to the hospital right away. I went to the hospital and I
was there a week before they operated on me. They operated on me
and I was there altogether 42 days.
So I came home and they sent me a bill for almost $1,900. 1
thought everything was pretty well taken care of.
Mrs. KRONBERG.

Mrs. Roche didn't have to pay for her doctor's

service because that was provided by the health center from the
union. Her examination and care and treatment by the physician
was all provided free. She had Blue Cross and as you can see from
the bill, for the 42 days her bill was $5,824.99. Blue Cross paid
$4,465.89, leaving her a balance of $1,849.60. She is not eligible for
medicaid because she is between 21 and 65, not totally disabled, and
earns more than $2,200 a year.
When she didn't respond to the first bill, she got another bill
which is also attached. Blue Cross hadn't completely submitted all
of the payments-$472.42 had not yet been received by the hospital
so they added it on to the $1,859 which is now her obligation and
the second bill calls for $1,882.02. Now those are Mrs. Roches bills.
I gues she is fortunate; she isn't able to return to work. She won't
have to pay because she hasn't got it and the hospital will submit it
to the city. But if she weren't 64 and able to retire and if she was
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well enough to return to work, that bill would be her obligation.
There would be no way we could get coverage for it.
And of course the biggest problems we find are with maternity
confinement. They are the saddest because they are young people
trying to build a family and it's very costly. I know we are not
here 3 hours with questions, but I hope you will
be kept
going
ask us to
some.
We tried to. keep our statement brief, but we would like
to elaborate on our experience.
We need national health insurance as proposed in the KennedyGriffith bill. We need insurance with cost controls, and the way to
achieve such controls is by changing the system of delivering medical care. The medicare experience has proved that the administrators
have been unable to prevent gouginig of the elderly by the doctors.
The doctors were the greatest beneficiaries of medicare. Medicare has
become only a part payment of the total doctor bill.
I think you must know that a person going for surcry under
medicare very rarely doesn't have to pay th doctor hi self.-I
know of almost no situation in whlich the doctor accepts assignment
of the medicare payment. The doctor will invariably say to the patient, "You a me $500 or $700 and you get it back f rom medicare." Where the patient can raise the funds he pays in full confidence and sends in his bill to medicare. There was a time that he
was not able to submit the bill without the doctor's signature. I understand that they have changed that now and hie is able to submit a
bill without the doctor's signature. But for a long time hie wasn't
able to do it amid unless lie paid the doctor in ad-vance, lie wasn't
even able to get a paid bill to submit to medicare.
When lie submitted the bill, lie knew that lie was going to get a
$50 deductible. He knew that lie was going to have to ay 20 percent
coinsurance. What hie didn't know was that medicare round that the
reasonable fee for his surgery was $250 and not the $700 that the
doctor charged. These rates are set either by the carrier, by Blue
Shield in New York, or Prudential in New Jersey, or whtever
other insurance company is running the program for Social SecuTrles fee schedules of "reasonable fee"' for the area amid for the
services are determined not by Social Security but by the private
agency which is administering the program. Now if they are talking
about keeping down cost control by limiting the payment, they are
doing no such thing because what they are doing is they are putting
the paymeiit, the major share of the payment, onto the patient.
It isn't insurance ait all amiy more. Workmen's Cornpensation is insuranice. You go to the doctor. You never see a bill. You don't know
what the bill is. Workmen's Compensatioin Board d'4ermincs the fee
and that is what they pay the doctor. That is a cost-controlled program. We don't find the doctors turning away from that. They uti1ize that program, too.
But medicare has been a bonanza for the doctors. If their fee previous to medicare was $200,. all they did was raise it to $400. They
now get $200 from the patient amid $200 from the insurance company. So that this is not the kind of system that we want. We want
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a real national health system in which the cost of medical. care is not
carried by patients.
Coinsurance isn't what deters medical care; that is going to the
doctor for medical care. If we prefer people dying because of a lack
of their ability to pay for doctors, then all wveh ave to do is provide
for coinsurance established by the insurance company. If we want to
prevent illness and tragedy, then we do have to provide a system of
preventive medicine where people will be encouraged to go to doctors when they are healthy and well and where illness can be detected in its infancy and treated and cured.
I think that that is the essential difference between what we favor
and what we are opposed to. We don't want a system of insurance
that is going to deter visits to the doctors but rather one that will
encourage going to the doctor.
Senator KEN -NEDY. Why wouldn't Blue Cross and Blue Shield write
that kind of policy?
Mrs. KRONBERG. I think you should ask them. I know they are
groups, but they are largely influenced by the doctors and I think
that may be the reason that they don't write that kind of'policy. I
think they are run by the doctors. Blue Shield is for sure. I don't
think the consumer has an adequate say in the Volicymaking of these
prepaid grow )S. Besides, I don't think that it is within their power
to limit. I really think that only the government is able to determine
cost control. The only ones with the power of enforcing it would be
the Government. The insurance company wouldn't have any need to.
All they would have to do would be to guarantee their premiums
and their profit. Anything else could run away. It wouldn't make
any difference to them. There would be no motivation for them to
control it. Only a Government-controlled program could bring about
cost control.
Senator KENNEDY. Are the examples you have given us this afternoon fairly typical of the health problems of people associated with
your union?
Mrs. KRONBERG. Yes. I brought one other-I didn't include it beause I didn't have the bill. Mrs. Dean's experience is extraordinary$319 was a shock for us and we have seen some horrors in bills.
But a typical emergency room bill: a lady faints on the job andthis is not a hotel worker and that is why I didn't include it in our
statement. She is taken immediately to Beekman-Downtown Hospital, which is a fine hospital. They do a lab test. They do it chest
X-ray. They do an EKG. This is normal.
She has a bill for $75. Blue Cross covers her for $7.25. She is not
kept overnight. She is not hospitalized. Blue Cross is a hospitalization program. Blue Shield, if she has it, will not cover this bill.
None of these are doctor fees. These are all technicians, EKG,
X-ray, lab. They are not covered by Blue Shield. They are not covered
by HIP. They are not covered by any doctor plan.
There is no insurance against an emergency room bill. And they
are horrendous. This is typical, $75. This -could amount to this woman's weekly paycheck.
Senator KENNEDY. H-ave you ever approached the private, insurance companies about trying to work our a comprehensive insurance
co'Verage for your workers?
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Mrs. KRoNBERG. No.

Senator KENNEDY. Have you ever talkedMrs. KRONBERG. Oh, we do, excuse me. We employ Prudential, or
we have a contract with Prudential for disability and life insurance
and dismemberment.
Senator KENNEDY. How about in terms of health?
Mrs. KRONBERG. No; we can provide much more by operating it
ourselves. That is, the ambulatory care centers. We have six of them,
as those brochures will show you.
Senator KENNEDY. Have you ever spoken to them or tried to develop a program for emergency room care to meet these kinds of
bills?
Mrs. KUONBERO. We have emergency room care, but it is open 9to-5, so that if you get sick on Saturday or Sunday or 6 o'clock in
the morning, or 7 o'clock in the evening, there is no place to go but
a hospital. You can't get a doctor home. You know, the biggest
thing about illness-I guess professionals never talk about that-is
the fear that you are dying. You are alone very often or even if you
are not, you don't know how sick you are. You may just be-you
feel as though you are dying. It may be a very unimportant thing or
a very minor thing, but you are frightened enough to seek medical
help). You can't get a doctor to come to your house. Doctors aren't
any more-or hardly making home visits, certainly not in
making
the neighborhoods in which our members live. They won't walk with
a medical bag because the addicts will get them. You can't get a
doctor to come to your house. The only thing you can do, if you are
lucky, is get a taxi and get to a hospital and go Into the emergency.
If it isn't anything visible, like you cut yourself or you have a
broken leg or you have fallen or you are burnt, then they have to
take tests. They can't tell by looking at you. So they do all these
tests and you are charged. And there was a time when we had city
hospitals that did all of this. Whoever walked in, you know, in an
emergency, unless he was wealthy, this service was free. It doesn't
exist anymore. We don't have anymore free city hospitals.,I
I understand Dr. English was here and said nobody was ever
turned away. It is true, you are not turned away. You are just sent
a bill later. If you don't pay, you are sued. Oh, you are not turned
away, they just get where you work, where you live and send you a
bill. By and large, you know, people are very honorable. They pay
their bills. No matter at what cost to their own standard of living.
I have another example here of another situation which is one of
our biggest problems today. The social service departments-every
bureaucracy-and we are loaded down with them-every institution
makes its own rules. You have to be a lawyer to know what you are
entitled to, where do you go for help, what do you do to get something, you know, taken care of.
Fortunately, our members have the neighborhood service councils,
so they come to us, which is why we know about these problems; but
most people have no idea. Now, most of the hospitals no longer have
a city investigator. The city hospitals do. A city investigator is that
intake worker for the welfare department or the social service department who questions you about your ability to pay the bill. The
city hospitals have such a person. If you come in and if it is pretty
evident that you have no coverage and you are not going to be able
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to pay, and you qualify for medicaid, they will enroll you or make
out an application for-medicaid while you are a patient at the hospital. But most of the voluntary hospitals dont have such a city
worker. There was a time when they did have them, but it became
very costly for the social service department so most of them don't
have them. The private hospitals dont have them at all.
The patient doesn't know. He is sick. He could be there 40 days,
45 days. He, is there for a heart attack. Three weeks, 6 weeks. We
have brainwashed everyone, everyone that has a Blue Cross contract
thinks he is covered endlessly for everything. People think they are
insured. And they really don't worry about it too much. They don't
know that they have to seek out medicaid. So, they leave the hospital.
Now, very often they don't get the bill immediately, because sometimes the hospitals goof, too, or somebody moves or the mail box is
broken in the building in which you live and you never get the bill.
If you get that bill more than 90 days after your discharge from the
hospital, you have lost your opportunity to apply to medicaid. No
matter what your situation is, unless you are on welfare, you can no
longer apply to medicaid if you have been more than 90 days discharged f rom the hospital.
That is a rule that is arbitrary, made by the social service department and who knows about it? Those of us who, deal with this
daily. Nobody else knows.
Now, this member of ours, a Adelberto Aquirre is an elevator operator, takes home about $80 a week, separated from his wife, one
child. By court order he pays $20 a week towards the support of his
child. His wife works. He was hospitalized from November 21,
1969, to February 7,.1970.
I am looking to see if I have the name of the hospital here. I may
find
it later.
He came home and moved and never got the bill until December
31, 1970. That is 10 months after his discharge from the hospital.
The balance of his bill--he was in for a long time. He had a earth
condition. The balance of his bill that he has to pay-$1,307.
I sent him to the social service department with a letter from us
explaining the situation; that he never got the bill in time, he had
just gotten it and we knew that 90 days had elapsed. However, he
was eligible for medicaid for all those months he was in the hospital-he didn't work for 7 months that year. His income was, $39 a
week while he was sick.
Under those standards, had he applied for medicaid while he was
hospitalized, he should have been covered. He was rejected by medicaid, "submitted more than 90 days after discharge." I had to send
him back to the hospital to make arrangements for a monthly payment to the hospital until that bill is paid.
Now, that is a common thing that people don't know, even as limited as the programs are. They are not familiar with them.
Senator KENNEDY. I think you have presented about as keen an
indictment of the system as we heard in these hearings. Unfortunately, members of the press aren't here, but it is a blistering indictment of health care in this country, presented in very real and
human terms.
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I think that is extremely compelling.
Let me ask you, Mrs. Dean, when you received this bill, did you
go back to the hospital and question them about it, or talk to your
own insurance group?
You have some coverage, don't you?
Mrs. DEAN. I wasn't covered at that time. I took it to my delegate
on the job, and she took me down to Mrs. Kronberg, so I didn't gon
back to the hospital. I just delivered it over to her.
Senator KENNEDY. Mrs. Kronberg, you take it from there.
Mrs. K.RoNBERG. I sent-we learned that-if people never got a
court summons and never got a judgment and the lawyers, Haight &
Haight, and some of the others that are the collection agency for the
hospitals, got a default judgment and had a garnishee on the job,
you could only open it up in court if you had some kind of defense.
And here was the Mrs. Dean's bill. We had to get into court, before she got a default judgment.
Now we know. that hospitals are tax-free institutions on the
grounds that they are nonprofit.
When Mrs. Dean got the bill for $310, our course of action was
then to request from the hospital an itemization of the bill and their
cost figures, because we are going to challenge their tax exemption,
if they are making a profit on these lab tests and X-rays and so on,
and so forth.
Of course, the hospital attorneys know this as well as we do, so
that what generally happens when these bills are challenged, is that
they make settlements for them and they will take $9 instead of $319
cash, because I doubt whether they can win in court.
Our problem, of course, is reaching the people and telling them
what their rights are, and persuading them that it is right t~o take a
day off from work to go to court, and maybe many days off. They
are reluctant to do it. People want to get things. They are not always that ready to fight for them individually.
Senator KENNEDY. Do you deal with Blue Cross and medicare?
Mrs. KUONBERO. Yes.

Senator KENNEDY. What are your impressions of each in terms of
your ability to deal with them?
Do you find either of them more responsive?
Are there any general comments you would l-ike to make about
them?
Mrs. KUONBERO. Our problem-out of the city, out of the State,
we have members that live in New Jersey and Prudential takes a
long time to make payments, arid very often I call them-Senlator KENNEDY. How long?
Mrs. KRONBERG. Three, four months. People are impatient for the
money because they can't afford to be without it if they have made
payments to the doctors.
Blue Shield, which operates medicare in the city-I don't have too
many complaints about them. Our complaints are about the size of
the bills that people are getting. Not so much the hospital bills, although the hospitals have discovered a variety of ways of padding
the bills even for medicare patients. They divide the bill and some
of the charges are taken out of part A and put it as part B. You
know that is a good trick, because under part A the only deductible
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is the $50-the first $50 that he has to -a .But part B, you get the
coinsurance and then only 80 percent of th reasonable fee. It is not
part of the hospital bill, so that X-rays and all technician services,
which are not rightly doctor bills, you know, and anything which is
beyond room and board, is very often tacked on as part B and it is a
separate bill.

We find that even under medicare, people are paying into

hospi -

tals much more than the $50 that the law requires. It all looks so legitimate, it is hard to fight.
.Senator KENNEDY. I want to thank you very much for your coming down.. I would like to sta,.y in touch with you, because I think
the experiences of your members, as examples of the inadequacies
and deficiencies of the system, are enormously powerful.
Mrs. KrzONBERG. Senator, I think you ought to know that our
membership is not all low income. You know, we run the full gamut.
We have 50 percent of our members who are of minority groups,
and 50 percent who are not. Then we also have waiters and bartenders and other workers, who make a decent wage.
The high medical cost is not limited to the low-income worker.
Very often workers, who make a better wage are also confronted
with very high bills, which they find very difficult to pay. It is not
better for them.
These bills are not bad only because they hit low-income workers,
thoug1I of course we see how much more difficult it is for them to
pay. But it is a universal problem which affects everyone who works,
in terms of the kinds of insurance that we can buy.
It is hard to pay for an emergency room bill, a maternity bill, or
if you are laid off-to be without medical insurance. We have people
laid off now, we have lost 6,000 jobs in the last 2 years, due to unemployment. Now, they all lose their coverage after 28 days, and if
they don't convert their policy during those 28 days, they can't buy
it later. They have to be part of a group.
Senator KENNEDY. Why can't they buy it?
Mrs. KRONBERG. Because they can't buy insurance, singly, without
a physical-some of our members are 50, 60. They would get policies
with riders, eliminating coverage for whatever ailment they had.
The value of group insurance is that it is coverage for the sick as
well as the well. You don't have to pass a full medical in order to be
able to get it. Your premium isn't based on your physcal condition.
The advantage, of course, is converting during te 28 days, but
after the 28 days, forget it. It is not there any more.
Senator KENNEDY. Many thanks.
I want to thank Mrs. Roche and Mrs. Dean for your patience. You
have been very helpful to us.
Mrs. KRONBERG. We will send you whatever we think can be useful to you. We are in full support of your efforts, and I want to
personally thank you for your great efforts at exposing the representatives of the insurance people.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
We call it ventilating the issue.
Mrs. KRoNBERO. But I like it.
Senator KENNEDY. The subcommittee will adjourn.
(Whereupon, at 6:35 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.)

